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INTRODUCTION

It is often asked whether war is a science or an

art, but war is necessarily both a science and an

art. " Science seeks out laws, establishes and

classifies facts ; art selects, combines, and pro-

duces." There is a science of war which studies

the means of action and elements of war,

analyses the events of past Avars, compares them,

and deduces from them the relations of cause

to effect, and Avhich sometimes succeeds in formu-

lating general laws. Turning to account the

results arrived at by science, art, Avhen the

moment of action has arrived, chooses the methods
which seem to suit the various special cases as

they present themselves. And this process is but

the application by the executant of his natural gifts

and of the knowledge Avhich he has assimilated.

According to the circumstances of the case this

knowledge plays a more or less considerable part,

and consequently science finds in art a more or less

direct application. It is sometimes believed that

art can dispense with science, and sometimes that

art may be reduced to the application of scientific

conclusions. And so we arrive at the question

which is meaningless in the terms in Avliich it is

posed : i.e. Is war an art ? or a science ?

xiii



xiv INTRODUCTION

Logically spcakiniz: it is both the one and the

other, and thoui-'li thev are distinct, there is no

exaniplo oi' their having been separated. War
is almost always studied by professionals and

that with a view to action. No one can determine

to write on military science without passing

straightway to practical conclusions. We shall

try to do so, but Avithout any assurance of being

successful. The art of war has for its domain the

operations of armies in the field to the exclusion

of all accessory elements ; the corresponding

science has a similar object. It knows of

arms but their effect, of means of transport but

their output, and the conditions necessary for

tlieir military exploitation, etc. Ey far the most

considerable part—the essential part—treats of

operations 2)roperly so-called, of fights, marches,

or the position of armies : it is based above all

on an analysis and comj)arison of the facts of Avar,

that is to say, on Military History.

An act of Avar, even the most apparently simple,

is such a complex mixture of moral, intellectual,

and material elements, that the clearest mind can

draAV from it nothing dependable, if it does not

summon to its aid the long experience of history.

Of AN hat nature are the teachings jn-ovided by

Military History ? To begin Avith, they are facts

pro})er to serve as examples, but these are Avhat

signily least. Military History has a more serious

aim when, after examining a short period, it

describes with ])recisi()n the methods of the fight.

Let us go a step further : let us foUoAV day by day

the decisions of a great commander, the circum-
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stances which called them into heing, the results

which they produced ; let us seek in the

corresj^ondence of Frederick or Napoleon the

traces of their intellectual labour, and along-

side the direct teaching furnished hj each

operation we may build up a more interesting

whole—composed of the system of j)i*inciples and

the procedure adopted by the commander, and so

arrive at his doctrine and his method. When
such results have been attained, the military

historian may deal Avith a vast range of subjects

;

he may trace the transformations of some particular

element throughout the ages, sometimes armament,

sometimes the combat, and sometimes the doctrine

of war of commanders. Embracing the whole of

this evolution he mav draw therefrom either

philosophic conclusions, or practical suggestions.

He clearly sees the significance of the most recent

transformations in Avar, and these are those that

concern him most. He has traced a curve from

its origin and has determined the tangent at the

point 1911.

It cannot too often be repeated that the

phenomena of Avar are by nature and by reason

of their material, intellectual, and moral elements

so complicated that it is difficult to form an exact

idea of them. They provoke endless discussions in

Avhich it is impossible to mark error doAvn.

History alone leads us to solid conclusions AA'hich

nothing can shake, and Avhence convictions spring.

Therefore in order to rough out a sketch of

military science Ave shall ourselves have recourse

to the historical method.
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We shall see the physiognomy of the combat

change with the character of the Aveapons in use.

Then Avill come the turn of battle, the decisive

act of war, of which the broad features are

modified according to the manner of fighting.

Finally, from the combat and the battle we shall

pass to combined operations. The form and the

character of such operations are determined by

the combat and the battle, and it is through

them that operations are brought under the

influence of the progress effected in armament.

The successive forms of war in the past will

in their evolution enable us to grasp what the

combat, the battle, the war of our days may
be. It will be easy to perceive general laws,

that which remains constant in principle and

application, as well as that which varies,

and the meaning of the variation ; conclusions

indeed Avill impose themselves on us so clearly

that we shall barely have to indicate them. In
any case, we shall avoid presenting a treatise

on military art, or giving counsel and precepts

to men of the profession. We shall confine our-

selves to showing Avhat was and Avhat is, letting

facts speak for themselves. We shall also

endeavour to avoid the pretentious metaphysical

vocal) ulary that has been so much abused for the

last twenty years, a vocabulary that runs the risk

of warping the very spirit of war, in which every-

thing should be simple and practical. By dint

of seeking general and a1)stract principles we
run the risk of not finding any that are applicable

to particular and concrete cases.
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CHAPTER I

BEFORE THE INTRODUCTION OE
RIFLED FIREARMS

§ ]. THE COMBAT IN ANTIQUITY

Yarious diverse causes contribute in deter-

mining the manner of fighting and of preparing
battle in any given epoch and among any given
people. Some of these causes, and not the

least important, are of a moral nature : such, for

instance, are the j^assions which inspire the

combatants, the qualities peculiar to each race,

and varying political institutions ; but, if we
take into our purview the historv of war as a
whole during a long period, causes of this sort

are found to differ from day to day, and
to counterbalance and to neutralise one another.

The great transformations in combat and in Avar,

and their evolution, are due to the progress made
in armament, or, more often, to the progress made
in those material things which are utilised in the

fight.

The invention of gunpowder has given missile

Aveapons a place incomparably more important

than in the past, though their role Avas far from
insignificant in ancient times. We are tempted

3
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to iti:iiore tliis fact l)ecause the ancient historians

do not like alluding to it; their preference is

t»"iven to tlie ^varrior citizens Avho fought with

spear and sword—they disdain the auxiliaries

armed with how or sling. Our attention heing

fix(»d on th(» plialanxes and cohorts, ^^e are led

to form an ahsolutely false idea of the ancient

coinhat, and not to perceive the transition from

it to the comhat of the Middle Ages. In reality

there was no abrupt change : continuity is perfect

from the most distant days of Greece and Rome
up to our own times ; material progress advances

hv insensible srradations, and the form of the

combat modifies itself no less regularly. From
time to time a Avord, a phrase, a hint is dropped by

the ancient historians, which allows us to perceive

the existence and extremely important role of

light troops. A day comes when their utility

becomes manifest to all eyes ; soon they force

themselves to the front and take the first place.

Our classical studies have accustomed us to

know but the phalanx of Alexander and the legion

of Marius or of Cnesar, and to see in them the

types of the Greek and Roman armies—to be-

lieve, in fact, that military decadence followed

close on the davs of Alexander in Greece and of

Caisar in Rome. It is, however, necessary to

remember that the phalanx and tlie legion never

by themselves constituted the armies of antiquity;

that, following day by day the progress of material

means and new needs, they never ceased to alter

and change, and that, as regards armament and

the combat, there is never any decadence except
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from the jiesthetic standpoint. The decline of the

arme blanche has detracted from the splendour of

the fight, but it corresponded to real needs,

and the reforms adopted had made themselves

necessary.

In Greece, as well as in Italy, it is difficult to

raise great numbers of cavalry. The infantry '' of

the line," Avhich fights in close order, was in

primitive times only organised to fight against

troops of like sort, not against cavalry. It is

formed in phalanx in eight or twelve ranks ; but

we must not picture to ourselves a heavy, com-

pact, crowded formation : the intervals between

the combatants are from three to four feet, and

allow them to handle their six-foot pikes freely.

The offensive arms are light, but the armour

is too heavy to allow even the smallest supply

of projectiles to be carried. The warrior can

only fight at close quarters.

Such phalanxes are mobile; they can charge

vigorously, as they proved at Marathon. Their

depth is not intended to give them strength in

shock action—i^ is well knoion that there never is

any shock. It is merely necessary to have a

sufficient number of combatants in each file to

replace those who fall, and to give the front

rank moral support ; it is rare that a file of eight

men becomes used up by the fight, unless

the warriors of one side have . a very marked

superiority in physical strength, in fencing

skill, or in courage. This is, however, quite the

exception.

Normally the two fronts come into contact with
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one aiiotlier, and liundreds of duels take place in

A\hicli the moral and physical strength of the

conil)atants is exhausted Avithout many falling

victims.

The chiefs are in front and lead on the troops.

The best, strongest, and keenest soldiers are in the

front rank. Behind them are the men of average

Avortli. In the rear rank, that in which panic

might originate, old soldiers, Avell trained and

steady in their duty, are posted as serre-files.

There never is any shock. The heavy Boeotians,

under Epaminondas, tried to break the Spartan

lines at Leuctra and Mantinea with a deep

column, "as if with the ram of a shij^ "
; but

the front rank stopped dead on coming into

contact with the enemy ; the rest of the column

communicated to it no impulse whatever, because

an impulse never comes from the rear, because it

is never due to material pressure but to the

influence of superior will imposed hy a chief

icho is seen in front. The frontal action has

begun ; as ever, it has become interminable, and

Epaminondas, having failed to break the hostile

line, tried to wear it down more rapidly by calling

to the front the Golden Band, the picked Avarriors,

and in this wav he achieved success.

Generally speaking, the frontal fight does not

lead to a solution.

'* When studying ancient combats," says Ardant

du Picq, '' one sees that it is almost ahvays a flank

attack, or one from the rear, or some sort of

successful surprise, that wins battles, especially

against the Romans. .Vmong the phalanxes there
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is no melee, but a mutual pressure which may hist

long if one side or the other does not succead in

getting its adversary taken ia flank and rear by
some detached body of troops."

Thus it is a mobile detached body which decides

victory by manoeuvrmg . From the beginning,

cavalrv, however weak in numbers and deficient

in equipment it may be, even to the length of

being Avithout stirrups or saddles, is often the

factor which decides victory, because of its mobility.

In default of cavalry it is the lis^ht infantrv that

decides the issue. The hoplites cannot manoeuvre

because the phalanx must not break its ranks.

The flanks of the phalanx are its vulnerable

parts. The least injury there causes disaster.

Let it divide but for one moment as at Pydna,

and it is lost. The more active of the enemy's

soldiers penetrate the openings in the mass of

troops and kill the warriors encumbered with

their pikes. ''And then," says Ardant du Picq,
'' with the enemy in the belly of the phalanx,

it is morally upset and becomes a disordered

mass, a mob of sheep tumbling backwards,

crushing each other under the j)i'essure of fear."

The examples of this are innumerable, from

Pydna to Sempach.

In order not to multiply flanks and offer to the

enemy a ready-made opening, the phalanx should

never be sub-divided. It can neither manoeuvre

nor pursue for fear of disordering its ranks.

It must be formed up once and for all before the

action.

The light infantry has missile Aveapons of Avhich
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the nxuiXG but little exceeds the distance which

a body of troops can cover at the double, between

two discliari^es, Avithout taking breath. It cannot

ensure the immunitv of the infantry of the line

when it is actini^ as its auxiliary : it is ini-

possible for it to keep the enemy at a distance.

But, on the other hand, it possesses remarkable

power Avhen it is acting alone and is free from

all restraint. Always in movement, always

scattered, never to be closed with, it harasses

the phalanx, overwhelms it with darts, and ends

by destroying or taking it. It obtains decisive

results which the infantry of the line is incapable

of attaining.

This superiority of movement over brute force

is acquired and recognised as early as the fifth

century B.C. In all the Greek republics advantage

is taken of the lightening of the weight of arms
due to the invention of steel, and a medium
form of infantry, j^eltastes or akontistes, more
lightly equipped than the hoplites, takes their

place. It fights witli the sword and with long-

range javelins, and combines its movements with

tliose of the archers and slin2:ers.

At Rome tlie original phalanx undergoes the

same transformation as in Greece and becomes
tin? niani})ulary legion, Avliich is itself also a

(]i{(Lsl light infantry, having abandoned the old

pike (Itast(f) in favour of the piluvi and the sword.

Its division into maniples mak(\s it more supple
than the Greek plialanxes. Jiike these, it also

is accompanied by auxiliaries, archers and slingers,

whicli prepare its action and c(miplete it>
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§ 2. THE PPxEPOXDERATIXG ROLE OF CAVALRY

Such are tlie armament, the combat, and the

troops of Greece and Rome during the fifth and
fourth centuries B.C. Cavalry comes upon the

scene with the Easterns and the Macedonians,

then with the Carthaginian armies. It occupies

the first j^hxce in their armies : heavy cavalry

armed with cuirass and lance, light cavalry

armed vrith hows or javelins ; it is the active,

offensive element ; for Alexander and for Hannibal

the decisive arm. In the Macedonian armies the

light infantry supports it. The phalanx can only

resist cavalry by brute force, and so weights itself

with armour till it becomes merely a reserve.

The ranks closed to the extreme limit, and
the heavy pikes, six to seven yards long, form
an im23enetrable but immobile Avail. The Mace-
donian phalanx checks the impact of cavalry,

but has itself become paralytic and unsuited to

the offensive. We shall continue to find the

same phenomenon, due to the same causes,

enduring for tAvo thousand years.

The Romans, beaten bv the cavalrv of Hannibal,

Avhich outflanks them and takes them in reverse,

are careful to avoid making the legion heavier.

They are imbued Avith the spirit of the offensive

and are careful to avoid all that may check

their dash.i AboA^e all they provide themselves

Avith cavalry equal in efficiency to that of their

enemy. Scipio crosses over into Africa, not only

that he may there snatch from his adversary

the initiative Avhich promises A'ictory, but also
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to find tliore the decisive arm, tlie Numidian

cavalry of ^[assinissa. It is this which triumphs

at Zama.

Moreover, in the davs of Marius, the Romans

modify the organisation of the legion ; the}^

group the maniples into cohorts of 600 men
;

and, tlianks to this intermediate unit, the general,

1)V a Avord, can resrulate the distrihution of his

forces. He forms three or four lines, echelons

and reserves. The legion Avas always supple

;

it now becomes capable of manoeuvre.

This solution is admirable for its intelligence

and its warlike spirit ; but it must give way to

the pressure of events : the role of missile

Aveapons continues to increase in importance

because thev alone kill men and make breaches

in cohorts. The latter are poAverless against Teu-

tonic horsemen and above all against Parthians,

Avhose boAvs are stronsrer than those of the

Romans.

Alreadv in Caesar's armies archers and slinarers

are more numerous than legionaries ; they are

mixed Avith them in the cohorts and are formed

into considerable bodies on the Avings. At
riiarsalia the}^ form the bulk of the army, and

Ciesar's few veteran cohorts are but a kernel.

a reserve.

The Empire consecrates this state of affairs by

admitting archers and slingers into the legion,

Avhich is further strengthened by the provision

of Avar machines, clievaiix de /rise, and palisades

on Avhich the dash of cavalry may break itself.

Tlie latter covei's its(df Avith a coat of mail, and
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later on, Avitli armour ; it is provided Avitli

stirrups and saddles ; and plays a decidedly active

part, for it attacks and manoeuvres. Infantry,

massive and paralytic, has for its sole mission the

stopping of charges.

Such are the Uoman armies after the Antonines ;

such als3 will he those of the Middle Ages and

even of tlie sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

for the Spanish tercios of Uocroi heliave like the

old phalanxes.

The respective roles of cavalry and infantry

appear clearly at the hattle of Strashurg in

357 : the Eoman cavalry allows itself to be

overthrown by that of the Teutons, Avhose charge

breaks itself ag^ainst the cohorts. The darts

hurled by the latter inflict heavy losses on the

Teutons and throw them into disorder. The

Eoman cavalry, which has re-formed, then gains

a complete victory.

Belisarius (530-551) covers his immobile

phalanxes with an entrenchment. They aAvait

the charge of the enemy's cavalry, which the

archers overwhelm with arrows, then the Byzan-

tine cavalrv charges in its turn. The English

operate similarly at Grecy (1316), and at Poitiers

(135G), except that their phalanx is composed of

dismounted men-at-arms. Du Guesclin, in his

turn, becomes victor at Cocherel by drawing the

enemy on to his infantry and then counter-

attacking him.

It is not that the offensive cannot succeed, but

it must be undertaken by the appropriate arm—
the cavalry—and by manoeuvring to take the
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enemy in flank. It is thus that the Goths are

victorious over the Romans at Adrianople (378),

the Arabs over tli(^ Bvzan tines, the Greeks over

the Saracens (803), the Crusaders over the Turks

at Doryleum (1007).

As to infantry, it is poAverless to OAcrcome an

armoured cavalrv, as one sees notablv at Hastins^s

(lOGG), and at Bouvines (1211). All it can do is

to remain behind an entrenchment and use its

missile weapons.

§ 3. THE INTFvODCCTION OF FIREARMS

The shapeless bombards which made their

appearance on the battlefields of the fourteenth

century played there but an insignificant i:)art. It

is only in the middle of the fifteenth century that

artillery begins to exercise a serious influence on

the form and issue of l)attles.

The first reallv efficacious firearms Avere,

properly speaking, neither cannons nor manual
weapons. They Aveighed from twenty to sixty-

five pounds. But soon some Avere lightened and
others strengthened. Charles the Bold attacks the

Swiss with 400 1)attery guns and 800 arquebuses

for fire from rests. He is beaten at Morat
because the Swiss have, and make good use of,

6,000 hand guns. The discharges of these arque-

buses throw^ disorder in tlie ranks of the

Burgundian cavalry, armoured thougli it be, and
the halberdiers profit hy its disorder to charge it.

Ilenceforfh, infantry (complemented by artillery)

is able to resume an offensive role, abov^e all when
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it has for its armes blanches, like the Swiss of the

fifteenth century, short and handy halberds or axes

;

bnt it will lose its offensive value by adopting long

pikes and by forming in squares.

At the beginning of the sixteenth century

projectiles are able to pierce l)ody armour.

Sometimes discharges of artillery tear the heart

out of battalions of pikemen, of which men-at-

arms complete the breaking ; sometimes they

bloAV a hole through the cavalry and hand it

over disorganised to tlie footmen. The one is

Marignan, the other is Pavia.

There is then a complete revolution in fighting.

Cavalry certainly remains the decisive arm,

"though infantry noAV is able to put an attack

through successfully. The early progress of

firearms then is definitelv favourable to the

offensive.

What a lono^ time had been necessarv to obtain

this first result ! The invention of gunpowder

is ascribed to the seventh centurv ; firearms do

not appear till the middle of the fourteenth ; it is

only in the fifteenth century that arquebuses and

guns are of practical utility and play an important

part on battlefields ; at the beginning of the

sixteenth century they produce the capital change

to which we have just draAvn attention and give

the infantry an offensive value, but more than

another century is needed for the cavalry to lose

the first place and for the ordering of battle to be

changed ; it will require another two centuries

for this result to influence the conduct of

operations. It tvill have taken more than a
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thousand years for the invention of (junpowder

to have transformed war.

Darinii: the sixteentli and seventeenth centuries

portal)le firearms continued to become more

powcn-ful and above ail more easy to handle.

The musket succeeds the arquebus, the forked

rest is suppressed, and tlie rate of fire goes on

increasing rapidly.

In the sixteenth century infantry, armed

with pikes, formed big squares which, like the

Macedonian phalanx, Avere intended to receive

the shock of cavalry. The arquebusiers, requiring

a long time to load their weapons, could only

skirmish at the corners of these squares.

As the loadins:' of the firearm becomes more

rapid the number of musketeers is increased.

When the musketeer loads his Aveapon in the space

of time required for the firing of six A^olleys, a

continuous fire is obtained from sections formed

in six or eight ranks, and the jnkemen hardly

run any risk of beino; ridden down bv the enemv's

cavalrv ; thev are more effectivelv protected by

fire than by the comj)actness of their squares.

Prom 1580 to 1G18 the Spanish and Austrian

infantry, which loncrer than that of other nations

retains the old formation in large squares, finds it-

self very inferior to the Dutch, Swedish, and French

infantry. In these pikemen and musketeers

alternate in small Ijodies, the latter supporting the

former by fire, while the former, if necessary,

receives cavalry attacks at the point of its 2)ikes.

Aft(*r llocroi and Lens, Spain abandons the use

of great masses of pikemen. Their number dimi-
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nislies everywhere in Eurojoe. On battlefields

men throw away their pikes to pick up muskets.

At the beginning' of the sixteenth century there

was one arquebusier to five pikemen ; about 1680

there are, in theory, five musketeers to one

pikeman, and in practice the proportion is even

greater.

Towards the end of the seventeenth century a

musketeer is able to load his Aveapon during the time

needed for three or four discharges. After the

adoption of the flint-lock musket the number of

ranks is reduced to five, and even to four.

The more rapid and accurate fire becomes, the

more it is desired to increase it. The numbers

of the infantry are continually added to. In the

days of Turenne it Avas barely twice as numerous
as the cavalry, but it forms five-sixths of the army
of Villars.

Cavalry, however, still remains the offensive

and decisive arm. It is cavalry which charges

the enemy Avhen shaken by musketry fire. One
sees it at Rocroi manoeuvrino^ on the wine's before

falling upon the infantry masses in the centre.

At Witstock (1636) it is able to pursue the enemy
and turn his doubtful defeat into disaster.

Mobility, manoeuvre, the offensive sj^irit, these

then are the postulates of success which may be

sought for in vain in mass formations. The
Ionian skirmisher has destroyed the Doric pha-

lanx. The Roman maniples have broken the

Macedonian phalanx ; but cavalry triumphs

over the one and the other, and remains a decisive

arm until the moment when infantry acquires
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sufficient i^owcr of manoeuvre to get the better of

cavalry itself.

The later battles of the seventeenth century,

notably that of Pleurus, herald the advent of

the new era in the important role assigned to

infantry. Eire effect has produced so vivid an

impression that now it alone determines the dis-

positions made on battlefields. The troops are

drawn up with a view to the fire fight ; it is still

onh^ a preparatory phase of the attack, but its

result affects the final success to such a degree

that "preparation " becomes more important than

"attainment." The infantry fills the whole width

of the battlefield, and the effort is made to.

produce a sustained fire such as is delivered by

a continuous line.

Erom this spring those linear deployments

which remain characteristic of battle formations

for more than a century, and which entail conse-

quences so momentous on the leading of armies.

Troops still are but little able to manoeuvre,

and the operation of forming them in order of

battle is very lengthy, for there is no convenient

evolution for forming a deployed line from column

of route.

§ 4. LINEAR TACTICS

AVhen the use of muskets has become

general it is found that their rate of fire (three

rounds per minute) admits of men being formed

in three ranks, one rank loading Avhile the

other tAvo are firing ; the manipulation of the

weapon, moreover, is sufliciently handy to allow

the ranks and iiles to be closed.
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From 1720 on the Prussians are clraAvn up in

three ranks in close order ; the French follow suit

thirty years later. This shallow formation admits

of infantry heing ahle to manoeuvre ; the

line is suh-divided into sections, each section

wheeling to right or left, thus forming *' column

of sections at deploying interval.^' This is the first

drill evolution knoAvn.

Firearms struggle successfully though with

difficulty against prejudice. What is perhaps

most striking, amid the progress accomplished,

is the obstinate opposition offered to them, and

that, not only by ministers, hut by the most

skilful srenerals. It is not onlv Louvois who
for years persists in banning the musket and

maintaining the pike, it is Maurice de Saxe, it is

Frederick himself, who will not admit the pre-

ponderating role of firearms.

Frederick only gives way before the repeated

experiences of his own battles. At the outset of

his career he renews annually the order to

advance to the bayonet attack and to fire as

little as possible ; he states dogmatically that it is

cold steel which decides things ; but in 1758 he

begins to write that '' to attack the enemy without

having procured for oneself the advantage of

a suj)erior, or at any rate an equal, fire, is to

make men who have only Avands fight against

armed troops, Avhich is impossible." Ten years

later, in his ''Military Testament," the change is

still more marked ;
'' Battles are icon hij fire

superiority,'' This is the decisive phrase Avhich

marks a ncAV era in the fight. Since then, be it
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at Austerlitz or at Waterloo, at Gravelotte or at

Plevna, in the Transvaal or in Manchuria, battles

are icon by fire superiority. The chari^e is the

decisive act, the climax; but preparation has

assumed such importance, and influences the

result of the charge to such a degree that the latter

has reverted to the second place.

It is always cavalry which, in normal cir-

cumstances, should give the coup de grace, but

it is infantrv which strikes hard and decides

the victorV. Moreover, neither the one nor the

other can by shock break down the resistance of

the hostile front, so great is the strength which

it derives from its fire. The English at Eontenoy

crushed the Erench centre by their fire ; then

the fire of the redoubts piles them up into one

heavy column, as incapable of winning by shock

action as that of Epaminondas. Maurice de Saxe

rejoices at the sight of this great machine as

did Xenophon's Cyrus at sight of the Egyj^tian

masses.

Erederick II., in the same age, draws from

linear tactics all that they are able to give, and

makes envelopment by the infantry, convergence

of fire, and the cavalry charge co-operate in his

decisive attack.

Being a man of genius he does not abandon

himself to circumstances, and so frames for himself

an ideal form of attack, to which he always tries

to approximate. " Oblique order " has been

mucli talked al)out, yet its very existence has

been denied. Napoleon insists in seeing in it

only a joke, a stratagem of cid Eritz to mislead
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Frencli tacticians ; these, moreover, use the expres-

sion ''oblique order'' in the very wide sense of attack

on a wing*. It is enough to read a few pages

of the military works of Frederick to satisfy

oneself that oblique order is a real thing, that it

is, as its name indicates, an order or a disposition,

and not an abstract principle, still less is it a joke.

Frederick, for instance, Avishing to concentrate

all his efforts on his right Avithout exposing his

left to disaster, refuses his left wing and pushes

his right wing forward. Having deployed his

army, he advances his right-hand battalion

;

each of the others sets itself in motion in

its turn in such a way as to find itself refused

to the extent of 50, 100, or 200 metres according

to the order given. They are thus echeloned

from right to left, and all the heavy artillery

and reserves are accumulated on the riofht,

which is to outflank the end of the enemv's
line, crush it under converging fire, and then

attack it Avith the help of the cavalry. Again
it is the cavalry Avhicli has the last say in the

matter, although the major part of the task has

been accom2)lislied by musket and gun.

Such is the final form of combat in linear

formation. While Frederick brings it to this

high degree of perfection, French soldiers seek

for progress along quite other lines.

§ 5. FKENCH TACTICS IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

The deployment of troops for battle, their

movements, even their marcliing in the attack,
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Avere remarkably slow, and many officers Avere

busy Avith these questions at the beginning of

the cighteentli century. This sloAvness had many

drawbacks ; it Avas harmful to the offensive spirit

and it impeded all mancjeux re on the battlefield; but

above all it prevented armies from passing rapidly

from column of route to battle formations, from

hastening the encounter, and from seizing hold of

the enemy and forcing him to fight.

The first to propose a revolution in tactics,

€hevalier Polard, saw but one side of the question,

and that the least important. He thought only

of the last phase of the fight, the charge, and he

believed that he had put everything right l)y

substituting as a battle formation massive closely

locked columns in place of the shallow linear

order. He invoked the authority of Epaminondas,

and believed that he could destrov Avork Avhich

had been accomplished by the very nature of

thini^s durino^ the course of two centuries.

The majority of officers Avho had Avar experience

recognised the difficulty of fighting in such a

formation. Above all they reflected that the

question at issue Avas not so much to change

the order of battle Avhicli had been imposed by

actual experience, but how to assume that order

rapidly and form front in any direction. That Avas

the ol)ject Avhich column formations should render

attainable. An effort, therefore, Avas made to

discover colunui formations that Avould be easy

to form and to deploy, and easy to move as Avell.

The adherents ol' shallow formations, starting

from the idea of the de})l()y(nl line, and the
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adherents of deep formations, starting from that

of the massive column, tended towards a common
solution which was formulated about 1764^ by
Comte de Guibert.

The eighteenth century, from 1721 riglit up to

1791, witnessed the quarrel and the reconciliation

between shallow and deep formations. For a
moment, from 1771 to 177(3, French soldiers

became enamoured of the Prussian methods dis-

closed by the renegade Pircli, then they returned

again to the French system of manoeuvre in

closed columns. Sometimes these are columns
of independent battalions, supple and mobile ; at

other times they are big columns of divisions, which
are good formations of readiness for reserves.

Marechal de Broglie, who handled armies in

close columns fairly well during the Seven Years'

War, initiates in 1778 the great experiment of the

camp of Vaussieux. It proves that the evolutions

of an army in shallow formation are heavy and
difficult ; that movements in closed columns are
far preferable to them, provided one does not
adopt the elephantine dispositions of Mesnil-
Durand, but merely the battalion column formed
on the method of Guil)ert, without any movement
in square or any formalism.

At the end of the reign of Louis XVI. there

remain hardly any adherents of shallow formations

who insist on Avishing to mancjeuvre habitually

in line, while there are few adherents of deep
formations who still see in the column a normal
fighting formation. We have drawn very near to

a solution common to the two schools, admittinsr
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of the use of columns for movements and of line

for fighting. This is Avhat the armies of the

Republic and of the First Empire will put in

practice.

The regulations of 1788 and of 1791, drawn up

by adherents of deep formations, combine the

evolutions of lines and movements in closed

columns.

The eis'hteenth centurv, at the same time, called

skirmishers into being again. They had existed

from the most remote past until towards the end

of the seventeenth century. On the advent of the

musket tbe desire to provide a continuous fire on

the Avhole battlefield had led to the suppression of

isolated marksmen whose presence impeded the

fire of the dense lines of battle. But in the

eio"hteenth centurv the inefficiency of section

volleys is recognised ; Austria floods battlefields

with her Croatian skirmishers, and every one

imitates her.

In France the adherents of shalloAV and deep

formations are at one in having recourse to skir-

mishers in two distinct Avays : on the one hand,

in piquets of thirty, fifty, or sixty men per

battalion, to initiate a fight or to act on the Avings

;

on the other, in battalions of light infantry

(chasseurs), or sometimes line battalions used as

if they were light troops, which scatter through

Ijroken or Avooded country. The experience of

the campaign of 1702 consecrates the use of

both forms of skirmishers, under the names

of tirailleurs de hataillons and tirciill^ars er^

grande hande.
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111 1792 Erencli troops know fairly avcU Iioav

to manoeuvre so as to apply all the regulation

formations ; ' but during the following two years

they are commanded by unskilled leaders, they

flight in line, sometimes as skirmishers, sometimes

in strange formations in which deployed battalions

folloAV one another at long distances.

I'inallv, from 1790 onwards, manoeuvres are

revived in closed columns which deploy into line

when thev coilie under the enemv's fire. In the

great battles, Austerlitz, Jena, Wagram, etc.,

the divisions move in groups of small columns,

and deploy into shallow formations to fight.

Macdonald's column at Wagram, Avhich has been

quoted so often, is nothing but a formation

improvised, somehow or other, in a few minutes,

to receive a cavalry charge point-blank.

AYhen Napoleon leaves to his sul)ordinates

initiative in their dispositions, they occasionally

adopt deplorable ones : thus Ney's divisional

generals at Eriedland plunge into the fire of the

Russian batteries—the one with his entire division

in one lons^ column of sections, the other in a line

of 1,200 metres' extent. The Emperor, when he

intervenes, always prescribes a mixed formation,

in Avhich battalions in column support deployed

battalions ; they are ready to repel a charge, to

fill a space, to front in a new direction. AYhat-

ever Marmont and Gouvion-Saint-Cyr may have

said, Napoleon is, in this as in everything else, in

the fullest acceptation of the word, the master

1 Tlese are troops of the line and the volunteers of 1791, well

officered ^vnd trained for nearly a year.'
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of his generals ; but in his absence errors are mul-

tiplied and have extremely serious consequences.

From 1800 to 1812 the armies of Continental

Europe adopt our manner of manoeuvring and

of fighting. They piit aside all formalism and

act with more independence and activity. The

Prussian regulations of 1812 gave official sanction

to this evolution.

In Spain Wellington adopts tactics which admit

of the greatest i:)ossible employment of fire, and

he makes a wonderful use of ground to surprise

his adversaries. His infantry is deployed in two

ranks; a third of his men is used as skirmishers

and falls back on the flanks. The French, accord-

in^c to their Avont, move forward in small columns

preceded by skirmishers ; but suddenly the for-

midable discharge of the British stops them at

the moment when they wish to deploy. It is soon

nothing but a disordered mob which is Avhirled

round and thrown back before the counter-attack.

With the progress of infantry, cavalry has

certainly lost the premier place in battle. It still

contril)utes to successes in a notable degree, but

it can no longer be the most effective factor in

procuring victory. Without it no decision can

be complete ; l)ut if cavalry still makes a victory

decisive, it no longer wins it.

Old Bliicher, a hussar, at the height of his

struggle with Napoleon, coined the phrase which
records tlie place in Avar of the tAA^o auxiliary

arms :
" Don't talk to me about vour hussars

;

against that rascal it is guns Ave Avant, and plenty

of guns !

))
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Artillery, since the sixteenth century, lias heen

used in most yarying proportions. The different

Po\yers haye tried without intermission to reach

a proportion of four pieces per 1,000 men and to

haye guns attached to hattalions. Only the state

of their finances has kept them from always

realising' this ambition. It is a great mistake to

belieye that experience has condemned battalion

guns. ''Eyery day," said Napoleon, ''I am more

conyinced of the great harm done to our armies

by taking away the regimental guns." ^ And

this step, moreoyer, was only induced owing to

the low state of the funds in 1795.

Frederick II. had organised a numerous artillery

comprising howitzers and a large proportion of

pieces of heayy calibre (12-prs., 16-prs., and eyen

24-prs.). He placed some in his Adyanced

Guard so that it might neyer be stopped by any

material obstacle, and he used it freely in attacking

localities. Oar armies of the Reyolution and

Empire do not seem to haye made as rational

a use of it. From Gorschen to Hougoumont, for

instance, they use themselyes up in fights for

localities during which they do not make sufficient

use of 12-prs. and howitzers.

Their artillery is mingled Ayith the infantry,

and fires noiy on tlie batteries and now on the

battalions of the enemy.

In fact, from the middle of the sixteenth

century, the poAyer w^hicli guns put at the disposal

of the offensiye has been lost to sight. Ciyil

wars ruin states, which can no longer afford to

Correspondance," vol. xix. p. 58, No. 15,272.1 t'
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maintain a numerous artillery. The decisive

effects of the artillery fire at Marignan are no

longer remembered ; in Aain the effort is made to

pierce through battalions by hammering with

men, and it is forsrotten that such a result can

be obtained l)y hammering with guns. We must

come down to Friedland (1807) to see a frontal

attack succeed owing, almost entirely, to the

effect of cannon-l)alls and case-shot. Undoubtedly

the progress effected in armament is favourable

to the offensive, but it is on condition that the

offensive has recourse to fire and not to cold steel.

This brute-force use of guns, these breaches

blown through masses of men by cannon-balls,

become the rule. At Wagram, at Borodino, and

again in all the battles of 1813, they repeat

themselves. It is no longer Ney or Murat, it is

Drouot and Senarmont Avho take the first place.

But the enemy oj^poses battery to battery till,

however violent it may be, the action of artillery

is in its turn neutralised.

To play the capital role which now devolves

upon it, it is necessary that the artillery should

not allow itself to be surj)assed by that of the

enemy, either in numbers or in quality. It is the

number of pieces rather than that of battalions

which henceforth serves as the measure of the

relative strength of armies.

" It is necessary to have as much artillery as
t/ t'

one's enemy," said Napoleon. " J'Jajjer'unce sliows

that it is necessary to have 4 guns to every 1,000

men, including infantry, cavalry, artillery, and

train.
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*' The better the infantry, the more one must

husband it and Sftj^jwrt it with good batteries.

'* A gun should alivays have with it e300 rounds.

It is the expenditure required for two battles." ^

The Emperor '' complained that usually the

artillery did not fire enough in a battle. It is

an axiom in Avar tliat one should not lack

ammunition ; and he advised firi^ig continuously

icithout calculating the expenditure of rounds

^

He summed up the new tactics in saying :

" The invention of poAvder has changed the nature

of Avar : missile Aveapons are noAv become the

principal ones : it is by fire and not by shock that

battles are decided to-day. . .
.^

" The power of infantry lies in its fire. In

siege Avarfare, as in the open field, it is the gun
AA^hich plays the chief part ; it has effected a

comj^lete revolution ... it is Avitli artillery that

AA^ar is made." ^

§ 6. THE COMBAT FROM 1815 TO 1866

After the Avars of the Eirst Empire, minds are

engaged in putting the experience acquired to

good account, and in draAving up ncAv regulations.

In Erance the regulations of 1791 Avere still held

to be satisfactory as a drill-book ; many officers

judged that they Avere euough and that there

Avas no need to lay doAvn rules for the fight,

especially for skirmishers, since skirmishers Avhose

movements Avere goA^erned by regulations Avould

no longer be skirmishers.

^ *' Correspondance," vol. xxxi. pp. 328 and 329.

^ Ibid.^ vol. xxxii. p. 27, ' Ibid., vol. xxx. p. 447.
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The introduction into the regulations of orders

for the fight came about, however, in 1831, when
bis: columns were done a^vav Avith, as also were

linear formations. The skirmishers alone were to

carry on the fire fight, although they were

always to be widely extended (the regulations

laid down a maximum extension of fifteen paces).

The j)roportion to l)e put into line as skirmishers

was quite undetermined : small bodies in close

order formed supports and reserves.

The Prussian regulations of 1817 ofiPer a con-

siderable likeness to the French res^ulations of

1831, in all that concerns the fight. They also

commit to the skirmishers the conduct of the

fight, and anticipate that sometimes they will

suffice to decide success. That Avhich above all

distino^uishes them from the French reo^ulations

is that they form of each company an independent

column. The number of companies put into first

line or kept in reserve is variable, as in France

;

but the battalion reserve consists of companies

more or less grouped together, instead of being,

as in France, one single column. Eut these

variations are of little moment.
From the squares of the sixteenth century we

have come to battalions in eight ranks, in six

ranks, in four ranks, in three ranks; .in future

there Avill onlv be skirmishers : the evolution is

complete. The French artillery puts the first

rified guns into line in 1859 ; Austria, in return,

secures a rille superior to ours. This advantage

is neutralised by tlie dash with which our infantry

pushes ill to close range to begin the struggle.
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Whatever may have been said a1)out it, the regu-

hitions of I80I are applied as much as reguhitions

ever can be applied on battlefields. The battalion

2)uts into first line a certain number of companies,

Avliich extend their skirmishers, and when tlie

moment for it has come, the units or fractions of

units lie])t in reserve move forward and attack.

Only in 1859, as in the wars Avhicli follow, the

reserves melt prematurely into the skirmishitig line,

and the companies or hattalioiis go forward to the

assault on their own initiative.

To sum up, the regulations of 1831 aimed
at organising a line of skirmishers with Aveak

battalion reserves instead of the battalion

preceded by a few skirmishers ; experience

shoAvs that the skirmishing line is quite caj^able

of carrying the fight through to the end, but

that one cannot keej) reserA^es in hand.

The Prussian infantry manifests exactlv the

same phenomena in 1866. It has the well-known

Dreyse needle-gun, a far better Aveapon than that

of its enemy, and it very soon acquires a feeling

of its OAAm superiority. It makes the greatest

use of its fire, AA^hich does not prevent it (far

otherwise
!
) from continuing to advance. The

employment of fire and the for>vard movement
do not tliAvart one another ; they support one

another. The companies are led on by their

commanders and are not carried forAvard bv the

impulse of reinforcements from the rear.

'* The tactics of the company columns consist

in being preceded by numerous skirmisliers, Avliich

by degrees the suj)ports come uj) and join. . . .
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Every commander imparts a forward impulse to

Avhatever lie finds under liis hand. The second

line strives to get up into first line as socn as

2)ossible, in ord(n* to take jiart in the fight in the

first placo, and secondly because a great part of

the bullets and projectiles intended for the first

line fall upon the second. All ranks, officers and

men alike, seize Avith joy the first chance of

getting forward and of pushing into the first line.

Rut an inevitable consequence ensues : at

the outset the troops were drawn up in deep

formation in the following way : a skirmishing

line, then reserves, and then, farther back, a

second line. All this disappears to give place to

one single line, thin and long." ^

The whole fight, right up to the end, is carried

on by the skirmishers, to whom the compact

masses of the Austrians oifer excellent targets.

Rv a sin ovular concatenation of circumstances

the Austrian artillery finds itself in a j)osition

of sujieriority to the extent of sometimes stopping

the progress of the hostile infantry, although

the Kriipp guns ought to have secured to the

Prussians an undisputed advantage. The latter

have not had time to study the characteristics

of the new artillerv and to draw from it the

tactical possibilities inherent in it. They are

happy in the 2)ossession of a gun which shoots

accurately to 3,800 metres ; they imagine that

they will ho able to destroy the enemy's guns
even at such ranges as that ; but the ncAV shell

" Essay oil Tactics," by May, translated hy Furcy llaynaud, i)p. 12

et setj.
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bursting on graze lias not got so extensive a

radius of action as the old round shot fired to

ricochet ; the accuracy of fire, however remarkable

it might be for the time, does not admit of fire

for destruction of material by direct hits at

3,800 metres. Some officers, on the other hand,

being accustomed to come into action at 1,000 or

1,2G0 metres from the enemy, continue to do so

Avith the ncAV equipment, thus losing the benefit

of its advantages.

Finally, a fairly large proportion of the artillery

was kept in reserve to be used in mass, at close

range, at the decisive point, as Avas done iu the

Avars of the First Empire. This reserve, being

unable to pass the marching columns on narrow

roads, never came up in time.

To sum up, the Krupp guns cut rather a poor

figure in this Avar, and after the campaign are

the target of violent criticism. It required the

clear-sio-hted determination of General von

Hindersin to preserve the new equipment, to

discern the errors Avhich impaired its efficiency,

and finally to correct them radically in three

years by means of admirably devised practices

and instructions.



CHAPTER II

THE COMBAT IN MODEEN WARS

§ 1. IDEAS ON THE COMBAT BEFOEE 1870

The effects of rifled firearms, especially those of

the neeclle-gun, j)i'otluce(l a great sensation in

Prance and in Germany. Later on, under the

imj^ression created by the events of 1870, it Avas

asserted that the opinions held in Erance, and
above all the Ministerial instructions issued from

1866 to 1870, had defensive tendencies which
contributed materially to our disasters. This was

not so. The writings, whether official or not,

published at that time in France and Germany
were inspired by the same ideas ; if there is a

difference, it is rather in favour of the Erench
regulations, and it is elsewhere that the reasons

for our reverses must be sought. It is essential

to satisfy ourselves on tliis point, and to affirm

that good regulations are not enough to make
well-trained troops.

That whicli impressed the imagination most
deeply Avas the preponderating influence of fire.

Moltke, uneasy on account of the potentialities of

the chass(^pot, wrote in 1869 in his " Instructions

for tlie Commanders of Large Eormations "
:

32
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'' The advantages of the offensive are well

enough known. It enables us to impose our law

on the enemy, obliges him to subordinate his

dispositions to ours, to seek means to oppose us

—

that is understood ; but, in tlie end, he may find

these means. The offensive knows Avhat it wants

;

the defensive is in a state of uncertainty ; but in

the end it may penetrate the intentions of the

assailant.

''The offensive attitude kindles the spirit;

but experience has proved that this state of

exaltation is transformed into an opposite condition

no less acute if one suffers heavy losses. . . .

''It is absolutely beyond all doubt that the man
who shoots without stirring has the advantage

of him who fires while advancing, that the one

finds protection in the ground, whereas in it the

other finds obstacles, and that, if to the most

spirited dash one oj^jooses a quiet steadiness, it is

fire effect, nowadays so powerful, which will

determine the issue. If it is possible for us

to occupy such a position that the enemy, for

some political or military reason, or perhaps

merely from national ' amour propre,' will decide

to attack it, it seems perfectly reasonable to

utilise the advantages of the defensive at first

l)efore assuming the ofi^ensive.

" In the face of that craving to push on Avhich

inspires our ofiicers and men, it is necessary that

commanders should liold them in rather than

urge them forward. ...
" On the same line of reasoning, positions pro-

perly so called again assume importance, but their

3
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cliaractcr is not quite the same as formerly.

"We must wish tlie enemy to attack us, and must

not seek for unassailable positions."

We may well he astonished that the troops

to whose leaders these " Instructions " Avere issued

always acted offensively ; we shall he still more

surprised, after reading the French regulations,

to find that it is actually the French authorities

who have been reproached with defensive tenden-

cies and the cult of j)ositions.

The " Observations" of 18G7 declare that *^ fire

has to-day acquired a preponderating effect on the

battlefield," but they in no wise infer from this,

as does Moltke, that it is necessary to remain

on the defensive. It is of the attack that they

speak in the first instance as being the normal

form of the fight. They explain clearly that in

the attack modern weapons comjoel us to take

precautions about Avhicli men did not bother

in Africa, in the Crimea, in Italy, and in Mexico ;

but they are far from insinuating that this is a

reason for abandoning the offensive.

The '' Observations " have often been abused

for the following phrase, the only one which is

quoted :

*' Frontal attack, over open country,

against unbroken infantry, especially if it is

protected by obstacles or by cover, has always

been a dangerous operation. To-day particularly,

with the new weapons, the advantage is on the side

of the defence'' Now, as Moltke says with good

reason, it is patently true that the motionless and
covered marksman has an enormous advantasre

oyer the attacker wlio is compelled to expose himself
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contirmally ; and the attacker can only overcome

the defender if lie counterbalances this advantasre

by other factors of superiority—numbers, skill,

the help of artillery, etc. In this connection

let us remember that the advantage acquired by
the defence is above all due to the introduction

of breech-loading, thanks to which the soldier

can remain all the time under cover. The great

difference 1)etween the war of 1866 and former

wars is that the skirmisher is under cover or lying

down.

To sum u]), the few words which have been

so much abused in the '' Observations " of 1867

contain nothing Avhicli should astonish us ; they

can onlv become harmful if, like Moltke, we are

led to extol the defensive. But this is what the
'^ Observations " do not do. They point out that

there are dangers to be guarded against, and that

is all. And we will guard against them, and we
will attack !

" Direct attack, ending in a bayonet fight,

accords with the impetuous character and courage

of our men. Let us persist in encouraging its use,

but without losing sight of the fact that modern
improA'ements in shooting, skilfully turned to

account by an enemy tvJio is more collected, might

well turn into disaster the tmprepared attack on a

position which is openly assaulted.^'

Might Ave not say that the authors of the
*' Observations " foresee Moltke's defensive doc-

trine, and teach the opposite ? They are clearly

possessed of the offensive spirit, and it is not they

who dream of avoidincr the assault and the hand'
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to-hand fight : once the fight has heen entered

upon by the skirmishers and the artillery, '' the

troops soon see the time come when the hand-to-

hand fight, the last act of the struggle which has

become general, loill decide the victory. After

favourable conditions for its delivery have been

brought about by manoeuvre, this decisive attack

must be prepared by fire. Then the attacking

columns, rapidly formed, go boldly forward with

all the confidence which springs from the practical

certainty of success. ... No fire, but a determined

advance to close on the enemy with the bayonet

and at the charge."

In truth this is a strange sort of defensive 1

The '' Observations " do, however, mention the

defensive, but it is to say that one must beware of

thin lines : they are difficult to give a lead to, a

capital defect, for '' the best loay of defending a

position is oneself to attack.''

Such is the teaching which has been reproached

with defensive tendencies. To us, on the contrary,

it seems inspired with the purest offensive spirit

as well as with great al^ility. What it may be

found fault with for, on the experience of

subsequent events, is for not realising that the

skirmishers can put the fight through right up to

the end. Undoubtedly the conception of attack in

company, half-battalion, or battalion columns is

more enticing, but one must recognise facts ; the

attack in columns has never been anything but

a fiction, and it is more so now than ever.

All this oftensive doctrine, and all the traditions

of the Crimea and of Italy, come to nought on the
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battlefields of 1870, like the teaching of Dragomiroff

and the tradition of Skobeleff in the war of 1904.

No regulations or traditions take the place of

practical training.

§ 2. THE COMBAT IN 1870-71

Thanks to the deplorable changes introduced by

General Leboeuf, our artillery found itself inferior

in 1870 to what it had been in 1859 ! The gun

had a sufficient range ; the exclusive use of fire

with time fuse ought to have given us a fire efiPect

greater than that of the Prussian shells ; but on

the other hand the suppression of four of the vents

of the fuse made it out of the question for us

to produce any effect w^hatever at ranges between

1,500 and 3,000 metres.^ Our army, deprived of

artillery, could not bite, so to speak. The inadequacy

of the artillery had much to do with the defensive

attitude of our troops at the outset of the war.

The German batteries, having nothing to fear

from ours, were able to turn their fire on to our

infantry. Against even the smallest formations

in close order they had a very serious effect, and

imposed on our troops premature deployments,

either into extended order or into line in two

ranks. Erom the accounts of the battle of

Eroeschwiller it is easy to see how often the

counter-attacks of our infantry and its attempts

to rally were stopped by the enemy's guns.

^ The fuse is that which causes a shell to burst either on graze

{ivith 2)ercussion fuse), or in the air after a certain time has elapsed

{with timefuse). It is set for the desired time by pricking the vent

corresponding to this time.
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At E^oescllA^ille^, as at Eorbacli, our infantry

act as offensively as the sreneral situation admits.

The counter-attacks in front of Eroeschwillor are

marvels of energy, hut, being unsupported hy the

artillery, they collapse under the fire of the

Prussian batteries.

Eefore Metz the situation is no longer the

same : the armv has been beaten, and the hisrher

command j)i'Of^uces on it a dejiressing effect.

Helped thereto by the Prussian gun fire, we fall into

a perfect abuse of line formations. On August 16,

as soon as the enemy is reported, lo and behold 1

all the battalions of the 2nd Corps, then all those

of the 4th Corps, deploy without any more ado.

Then comes the moment to charge ; no general or

colonel, brandishing his sword, can shake these

long lines into movement. By good luck some
captain Avill seize the initiative to do something
on his own account ; he Avill carry his company
with him, the others Avill follow little by little,

but it Avill be slowly and late. The oj)portunity

for charging will have passed.

The regiiuents lose all capacity for manoeuvre
and all ajDtitude for the offensive as soon as they

have adopted this rigid formation, which for a

hundred and fifty years efforts have been made to

avoid.

The Prussians, trained in aj^i^lied tactics, direct

their company columns according to tlie lie of the

ground and the position occupied by their adver-

saries. They move handily, easily, Avith that

freedom of gait indispensable to the offensive. On
coming Avithin range, each company extends one
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out of three sections ; it extends a second section

when the first finds itself 400 or 350 metres from

the French skirmishers, and, in most cases, the

whole company finds itself in the firing line in

a few moments, for no body in close order can

remain under fire.

It is well known how the small columns of the

Prussian Guard suftered while debouching on the

glacis of Saint-Privat. The German infantry as

a whole suffered such losses in the battles of the

month of August that a special order of King

William was issued prescribing that nothing was

to be neglected Avhich might render formations

less vulnerable. It was then that the new tactics

came into being, tactics Avliich were set forth by

the Duke of Wurtemberg in a well-known

pamphlet. Sections of skirmishers gain ground

by running forward, and throw themselves down.

Behind theln, also at racing pace, come the

supports and reserves in small groups. They lie

down to recover breath and then start running

forward again. Having got Avithin effective

range, they lie down again and open fire.

The attack in thin lines, covered by skirmishers,

is adopted as the only form of offensive in open

country, and it is strictly forbidden to expose to

the enemy's fire units in close order at ranges of

imder 1,500 metres.

In the Erench Army, the generals of the war of

National Defence follow the same principles ;
they

form their infantry in two lines of skirmishers,

600 metres apart, followed by deployed lines, at

distances of 600 metres between lines.
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A remarkable fact is that altliouiirli the Avorth

of the recruits and " mobiles " taking part in the

second portion of the war is greatly inferior to

those of the old trooi:)s who fought before Metz,

they act more ofiPensively. This is partly because

of the new tactics adopted and also partly because

the artillery has made up its mind to rej)lace

the two period time fuses by percussion fuses

admitting of bursting shells at all ranges.

The war of 1870 confirms this important point,

which had already been established in 1866, that the

fight is carried through up to the end by the firing

line, and that the firing line does not confine

itself to fire action but also assaults.

Pew truths are better demonstrated or more
important, but also few are harder to accejot :

no special troops, no assaulting columns, are

required to complete the attack ; the skirmishers

retain enough 7noral to f)lunge into the hand-

to-hand fight on their OAyn. Close order is useless,

impracticable in the attack as in the adyance.

The attempt has been made to draw conclusions

from this war as to the use of artillery. The
enormous superiority of the German artillery

would haye sufficed to assure it of success no
matter how it w^as used

; yet what it did in

1870-71 Avas held to be consecrated by experience.

Thus it was that the following rules were
admitted, yiz. that all the artillery should come
into line as soon as possible, engage in a duel

with the enemy's artillery, crush the latter, then
prepare the infantry attack by a lengthy fire on
the enemy's positions.
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Eor twenty-five years and more the artilleries

of Europe have lived on these principles, which

really rest on no foundation of irrefutable

experience.

Erom the great battles of the whole war one

o-eneral conclusion is to be drawn, and that a most

definite one, that fronts are inviolable. In spite of

their superiority in numbers and in tactics, the

Germans never succeeded in taking a position

by a frontal attack, and the Erench still less so.

The defensive has of course shown itself to be

incapable of leading to victory, but on the

battle front it has everywhere made proofs of

that superiority which Moltke attributed to it.

Whether it is a question of the Erench at Saint-

Privat, or the Germans at Champigny or Heri-

court, well-chosen and well-arranged defensive

positions, even when very weakly held, could

not be carried. The same phenomenon will be

found again in 1877 at Plevna, and later on

in the Transvaal. On the Lisaine, as on the

Modder and the Tugela, the defence is made

good by troops in little depth : one to two men

per yard of front.

§ 3. TACTICS IN PEACE-TIME (1871-9^)

The " Report to the Minister," the preamble

to the Regulations of 1875, expresses the con-

clusions which the war, still fresh in men's minds,

imposed :

''
(1) The preponderating importance of fire as a

method of action.

''
(2) The impossibility for a body of troops of
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any considerable size to move or to fight in close

order, whether in line or in column, Avithin the

zone of the enemy's effective fire.

'*
(3) Consequently, the necessity of subdividing

the troops in the first line and adopting for them
action in extended order.

*'
(4) Tlie compulsory transference of the fight

itself to the skirmishing line, ichich formerly ivas

only entrusted with its j^^'^^i^^^f^c^tion.

" Troops massed in column, or in line in close

order, can no longer manoeuvre, fight, or ecen

remain in position 2tnder fire. . . . In consequence

of the destructice effects of fire, such formations

no longer afford ecen the assurance of solidity nor

that aid in maintaining cohesion and facilitating

control of the men hy the commander which they

formerly did.^'

" One ]md good grounds for believing," says

General de Negrier, " that since the doctrine was

determined under such conditions, nothing icould

he easier than to follow the path marked out,''

But, Avithal as impressions faded, the heroism

of military Avriters showed itself on paper in a

firm determination to achieve the im2)ossible.

Some in order to obtain a heavier fire, others

to provide more forcible shock action, con-

tributed to rehabilitate close order formations.

The llegulations from 1875 to 1894 have one

characteristic in common : springing apparently

from tlie original text of those of 1875, they

maintain the complex system of firing line,

supports, local reserves, and reserves in echelon.

So, just as the old soldiers of 1815 feared Avould
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be the case, the fii^lit is reguhited to excess

:

the frontages, the distances, the movements of

the successive echelons, the whole progress of the

combat is minutely legislated for. We pride

ourselves on l)eing at last freed from the

old-time linear evolutions. We have gone one

better.

Properly interpreted, the events of 1877 Avould

have opened the eyes of tacticians. Before Plevna,

the Russian guns embark on a lengthy artillery

preparation of the attack, then cease fire to let

the infantry pass. The latter finds the Turkish

trenches defended by a violent rifle fire. It

throws itself forward as a Avhole into the front

line, where it forms but a mob ; the compact

masses coming up from the rear have been

unable to cause a forward movement ; Skobeleff,

however, carries his men on with liim by placing

himself in front of them and marching on the

enemv.

As reo:ards the artillerv, these events were ill

interpreted everywhere. It was not recognised

that the fault of the artillery at Plevna was

to have ceased fire at the moment the infantry

assaulted. The inference drawn was only that

the preparation had been insufiicient, and that

mortars or high-angle guns had been lacking.

The infantrv res^ulations from 1875 to 1900 do

not say a word about artillery ; this Avas so, not

because the latter could afPord to take no interest

in the principal arm, but because it was admitted

that it must act first, and it was held to have

completed its task when the infantry advanced
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to the attack. In the second part of the war

of 1870-71 the Germans had often had recourse

to a j)rolonf^ed artillery fire before assaulting

;

they counted much on the co-operation of guns

;

hut they thought to use them before, and not

during, the infantry attack. All European armies

adopt the same doctrine.

As to infantry, the majority of military writers

at that time recognise that it must act by its fire,

but they draw unwarranted deductions from this

fact: "It is necessary," they say, ''to acquire

fire superiority, and to this end, other things being

equal, the greatest possible number of rifles must

be put into line. Why, therefore, this extension

at the outset of the fight, this thin-drawn line

of skirmishers, since later on it is reinforced ?

Would it not be better to put all these rifles into

line from the beginning and secure to ourselves

fire superiority as early as possible ?
"

Thus we come, about 1895, to moving whole

battalions in single rank, without intervals be-

tween the men. Words are juggled Avith ; Ave call

by the Avords "skirmishing line" a line Avhence

even anxiety al)out the " dressing " is not absent,

and Avhere the men have nothing of that freedom

and that initiative AA^hich characterised the skir-

misher in 1794, in 1800, and in 1859.

At the same time that the Regulations of 1894

prescril)e linear formation for the fight, the

tacticians Avho lay doAvn the laAV at that same
epoch impose on us " decisive " attacks by
brigades or divisions in mass.

Oifensive spirit, preponderance of fire, all the
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major lessons of the war have been remembered.

Only there has been forgotten this established

fact, so clearly brought out in the Report of

1875 to the Minister :
** Troops 7nassecl in column,

or in line in close order, can no longer manoeuvre,

fight, or even remain in j^osilion tmcler fire. . . . In-

consequence of the destrnctive effects of fire, such

formations no longer afford even the assurance of
solidity nor that aid in maintaining cohesion and

facilitating control of the men hy the commander

•which they formerly did^

"There then arose," says General Kessler, "a
new school, extolling dense formations, not only

for marching and manoeuvring, but also for the

fight itself.

'* A complete military technology implanted

itself in modern teaching, which has had the

pretension to discover formulae guaranteeing suc-

cess, and delights in the use of sounding phrases,

such as :
' troupes de choc,' ' masse de manoeuvre,'

etc., etc.

'' The influence of these innovations has made
itself felt even in the transformations which our

manoeuvre regulations have undergone. . . . The

teachings of the past are comjoletely forgotten, and

certain treatises on infantrv tactics, revivins^ old

methods, proved impracticable by the experience

of recent wars, have come to consider the column

as a possible fighting formation for the trooj)s

labelled 'for shock action,'' and called on to carry

out the ' decisive attack.'

'' Eire, with its brutal realism, Avill very soon

put all these things right, and will blow away in
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smoke all tliese fine theories about the employ-

ment of masses.
*' Officers icho have not made loar readily grant

that a body of troops Avhich is energetically

commanded ought to overturn all obstacles ; they

ignore the fact that fire, besides the losses which

it inflicts, exercises a depressing effect which is

the more intense according as the losses incurred

are produced more raj)idly. . . . The first line

companies will perhaps reach the enemy's position,

but the compact columns which follow them, far

from bringing them the help of a strength ichich

may not he necessary to them, run the risk of

entailing general disorder and bringing about a

disaster owing to the fearful losses which they

will suffer."

Thus spoke the real masters, those Avhose clear

minds, vigorous talents, and exj)erience gave them

the right to command. One knows, moreover,

that attacks in mass were not even anachronisms,

for they were never crowned with success at any

period.

§ 4. THE TRANSVAAL AND MANCHURIA

{a) Artitlery

From the point of A^ew of the combat, it might

seem natural to study in succession the two wars

of the Transvaal and Manchuria, which have

given rise to such diverse lessons. But this

is not so, since we find in these two wars an

organised series of experiments, and circumstances,

now grouped, now separated, just as the wisest
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scientific method would arrange them in order

to make the conclusions stand out. Eor us these

two lessons, with their alternations of agree-

ment and opposition, are comjilementary to one

another, and Ave think it hetter to study them

together. The armament is pretty much the

same ; smokeless poAvder, magazine rifles, guns

which fire sIoaa^Iv or of AAdiich the rate of fire is

accelerated, hut not quick-firing.

The point on AAdiich, perhaps, the teaching is

clearest is the use of artillery. We Ayill study it

first of all so as to clear the ground for consideration

of the more difiicult and more important question

of the infantrA^ fis^ht. No doubt the 2:uns used in

the TransA'aal and in Manchuria Ayere Ayithout

shields and Ayere not equipped for indirect laying,

hut, in spite of this difi^erentiation from the

equipment of to-day. Aye can easily perceiye the

essential principles still applicable in the employ-

ment of artillery.

In the Transyaal artillery gaye only a trivial

support to its infantry. It AA^as present only

in inadequate quantity : tAyo and a half guns

per 1,000 men on the British side and one and a

quarter on the Boer side. The British, conforming

in this to the principle adojited by all Eurojoean

armies since 1871, laid great stress on artillery

preparation of the attack : for long hours and

eyen for aaIioIc days they shelled the presumed

position of the enemy, Ayho gaA^e no sign of life or

held his peace as if he had been compelled to do

so. The artillery ceased fire when it considered

its task completed. According to the British
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generals, it ought to have so shaken an:l exhausted

the enemy that the latter was ripe for assault.

The infantry had hardly hegun its movement

when the hatteries ceased firing ; at most the first

line was 500 or 600 metres from the enemy. A
few moments later the latter hegan a terrible fire,

and proved that the result obtained was negligible.

In Manchuria the situation is quite otherwise

:

the number of guns exceeds three and a half per

1,000 men and their employment is absolutely

different. So far from abandoning its infantry

when it enters on the decisive phase of the attack,

the Japanese artillery (after Liao-Yang) continues

to fire right up to the last minute, right up to the

moment of the hand-to-hand fight, even at the

risk of making victims in the ranks of its own
infantry, as happened several times. Here is the

essential point ; the artillery maintains its fire,

Avith a growing intensity, right up to the moment
when the infantry assaults the enemy with the

bavonet.

The second point to note is that if the Japanese,

as Ave have just seen, practise inter-communication

and co-operation betAveen the arms to the greatest

possible extent, they do not for all that come to

the conclusion that the artillerA^ should continuallv
t/ t-

mix itself up Avith the infantry fight, and take

as its principal target the hostile infantry. Ex-
perience has sliOAvn that this is not the best Avay

of helping one's oaa^u infantry.

" Artillery fire," says a Japanese instruction

published after the first battles, ''is only directed

against the enemy's batteries. The whole of the
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artillery seeks to enfilade them or take them in

reverse so as to extinguish their fire rapidly. . . .

Even in such conditions it Avill take a Ions: time

to reduce the hostile artillery to silence. So at

first one devotes the hulk of the artillery to

fire on the enemy's artillery ; one only uses a

portion of it against the infantry." Later on

the j^roportions are inverted and when the enemy's

hatteries have heen more or less silenced, one pro-

ceeds to the preparation of the attack. Then, says

the instruction, ^' the artillery takes up a more
forward position ; . . . the point of attack heing

known precisely, the hulk of the artillery opens

fire on this point, the remainder fires on the

enemy's batteries. The infantry begins to move for-

ward. . . . The progress of the infantry and the fire

of the artillery should be regulated on one another.

When the infantry is about to assault, the artillery

changes its objective and engages the hostile

artillery with the bulk of its guns ; the remainder

beat the ground beyond the point of attack."

Thus there is oio permanent task ; the batteries

fire in turn on artillery and on infantry.

After the first battles, Japanese and Russians

recognised the necessity of covering themselves

from view comj)letely, and as they hardly ever

found any crest-covered positions enabling them
to bring fire to bear on infantry at short range,

they had to choose between exposed positions

where the batteries sacrificed themselves Avithout

rendering any service, aud distant positions

whence the view was restricted and the fire of

but small effect.

4
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To accompany infantry in attack and in defence,

recourse was had to machine-guns, easy to carry

and to hide even in the firing line. Few in

numher at the hegiiming of the Avar they proved

themselves so useful that hoth armies continued

addins: to their numher.

Large-calihre howitzers, which had heen of hut

little assistance to the British in South Africa,

were much appreciated hy the Japanese, though

we do not know exactly what material effects

they produced.

In the first engagements, and notahly so at

the Yalu, the Japanese artillery had an over-

whelming numerical superiority : 258 pieces to

46, 200 to 88, 14i to 16. It Avas, therefore, like

the German artillery in 1870, ahle, Avithout any

difficulty, to give most effective support to its

infantry. From Liao-Yang on, the two hostile

artilleries Avere pretty Avell equal ; and moreover

they had completely renounced the use of exposed

j)ositions. From then on, there were no more

decisive adA'antages.

" Invisihility," says General de Negrier, ''has

become an essential condition : that is the out-

standing fact of the Avhole Avar. When batteries

allowed themselves to be seen, or AAdien their

emplacements Avere located, they found themselves

in a fcAv moments so knocked about that it was

not possible to Avithdraw them from the battlefield.

For the most part it AA^as necessary to keep the

teams under shelter at 800 to 1,000 metres from

the batteries. . . . Battery commanders Avere

frequently obliged to remain far from their guns.
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Often the Japanese observers climbed trees,

Avhence they communicated verbally with the

gun detachments, or again they went forward to

tlie crest masking the battery and were linked

u]) Avith it either by telephone or by signals made
with flags or discs."

^

Let us add, on the subject of the difficulties

which artillery fire presents, that on comparatively

narroAv fronts like those of Froesch wilier and
Gravelotte, batteries were pretty Avell obliged to

occupy certain crests between determined limits.

It was then possible to shell these compulsory

positions without Avasting ammunition too use-

lessly. This was not the case in Manchuria.
Russians and Japanese spread themselves over

very wide fronts ; the guns were scattered along

them, leaving considerable empty spaces, and it

Avas difficult to hit them by systematic searching.

Thus it Avas proved that to-day ''a Avell-concealed

artillery can engage a numerically much stronger

artillery Avithout getting itself crushed, and
can lead the opposing artillery to AA^aste its

ammunition." ^

The Japanese did not range Avith time shrapnel;

the Russians on the contrary did so invariably.

The advantage rested clearly Avith the old method
of fire, and with the unhurried and accurate

ranging practised by the Japanese.^

The Japanese declare that they suffered little

' Revue des Deux Mondes, January 13, 1906.
- General W. ch Heiisch, Journal des Sciences militaires^ May,

1908.

3 "British Officers' Pteports," vol. ii. pp. 216-218, 572-575
; vol. iii.

pp. 216-220.
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from the Russian shrapnel during the attacks,

but that thcv suffered enormous losses whenever

a body of troops in close order, even a mere

company, exposed itself in the open at long

range.

The Japanese infantrymen could escape the hail

of shrapnel bullets if they were warned of its

imminence by the ranging rounds ; if the rafale

was loosed without preliminary ranging, the small

body fired at Avas pretty Avell annihilated.^

The Japanese gunners for their part tried to avoid

attracting the attention of their enemy by long-

drawn-out ranging. They used every means of

getting the range before firing, and above all made

use of their maps. However imperfect these were

they did them good service.^

All this information, reported with quite re-

markable unanimity by the military attaches,

gives one the impression that the task was com-

plicated and the results achieved poor. Yet

the British military attaches are struck by the

decisive importance of artillery.

'' The greatest impression made on me, and on

which I cannot insist too strongly," says Major

Hume, ''is that of the preponderating effect of

modern artillery ; it does not seem to me exagger-

ated to say that, in the actual conditions, artillery

is the decisive arm, and that the others are no

more than its auxiliaries."
^

• Captain Duval, " Conference sur I'Armee japonaise faite a

I'Ecole superieure de Guerre."
2 " ]]ritish Officers' Reports," vol. ii. p. 596.

3 Ibid., vol. iii. p. 209.
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{b) Infantry—the Attack

One speaks habitually of the war in the

Transvaal as if the Boers had come out of it as

victors, and one is given to contrasting the

reverses sufPered by the English in Africa with

the successes of the Japanese in Manchuria. One
must not forget, however, that the Boers were

beaten by the English. This defeat of levies,

due indeed to superior numbers, but above all to

lack of discipline, cohesion, and offensive spirit,

was inevitable, in spite of excellent natural quali-

ties and favourable conditions at the outset, and

contains the first and the most important lesson of

this war. It is not for the empty pleasure of

composing pomj^ous aphorisms that at the head

of one section of the Regulations is written, '' The

offensive alone can procure decisive results," and

at the head of another section, ** Discipline is the

main strength of armies." Never has the truth of

these precepts been more clearly demonstrated

than in the Transvaal. The Boers at the besrinnino:

of the war are more numerous than the British

;

the situation is made altogether favourable to

them by their knowing the ground and being

accustomed to it, by the sympathy of the in-

habitants and the proximity of their resources.

In the first engagements they obtain successes by

surprise which place at their mercy bodies of

British troops, but they never derive any advantage

from it.

At Modder River, for instance, on November

28, 1899, they succeed in enclosing Methuen's
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troops in a semi-circle of fire, and keep them lying

there during five dreadful hours (the temperature

was 43'' Centigrade), but they never dream of

outflanking them and attacking them. The fact

is that no attack is possible without an organised

movement, without a dominant will, Avithout

commanders whose authority is recognised and

whose orders are obeyed ; and that there is none

of all this in these bands of free citizens, too free

to follow blindly one of themselves. So much

liberty cost them their independence.

The Boers were brave and Avere good shots ; one

must not, however, exaggerate anything : their skill

in shooting hardly excelled that of good European

infantry ; as to their courage, it did not prevent

them from keeping one eye on their horses and

a thousrht for their families, and from never

Avaiting for the assault. There Avas nothing in all

this, Avhether from the point of vieAV of the

shooting or the fighting Avorth of the individual,

Avhich ought to have stopped the steadfast British

infantry. At Modder River, after all, it found

itself Avithin effective rifle range of the enemy, in

a position Avliich as a rule one only reaches after

prolonged and painful efforts. It could, so it

Avould seem, continue to fire and resume the

forAvard movement in conditions as favourable as

those of the Japanese Avhen they arrived at short

distance from the Russian trenches. But there

Avas a profound difference between the tAvo cases:

the I^oers, spared by the British shrapnel, had

kept an unimpaired morale and a perfect coolness

Avhich \vas at once heightened by the success of
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their surprise ; nothing, therefore, compensated

the British for the advantcage which the defender

drew from his position and his entrenchments.

When the Japanese arrived at close range, the

Russians, on the other hand, had already heen

shaken for a long time by a combined fire of

artillery and infantry.

To this let us add that with certain exceptions

the Russians shot indifferently, whereas the

Japanese shot well, and we all realise why the

situation of the British, at a short distance from

the Boer trenches, was markedly inferior to that

of the Japanese when they had got to within a fcav

hundred metres of the Russian trenches.

At the beginning of the war in the Transvaal

the British undoubtedly assumed formations which

were too dense ; but toAvards the end they had

spread themselves out in thinner and thinner lines

without obtaining much more satisfactory results.

They had changed the form but not the spirit of

their tactics. Their first line, originally in tAvo ranks

in close order, then in single rank, and finally in

skirmishers at a Avide extension, none the less

retained its linear character. It Avas a long

co7itinuous line, not articulated, and Avas under a

single control Avithout sidxlivision of command
and delegation of independence of action to the

leaders of the smaller units. '' Our soldiers,'*

said Lord Roberts, "have no initiative; they are

not clever at making use of ground, and although

good target shots, are not trained to battle

shooting." A continuous and even line, no

matter AAdiat its density, composed of such troops
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Avas deprived of all the elements Avliich could

make it active and handy in manoeuvre.

Another fault of the Eritish infantry, or rather

of its leading in most of the actions in the

Transvaal, is its j)i'edisposition for shock action

and contempt for the fire fight. That is a deadly

tendency in all armies ; it harmed the French

in Spain in the days of the First Empire, the

Austrians in 1866, the Ptussians in the attack on

Plevna, the Eritish in this Transvaal war, and the

Russians again in Manchuria.

It is a remarkable fact that the Eritish,

dreaming only of the hand-to-hand fight, never

succeeded in achieving it ; the Japanese, practising

the fire fight, often got to the hand-to-hand fight,

and in it overcame the pupils of Dragomiroff.

There is in that, however, nothing to surprise

a reader who has followed with us the evolution

of the combat from ancient times. In all times

the struggle with cold steel has been the final

phase, that Avhicli confirms the decision, the

expulsion of the enemy from his position, and

the conquest of the ground ; but in all times,

likewise, this final consummation has come to those

who willed the means before willing the end.

Attack with pike, sword, or bayonet gives the last

shock to the enemy's morale ; but to shake that

morale and ])\\i him at the mercy of shock action

the losses inflicted by bow and sling, by rifle and

gun, are needed.

Troops led against the enemy with the idea

—

clearly a most swaggering one—of getting to the

liand-to-hand fight as quickly as possible, will
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fail in their attack ; on the other hand, troops

Avho advance methodically, careful to inflict on

the enemy losses at least as great as they them-

selves receive, may attain the desired end.

The Jajianese in Manchuria pushed forward

with the greatest determination, hut at the same

time were careful to note the efPect of the fight

on the enemy's infantry.

" The first essential to pushing forward boldly,"

says Major Lo filer, "is to feel that the enemy's

energy has diminished."
'' The Japanese infantry, as a rule, displayed

a keen and impetuous wish to close with its

adversary, and after the first halt where it had

opened fire, it continued its advance rapidly,

interrupted by short halts which it used for

firing ; it continued like this until the enemy's

fire became too heavy, and in this Avay it made
good several hundred metres to the front ; but

its own forward impulse Avas not enough to carry

it right through—it needed the intervention of

some outside factor, such as a more numerous

artillery or a flank attack by other troops Avhich

could not be seriously opposed ... to enable it

to resume its advance. Every time that it could

do so, every time that the enemy's fire slackened,

the Japanese firing lines resumed their advance

without hesitation."

This noteworthy sketch is as clear as it is

precise and correct : the essential thing for

attacking infantry is to have at the same time

the keenest desire to j)^i^sh on and the wisdom
not to advance without having felt that the enemy
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is shaken. To succeed it onust have an element

of superiority : infantry will scarcely find this

in its own fire, which will rarely he more effective

than that of the defender, hut it will ahvavs

find it in artillery fire and in envelopment

;

finally, it requires keen leaders who will carry

their units with them. As to the periodical

dividends to he drawn from reinforcements and

sup]3orts, which our regulations from 1875 to

1895 made the keystone of their arch, they come
last of all.

This, in truth, is Avhat, in the comhats in the

Transvaal and Manchuria, is essential and most
concerns the spirit and soul of fighting.

But while admitting that the question of

formations has been too much dwelt on it must
not he neglected. A vicious formation kills the

spirit, or at any rate hampers it.

We have indicated briefly what were the British

attack formations in the Transvaal ; always a

line, of infinitely varying density indeed, but

continuous, unarticulated, and without supports.

The Japanese in Manchuria made use of

methods seemingly the most diverse ; the density

of their skirmishing lines varied extremely, their

rushes Avere from twenty to one hundred and fifty

metres in length. They sometimes crossed vast

spaces without firing a shot, while sometimes

they maintained their fire for several hours

together.

In broken ground one saw fairly thick skir-

mishing lines (one pace interval between men)
making eighty-metre rushes by Avhole companies.
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The supports, local reserves, and reserves were

usually formed in small columns of about fifty

men, and deployed Avhen they had to cross an

exposed zone. The advance was hardly interrupted,

and the assault was begun at 300 metres from

the enemy.

In flat country different precautions Avere

necessary. The firing line was very thin (five

to ten paces between men) at the outset. It

made rushes of twenty to thirty metres by groups

of twenty to twenty-five men. Every group had

its leader who led it towards its point of attack

without being bound to follow the direct line of

approach.

Halts and fire were prolonged as much as was

necessarv. At 600, 500, or 400 metres there

usuallv occurred an enforced halt, more or less

leno^thv, with a sustained fusillade. A thick firing

line was built up there, movement resumed as

soon as possible, and then the assault. Sometimes

the assault succeeded ; more often it failed, or

even was not attempted, the attackers having

become exhausted.

Both British and Japanese tried to use night

as a help in their attacks, and it is a remarkable

thins: that Ave find in their use of darkness

the same difference as in their use of artillery.

The British tried to use darkness, as they did

guns, before their attack; the Japanese essentially

had recourse to it for the last phase of the attack.

At Modder River and at Ma2;ersfontein the British

at daAvn got to about 600 to 700 metres of the

enemy in the belief that they Avould surprise
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liim ; but as they have not covered themselves

with reconnoitring patrols or scouts it is they

who arc surj^rised hy the crushing outbursts of

Boer fire. The absence of scouts and lack of

precaution puslied to an extreme degree do not

admit of a judgment being formed on the value

of this mode of action, which, after all, did get a

thick line forward to effective range without

moral or material wastage.

The Japanese sometimes did tlie same ; without

obtaining a surprise effect, they at least had the

gain that the defender's fire was not so deadly

as in broad daylight. In this way they got to

300 metres of the Russian trenches and at once

dug themselves in. When day came, they opened

the fire fight in conditions of quasi-equality with

the Russians.

Usually the Japanese oj)erated by night, not

to begin but to finish the attack. Once or twice

they even succeeded in doing both in the same

night. In any case their night attacks Avere not

carried out according to the methods hitherto

extolled. They had not the character of small
" coups de main," but Avere great operations under-

taken by whole divisions.

They admitted of infinite precautions : minute

reconnaissances ; numerous itineraries laid down
in the greatest detail ;

patrols preceding the

companies
;

pre-arranged signals ; and innumer-

able means of maintaining intercommunication.

Usually one is advised to use close formations,

such as company columns, for night attacks.

The Japanese on the contrary deployed their first-
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line companies into single rank, only keeping the

reserves in columns.

(c) Infantry—the Defence

Both the wars in the Transvaal and Manchuria
show this characteristic : that one of the two adver-

saries remains pretty constantly on the defensive.

They therefore admit of our studying the defensive

fight fairly completely.

The Boers astonished the Avorld hy the small

depth of their lines. Not heing numerous they

had to choose between two solutions : occupy

extremely narroAV fronts with the depth normally

admitted heretofore among European armies, or

else hold extended fronts in small depth. Trusting

in the accuracy and rapidity of their fire, they

adopted the second solution and they were justified

by events. At Modder River they had 3,000 men
on a front of 7 kilometres ; at Magersfontein

5,000 men on 10 kilometres ; at Colenso 4,000

to 5,000 men on 12 kilometres, etc.—that is, one

man for two or three metres of front. These

fronts could not be pierced anywhere.

The Russians, with a much greater depth, did

not offer to the assailant a greater resistance.

Perhaps they shot less well; but undoubtedly their

exaggerated depth did more to hamper the effect

of their fire than it did to increase its volume.

Boers and Russians entrenched themselves with

care on their positions ; the Boers did so more

skilfully, with fire trenches of bottle-shaped ^

^ That is to say, wider at the bottom than at the top, which was
made possible by the exceptional stiffness of the soil.
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profile, Avhicli sheltered them from shrapnel. It

is quite certain that hut for the treiiches in which

they sheltered from the artillery projectiles Avhile

Avaiting for the time to fire, neither would have

been in any condition to offer the assailants the

j)rolonged resistance they did.

Wire entanglements in each case rendered very

great service to the defence.

The Boers, furnished with admirable intelligence,

and kept Avell informed hy scouts, shoAved them-

selves very superior to the Russians in obtaining

information, and in scouting. The latter Avere

often surprised by the Japanese night attacks.

All things considered, in the frontal fight the

attack has rarely been able to get the better of

the defence. In the Transvaal, the British, even

AAdien their formations had become more rational,

never succeeded in beating doAAm the Boer resis-

tance otherwise than by manoeuvre. In the

first part of the Avar, not only did they not take

the enemy's positions but they AA^ere driven to

retreat.

The Japanese, naturally, obtained very superior

results. They alAA^ays got up to assaulting distance,

and, altliough tlie defender usually had the advan-
tage of numljcrs, they threatened him so sternly,

and held him fast so firmly, that the Russians
Avere never able to AvithdraAV a man from their

first line. The Boers, on the contrary, avIio never
had any reserve, Avere able to counter the turning
mana3uvres of the British by making drafts on
their firing line, which Avas not kept busy enough
by the enem v.
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It is stated that the Japanese did succeed in

frontal attack. This point, however, is not yet

sufficiently well estahlished. Whenever Ave have

been able to verify this statement, avc have found

that the evacuation of the trenches had been

determined on and almost completed before the

assault in order to avoid some threat of envelop-

ment. It also happened that the positions

attacked, although situated on the front of the

Russian army, were not part of a continuous line,

but Avere sufficiently isolated to offer flanks to

the attack.

Moreover, taking the great battles in Manchuria

as a Avliole, it seems that there victory is decided,

not by a success on the front, but by a turning or

enveloping movement. As in 1870, fronts seem to

have been inviolable.



CHAPTER III

THE MODERN COMBAT

§ 1. PRELIMINARIES OF THE MODERN COMBAT

We liare passed in review the various forms

which the comhat assumed from the most remote

days of classical antiquity down to the wars in

the Transvaal and Manchuria. It remains for

us to study in rather more detail what the modern
combat may be. Our data being borrowed for

the most part from the two last wars, some of

the observations which have already figured in

the preceding chapters will reappear.

The preliminaries of the combat, which two

centuries ago Avere non-existent and which
amounted to very little even a hundred years ago,

have developed considerably since long-range

weapons and smokeless powder have been adopted.

When Erederick II. drew near a hostile army it

was enough for liim to have it kept under obser-

vation by a fcAV hussars ; he examined it personally

with the greatest ease, and wlien finally the troops

marched to the encounter thev shoAved themselves

at distances Avliich Averc bevond the rans^e of

Aveapons.

Later, in the Avars of the Eevolution and the
(54
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Empire, generals could still see the enemy's

army either wholly or in part. Observation

was, however, rendered a little more difficult

than in the days of Erederick by the use which

was made of cover and of points cVappui, and by

the distribution of armies over a wider area.

When the armies attacked each other, the

skirmishers opened the fight, but at so short a

range that the troops of both sides could see

each other long before they began firing.

In 1870 it became more difficult to locate

precisely the enemy's position. The cavalry had

to explore the approaches, pushing on at each

point until they were fired upon. When the

actual fight began, the guns and the skirmishers

opened fire without there being occasion for other

preliminaries.

Long-range weapons and smokeless poAvder

oblige armies to observe greater formality. When
the cavalry, received by rifle shots, is obliged

to stop, it as yet knows nothing about the main

body of the enemy's troops ; it does not even

know whether behind the outposts which stop it

there are bis: detachments, or whether it is merelv

up against a screen. It is necessary that infantry

reconnaissances should come into play, probing

the enemy's posts, and trying to pierce through

them. Efforts are made to find the extremities

of the hostile front. In the case of armies which

are small in number, as they were in the Transvaal

war, these efforts may succeed, but with the

enormous armies which obligatory service provides

it is necessary to reconnoitre on a front of 300

5
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kilometres or more, and one does not succeed

even then. It is necessary to attack before know-

ing what one Avill meet except from the

reports of spies and l)alloons. The situation is

no lono^er the same as that in which the sokliers

of Frederick II. found themselves, for they saw

the whole of the enemy's army long before

attacking it. At length the enemy's posts are dis-

lodged ; the cannon of both sides speaks, the in-

fantry advances. It is obliged to assume fighting

formation about six kilometres away from the

supposed position of the enemy's artillery. Not

onlv do we know that these guns have an effec-

tive range of 5,000 metres, but we also know

that the heaviest losses inflicted on infantry

by artillery have been effected at long ranges

Avhen the companies still thought it safe to march

in close order.

From this moment it is no longer possible

to advance over the exposed zone except in

skirmishing order. Frontal reconnaissance goes

on ; it only ceases with the assault. The ground

can only be put to good use if it has been

reconnoitred beforehand, say the German Infantry

Regulations (305). Patrols of scouts search the

ground, studying the approaches covered from

view of the enemy, discovering his ambuscades,

and reporting the exact position of his posts and

firing line. During the last phase, some scouts

still crawl forward in front of the line, recon-

noitring every detail of the ground, and report

the position of accessory defences.

This business of reconnoitring, t{iese gropings
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which hesrin several miles from the enemy's

position, last for long hours, sometimes even for

(lavs. It is the first act of prolonged battles such as

Liao Yang and Mukden. The example of the

English in the Transvaal shows how indispensable

is this phase of joreparation.

§ 2. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF THE COMBAT

The object of the combat is to destroy that

j)art of the enemy's forces which is in front of

one. This result is never arrived at without a

pursuit immediately following on the fight. It

is in retreat that the breaking uj) of the

enemy and his demoralisation are efi^ccted. It is

a question of bringing about this retreat, this

breaking up, this demoralisation, by dislodging

the enemy from the position he is occupying. One
has to make him feel the force of a material,

mental, and moral superiority which will shake

his confidence.
** The fact of obliging an enemy to give up the

ground he is occupying is the only certain sign

of success. To conquer is to advance." ^

It is only infantry that can dislodge the enemy.

Cavalry does not charge under fire from modern
weapons, and artillery does so even less. The
whole fight should, therefore, be conducted with

a view to assistino^ the advance of the infantry

up to the hostile position. It is not likely that

an adversary, even though in small numbers and
of quite ordinary quality, would evacuate the

' Conite de Grandmaison, "Dressage de ITnfanterie en vue du
Combat oflfensif," p. 5.
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position he occupies until he is hunted out of it

by the butt or the bayonet. Fire will often

oblige him to hide himself, but not to clear out.

We must, therefore, anticipate that the fight Avill

end in an assault or in the menace of an assault

pushed almost home. It is the final act of the

fight, the climax, but it is not the most important

act. As Ave have already seen in the battles of

antiquity the frontal fight with the arme hlanclie

results in nothing.

Let us suppose the impossible; let us assume

that modern infantry succeeds in avoiding the

fire fight and arrives near enough to its adversary

to charge, that Avill not be a sufiicient reason to

anticipate that it will drive that adversary back.

It must not only obtain contact Avith the enemy,

but it must then possess a powerful element of

superiority. This can only be acquired by fire,

which, since the sixteenth century, has alone made

it possible for the offensive to have some chance

of success in a frontal attack. At Marignan and

Pavia fire tears the heart out of the masses of

the enemy and allows the infantry to throw

itself into the gap. At Eontenoy the English

infantry succeeded by its fire superiority in

making a breach in the Erench lines, but Avhen

it tried to penetrate en masse it Avas in its turn

destroyed by fire and routed. At Eriedland the

artillery made a breach in the Russian masses.

The assault consummates, but it is fire AAhich

produces victory, AA^hen it is not due to some

extraneous cause. '' The offensive consists in

bringing the fire nearer and nearer to the enemy
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right up to the shortest ranges. The bayonet

attack confirms the victory gained over the

enemy." ^ Thus in the modern fight it is a

question of bringing the infantry to assaulting

distance, but it must not be thought that this

shou.ld be done by avoiding the fire fight. The
advance of the infantry has for its object as

much to bring it to within good rifle range of

its adversary as to bring it within good assaulting

distance.

Pire has not only for its aim to assist the

advance ; though without it the advance would

only end in a check. Advance and fire sup-

port each other reciprocally as all historical

examples demonstrate- Those Avho count on

dislodging the enemy by fire alone are greatly

mistaken, and it is no less serious a mistake to

wish to assault unbroken infantrv with the

bayonet or the sabre. History proves that Avhen

men have sought for shock action and lost sight

of the proper value of fire it has always led them
to disaster.

Already a century ago ^ Napoleon said, '^ Battles

to-dav are decided bv fire and not by shock

action."

All this discussion may at first sight seem

quite academic ; but it will presently help us

to elucidate the complicated problem of infantry

attack. This problem has become infinitely difii-

cult because of the conditions imposed by the

efficiency of modern arms. The greater the distance

' " Reglement de Manoeuvre de I'lnfanterie allemande," p. 324.

^ " Correspondance," t. xxxi, p. 464.
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at which the attack begins, the greater the danger

that has to be faced and the terror that has to

be surmounted ; the more one would like to keep

one's men in hand, but on the contrary the more

one is obliged to disperse them. In the seven-

teenth century it was possil)le to lead a solid

army to the attack ; under the Eirst Empire it

was still possible to moyc battalions in columns

;

from 1870 on it was a question only of sections,

or of half-sections in close order, and now, since

quick-firing and smokeless weapons have been

adopted, extended order is the only order admissible.

It is an obligation Ave all have to accept. No
doubt efiPorts Avill be made to maintain close

formations as long as possible, that is to say,

as long as one can find cover, but as soon as it

is necessary to push on over open ground one Avill

be obliged to extend into skirmishing order.

The problem Avith Avhich Ave ought first to

occupy ourselves is just this : How can one

best get a body of troops in open order to advance

over exposed ground to the attack of an adversary

Avho is in position ? Once this first point has

been considered it Avill be easy to pass on to the

attack OA^er ground affording more or less cover,

to encounter fights, etc. In placing ourselves

at the point of a^cav of the attack Ave shall at

the same time see how the defence should be

conducted. Above all, Ave must convince our-

selves that certain conditions are indispensable

to the success of a frontal attack on an enemy

in position. Such a success, if Ave are to believe

history, is A^ery rare, so rare that a general Avould
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be mad to seek deliberately for victory tlirough

a frontal attack. But there are cases in which

such attacks have succeeded. One cannot regard

them as condemned to failure ; but one must not

imagine, given two bodies of troops facing each

other, in every respect equal, the one on the

defensive, the other attacking, that the latter

will have any chance. It is absolutely certain,

as Clausewitz and Moltke say so clearly, that

the defender derives a very real superiority from

his form of action ; he has assured to himself the

advantage of position : he is in shelter and aims

better and more quietly than his assailant. These

advantages are great, and other very great

advantasres are needed to counterbalance them.

If the forces of the assailant are but equal to

those of the defender he will not be able to

dislodge him.

What elements of superiority may an assailant

have ?

1. Nimihers.—These have but little influence.

Against a position occupied by troops in no

great depth—as, for example, the Boer positions

at Modder Biver, Colenso, etc.—the assailant

could never gain the advantage in a frontal fight,

even if he had five times the number of men.

His fire would lose in quality what it would gain

in intensity.

2. The amount of artillery. — This second

factor is much more telling, especially if the

superiority in artillery is very great and the

ground allows of the effective countering of

the artillery of the defence, of putting it pretty
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well out of action. As a general rule it would

be very rare on a given front for an assailant

to have very superior means at his disposal

and to be able to employ them simultaneously

to crush the defence.

3. Individual worth, moral worth, and technical

ability.—^QVQ at last we find the factors of a

very real and very telling superiority. If the

defender and the assailant differ notably in moral

worth, success is to the more energetic, and this

without it being necessary to call in the help of

a flank attack.

Technical skill produces the same effects. In

an infantry combat the skill of the marksmen

increases the effect of the fire tenfold. When this

is combined, as is so often the case, with superior

moral worth, it assures victory in a frontal fight.

Technical superiority in the matter of artillery

is even more valuable : of two forces of artillery

in all appearance equal, one may be quite useless

and the other may exercise a great influence

on the infantrv fis^ht.

If the artillery of the defence wastes its

ammunition by pouring it haphazard over the

ground on the pretext of neutralising that ground,

while the artillery of the assailant hits hard and

true, first the defender's artillery and then his

infantry, till the very moment of assault, it

will gain a very pronounced and possibly decisive

advantage.

Taking all in all, we shall rarely, if ever,

find very marked diff'erences in moral qualities

and technical skill between European armies.
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It Avill be extremely difficult to put superiority of

numbers to a good use. The only decisive

advantao^e which the assailant can have is a

numerical and qualitative superiority of artillery,

and the experience of 1870 proved that this in

itself is not enough.

Must we then, in spite of pessimistic conclusions,

renounce vigorous attacks and content ourselves

with simple demonstrations upon the hostile

front ? This is no more so to-day than it was two

thousand years ago. While we are struggling

desperately along the front, while we compel

the defender to remain there in strength and

resist us with vigour, we hope that the guns will

make themselves heard behind him, and that,

shattering his courage, they will oblige him to

retreat and to take improvised decisions. Then

we must be ready to spring upon him so quickly

that this last assault seems but the natural

consequence of what has gone before, so that

to us may be the glory of having carried his

positions, and to him the shame of having lost

them. Without leaving him time to re-form,

let us follow him at once while he is crossing

the open spaces where he will neither be able

to turn and face us nor preserve his lighting

formations. This is why we must at any rate

push home the attack as vigorously as if it were

certain to succeed. If it is the outflanking

movement that is productive of victory, it is the

frontal attack that reaps the moral fruits of

victory, and it is by prolonging it as a direct

pursuit that one obtains great results.
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§ 3. FEAR

Ardant du Picq showed how the mechanism of

the ancient combat was founded on a perfect

knowledge of the human heart, and he asks for

modern infantry '' some Avay of fighting which

shall be in keeping Avith its Avea2)ons, and Avith

AA hat maA^ be demanded of the phA sical and moral

j)OAvers of man."

Prosaic as it may appear, ^ye must first reckon

AA^th armament— the material factor—and no

argument of the moral order can preA ail against

it. The exjDerience of AA^ars since 1(SG6 has amply
demonstrated tliat it is impossible to advance in

close order under fire. This is an established

fact AA^hich there is no GrainsaAinsr. It follows

that in studying the different phases of the

combat aa^c shall have to introduce less general

notions as to the effect of armament.

Moral factors exercise an enormous influence

on the fight ; it is on them that Ave must base

the details of the method of fighting, and Ave are

about to try to do so. As far as the physical

strength of men is concerned, the test to Avhich

it is put in the fight is only severe because of

the nervous exhaustion which emotion joroduces

;

and this brings us back to moral factors again.

Among these the first and unquestionably tlie

most important is fear.

'' To risk life at every step for hours together

is no fun for the ordinary run of men ; also,

Avhatever tlie foe opposing him may be like, the

man in the fight has but one enemy, and that
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an enemy of which he speaks very reluctantly

—

i.e. fear."
^

Various sentiments, natural qualities, passions,

and acquired habits fight against fear, such as

native courage, confidence in a leader, patriot-

ism, esprit de corps, discipline, etc. One must

also reckon Avith everyday feelings such as con-

fidence or discouragement, and with the qualities

proper to a race or to a category of men. Pear as

it reveals itself in a man fighting is a sentiment

or rather a special moral and physical state.

There is fear and fear. The handful of old

soldiers whom a colonel found on the day of

Solferino squatting in a ditch and talking quietly

to each other had run away from the fight from

fear of death, but they remained in full possession

of their faculties : they were not a prey to fear

as were those unhappy Germans of whom Pritz

Hoenig tells, who were huddled together in the

bottom of the Mance ravine during the battle of

Gravelotte. These Avere completely panic-stricken

and had lost their lieads.

But an acute state of fear is rare, Avithout

being quite exceptional. We have only to take

count of it in order to reduce the effectives of

young soldiers going under fire by a tenth or

a fifth.

Amons: those Avho stick it out there are some

Avho '' retch Avith fear," as Ardant du Picq says.

Sometimes they keep it under to the end and go

mad after the battle. But the majority can fight

doAA'n fear at less cost than this.

' Colonel de Grandmaison, p. 3.
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The young soldier is moved and anxious from

the moment he takes the field. He advances

into the unknown, never knowing what is going

to happen. He is already uneasy to the point of

heing liable to panic. A loaded horse, a hare

crossing the path, may provoke the beginning of

chaos in a body of troops. What might not

happen if a shot Avere fired ?

As they get nearer to the actual fight, anxiety

increases. Vigorous and brave young men, who
would expose themselves without emotion to

certain danger in peace time to save one of

their kind, suffer from apprehension of the

fight because they have not the slightest idea

what is going to happen. If they suddenly hear

rifle shots ahead and are led to the assault

against a visible enemy, this painful anxiety

suddenly disappears, because there is no longer

an unknown ; every one knows what is up and

will advance with confidence. It is just the same

if they immediately engage in a fusillade Avith

a quite visible enemy. These young people are

for the most Y)avt j)lu.cky and well-intentioned

;

as soon as they see the goal, understand what is

required of them, and can measure up the danger,

tliev advance boldlv enousrh.

The assault and the hand-to-hand fight are not

what frighten a soldier whether he be inexperi-

enced or no. AVhat makes most imj)ression on

him is the long-range fire fight because it is

still the unknoAvn, an enemy one does not see,

projectiles that arrive from Heaven knoAvs Avhere.

One cannot struggle with this invisible enemy
;
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the danger is immense and is not to be measured, it

drags itself out into long hours, and is accompanied
by the most horrible din, which produces a violent

reaction on the nervous svstem.

The trial Avhich to-day awaits the man on the

battlefield is terrible in a different way from

the trial to which the warrior of antiquity Avas

subjected. Ardant du Picq, a good judge in this

matter, definitely says : ''Let us look more closely

at man in both forms of combat. ' I am strong,

adroit, vigorous, skilled, full of coolness and

presence of mind : I have good weapons and

dependable companions ; we see everything clearly,

we are alert to take each other's places '—that is

what a legionary might say to himself in going

to the fight, and he Avould charge confidently.

To-day, no matter how strong, determined, skilled,

courageous I am, I can never say :
' I shall come

out of it. I have no longer to do with men ; I do

not fear them, but the fatality of cast-iron or

lead. Death is in the air, invisible and blind,

accompanied by terrifying gusts which cause me
to bow my head.'

"

§ 4. THE KEMEDIES FOR FEAR

The fear which seizes the combatant on the

threshold of the battlefield and grows in him
owing to the excess of danger, is not the fear

of death only but is a moral and physical

state in which uncertainty and apprehension of

the unknown play a large j)art. We may obtain

appreciable results if we familiarise the minds

of the men with what they are going to see, some
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considerable time before the action, and above all

Avhen the combat is drawinsr near.

AVhen the combat is drawing near, we shall

influence a soldier enormously by setting him an

example of calm, by chatting with him un-

affectedly, by not avoiding to speak of the

incidents that Avill folio av, but bv treatino^ them
as something expected and normal, if necessary,

j^utting the man at his ease by some joke.

The more we can postpone tlie moment in Avliich

the soldier, left to himself, becomes once more
silent and uneasy, the less chance will there be of

his becoming a prey to fear, and the less time

Avill fear have for tormenting him.

But sooner or later the moment comes when
we are obliged to hurl ourselves into danger, to

abandon close formations, sections even, and to

extend into skirmishing order. From this moment
the soldier is left almost to his own devices.

How shall Ave give ourselves the best chance

of leading him up to the enemy in a state in

Avhich he can beat him ?

We ask two things of him—to advance and to

shoot. Fear makes him shoot badly and prevents

him going forward : it must be got the better of.

Immobility, physical, moral and intellectual

stagnation, surrender a man unreservedly to his

emotions, Avhereas movement, Avork of any kind,

tends to deliver him from them. There is every

reason to keep the com])atant moving, to avoid

those halts AA^hich are not absolutely imposed

by the intensity of tlie fire, and to force the

pace.
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One must let the men shoot. " It is," said

Ardant du Picq, ''the safely-valve of fear," and

it must be opened in order to avoid an explosion.

To attempt to restrain fire on grounds of discipline

is a false step, and vain into the bargain. Volleys

and fire by a named number of rounds are but

deplorable expedients Avhich only augment the

tension of wills fighting against fear, and soon

cause the limit of the elasticity of the human
machine to be reached.

Let them shoot. To advance Ave must make

our own skirmishers run as the Japanese have

set us the example. This is also a remedy

against fear. The more rapidly a man moves

and the nearer he feels he is getting to the

enemy the more does the keenness for the fight

develop in him, the more does boldness dominate

fear. In his excellent book " La Garde mobile en

1870"^ M. Thiriaux enumerates all the circum-

stances in which our improvised troops showed

a courage and a value worthy of seasoned troops,

and they are almost ahvays cases in which they

have been led forward briskly at a racing pace.

Therefore, let them shoot every time they are

obliged to halt, push the advance forward,

carry it out running, and with the shortest

possible pauses.

These pauses are necessary if only to get breath
;

running in ploughed fields, together with the

emotion that grips the chest, soon makes a soldier

out of breath. Besides, the defender may produce

a fire so intense that it is absolutely impossible

1 Brussels, 1909.
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to advance. We must wait till he tires, and

fire at him as much as possible in order to disturb

his peace of mind. When he fires less rapidly and

more badly, we can rise and run on till want of

breath and the fusillade impose on us a new

halt. The less the pauses are prolonged, the

easier it is to make men get up and push forward.

If Ave cannot surround the young soldier with

a large body of seasoned troops the only way to

put heart into him is to give him a support a

little distance in rear. It is on this principle

that Napoleon wanted to carry back the third

rank of his infantry 20 fathoms to the rear.

This was also the principle of the manipulary

legion.

In our days when very attenuated lines are

the only formations admissible under fire, we must

always have behind the first line other analogous

lines, of less density perhaps, so that the first may

feel itself backed up. And for these lines to

fulfil their role they must not all go on and melt

into the firing line. A propos of this, an excellent

officer, who had been through all the wars of the

Second Empire and the war of 1870, says :
'' Every

man should be able to see a little way behind

him a body of troops Avhich is following him

and backing up his movements. He gets great

confidence in this way and Avill be brave far

more readily. In several critical situations I

have heard the following reflection in the mouths

of the men :
' There is no one behind us.' The

words circulated from one to another, anxious

lu^ads were turned back, almost inevitably dash
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faded away. We must make no mistake about it,

skirmishers thrown forward know very well that

they are called upon to suffer great losses, they are

aware of their mission of sacrifice, and they will

only accept this sacrifice voluntarily so long

as they see it is not useless, and that quite close

to them are people to help them, to avenge them

if they fall, and Avho at any rate are in a position

to profit by their efforts."

The regulations of 1875, which were drawn

up by men who had made war all their lives,

distinguished betAveen the renforts intended to join

the firing line, to fill gaps in it, and the soutiens,

which were to remain in rear as long as possible,

and which Avere meant to produce a moral effect on

the first line from a distance. All these successive

lines, the first as well as the rest, must be widely

extended. Comparative isolation is good for the

morale of a man from the time he finds himself

in the zone of fire. If men are close to each

other emotions are transmitted and hyper-

excitement is reciprocally induced—this is very

bad for the steadiness of the combatant. As

Ardant du Picq says :
'' The marksmen Avho are

farthest awav from one another Avill become less

dazed, will see more clearlv, will be easier

supervised, and will for these reasons shoot

better." If the intervals are large, the man who
falls has plenty of room, is seen by a less number

of people, and drags no one down in his fall ; the

moral impression made on his comrades is slighter,

their courage is less shaken.

Even in peace time at target practice men
6
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shootinsr shoulder to shoulder become enervated

or excited by contact with their comrades and

shoot less deliberately, llow then would it be

in the field? Except in the case of a few

recruits lost in a body of old soldiers, one man's

fear transmits itself to all the rest. The

slightest movement of fear will put to flight a

whole body of men through that contagion of fear

to which any crowd is liable through the tremor

which a moral shock produces in the nervous

system of all the men composing it. To each man
his own fear is enough. If alone, he fights against

it : he feels a sense of responsibility, an obligation

not to be a coward in the eyes of others, an

obligation which disappears when he feels that the

others are as terrified as he is.

We have seen Iioav the tacticians of the

eiorhteenth centurv, of the Revolution and the

Empire, understood the use of skirmishers ; they

Avanted them scattered at intervals of *' less than

fifteen paces." They Avould have protested against

the formation of " thick firing lines of skirmishers."

Eor them it was a contradiction in terms to couple

the Avords together. It was essential that the

skirmishers should be spaced out sufficiently to

enable them to act as individuals. The Japanese

in the Manchurian Avar at first tried having

intervals of less than two paces between the

skirmishers. This interval, as military attaches

declare, was gradually increased throughout the

Avar. In the last engagements it Avas about six

paces. Thus they fell back upon the same number

of paces extension as in the Transvaal Avar and
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the campaigns of 1792 and 1815. Thus all

historical examples seem to agree in advising a

thin line of skirmishers Avitli intervals of ahout

five or six paces between man and man.

It will be objected that it is to our interest

to cover the enemy's lines with a denser fire.

To this objection history also gives a definite

answer.

Each time that progress in armament has made
us long to cover the enemy with a hail of bullets

we have tried to form skirmishers in rank entire,

then exj^erience has brought us back to the

use of widelv extended skirmishers, Avhose shoot-

ino^ we know to be more effective than that of

serried ranks—whether dressed or not. That which
was true in the davs of Pericles, of Montluc, of

Napoleon, is also true to-day.

Everything in war is a matter of morale, but

morale is j)rimarily 02)en to the impressions of

physical phenomena. The fusillade would have

no moral effect if it were never deadly. During

the last minutes which 2)recede the assault we may
be satisfied if we oret an intense thousrh ineffective

and undisciplined fire with which to stun and

terrifv the defenders, but we must have shown
them first that bullets often kill. We have to

obtain a murderous, effective, sustained fire in

order to produce both material and moral results.

It is through the efficient shooting of the

skirmishers that the preparation for the attack

is made with a reasonable expenditure of ammu-
nition. In this there is an apparent paradox

:

will twenty skirmishers on a front of 100 metres
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produce as great an effect as a hundred men
shoulder to shouhler? This Avas the e^reat discovery

of the eighteenth centnry, a reaction from the

error of the seventeenth century. And we have

seen how under the Eirst Empire for men to be con-

sidered skirmishers it was not enough for a body of

troops to be formed uj) without dressing ; to act as

skirmishers it was necessary for them to have

Large intervals between men and complete in-

dependence of action.

Numerous Prussian reports on the battles

of Jena and xluerstadt confirm the value of

skirmishers' fire and the harmlessness of file

firing. Duhesme tells us also of an Austrian

battalion which lost but three or four men from
the sustained fire of a Erench battalion at 100

paces, while the firing of a band of skirmishers

300 paces away killed more than thirty in a few
moments.

It is not by thickening lines that one obtains

''fire superiority." This expression is employed
in a very loose way since the assailant can

never in any way get a superiority of infantry

fire over the defender. He can only make him
feel that he is not sheltered from danger. He
produces not a superior fire, but sufficient fire to

engender fear.

§5. GROUPS

Some officers consider that unity of action is

more easily attained if the skirmishers form long

continuous lines. Others prefer to divide tlieni

up into small semi-independent groups. The
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teaching of history does not alloAv us to haver
in this matter. It has always proved impossihle

to get homogeneous, invertehrate, linear forma-
tions to move, to push on. Armies which are

really quick at moving to the attack or at

manoeuvring have always heen divided up. It

was so with the Homan legion, and the question

was settled when the Erencli tactics of the

eighteenth century, the tactics of small columns,

superseded the linear tactics of the precedino*

age.

The vaunted '' thick line of skii'mishers," that is

to say the continuous firing line of men shoulder

to shoulder Avhich it Avas desired to impose on
us fifteen years ago, w^as still a form of the

linear order. It had the same faults as had
the line of hattle of the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. The war of 1870, if we take the

trouble to examine it, affords us some very
striking illustrations of this point. Eead the

remarkable studies of Lieutenant Tournes ^ on
various episodes of the battle of Eroeschwiller,

and you will see how great was the activity

of the Prussian infantry when led forward hy

sections. The lieutenants played their part with

initiative, with dash, and their example was valu-

able because it was displayed to a small number of

men.

Then, on the other hand, let us go back to the

battles round Metz." Without mentioning those

^ "L'Attaque du Calvaire—De Gunstett au Niederwald."
^ "La Guerre de 1870-71," Metz, vol. ii. par la Section Historique

de I'Etat-Major frangais.
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French regiments Avhicli, Avliile not lacking in

courao:e, their colonels could not lead forward,

we see a similar phenomenon in the Prussian

infantry. If the company columns and sections

of skirmishers marched and advanced hriskly

on August 6, it was not at all the same thing

on the 18th with the deployed companies. Listen

to Fritz Hoenig expounding in his " Untersu-

chimgen " the almost insurmountahle difficulty

that a captain finds in getting his company on to

its feet to advance ; some men follow him, others

cannot make up their minds to do so.

In a long line, commanded by a single leader,

the men who are unwilling to advance have

most influence. In a small company it is other-

Avise ; the commander leads the best forward, and

the rest follow, since they cannot escape his eye or

the immediate efPect of his action.

Companies of 200 men are too unwieldy for the

approach movements in an attack. Skirmishers

should he moved by squads or half- sections in vicAV

of each other, each group feeling itself supported

in flank and in rear. No man under these

conditions is liable to the retardatory influence

of the body of men around him ; but rather yields

to the leader's power of sweeping liim on.

Most combatants, as we have said, even though

not completely paralysed by fear, are not in a

state to reason coolly about their actions. Duty

must impose itself, as it Avere, must aj^pear

definitely in some tangible form ; the gunner

clutches on to his gun, l)ut the infantry man has

nothing to rivet himself to except his leader.
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As Ardant clu Picq says, " Control tends to

escape from the hands of the supreme commander
into the hands of the junior commanders. The

certain and inevitahle disorder apparent in a

hody of men in action increases every day hy

reason of the moral effect wrought on them hy

the engines of destruction, till in the midst of

the hurly-hurly and the flowing backwards and

forwards of the firing lines soldiers lose their

leaders, and leaders their soldiers.

'' Among the troops Avhich are immediately

and violently engaged little groups alone keep

together,

" Nowadays when the fight is scattered the

soldier no longer belongs to one, and often he

cannot be controlled. Whence the necessity

arises ... of making their immediate leaders

thoroughly understand what is wanted, where

they are to make for, etc."

Men Avill follow a leader whom they see close

to them, Avhose commands they can hear, whose

leadership they can feel. They gather round

him, and obey him. The whole line may be

advanced in good order if these groups are kept

distinct ; at certain moments the leaders of larger

units may perhaps be able to influence the

direction of the groups and combine their move-

ments—a thing that cannot possibly be done with

continuous lines.

** It is only the small groups," says xlrdant du

Picq, " that can keep together, and then only if

they are properly constituted, for then they serve

as supports and rallying-points for those men Avho
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have lost themselves. By the force of circum-

stances battles now tend to become more than

ever before soldiers' battles. It ought not to

be so—we do not contend that it should be so

—

it simj)ly is so."

Thirty years go by and General de Negrier,

who most often of all our leaders was under fire

and 2^aid the penalty for it in his own person,

also recommends the employment of small grouj)s

of skirmishers.
'* There is one fact which now dominates close-

range fighting, and that is the impossibility to

a commander of exercising any control over lines

that are seriously engaged. The influence even

of the officers who advance with these lines is

very restricted. It is hardly possible for them
to do more than work upon the three or four

men beside them. The fisrlit is in the hands of

each fighting man, and never in any epoch has

the individual value of the soldier been of greater

importance."

Can we fail to be struck by the coincidence

between these words and those of Ardant du
Picq?

*' The fighting front," General de Negrier con-

cludes, *' Avill no longer consist of a continuous line

of men firing, but rather of a certain number of

groups or swarms, each one led by a non-commis-
^sioned officer. In order to gain ground, the officers-

iand non-commissioned officers, having determined

which points to occupy, get their men on to their

tfeet and dash forward to lead them. It is the essenti-

y French tactics of * Follow me.' We owe many
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victories to it, and Ave find that it is no less

useful of application in the methods of combat

to-day than it has been in the past."

§ 6. THE APPROACH MARCH AND ARTILLERY

The principles according to which the march
of infantry on the offensive should be regulated

up to the time when it is within effective rifle

range or assaulting distance are laid down thus :

** The experience of all wars since 1859 shows

that supports, local reserves, and reserves, hasten

to push into the first line to ease their nerves

by replying in their turn to the enemy's fire. Xow
the premature coming up into line of all these

supports, local reserves, and reserves will, by

crowding men into the firing line, result in the

suppression of all intervals, and will create in

the firing line discomfort, disturbance, nervous-

ness, unhandiness, inertia—all that we have tried

to avoid by an organisation of the attack into

successive well-extended lines and into distinct

groups."

We must therefore try with all our strength

not to carry forward into the firing line all

the lines that follow, any more than we ought

always to keep them back, but we should regulate

their progress.

By degrees Ave must push up into the firing

line the reinforcements requisite to maintain its

density fairly constant ; Avhicli means that it must
be duplicated by a line of barely equal strength,

for the total losses in an attack scarcely exceed

50 per cent. Thus we get back approximately
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to the strength laid down for reinforcements by
the 1875 Heguhxtions. The bodies which follow

are no longer renforts l)ut soullens ; their task is

to give moral support to the skirmishers by
preserving them from all dread of isolation.

These supports, echeloned more or less deeply,

should not join the firing line until the moment
when the latter, having got to effective range,

enters upon a more equal struggle with the

defender.

It must be noted, in fact, that at long ranges

the defender, under cover, can fire with real

effect on the exposed assailant, who for his

part, most of the time, does not even see the

heads and weapons of his adversaries. At
ranges of 1,500 and even 1,000 metres the

assailant obtains from his fire the advantage

of diminishing his own fear, but not of inflicting

appreciable losses on the enemy. Having got

to 400 or 300 metres he will still be in a position

of inferiority vis-a-vis of his adversary, but at

any rate he will be able to see him, however
well covered the latter may be.

The fire of the attacker Avill then become an
important factor in the demoralisation and
material destruction of the enemv.

And it is not the only one. While the infantry

has been deploying, the artillery lias collabo-

rated for several hours in preparing the fight ; its

main task has been to beat down the hostile

artillery, to do it as much harm as possible, and

incidentally to support some minor or j)artial

attacks by the infantry ; finally, when the hostile
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positions have been well reconnoitred and are

clearly defined, when the advance of the infantry

comjiels the defender to show himself in order
to fire, the artillery devotes itself principally

to shelling the positions of the defence, to hitting

the defender, or at any rate to forcins: him to

go to ground, and to blinding him by the smoke
of its i)rojectlles.

To induce and maintain the demoralisation
of the enemy it is essential that the artillery

should not cease fire, and that a slow rate of fire

should always threaten the hostile skirmishers.

At rare intervals, sudden and violent bursts of

fire will produce the most terrible effect and will

enable the infantry to make effectual progress.

§ 7. THE LAST PHASE

Einally, the first line of infantry has reached
the zone from which it can see the defender

sufficiently clearly to reply effectively to his

fire. Usually, when it enters this zone, the fire

of the defence becomes so violent that it is

literally unbearable, and it is necessary to lie

down and take cover to reply to it until the

enemy, either on account of the effect of our
fire or through mere lassitude, ceases to shoot so

effectively. One can then make a rush forward,

then the same causes reproduce the same effects.

Usually the defender's fire compels a long halt

in the zone of effective fire. It is durins: this

pause that the assailant will be able to inflict

material loss on the enemy and shake his morale

—

in a word begin the preparation of the assault.
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It goes witliout saying that if the fire of the

defence is never sufficiently effective to make
the assailant stop, the latter will continue his

advance. If it is true that attack hy fire is an

indispensahle factor in success, on the other hand

the fact that the defender is unahle to j^roduce

an effective fire gives one so jioor an idea of the

means at his disj)Osal, his numl)ers, and his energy,

that one can proceed to close with him as quickly

as possible. Deliberately to take up a main fire

posiiio7i would be purj^oseless.

The behaviour of the defender Avill determine

the distance at Avhich the assailant will helieve

himself able to cease fire and to charge Avitli the

bayonet. One has seen this distance come down
as low as 20 or 30 metres ; it is more usually

50 metres ; it can rise to as much as 200 or

800 metres. Charges from a distance of 300

metres have sometimes succeeded, just as assaults

from 20 or 30 metres have sometimes failed.

What happens, Avhat ought to happen, between

the time when the skirmishing lines, still very

attenuated, enter the zone of effective fire and the

time for the assault ?

The groups continue their advance by rushes

led by their group commanders. These leaders

retain the same independence ; hut they have to

struggle against growing emotions and increasing

difficulties.

'' All the attacking troops," say tlie German
Infantry Regulations (327 and 330), '' must have

the resolute determination to push on continually

and pass their neighbours.
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'' It is the duty of every body of troojos to profit

by every opportunity to gain ground.
*' It will happen that certain units Avhich have

been favoured by the ground advance faster than

others; it Avould be wrong to stop them."

General de Negrier said the same when he

wrote :

*' Every swarm of skirmishers must try

to penetrate the enemy's line by all possible

means, without regulating its movements by those

of its neighbours, and above all without Avaiting

for them. One must in fact remember that

under a fairly brisk rifle fire, if the swarms

wait to go on until their neighbours have

facilitated their advance, and these neighbours

reason in the same wav, the whole line of battle

stands still."

The success of a Japanese attack has often been

decided bv the initiative of some one officer who,

ever on the alert, has thought he perceived in

the enemy some indication of weakening or some

tendency to weaken, and has at once dashed in

with his men.^

It is from the first line, when it is in close

contact with the enemy, that the signal for the

assault starts. It alone can gauge the situation

and the enemv's morale, and feel that the time

has come.

The Regulations have at last given official

sanction to this truth :

'' When the first line has the feeling that the

time for decisive action has come it must not

hesitate to charge. It warns the fractions in

1 "
British Officers' Reports," vol. ii. p. ol9.
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rear bv sitcnal. These collect tosretlier and rush

forward." (German Regulations, 338.)

Moreover, a commander, of Avhatever rank,

who attempted to give the signal for the attack

from the rear, would cover himself Avith shame
and ridicule.

Between the time when the attenuated lines

penetrate into the zone of effective fire and the

time when the assaulting trooj)s burst out of it a

transformation has been produced. One does not

charge Avith a Avidely extended skirmishing line,

but Avith a thick line. The successive lines have

come forAAard and become amalgamated Avith the

first line during the period of effective fire. This

has not made its fire more deadly, for it has lost

in quality Avhat it has gained in intensity ; this

accumulation of men in the first line does not

give fire superiority, but a regular storm of fire

bursts on the hostile position : the Avhistling of

bullets, however badly aimed they may be, reacts

vividly on the morale of the defenders, already

shaken by long hours of fight, and, moreover,

suffering appreciable material losses.

Undoubtedly Ijoth sides Avill remain long in this

condition ; fear goes on increasing in the one

as in the other, ])ut the attacker has on his

side the feeling of having already overcome so

many dangers that success now seems to him
probable.

He draws near sloAvly hy rushes more or less

short, followed by interminable pauses. The more
he advances, the more deafening does the fire

become. The successive lines amali^amate in a
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thick firing line, Avliich shoots all the time, firing

to calm itself and to make a noise.

Sooner or later the attempt is made to storm.

It may succeed ; it may fail. More often Avhen

the time for the assault is imminent distant events

have had their effect on the defender, have shaken

him, and have determined him to retreat.

The attacker, avIio, Avith Avatchful eye and alert

mind, never ceases to keep him under observation,

spies the symptoms of discouragement, the un-

dulation and thinning of the hostile lines, the

slackening and growing Avildness o£ the fire.

Suddenly some subaltern springs forAvard carrying

his handful Avith him, followed by neighbouring

groups and by the lines aa liicli have remained in

rear; the bugles sound the charge. Perhaps the

enemy Avill slip aAvay before he is closed Avith

;

perhaps he Avill be beaten then and there ;
perhaps

his fire Avill stop the attacker. More often it

Avill require reiterated attempts to give victory in

the end.

It Avill be seen that the most critical phase for

the attacking infantry is the last one ; it is to

get over the last 300 or 200 metres that artillery

support is necessary to it. Eut it is just then

that the old regulations AvithdraAV the co-operation

of guns from the sister arm. In future Ave shall

act quite otherAvise, and percussion fire on the

line of the enemy's infantry Avill be continued

Avithout interruption up to the actual moment
of storming. It Avill reach the defender, deafen

him, shake him, and above all plunge him in

a cloud of smoke in Avliich he Avill no longer be
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able to use his weapons. It will be the best

protection for the assault.

§ 8. ATTACK AND DEFENCE—THE ENCOUNTER FIGHT

From the line of conduct pursued by the

assailant we shall deduce easily that which the

defender should adopt. At long range his fire

is effective, while that of the assailant is not so.

He too Avill have formed a firing line of very

slight density, and his men, shooting collectedly

and aiming carefully, will succeed in inflicting

serious losses upon their already visible enemy.

The artillery of the defence can act, but the effects

of its distant fire will be very slight on lines of

widely extended skirmishers lying down.

When these get to good useful rifle range the

defence has but little interest in increasing the

density of its first line, since it has its reserves

at call and is seeking only for fire effect. It

is only in the last phase, Avhen the rifles of both

sides are completely out of all control and fire

'' into the blue," that more men must be put

into line to produce by intensity of fire the

effect Avhich can no longer be obtained by its

accuracy.

The guns of the defence will act effectively at

that decisive moment w^lien the assailant begins

to thicken his first line with a view to pushing

the attack home. Guns hitherto silent can

suddenly unmask, and their fire with high explo-

sive shell will inflict serious losses on the thick

line of the attacker up to tlie time when the

artillery of the attack is able to locate them and
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to take on these last sujiports of the defence.

This interval may suffice to break the dash of

the assailant.

As regards infantry it is to the interest of both

sides not to put into the first line, up to and

including the moment of closing with one another,

nioi-e men than are absolutely necessary, say 1^ to

2 men per metre. Denser lines have neither more

available material force nor greater moral effect.

Skirmishers shoot without fear and with some

satisfaction at troops in thick formations. The

defender will, on the contrary, be impressed by

the sight of successive lines following one another

right up to the limit of the horizon. The first one

repulsed, another surges up and takes up the fight

again, then another and another, and still they

come on ! There are too many of them.

The attacker, for his part, has felt his confidence

grow as he gets on, as he overcomes dangers, as

he finds himself nearer to his goal ; but his

nervous tension is such that all his energy may
collapse and fail him after a last effort. Japanese

trooj)s Avere sometimes seen to fall exhausted on

the edge of the Russian trenches to which their

heroism had carried them. If the assailant, having

reached the hostile line with the conviction that

all is over, that at last he is victorious, suddenly

sees fresh troops spring from the ground who
counter-attack him visrorouslv, he will be in no

condition to stand up against this disillusionment

at the verv moment when he has relaxed his

overstrained nerves.

" All the attacks without depth which we

7
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note in recent wars have failed," says Comte de

Grandmaison; and what is trne of the attack is no

less so of the defence. In the infantry combat as

in the cavalry combat, victory is to him who throws

in the last fresh troops.

Such is pretty Avell the physiognomy of the

modern fight. Normally one engages in first line

IJ to 2 men per running metre of front : the

assailant sometimes uses 6, 8, 10 men per metre,

inclitding reserves, to reiterate his attacks, for

he must never let go.

The losses suffered are extremely variable ac-

cording to the energy displayed ; sometimes they

fall to 5 or 6 per cent. ; they also rise to 40 or

50 per cent., and may even rise far beyond these

figures, as was the case at certain points at

Froeschwiller, at Mars-la-Tour, and at Saint-

Privat.

The artillery may expend as much as 400

rounds per gun, but this is a high maximum ; the

infantry fires from 200 to 300 rounds per man when
the attack is conducted with all the energy

necessary for success and when it encounters a

resistance no less vigorous.

One can state no average time for the duration

of the fight ; this deiDends on the fighting worth
of the combatants, and the support which one

side and the other finds in the ground, etc. The
assailant gets to 600 or 700 metres of the defender

fairly quickly ; it takes him several hours, at least

two or three hours, to advance as far as 200 or

300 metres. Having got there, he may sometimes

assault without waiting any longer ; at other times
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he will find himself stuck fast for an indefinite

period.

x4.ll the advantas^es which Ave have attributed

to the defence only exist if the defender has

entrenched himself seriouslv. If he has not

established his firing line in deeji fire trenches,

and sheltered his supports in cover trenches joined

to the former bv communicatins^ trenches, he

cannot maintain in the last phase of the fight

the superiority he had at the outset. If he has

placed himself on a crest-line, it is he who offers

targets more visible than does his adversary.

Napoleon states authoritatively that the defence

is admissible only in a very good and strongly

fortified position. But then it is almost impossible

to debouch from it.

The offensive imposes itself on him who would

conquer.

If both adversaries are imbued with this truth,

they arrive, naturally, at the encounter fight.

In it the task of the commander is more arduous

;

dispositions have to be taken more hastily and in

almost complete ignorance of the situation in

which the enemy finds himself. Neither the one

nor the other of the two adversaries has the

advantages which an entrenched position affords ;

the encounter usually takes place on ground which

has not been selected because it offers a very clear

field of fire; cover is consequently more plentiful

;

skirmishers and even small columns progress more

easily. The two sides find themselves within effec-

tive rifle range pretty quickly, and the infantry

fight reduces itself almost to its last phase.
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The artillery, having to come out of the columns

to deploy and having to avoid coming into action

in fractions, will perhaps not support the infantry

from the first moment ; this will still further

facilitate the advance of the skirmishers on one

side and the other.

The combat at a given point of the battlefield

will turn more or less quickly to the advantage of

one of the adversaries. The other will be hustled

from the outset, or else he will know how to

organise, behind his front line, a position in which

he will maintain the struggle ; the fight Avill then

assume the same character as in the attack and

the defence of an entrenched position.



CONCLUSION

Although tlie normal formations, regulated for

to an extreme degree, which were in vogue

from 1875 to 1900 have disappeared from all

the Training Manuals, one might still believe

that the secret of success lies in the form of

dispositions adopted. We think it our duty to

react once more against this temptation by re-

callinor to mind certain essential features which,

in spite of their importance, may have remained

unperceived.

Of course there are good dispositions and bad

dispositions, there is a science of the fight, there

are methods to avoid and methods to be recom-

mended. The science called tactics has indeed its

justification ; but it is vain if courage, keenness,

and the will to conquer do not inspire the com-

batants.

It is above all among the officers and the junior

non-commissioned officers that such qualities are

indispensable. Eormerly it only required one or

two energetic men to carry forward a battalion.

To-day it is necessary to have along the whole line

of battle leaders full of keenness, of untiring

keenness, who ceaselessly carry forward every

101
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part of those long, cumbrous, heavy lines, which

are so adherent to the ground.

Let us call to mind the attacks of 1859, and those

of the Prussians at Woerth and Yionville ; it is

the lieutenant who leads on his section with

him ; it is the lieutenant again who leads on the

Japanese group to the assault of the Russian lines.

One must not reckon therefore that certain given

tactical methods, the bringing up of suj^joorts and

reinforcements from the rear at the desired time,

will mechanically give one victory. Of course,

good dispositions are necessary, but troops are not

led forward to the charge, are not led on to victory,

excejot by men of stout heart who head the move-

on ent, inspiring the remainder by example and by

a strange force which emanates from them and

overawes both friends and foes.

No more to-morrow than of old shall we win

without courao;e ; Ave shall win alwavs thanks to

courage ; and if it is not the only mainspring of

victory, it remains ever the most essential thing,

that whicli we can never do without.



PART II

THE BATTLE





CHAPTER I

BEFORE NAPOLEON

§ 1. THE BATTLE IN OLD TLMES

Up to noAV avc have studied what may be called the

elementary combat, a slice of the fight or battle,

the struggle between two bodies of troops which

are framed to right and left by other troops, and

are opposed to one another front to front. In

it we have seen in broad outline the manner of

fighting which armament has imposed in different

epochs.

A battle or a fight can be resolved almost com-

pletely into elementary combats such as we have

just seen described ; these latter usually compose

the major part of it ; at various j)oints of the front

are found battalions, regiments, brigades, engaged

with other units which are facing them. Eut that

is by no manner of means the whole battle or the

Avhole fio^ht. Without mentioninsr the cavalry

actions of which the effect, sometimes transitory,

may become most important, it is not possible to

resolve the entire struggle betAveen two armies

into elementary combats fought out on a rectilinear

front. At various points on the battlefield there

are salients and points cVappui whose dimensions
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do not equal, or hardly exceed, the dej)th in which

a body of troops is echeloned for fighting. Com-
manders of every rank endeavour ceaselessly to

manoeuvre, and sometimes they succeed : they try

to combine a flank attack with a frontal attack in

order to envelop a salient on which they obtain

the enormous advantage of concentric fire. The
Commander-in-Chief seeks to outflank or to turn

a ^^'ing to find the undefended, or but Aveakly

defended, space by which he may reach or threaten

closely the enemy's line of retreat. And there

are partial attacks which meet with but little

opj)osition and are conducted accordingly.

That is a characteristic common to the battles

of every e2:)och. We have noted it in the battle of

antiquity : the frontal fight leads to no solution

;

it is an attack in flank or in reverse, sometimes

carried out by a numerically insignificant body of

troops, which j)rocures victory.

At Marathon the tAvo hostile fronts are in turn

threatened with being broken, and they re-form

without difiicultv, but behind the winsrs of his

phalanx Miltiades has tAvo available bodies Avhicli

he pushes into action Avhen he judges that the

Persians are exhausted bv the fi«:lit : he outflanks

them, threatens to envelop them, and Avins A\dth

an inferior force deployed on a Avider front.

Such is battle fought by infantry alone. Alex-

ander, Avitli his numerous cavalry, operates more
Avidely ; he brings it against his adversary's flanks

Avhile the infantry attacks the front. Hannibal

crushes the Roman armies by closing his two Avings

of cavalry in on their flanks.
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We know, too, what are the operations at

Pharsalia—hoAv Pompey wished to take Ca3sar's

army in reverse, and how the latter, anticipating

and getting wind of this manoeuvre, brings

suddenly into action a reserve which overthrows

Pompey's marching wing, and in its own turn

acts against the flank of the Pompeans.

We have seen how, in the Middle Ages, victory

is obtained sometimes by charging a flank and

sometimes by counter-attacking after a clumsy

frontal attack of the enemy.

In the days of Gustavus Adolphus, of Conde,

and of Turenne, the drawing up of the battle array

is the same as in the Middle Ages : it is the

cavalry on the wings which decides victory, and

in the cavalry combat it is by an outflanking

movement that success is decided : at Rocroi and

at Lens, Conde concerns himself above all with

keeping the last squadrons available in order to

throw them on to the enemy's flank and turn

the melee into a pursuit.

Up to then infantry could hardly manoeuvre

on the wings. It could not do so without

breaking its lines to detach to one side the body

of troops charged with making the flank attack.

It Avould also have been necessary that the

units used in these turning movements should

be able to manoeuvre, to divide, and to change

direction rapidly. But one could not leave gaps

without running a risk of the enemy throwing

himself into them and taking in flank both

segments; and the ponderousness of the formations

in voffue did not admit of their manoeuvring.
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It is the cavalry alone, thanks to its speed,

which can manoeuvre on the flanks. It can

oj)erate in several separate groups, cap)abie of

manoeuvring, and runs no risk of the hostile

infantry penetrating into its intervals, and turning

them into breaches during the few moments
necessarv for chars^insr.

Towards the end of the seventeenth century

infantry fire begins to become sufficiently rapid

to admit of sweeping effectively the intervals

left in a front. At Fleurus the Erench infantry

carries out a big wheel to follow the manoeuvre

of the cavalrv, but it is still the latter arm Avhich

delivers the decisive attack.

Artillery, Avhich had been very numerous at

the beorinninc( of the sixteenth centurv, could

not be kept uj) during the century of poverty

which corresponds Avitli the AVars of Heligion.

At the end of the seventeenth century it is

barelv reconstituted and its small number does

not admit of breaking hostile lines, as at Pavia

or Mario^nan. Eor a Ions: time vet there can be

no question of jiiercing an army at its centre.

If Tallard and Marsin are beaten at Elenheim
l)y an attack on the centre it is because they

have not united their armies, and because they

allow the enemy to throw himself between them.

§ 2. THE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY BATTLE

ToAvards the middle of the eighteenth century

all the potentiality of arms is taken advantage

of. It is realised that it is safe to leave gaps and
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irregularities in the front, especially if it is

covered Avitli skirmishers.

During the Seven Years' War armies adopt

less uniform dispositions, either hy hattalions

heing echeloned as in the ol)lique order, or hy

grouping them at certain vital * points while

neirlectins: the others. There is no hesitation

ahout fighting in the most hroken ground.

There are still plenty of generals like Contades

at Minden, Avho spend whole nights in

drawing up their troops in line ; hut others, like

the Dukes of Broglie and Brunswick, commit

them to action as they dehouch in the presence

of the enemy.

Erederick II., profiting hy the exceptional

training of his troops, makes his infantry

manoeuvre even on hattlefields. Though cavalry

does not cease to he for him the arm of the great

decisive movements, he suhdivides his infantry

and produces convergent attacks hy Avhich the

infantry determines the issue.

Thanks to precision and quickness in movement

the Prussian army can move across the hattlefield,

so as to he hrought against one wing of the enemy,

and can deploy suddenly without giving the latter,

time to change his dispositions. Leuthen is the

perfect example, almost tyiyical, of the Erederician

manner; that day the great king succeeded in

realisinsr his ideal. The Austrian army, less

well drilled than the Prussian, has deployed

beforehand. Erederick marches straight on it,

but only deploys his advanced guard ; the bulk of

the army turns to the right without giving itself
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away, and, moving as if in procession, goes and

places itself at right angles to the enemy's left.

With the precision of drill of the Prussian infantry

one simple word of command is enous^h to form

it in line to the left, correctly dressed. Erederick

at once proceeds to attack ; the hattalions move
forAvard in succession from the right, and thus

find themselves in echelon in oblique order.

As soon as the danger is seen the Austrians try

to face to the left, hut they are unahle to form in

an orderlv manner for lack of skill in manoeuvre.

They pile themselves w^ in disorder on too small

a space ; Erederick, in front of Leuthen, attacks

what had heen their left flank and has now
hecome their front. He convers^es on it the fire

of his infantry, some hattalions of which still

further overlap the enemy to the right; the

Avhole of the artillery is there, enfilading the

enemy ; his grenadiers are in support ; his cavalry

comes in on the rear of the enemy. It is again

the cavalry which says the last word, although
almost the whole task has heen put through by
the fire of infantry and artillery.

If at Leuthen Erederick operates with his forces

closely united, he does not hesitate to break their

order when, as at Prague and other places, the

nature of the ground suggests such a course.

At Torgau (November 3, 1760) he ventures on
the most daring separation of all, the bulk of

the army taking the enemy completely in reverse

while Ziethen attacks their front with a detach-

ment.

It is duly demonstrated, then, towards the
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middle of the eighteenth century, that armies

can fight, not as heretofore, in one single mass,

or in one indivisible, even, regular line, but in

several distinct l)odies. These army corps or

divisions usually only leave between them such

intervals as the range of firearms will prevent

the enemy from throwing himself into ; but the

example of Torgau shows that sometimes the

advantage which may be drawn from wide turning

movements outweigh, in the eyes of the general,

the dangers of a too complete separation.

This wideness of turning movements is one of

the most important consequences entailed by the

progress made in weapons. Sufficiently powerful

to admit sometimes of breaking the enemy's lines

by fire, above all' they enhance the effect of flank

attacks, and admit of their being made by

detachments.
*' In an attack, that which procures the greatest

and most decisive advantage," says Guibert, " is

assuredly to turn, outflank, and hug the enemy.

There is no well-designed and successful attack

but such as outflanks that of the enemy, and

consequently is produced on a wider front

than his."

Eire-effect, which makes turning movements

so effective, also admits of their being given a

greater scope.

" Our weapons," says Mauvillon,^ '' to a remark-

able extent help undertakings against an army

whose flank is not secure. Corps which are sent

round can go wide, and separate even to the

^ " Essai sur I'influence de la poudre h canon," 1783.
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extreme range of the musket without fearing

anything, because the cross-fire of artillery and

musketry covers the gap to such an extent that

the enemy dare not try to push into it."

Le Roy de Bosrosrer advises turning movements

with a wide scope, because of the moral effect

they have on the enemy. " It sometimes happens,"

he savs, " that one deliberatelv detaches a corps

whose task depends on the main manoeuvres,

j)erhaps to turn the enemy and take him in rear,

perhaps to fall on him from some other point,

in the middle of the engagement, and, by

surprising him, force him to change all his

dispositions."
^

And Guibert admits also that " the army should

be so disposed that if one wishes, one may direct

a part against the enemy's flank while one directs

the remainder against his front."

What Guibert, Mauvillon, and Bosroger advo-

cate is briefly Avhat Erederick, l)y prodigies of

skill, succeeded in doing with an antiquated

instrument, and which later on Avas to be carried

out more rapidly and more easily Avith new

methods of procedure.

Henceforth Erench tactics place at the command
of generals the means of manoeuvring on battle-

fields.

Marechal de Broglie distributes his army into

2)ermanent divisions (1759). Until the moment

to commit them to action has come, he keeps

them massed in close columns, easy to move.

He directs them by the shortest roads to the

' Le Ivoy dc Bosroger, " Elements de la Guerre," IVT.^.
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points wliere lie wishes tliem to tii^lit, lie deploys

them quickly hy the new methods which Comte

de Guibert has invented. At Bergen (1759) we
see an army disposed, not as formerly in two or

three lines, but in groups : skirmishers in the

woods and orchards, battalions deployed, reserves

in mass, ready to guard against the unforeseen.

'' Eormerly," says Guibert, '' the movements

which formed an armv in column or in line of

battle were so slow and so complicated that it

took whole hours to make a combined movement

;

one had to form one's battle array very far from

the enemv. Now, or rather from now on, the

movements which form troops in column or in

line of battle being simple, expeditious, and

applicable to all kinds of ground, one will form

one's battle array as late and as near the enemy

as j^ossible, because columns are much easier to

move about than are lines."

§ 3. THE BATTLES OF THE REVOLUTION

The foliowinor s^eneration establishes as a custom

that Avliich was still the exception in the Seven

Years' War. The divisional principle is definitely

admitted in Erance from the time of Marechal

de Broodie. Havins^ become a national custom, it

will bear its fruit in the wars of the Revolution.

Dumouriez, who is essentially an adherent of

the old school, does not dare to attempt great

turning movements, but his army manoeuvres

according to the principles of Marechal de Broglie;

at Neerwinden he leads it forward in eight

8
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columns, grouped into three corps. Althougli

he only had 44,000 men, he covers a front douhle

that which Luxembourg hekl in 1693. His

divisions deploy to the front and fight separately,

without bothering about any kind of dressing

or parade-ground touch. The Commander-in-

Chief ensures concerted action by the direction

o:iven to the fis^ht of each division, but does not

form any continuous line. Without being piece-

meal the action is formed of several minor fights.

At Watti2:nies, Jourdan's 56,000 men attack

on a front of 20 kilometres. The Austrians, who

apply the same methods, are no less extended,

and use in the battle a column brought in from

a most distant point (Consolre), which takes our

right in reverse and almost snatches the victory

from us, at the very moment when Jourdan and

Carnot have just taken Wattignies.

These divisional movements, this scattering of

columns over large areas, are not peculiar to the

Army of the North. Brought np in the same

school, the French and Austrian generals who

operate in Alsace and on the Sarre follow the

same principles. The Prussians alone, without

absolutely conforming to the methods of Frederick,

preserve more cohesion and keep their armies

better assembled.

In 1796, at Neresheim, all the faults aa hich the

divisional system may cause and all the mistakes

to which it may lead are exaggerated by Moreau^s

clumsiness. Having only 35,000 men in hand,

when his army numbered 65,000, he still found

occasion to detach Duchesne's divisioja to a distance
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of 10 kilometres to his right, without any idea

of common action, Avithout intercommunication.

There remain to him 28,000 men on the battlefiehl,

and knoAving neither hoAV to dispose them to receive

attack, nor how to handle them during the action,

he nearly got himself crushed hy 24,000 men.

His diA'isional generals succeeded in Avinning by

sheer skill in the details of the fight.

This battle, hoAA'Cver badly conducted, shoAA^s us

that at the time AAdien Bonaparte appears on the

AA^orld's stage, the tAA^o leading armies of Europe

put their divisions into action separately on a front

of 35 kilometres, the flank divisions at 8 or 10

kilometres from the main body, each division

fighting on its OAvn account, without any general

control of the AAdiole. The generals Avho have

received some military education before the

Revolution knoAV hoAV to allocate their forces,

and hoAV to use the bulk of them against the

point selected for the attack. The others, Hoche,

Jourdan, Moreau especially, and most of the

Austrian generals are incapable of making any

combination.

We have only looked so far at the " battles
"

properly called '' pitched battles." To realise the

error to Avhich the divisional system at first gave

rise, one must take into consideration also those

groups of fights fought by pretty Avell independent

divisions scattered over aaIioIc provinces, such as

the affairs Avhich took place in Alsace during the

campaign in 1793 along each of the tributaries

of the Rhine, the Lauter, and the Moder ; the

battles of the Ourthe and the Roer in 1794, Avhere
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the army of the Sambre-et-Meuse scatters itself

over 60 kilometres ; such in fact are the actions

fought by Moreau in 1796, on the Kinzig and the

Rench, from Rastadt to Ettlingen after the passage

of the Rliine.

Nothing could well be more opposed to the

practice of the preceding generation, to the

armies kept ever assembled and always fighting

as one single whole; these innumerable actions,

to which sometimes the name of " battles " is

wrongly given, exemplify Avell the excesses of

the divisional system, in the first flush of reaction

against the linear system, and in the hands of

unskilled generals.



CHAPTER II

NAPOLEON

§ 1. THE NAPOLEONIC BATTLE

{a) The Flank Attack

April the 12tli, 1796, marks an epoch in the history

of war. On that clay General Bonaparte, who had
heen recently nominated to command the army of

Italy, gained his first victory.

It was a simple tight, which took place between

Montenotte and Montelegino. Bonaparte attaches

so little importance to it that he does not direct it

in person.

And yet the fight of Montenotte holds a capital

position in military history. It presents for the first

time, though on a small scale, the characteristic

traits of the great Napoleonic battles. The general

takes advantage of the pliability afforded by the

divisional system to manoeuvre extensively and to

prepare a surprise ; Ijut he takes care not to let the

divisions act on their own initiative or to employ

them on too distant points. At the beginning of

their movement they have enough room to make
evolutions easily, l}ut they are directed by a single

AviJl, and this will causes them to converge on a
117
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single point. Argcnteau's Austrian corps had

attacked the fortifications of ^lontelegino on the

preceding evening. At break of day Hampon and

Laharpe sallied out and attacked him frontally

Avith 9,000 men. Massena, who was with Laharpe

at Savon a, was not moved in a straight line to the

locality of the fight, but 8 kilometres to the left

on the crest of Altare. He had arrived there in

the dark and saw the first shots of Laharpe's

division fired at sunrise and rushed in. He fell

on the rear of the Austrians and Avent ahead of

them to Montenotte. Argenteau, confused by so

manv attacks, tried to form face to them all,

and to manoeuvre under fire ; his battalions,

attacked on all sides, whirled round and ran

awav.

"We here find, as we have said, the characteristic

traits of the finest Napoleonic battles. And this

is so, firstlv because of the contrast it shows to the

errors of the period immediately preceding, and

the employment of the troops in a single action on

a front of linnted extent. This concentration Avas

not only imposed on the troops engaged at

Montenotte. Contrary to the 2:)ractice of the

Sambre-et-Meuse and to those mauA^ actions on

the Ourthe and the Roer, Ave here see a Avhole

army asseml)led a short distance aAvay from the

ground Avhere tAVo divisions are engaged, but Avliere

the enemy mig]it suddenly unmask much greater

strength. " The art of Avar is composed of

invariable principles Avliich liaA^e for their chief

aim to ij^uarantee the arniA^ asrainst the mistakes

made l)y commanders as to the strength of the
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enemy." These principles, which for some years

had been lost to sight, were re-established by

Bonaparte, and the first among them is the princi-

j^le of the concentration of forces.

But everything in war is antinomic, and the

mission of art is to combine in just measure the

opposed elements ; for instance Ave find alongside

this principle of the concentration of forces, the

principle of their distribution. Bonaparte makes

all his troops fight in a limited area, causes their

action to converge on a single end, but he allocates

to each division a separate movement. The

manoeuvre is the result of the combination of these

elementary movements. Laharpe and Bampon

attack from Montelegino towards Montenotte

;

Massena from Altare on Montenotte.

This distribution, and this combined action,

permitted Bonaparte to obey a conviction that w^as

very firmly rooted in his mind :

" It is by turning the enemy, by attacking his

flank, that battles are won."

Every time that Napoleon was able to turn or

outflank the enemy he did not fail to do so. In

order to know what he felt about it, and his way

of doing it, w^e should not only examine the

battles in which he succeeded in carrying out a

turning movement ^ of great extent, but every

occasion in which he tried to do it, whether the

battle took place or no, whether or no the enemy

^ A turning movement, by means of which a detached corps goes

to attack the enemy in flank, is to be distinguished from an

outHanking movement, by means of which the extremity of the line

of battle wheels round on to the enemy's flank without separating

from the central army.
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avoided the encounter or shifted the theatre of

operations. Four months after Montenotte Ave

see Serurier's division, at first kept 35 kilometres

to the right of the army, engage in the battle of

Casti2:lione on tlie enemv's flank.

Napoleon tries several times to bring off this

manoeuvre again : in 1805, thinking to attack

Mack to the south of Ulm, he keeps Soult's corps

30 kilometres to the left in order to take the

enemy in flank ; later, when marching on Vienna,

and thinking that Koutouzoff would offer resistance

at St. Polten, he detaches Davout and sends him

by fearful mountain roads 50 kilometres to the

right, so as to make certain of taking the Russians

in rear : but these refuse to accept battle, and

Napoleon is only able to overtake them at

Hollabrlin, where he tries to close on them the

pincers formed by the corps coming from Krems
and from Vienna.

When the Allies debouched from Austerlitz,

Naj)oleon intended to receive the blow to the

east of Briinn, and to hurl Davout's corps, which

was arriving from Vienna, uj)on their flank. The

extreme Aveakness of this corps, which had been

reduced to 3,COO men by a forced march of

110 kilometres, prevented him from carrying

out this intention.

The foliowin i]r vear at Jena he sends Davout
30 kilometres to the north in order that he should

come down on the flank of the enemy he is about

to attack at Weimar.

In the winter campaign of 1807 he tries the

same manoeuvre at Bergfried, and succeeds with
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it at Eylaii. He renews it in 1809 at Eckmiibl,

in 1813 at Eautzen.

When, in the month of August 1813, Schwarzen-
berg debouched from Eohemia on Dresden,

Napoleon first thinks of letting him throAv him-
self against the fortifications covering this town,

and of debouching behind his right wing by
Pirna. He gives it up because he does not con-

sider the young troops of Gouvion Saint-Cyr

capable of holding Dresden against superior

streno^th.

To sum up, when one studies Napoleon's projects

on the eve of a possible battle, one sees him almost

always seeking some vast turning movement, an
attack levelled full at the enemy's flank by corps

called up from 10, 20, 25 kilometres' distance.

This manoeuvre does not ahvays come off; some-

times the enemy steals away, as at St. Poelten
;

sometimes he heads off the detached corps, as at

Jena-Auerstaedt. Napoleon was only able about

three times out of four to accomplish his vast

turning movement successfully ; but it is none
the less true that he nearly always attempts it.

{h) Object of the Flank Attach

When he does not succeed in deliverins: his

attack full on the enemy's flank, Napoleon contents

himself with an outflanking movement. This is

the case at Austerlitz and Jena. He also has

recourse to the outflanking movement at Wagram,
and at Dresden, where space is lacking for a more
ample manoeuvre; on the Moskowa, and at
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AYacliau (the first day of Leipzig), where he did

not dare risk a combined attack.

The strono^er morally and physically the enemy
is the more does the turninc^ movement of srreat

extent by detached corps offer danger. We haye

seen it when in his march on Bautzen Ney's

corps was attacked by the Allies and narrowly

escaped a yery graye reyerse. In his instructions

to Dayout of Noyember 5, 1805, in yiew of the

hoj^ed-for battle at St. Polten, Napoleon clearly

defined the distinction that he makes between an

attack on the flank and a simj^le outflanking

attack. '' Little outflanking is to be done " if all

the Russian armies haye united ; but on the

contrary ''they are to be attacked in rear" if

Koutouzoff has received no reinforcements.

On the whole whether he employs a turning

movement or an outflanking movement Napoleon

uses them to obtain the same results. It is true

that at Austerlitz and at Dresden the outflanking

movements only co-operate with the frontal attack

in pushing the enemy back, that at Eckmlihl

the two chief masses of the Prencli army crushed

the army of the Archduke as in a vice ; but as a

rule the Napoleonic battle is more complicated,

more intelligently organised ; the attack on the

enemy's flank has for its object not to j)roduce an

immediate decision, ])ut to provoke it.^ It should

only be thrown forward when the enemy has been

led to cx2)end his strength and to engage his

^ This point has been brought to light and enlarged upon by-

Colonel Canion :
" La Bataille napoleonienne," 1899, and " La Guerre

napoleonienne : les batailles," 19U9.
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reserves alons; tlic front. It then oblic^es him
to break his order of ])attle so as to oppose

the troops of the outflanlsing attack ; that is

the beginning of disorganisation, a]id to it must

be added the moral disturbance caused hj the

noise of guns behind the front. Generals and

soldiers alike are moved by that.

Then the frontal attack should be made ; it

takes advantage of this disorganisation, of this

disturbance, to hunt the enemy from his positions,

and if possible to pass on straightway to his

pursuit.

Napoleon expressed himself so frequently and

so clearly on this point that doubt is no longer

permissible uj^on it. EromCastiglione to Bautzen

we have, as far as each battle goes, the authori-

tative text. At Castiglione Naj^oleon at first gives

way before the enemy ; but suddenly a cannon shot

is heard behind Wurmser's left. The Austrians

begin to get agitated. Eonaparte rushes towards

Joubert :
'' Do you see Serurier attacking directly

he has arrived ? You ought to be engaged

already
; go with your chasseurs and force the

enemy's centre."

In this first experiment, however, the attack

Avas delivered too soon. Napoleon afterwards, with

his riper experience, seized with greater precision

the decisive moment in Avhich the enemy was

becoming disorganised. The logical succession

of events is brouglit clearly to light by the

souvenirs of Marbot on the battle of Wagram,
by the bulletins of the Grand Army for Liitzen,

Bautzen, and Leipzig : one sees from afar the
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dust of the columns, the smoke of the batteries

that attack the flanks of the enemy, one sees his

reserves hurrying up and deploying. The
Emperor, avIio patiently observed all the phases

of the struggle, " judges that the moment to

decide the battle is clearly indicated." He
sends orders to all his marshals to attack, he

pushes Drouet forward on to the decisive point

with a large battery of 80, 100, 150 guns, Oadinot
or Mortier with the Young Guard.

The unity of j)rocedure is shown in the four

great battles of which we speak, as Avell as in

that of Castiglione, which Joubert so clearly

describes.

Here, it seems, is IN'apoleon's ideal manoeuvre :

1. Ey the frontal combat to oblige the enemy
to engage all his troops.

2. Then to deliver an attack on his flank,

and when his order of battle has been

disorganised in order to meet it—

•

3. To attack thorou^rhlv with all forces avail-

able, and, above all, Avith a mass of

artillery.

In practice this is an ideal Avhicli Napoleon

always pursued and hardly ever attained. At
Castiglione he attacks as soon as he hears Serurier's

guns, and this without having forced AVurmser
to engage all his reserves. AVurmser is able to

form front on both sides and the victory is not

overwhelming.

At Evlau the Russians take the initiative. Our
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forces arc used up sooner than theirs because of

the disaster that overtook Augereau's corps. They

hokl their own against Davout's outflanking attack,

and it is only the appearance of Ney as night

draAVs in that decides them not to resume the fight

on the morrow.

At Liitzen the outflanking movements are

produced sloAvly and are hut little accentuated ;

Eugene holds Lauriston hack; the preparatory

combat on the front is prolonged to the point

of using up all the forces of Ney, Marmont, and

the Guard.

At Bautzen the Prussians got wind of Ney's

movement; it produced neither surprise nor dis-

oro^anisation. The method begins to lose in value

by dint of being used.

{c) Farticular Cases

In the series of Napoleonic battles there are

some cases of central attacks: Eivoli, Marengo,

Priedland, Ligny. They come in time to remind

us that there is no general rule in Avar, and that

Napoleon, though he saAV in turning movements

the most natural Avay of obtaining victory, kncAV

hoAv to achieve it otherAvise Avhen circumstances

prevented him from succeeding by his usual

methods.

But however that may be, do not let us lose

si^ht of the fact that in all these battles the enemy

has been broken up by fire, and not by the shock

action of columns in depth.

It happened several times and for very different

motives tliat Napoleon fought a dou1)le battle.
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that is to say, a battle comjiosed of two clearly

distinct actions.

At Austcrlitz the Allies transported the bulk

of their forces to the south in order to cut off

the Erencli from retreating upon Vienna, but

three leasrues from there thev left Bas^ration, Avhose

right rested on the mountains of Moravian

Switzerland. Napoleon cannot outflank Bagration

on the north at the same time as the whole of

the rest of the Allied trooj)s : there is nothing for

him to do save make him the object of a separate

fight by Lannes and Murat, while he outflanks

and repels the mass of the Austro-Russian troops

to the south.

The followins? vear Davout, to whom it was

assigned to turn the Prussian left behind Jena, en-

countered half the enemy's forces and gave them
separate battle at Auerstaedt while the Emperor
fought at Jena. In both cases the battle ends in

a double victory, so that no difficulties arise out

of it, no recall of troops from one side to the

other. It is not the same thing at Lei2:)zig and
at Lisrnv.

On October 16, 1813, Napoleon, to the south

of Leipzig, wins the partial victory of Wachau
;

in order to make it more decisive he wanted
one or two more army corps at his disposal, but

the instructions given to Ney and Marmont were

such that these marshals had engaged all their

forces with Bli'icher to the north of Leipzig.

Napoleon obtained but weak reinforcements, which,

moreover, arrived too late.

And again, on June 16, 1815, when he fought
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Blliclier at Ligiiy, ho wanted to make his victory

decisive by causing Drouct d'Erlon's corps to

co-operate ; but the latter is under the orders

of Marshal Ney, who gives l^attle sej)arately at

Quatre Eras, and between order and counter-

order Drouet ended by taking no part in either

action.

These few exani2:)les prove how, a century

ago, Napoleon himself met with insurmountable

difficulties in trying to modify the distribution

of forces between two armies fighting at the same

time, back to back, at a very short distance from

each other.

As we see, he manoeuvred successfullv from a

central position between tAvo adversaries when
the space that separated them was large enough,

but it was by no means the same Avhen everything

hajDpened within a narrow compass, and amidst

the emotions of a battlefield. A central mass can

be played with in great oj)erations, it must not

be counted uj)on in battle. The advantages of

the central position disappear, while those of en-

veloping formations become visibly enhanced.

The progress in matters of communication accom-

plished during the last century has only enhanced

these last, in causing the unfavourable factor in

the enveloping attack to be eliminated, i.e. the

difficulty of communication at great distances.

(d) Initial Dispositions

To sum up, Napoleon set before himself an

ideal mode of attack. Circumstances rarely
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allowed him to realise it altogether ; but he

always finds means of improvising a solution

Avhich corresponds to the circumstances.

The initial disjiositions he takes are at the

same time those Avliich best suit his favourite

method of procedure and those which lend them-

selves best to improvised manoeuvres, to sudden

changes of front, etc. These dispositions are,

moreover, of a quite amazing simplicity : they

consist of engaging as few troops as possible,

letting them be used up completely without send-

ins: them anv reinforcements, and holdin"; the

main body of troops Avell concentrated, " like a

battalion in the hands of a good major " behind

the wing Avhere the decision is to be sought.

The army corps and the divisions are close

together ; each battalion forms a small compact

column of 30 ])j 50 paces, and the battalions

of each division are grouped in order according

to the ground and situation. The great units

thus massed are at the Emperor's disposition, and

every moment he directs them as he Avishes to

such or such a j^oint of the battlefield. Small

columns move rapidly across fields, at such large

intervals that their freedom of movement and

their prompt deployment are assured.

See at Austerlitz the divisions of St. Hilaire

and Vandamme advancing to the plateau of

Pratzen : the bricrades thread their wav tlirou2:h

the valleys, and the battalions separate and

deploy when they get Avithin firing range.

Let us aboA^e all rememljer the moA^ements of

Macdonald at Wagram. With his corps also
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formed in a group of small columns he is sent

by the Emperor to the right to support the

outflanking movement of Davout. Suddenly the

enemy rushes our centre; the Austrian cavalry

comes up. The Emperor barely has time to order

Macdonald to advance by the left flank with

his whole army corps : the small columns turn

without difliculty instantaneously in the new
direction. Alreadv the Austrian cavalrv is

appearing, ready to charge, but immediately the

whole of Macdonald 's army corps is transformed

into a vast square ; the battalions of the centre

deploy in the wink of an eye, those of the Avings

close in to cover the flanks.

Such are the supple formations, the rapid

evolutions, which the tactics of those days place

at Napoleon's disjiosal, and the use he makes of

them.

Before the battle the main body is tightly

massed on the side on Avhich it is proposed to take

the offensive. The Emperor engages as few

troops as possible, leaving the troops of the first

line to use up all their bullets and all their energy.

The promptitude of outflanking manoeuvres

admits of the frontal combat being sustained for

suflicientlv lono^ with a small force.

It is the number of available and easily

moved troo2:)s that gives the means of facing all

circumstances squarely. Marching out of Jena,

Napoleon soon ascertains that neither Davout

nor Bernadotte can arrive in time ; and he draws

from the IVth corps the necessary troops to

execute an outflanking movement, in default

9
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of the turiiin2: movement wliicli cannot take

place.

At Liitzen lie has four army corps at his

disposal at the moment the Allies attack, and

these four corps are grouj)ed in the manner most

convenient for moving them, and making them

advance upon the enemy. It is with these four

corps that he will maintain the fight while await-

ing the tardy arrival of Eertrand on his right and

of Lauriston on his left.

It is useless to multiply examples. We shall

l^rove in every case that Napoleon entered on l)attle

with a j)remeditated plan, conceived almost always

after the same joattern ; that circumstances rarely

permitted him to execute this plan in its entirety

;

that more often he had to modify it, even abandon

it altogether and improvise another ; finally, that

the initial disj)ositions lent themselves to all

modifications.

In proving that Napoleon always had a

j^remeditated plan let us also observe that he

hardly ever gave battle unexpectedly. Battles

of encounter are exceedingly rare in his campaigns :

one can only quote Marengo and Friedland.

More usually the Emjoeror attacks a motionless

enemy, or else he stops him in order to deliver

battle at a well-chosen point. It is not that he

likes fighting over reconnoitred ground ; Avhat he

Avants to know above all is where to concentrate

and round which position to manoeuvre, so that

he can on the preceding evening detach and

recall corps destined fov the turning movement,
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(e) The Decision

It has often been written that the Napoleonic

battles were consummated and decided by attacks

in mass, by furious assaults delivered by columns
which Avere both large and deep. There is no other

example of attack in mass formation than that of

Waterloo. It is more than doubtful Avhether the

Emperor had anything- to say to it, and we know
the result. In all the l)attles directed by Napoleon
the army as a Avhole, no less than each individual

battalion in jiarticular, fights by firing and in thin

lines. The essential difference betAveen the battle

of the preceding century and that of 1805 or 1806

is that the fighting line is thenceforAvard divided

up and irregular ; it is a series of tliin lines

separated by intervals, orientated in different

directions and not a continuous line ; but no deep

formations are to be found in it.

Napoleon AA^as strongly opposed to the employ-

ment of deep formations for fighting ; it is by
fire that he seeks factory, and not by the arme
blanche. ''As the principal Aveapon of modern
men is a projectile, their usual formation should

be a shalloAv one, for that alone enables them
to bring all their projectiles into play. . . .

Ancient Aveapons demanded deep formations,

modern Aveapons shalloAV ones." The order for

the ])attle of Jena says :

" The general order of battle shall be to form

two lines, Avithout counting that of the light in-

fantry." When the moment comes to open the

decisive attack, tbe tvQops advance along the Avhole
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front ; but, faithful to his principles of economy,

Napoleon never engages any but those that can

be deployed in the first line :
" it is contrary to

the usage of war to engage more troops than

the ground allows one to deploy." The reserve

jDrovides what is needed to strengthen or complete

the first line. No great masses in depth here,

whose morale is used up without their muskets

being brought into play.

All the artillery is brought into line ; and at the

most important point Napoleon forms an enor-

mous battery. In this supreme moment all the

cavalry is pushed forward, and if it is numerous,

it already begins the pursuit. Naturally there was

no question of this in 1813, because there was

not enouo^h cavalry ; but at Austerlitz, at Jena,

at Eckmiihl, all the squadrons were hurled forAvard

in a furious charge on the roads to Olmiitz,

Weimar, and Ratisbon. It is the intensity of

the final charge, and not the amplitude of the

turning movement, which increases the results

of victory. The facts on this point are in absolute

contradiction Avith tlie opinion so often exj)ressed

by Clausewitz, that s>:reat turning movements have

for their object only to increase the tropliies of

victory. The inverse has ahvays taken place

;

the object and effect of the turning movement

is to procure success ; it is the cliarge that ex-

ploits the results of the manoeuvre and aug-

ments it. If we make turning movements

as wide as we can make them, it is that they

may meet Avitli less resistance and lead more

quickly behind one of the enemy's wings. We
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know that they never result in a complete in-

vestment.

If he did not invent the pursuit, at any rate it

is Napoleon who systematised it ; who soldered it

on to the hattle, made it an essential factor— one

might almost say, the essential factor of hattle.

And vet it Avas with the pursuit as with the ideal

manoeuvre which he was always trying to realise

—he succeeded in it barely four times : at Rivoli

(with infantry !), at Austerlitz, at Jena, at

Eckmlihl. These, together with Eriedland, are

the most decisive victories. The wider manoeuvres

of Evlau and Bautzen did not give such big

results.

(/) Offensive and Defensive

We have already enumerated several times the

battles that Napoleon fought ; a good number of

them took place on ground which the Emperor

had occupied beforehand and where he had re-

solved to await the enemy; nevertheless, he always

attacked. Eor battle he knew no other mode

of action than the offensive, and this even for

the weaker army if it was not obliged to defend

a fortified position with bad troops incapable of

standing steady in open country.

It may be objected that at Leipzig, at La

Pvothiere, at Arcis, Napoleon fought defensively,

l)ut he was onlv reduced to a defensive attitude

during the struggle ; he had begun by attacking.

In Napoleon's career we do not even meet with

Avhat is to-day called a defensive-offensive l)attle.

Some have wished to endow Austerlitz with this
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character, but it is a mistake. As Napoleon

himself says, Davout's corps, directly its numeri-

cal weakness was known, counted for nothing in

the calculations of the Emperor. It remained
" outside the system of the battle." If this corps

succeeded by the vigour of its repeated attacks in

fixing the enemy in Sokolnitz, Napoleon in no

wav counted on such a result, and had no need

of it to carry out his j^lan. On the other hand,

the line of the Goldbach, whicli to-day Avould

be of real defensive value, was less valuable

in a time when it Avas only possible to fire

standing. Davout acts offensively only, allow-

ing the enemy to croAvd into the villages and

returning to charge him time after time. Auster-

litz is an exclusivelv offensive battle : besides,

were not the Erench sent in to the attack at

dawn ?

The advantage of the offensive in battle is

obvious : it disorganises the enemy, upsets his

plans and combinations ; the assailant, to some

extent, imposes on him his initiative, his will.

And yet of Napoleon's adversaries those Avho

adopted the defensive suffered less grave reverses

than those bold persons who oj^posed their of-

fensive to his. The MoskoAva and AYaterloo are

examples of this. As a matter of fact the law is not

the same for all: it is above all necessarv tliat a

general should adopt a role proj^ortionate to his

capacity, a plan tliat he feels himself able to follow

out methodically amidst dangers, surj^rises, friction,

accidents of all sorts. There is no more difficult

task for a general than to direct his troops in an
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encounter hattlo ; that is to say, a hattle in which

two offensives are opposed the one to the other. It

is then that it is necessary to display most rare

qualities of lucidity, decision, and imagination.

It is quite natural that in the clash of wills and

intelligences, generals of meaner value, like

AVurmser and Koutouzoff, knocking up against

Napoleon, hecome quickly confused and disabled,

incapable of continuously restoring order and

harmony to the movements of their troops.

These very men, on the other hand, may find

themselves more at home and more free in spirit

among the relatively simple incidents of a de-

fensive battle. He who is upset and flurried

at Austerlitz because he is taken en flagrant

delit holds his own with honour on the Borodino.

The defensive-offensive form succeeded, hoAV-

ever, with Wellington in Spain against generals

like Soult and Massena. This enables us to

conclude that no exclusive solution can be

adopted, and that although we consider the offen-

sive form combined with a Aving attack as prefer-

al)le, Ave cannot pronounce formally either against

frontal attacks or against the defensive. The

one essential is to appreciate correctly one's 0A\^n

value and that of one's adversary.



CHAPTER III

THE BATTLE IN MODERN WAES

§ 1. BATTLE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Napoleon and Erederick II., being men far above

the average, had each conceived a method of battle

which was very much their OAvn, extremely com-
plex, and suited to the tactics of their armies

;

each of these methods was an ideal which could

only be more or less aj^proximated to in actual

execution. Such conceptions are the hall-mark

of genius ; one does not find them after 1815

—at any rate with the same stamp of j)ower and
originality.

The battle of Magenta, if considered by itself

without the operations wliicli prepared it, is still

a splendid work in the Napoleonic style. The
attack on the Austrian right flank, led so boldly

by MacMahon, Avithout anxiety and Avithout

hesitation, in spite of the absence of all

connection with the main body, is worthy of

Davout or of Massena.

The antagonists facing one another at the

outset of the American Civil War Avere of very

mediocre value; never have iin])roviscd troops

indulged in such routs and jjanics ; they Avere
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very unhandy, but in the Southern Army, at any

rate, the commanders had received an excellent

military education, and were men of the most

enero^etic character.

" The corps of officers emanating from West

Point is witliout doubt better taught than all the

officers of Europe," said Eossel ; and Major

Scheibert confirms this opinion. Moreover, many

of them had served an apprenticeship to war

during the late campaigns against Mexico.

With such men at the head of the divisions and

brio^ades—no matter Avhat the subalterns Avere

like—it was possible to carry out army operations.

Lee and Jackson did not fail to do so.

As earlv as 18G1, at Bull Bun, and afterwards

at Cold Harbour, Cedar Bun, and Chancellors-

ville, the turning movements of the Southerners

decided victory in their favour.

But after the death of Jackson and his abler

assistants it became impossil)le to renew these

manoeuvres. The Southerners confine themselves

to a frontal attack at Gettysburg, fail, and at

last, exhausted, are reduced to the defensive.

Grant knocks up against the strong positions

they have prej)ared, and cannot bring oft' success-

fully any manoeuvres against so skilful an opponent

as Lee. Takins: into account the numerical weak-

ness of the Southern Army, he wears it down

by indecisive battles, regular Ijutcheries, and so

ends the war by these primitive means.

Hardly has the War of Secession ended than

we enter on the period of Moltke's victories. In

them we no lons^er find those great turning move-
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ments wliicli characterise the Napoleonic style at

Montenotte, Castiglione, Eylau, Eckmiilil, and

Bautzen ; Moltke, hold as he was in the general

management of operations, does not apply his

holdness to extending his turning movements as

did Napoleon. His forces are never divided in

entering on the hattlefield. If he has set himself

examples from the great ])attles of the Napoleonic

period, it is not Eckmiihl, Castiglione, Bautzen

he has chosen, hut AYagram, Dresden, and the

Moskowa. He clearly prefers the outflanking

attack to turning movements of wide scoj^e.

This predilection, which can he justified not

only hv success hut a considered analvsis of

the conditions in which victorv is ohtained,

explains itself primarily if we see in Moltke

the disciple of Clausewitz. The latter despises

the " geometric " element in Avar, and makes little

of the direction of attacks. Unquestionahly he

recognises the usefulness of manoeuvres, hut for

him thev are hut of small account heside the

energy and activity Avith Avhich tlie operations

are conducted. He has not omitted to note that,

among Napoleon's victories, the most decisive have

heen those in which the attack has 1)een most

vigorous and the pursuit most prompt and ener-

getic. He considers, on the other hand, that the

turning movement has for its ohject not to procure

victory, hut to augment its results. This opinion

(contradicted hy facts) leads him to prefer the

less wide movements, hy Avhich he lioj)es to gain

victory with greater certainty.

Moltke is strictly faithful to this doctrine.
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In 1866 he takes great care to concentrate

closely the troops of the three Prussian armies

before the pitched battle. On June 30 they are

still separated ; the Crown Prince, coming from
Silesia, is in contact with the Austrian armv
to the north-east, between Koniginhof and Ska-

litz ; Prederick Charles, having l^arely got farther

than Gitschin, is 15 kilometres north-west of the

hostile positions, and is separated from the Crown
Prince by an empty space of 20 kilometres ; the

Army of the Elbe is still farther to the west.^

Imagine Napoleon in such a situation ; imagine
again the victors of Leipzig in the place of the

Prussians of 1866 : there is no doubt that the

general attack would take place next day,

' Sketch mai). Before Sudowa, June 30.
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the three armies converging towards Koniggratz,

the Crown Prince fighting the frontal hattle,

Erederick Charles takins^ the enemy in reverse

and seizing the defile of Koniggratz on his line

of retreat. Moltke does not admit such a solution.

On the one hand he brings the 2nd Army and
on the other the Elbe Array into touch with

the 1st Army, and on the eveninsi: of Julv 1 all

three together on a front of 30 kilometres for

300,000 men/ This is the density of a decisive

attack in mass. Then, but only then, Moltke

concerns himself with outflanking the enemy.

To gain the space necessary for deployment it

is absolutely necessary to push out one wing or

the other. Moltke, it seems, wishes to push out

the two corps on the right to throw them against

the Austrian left flank, but his hand is forced by

Prince Erederick Charles, and it is the left Avhich

carries out the outflanking movement.

Moltke, at any rate, imposes his will during the

battle. He prevents Erederick Charles committing

all his forces in the frontal attack, where he

considers it impossible to obtain success directly,

and where the battalions would 1)e piled up on one

another and expended without profit.

The victory is decisive and crushino^, but it is due

to the men and the oflicer corps, trained morally

and professionally for a number of years by the

care of William, prince and king ; it is due to the

enero^y and visrour of the attacks, to the effective-

ness of the fire, to the needle-gun, and to the good

tactics of the Prussians. In it the action of the

^ Sketch map. Sadowa, July 2.
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supreme command is hardly noticeable ; it has

confined itself to keeping in reserve troops of Avhich

no use Avhatever was made.

In 1870 Moltke again fights a great battle, that

of August 18, at Gravelotte-Saint-Privat. The
German army corps advance shoulder to shoulder

against the f)Osition where Bazaine has deployed

his troops. Seven corps (Vllth, Ylllth, Ilnd,

IXth, Ilird, Xth, and the Guard) are piled up on a

width of 12 kilometres, say with an average density

of 15 men per metre. It is true that the infantry of

the Ilird and Xth Corps, kept in reserve behind the

centre, will not have to be sent in. Finally the

Xllth Corps (Saxons), which is on the extreme left,

advances while still remaining glued to the Guard,

and brings off an outflanking movement with one
single brigade.

When drawing near Sedan the two German
armies are again held closelv too^ether. Durim?
the evening of August 31 they extend over a

width of 17 kilometres for 8^ army corps, or an
average of 2 kilometres per army corps. One
is amazed to see an armv thus closed tos^ether

succeed in enveloping its adversary! But the

latter had bunched himself up in a triangle of

4 kilometres side, and no longer moved.
In any case Ave perceive in the three great

battles directed and Avon by Moltke a marked
preference for the outflanking movement as against

the turning movement.
The pupils or lieutenants of Moltke conform

very precisely to the same doctrine. In every
partial combat commanders of all ranks manoeuvre
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by wings ; tiieir tendency continually to outflank

the enemy by degrees produces the complete out-

flanking movement on one of the Erench Avings,

as is the case with tlie Saxon brigade which brings

about the fall of Saint-Privat, and the Prussian regi-

ment Avhich brings about the fall of EroescliAviller

;

on the other hand, one hardly ever sees a combined

movement for a battle or a big fight projected or

ordered; and except in the case of the battle of

Le Mans there is never a turning movement.

At Eroeschwilier all the troops of the Vth and

Xlth Corps are committed to a frontal fight : it

is through tlie initiative of a brigadier-general

that a regiment is sent to the left, outside the

front of the Erencli, to come in on their right

flank ; and this simple movement determines the

Erench retreat along the Avhole line, and hastens

their disaster. Would not the victory have been

more complete and less expensive if the outflanking

movement had been ordered by the supreme

command, carried out sooner and Avith a more

numerous body of troops ? No one will dispute

it ; but, according to Clausewitz, such a manoeuvre

would be better suited to exploiting the victory

than to procuring it ; it would offer uncertainties,

even dangers, which should lead to the adoption

of a less ambitious method.

In all the battles fought during the second

portion of the Avar the conduct is the same :

tendencv to the outflankins: manoeuvre in officers

of every rank, but no flank attack prepared by the

supreme commander. The lessons to be draAvn

from this are in keeping Avith one another.
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The battles of Beaune-la-E-olande, of Loigny, of

Josnes-Beau2^encv do not show very definite

manoeuvres, but the various Prench corps were

always dislodged by outflanking attacks. HoAvever

little pronounced they may have been, these latter

almost at once gave the result which would have

been sought in vain from a frontal attack carried

out by considerable forces.

If the outflanking movements always led to

success, and showed themselves indispensable to

obtain it, it was not the same in the case of

turning movements. The manoeuvre attempted

by the French at Pourpry against the left flank of

the Germans was got Avind of in time and stopped.

It was the same Avith the only manoeuvre on a

wide scale attempted by the Germans—that of the

Xlllth Corps at the battle of Le Mans. This

corps, detached openly against the left flank of

the French bv the Paris and Nogent-le-Potrou

road, w^hile the main l)ody of the army came by

the Vendome road, AA^as reported in time and

stopped. It neither produced a decision nor even

indirectly led to one.

Speaking generally, the manoeuvre AA'ith a Avide

scope, the manoeuvre ahvays desired and some-

times accomplished by Napoleon, Avas only at-

tempted once or tAvice in 1870, and that AA^ithout

success. The method being knoAvn, the turning

movement foreseen by the adversary, and reported

more quickly, thanks to the advance made in

methods of communication and in cavalry, the

secrecy necessary to the success of the manoeuvre

is dilFicult to obtain.
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The impossibility of taking a naturally strong

and well-projiared position frontaUy shows itself

everywhere. Already proved by the l)attle

of Gravelotte-Saint-Privat, it is again demon-
strated by the attacks of the French against the

edges of Villiers and of Coeuilly (in front of

Champigny), and against the park of Buzenval.

It is above all proved by the battle of Hericourt,

where Werder's small army resists that of Bour-
baki with a density of barely 12 men to 10 metres.

On the other hand, the improvement in Aveapons,

by compelling the abandonment of formations in

close order, the only mobile ones, and by binding

tlie fight more closely to the ground, still further

fixes the troops engaged. The battle holds face

to face two thin lines almost incapable of any
manoeuvre, and, when the general reserves are

pretty well used up, it only requires an outflank-

ing movement carried out by the very smallest

unit to crumple up everything from flank to

centre. This is the story of Eroeschwilier and
Saint-Privat. Thus, as a general proposition, the

method folloAved by the Germans in their battles

of 18G6 and 1870 appears to be justified : try

always to outflank, not to turn, the enemy. We
shall see hoAV more recent wars have brousrht

to light again the advantages of turning move-

ments with a wide scope.

In the second part of the war of 1870, regular

troops, well ofiicered and trained, and exj^erienced

in war, contend against improvised armies which

sometimes have on their side superiority in num-
bers. When, as at Coulmiers, the superiority is

10
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crushing, decisive results can be obtained by the

newly raised levies. These latter also prove, at

Loigny, for instance, that with equal numbers

thev are able to act with vi2;our and not with-

out success in the frontal figlit ; but one notes

everywhere that, for lack of sufficiently well-

trained officers, these improvised armies are

masses which it is difficult to get to perform

evolutions, and cannot obtain victory by manoeuvre,

and, consequently, are incapable of bringing off a

decisive success.

Well-officered troops, on the contrary, compen-

sate for their numerical inferiority by the quick-

ness of their manoeuvres. As at Pourpry, they

form front to unforeseen attacks by bold move-

ments Avhich are helped by the very smallness of

their numbers, and which their enemy cannot

check. On the other hand, they cannot obtain

complete success in the battle, for every attempt

to carry out an outflanking movement obliges

them to divide up into detachments separated by

Avide intervals.

Improvised troops, although able to succeed in

an attack which is briskly led, do not make good

captured positions as do regular troops. It is

especially in this respect that the difference in

staunchness between the two shows itself.

§ 2. LIAG YANG

The Japanese march on Liao Yang by two

roads : on the east that which comes from Antung

is followed by the 1st Army (Kuroki) ; to tho
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west the 2acl and Itli Annies (Oku and Nodzu)
advance along the railway. The Russians try to
stop them in an advanced position at about 25
kilometres from Liao Yang; their forces are
divided into two groups corresponding to the two
roads of approach, with a reserve too far off to
intervene. Between the two stretches a moun-
tainous region, difficult to cross, 20 kilometres
wide

;
the gmup which opercites to the east is in

the middle of mountains ; that to the west is in
a country of plains and hills.

The two portions of the Russian army are of
about equal strength. In the plain the Japanese
attack with a barely marked superiority, in the
mountains with forces distinctly inferior in num-
ber. It is on this side that contact is first

obtained. Marshal Oyama perhaps hoping to draw
thither the attention of his enemy. General
Kuroki attacks the front in vain, but one of his
regiments succeeds in making the position fall

by outflanking it, in spite of the difficulties of
the ground. In the plain the Russians refuse
battle. They again take up a defensive position,
but this time a continuous one, 8 kilometres south
of Liao Yang. On it they deploy on the west
and centre 111,000 to 120,000 men on IS kilo-
metres. On the east they only oppose four divi-
sions to Kuroki's victorious army.

This general, tlien, on August 31 dares to move
by a night march in the middle of the mountains
outside tlie enemy's left; he thus completely
abandons his line of operations on Antung. What
he has seen up to then of the enemy and of his
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own strensrth srives him unlimited boldness ; andCO
in fact the Russian general, who knows precisely

the numerical weakness of the 1st Japanese Army,

is none the less anxious at feeling it on his left

flank. One never knows what may haj)pen !

On the oi3posite side the armies of Nod/Ai and

of Oku attack with 70,000 men the 110,000

llussians deployed on 18 kilometres ; they

succeed in outflanking them. A hostile detach-

ment of unknown strength comes and threatens

their left flank ; hut without allowing themselves

to he worried they oppose it with a small l)ody of

troops Avliich succeeds in stopping it. They

carry the strong positions on which the Russian

right rests ; General Kuropatkin orders a retreat.

Tlic fight in the third position, quite close to

Liao Yangj is nothing more than a rearguard

afl^air.

To sum up, this l)attle lasted from August 26

to September 4 for Kuroki's army ; from Au-

gust 81 to September 4 for the others ; the

losses are about 20,000 men on either side, or

15 per cent, of the troops engaged.

If we consider onlv the zones in which there

was real fighting, the density of the troops

engaged was about 6 men to the running metre

on the Russian side, and 4 on the Japanese side.

These figures would liave to be materially reduced

if Ave counted the space left emj)ty between

Kuroki and Nodzu as being in the battlefield ;

but in that case Ave should have an incorrect

idea of the physiognomy of the battles fought in

front of Liao Yang. In trutli the density of the
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troojis was comparable to Avliat it had been in

former battles.

If we go into detail ^ve find remarkably instruc-

tive incidents :

1. Erontal attacks fail. They are very lengthy,

requiring one day for reconnaissance, one or two

for the a])proach march. General Kuroki seeks

for victory by an attack on the centre ; he does

not get it in this Avay, but through the outflanking

movement carried out by a regiment

;

2. Onlv outflankino; movements obtain success,

and victorv remains to that one of the two

adversaries ulio has the last word to say in this

matter. AVe have seen how General Kuroki

pushes the aj^plication of this principle to the

extreme limit ; his boldness deserves that we
should dwell on it. He recognises that his attack

on the second Russian position would fail end-

lessly ; he wants at all costs to act effectively,

and that can only be done by gaining the enemy's

flank.

" On this dav of the 31st Ausrust General

Kuroki carries out one of the boldest manoeuvres

Avhich historv records.

'' His line of communication is the road from

Liao Yang to Seoul ; besides this track there are

only mountain paths ; at first he leaves three

brigades to guard it ; then, at the time he is about

to make his offensive movement, he takes away

one of these briijrades to reinforce his offensive.

At the time when he summons to himself the rest

of the 2nd Division he knows that the Guard

may have to contend with the whole of the Xtli
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Russian Army Corps. He plunges into the un-

knoAvn then with the certainty that the Mandarin

road, whose preservation is for liini a vital

matter, is guarded hy two brigades and is

threatened l)y four.

" He will risk the adventure with a force of

two divisions, Avhich it is true will soon he

supported hy a reserve brigade, and will throw

himself asrainst an adversarv of tlie streni^th of

five infantrv l)ri2rades and a cavalrv division.

''At a given moment his flank and rear will be

threatened bv Samsonoff's Cavalrv Division and

Orloff' s Infantry Division ; t/iis loill only lead him

to assume a still more energetic offensive."
^

Such an offensive spirit Avas bound to win

against the passivity of the Russians, and alone

suffices to dispense us from any other exj)lanations.

§ 3. THE SHA-HO

In the battle (or battles) of the Sha-ho the

preparatory dispositions seem to have been well

made by the Russians to ensure success ; on the

eft wing General Stakelberg had at his disposal

three army corps to attack three Japanese brigades

on a front of 20 kilometres. All tlie attacks

were fruitless, oAving to faults of execution.

Considerable forces Avere used against tlie pouit

cVappui of the extreme right of the Japanese,

Pen-si-hou, Avliich Avas attacked in front and in

reverse ; but the attackers did not cover themselves

and hardly reconnoitred at all ; at the moment
* Colonel Cordonnier, " Cours dc Strategic ct Tactique generale

de I'Ecole sup. de Guerre."
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ivlien they Avcre about to seize Pen-si- liou a

Japanese cavalry brigade in its turn took tbem in

flank and, by the fire of its machine-guns, inflicted

on them heavy casualties in a few moments. These

losses and, above all, surprise made the Russian

infantry give way. Rennenkampf's cavalry was

absent at the critical moment.

Not far from there the Russians took several

positions, by means of Avliich they might have

pressed their offensive and obtained a decision

;

but the reserves had been kept far from the first

lines ; the troops who conquered the Japanese

positions remained there without support and,

some time afterwards, were driven out of them.

Then the Russian reserves were put in motion,

marched to the attack in deep columns, and were

scattered by the fire of two companies.

Marshal Ovama wished to attack Avith his left

:

he had only allotted to Kuroki's army a defensive

role, and depended on the united efforts of Oku
and Nodzu to outflank and push back the Russian

right. Although these two generals gained

repeated and notable successes, the battle as a

whole did not take the shape desired by the

marshal, who during the later days formed other

plans.

- The Russians had sufficient superiority in

numbers to enable them to make head against the

whole Japanese army while they were piling up

three army corps against Kuroki's right. General

Oku's army, therefore, did not succeed in out-

flanking the Russian right. In return the

Russians had made the mistake of not forming
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a continuous line, but of holding a certain

number of isolated points which formed so nian}^

salients ; each of these ^oi^^^s cVaiypui was enveloped

in turn by the Japanese attacks. In this way
the Japanese left succeeded in driving back the

Russian right without requiring a big outflanking

movement ; but it is above all in the centre, Avhicli

was less strongly held, that the Jaj)anese Guard

obtained marked success ; by taking several

isolated ^;6>^;^^5 cVapjoui it succeeded in piercing the

Russian centre and then wheeled a large part of

its force in towards its left.

Thus the Russian right found itself pinched in

between the Japanese left and centre ; the Japanese

Guard in its turn had its right very much in the

air and exposed to counter-attack.

A brigade was detached on this side, not to

accentuate the success obtained, but to fill the gaj)

made bv the left wheel of the Guard, while

Marshal Oyama made every effort to converge

against the Russian troops already almost sur-

rounded. These, hoAvever, were able to free them-

selves, and a general retreat on the part of the

Russians put an end to the battle.

Here Russians and Jajianese (200,000 men
against 160,000) fought on a front of 48 kilometres.

They did not engage in two or three j)artial battles,

but in twelve to fifteen fights for localities. On the

Russian side want of skill in minor operations,

and on the Japanese side inferiority in numbers,

prevented any general plan succeeding. The
victory of the Japanese is due to their superiority

in all the details of fighting, and above all to their
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S2)irit of the oft'ensivc pusliecl to the extreme. The

l)attle of the Sha-ho sliows us a remarkable instance

of an attack on a point of a front which succeeds

in completely piercing- the enemy's centre. On this

subject one may note that this local success, im-

portant as it was, had not been foreseen, and could

not have been. No reconnaissance could warrant

the presumjition that there would be no Russian

reserves near the point attacked. When the

Japanese Guard found itself hurled into the heart

of the Russian positions, with its right completely

in the air, it only needed that the enemy should

have a brigade on this side to transform suddenly

into disaster the success gained. At 1st Army
Headquarters anxiety was intense. Let us add

finallv that since the decision had not been sou2:ht

at this point by the supreme command, the success

of the Guard could not be folloAved up on a large

scale so as to bring about the complete breaking in

two of the Russian armv.

This latter had over its positions as a whole

a de23th of 4 men to the running metre. Com-

paring this figure with those provided by former

wars, one does not find it too Aveak to admit of a

serious frontal defence. Contrasting it with what

has ha2:)2)ened in other battles, it seems that,

with such a density, the Russians could -have

organised a line of defence capable of making a

more protracted resistance. Rut when it is a case

of dejoloying on a line of 50 kilometres one rarely

meets Avitli a continuous position ; the ground offers

alternations of heights and depressions, strong

points and weak points. The defender then thinks
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that he will make a judicious economy of forces hy
only holding and preparing the strong points and
neglecting the intervals. He forgets that in for-

tification the curtains have their place as Avell as

the bastions, and together with them compose a

continuous enceinte. If we must undertake the de-

fensive, it can only be done with a continuous line.

It cannot be held everywhere in as little depth

as we could Avish ; often we shall even be unable

to avoid having recourse to the offensive at certain

points Avhich are too unfavourable to the defensive.

From this we must conclude that if on the one

hand recent progress in weapons has admitted

of the holding of good defensive positions with very

Aveak effectives, on the other hand the fronts on

which armies of 200,000 men and more deploy are

such that we can scarcely find favourable j^ositions

of sufficient extent. It seems that even on the

front itself the absolute defensive is not admissible.

As far as the attack on a centre is concerned, we
see that success can hardly be foreseen, nor above

all can the point be determined in advance where

the break will occur. To profit by it when it does

occur it is necessary to pour strong reserves into

the gap immediately. Mounted troops alone seem
able to fulfil the required conditions of being

brought in good time to any point lohatever of these

immense fronts.

§4. MUKDEN

The battle of Mukden (from February 27 to

March 8) again shows the inefficiency of the

E/Ussian troops ; they are evidently unable to give
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effect to any of the plans which their Commander-

in-Chief may form, shoukl he form any. AYhen

Nogi's Japanese army, for instance, appears on the

right flank of the Russians, very superior forces are

opposed to him Avithout heing able to stop him. On
the other hand, well-prepared positions are de-

fended to the bitter end, and the Japanese only take

them by compelling the Russians to retreat by out-

flanking movements.

Marshal Ovama initiates the frontal attack Avith

his three old armies (Kuroki, Oku, and Nodzu).

The two armies recentlv come from Port Arthur

(Nogi) and the Ya-lu (Kawamura), kept at first in

rear, and out of sis'lit, will be entrusted with out-

flankinoc movements which the endeavour has been

made to initiate in secret.

KaAvamura is sent forward first on the right, in

the mountains. It Avas intended he should draw

there a large part of the Russian reserves and thus

free the ground in' front of Nogi, and that the

latter, starting then, should advance on the left

against the flank of the Russians.

We thus find ourselves confronted Avith a pre-

conceived and skilfully organised operation. The

event AA^as to shoAv the Japanese that they Avould

have done better to operate more Avidely. Nogi,

having most accurately overlapped the enemy's

right, comes in on his flank and then sees that

he Avould have done better to push boldly

bevond it, so as to take the Russians in reverse

and come straight upon Mukden. He profits by

the inertia of his adversary to gain ground to

the northAvard by a flank march made under
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his very nose. At the same time he forms a

cavalry corps which will extend his action still

farther to the north.

The ahsence of strong general reserves among
the Jaj^anese has been commented on and almost

criticised ; hut all their forces were employed as

actively and usefully as possible. Inferior in

numbers to tlieir enemy, they knew how to produce,

both in the details of the fighting and on the

battlefield as a whole, tliose outflanking move-

ments without which there was no possibility of

victorv : their numerical inferioritv did not allow

them to do more. In fact we ought to be

astonished at the Avide scope which the movement
against the Hussian right was able to assume.

The Mukden manoeuvre seems to be that which

will usually be imposed by the exjierience acquired

during the last century. Napoleon, as Ave liaA^e

seen, conceived three operations in battle, each

fairh' clearlv defined : (1) a frontal fisrht absorbino:

almost the AAdiole of the adversaiy's forces
; (2) an

attack against one flank of the enemy, disturbing

him, shaking his morale, and forcing him to U2)set

his battle array to meet it ; then, almost immedi-

ately (3) the final attack, driven home Avith all

the cavalry and artillery and Avitli the requisite

amount of infantrA^

In our day it is difficult for the assailant to

exhaust the forces of tlie defender, as he could a

hundred years ago, by a frontal fight only ; the

defender can greatly reduce the depth of his lines

on selected positions. It is, then, by successiA^e

overla2)ping outflanking, movements, which the
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defender is driven to meet, that we may lead liini

to use up liis reserves: it is thus tliat the Japanese

acted at Mukden. The more economical, the more

skilful, and the stronger of the tAVo adversaries

succeeds in retaining the last fresh troops, and

then passes to the second phase, attack on the

hostile flank, which threatens tlie enemv's line of

retreat and produces disorganisation in his units.

This is the attack which the Jaj)anese carried out

with Nogi's army. The experience of the Russo-

Japanese AVar, like that of 1870, has proved that

the least outflanking movement decides the entire

victory; hut the Japanese experienced at Mukden,

and demonstrated hy their actions, that when the

enemv lends liimself to it, it is most advantageous

to have recourse to a turning movement Avith a

wide scope, which exerts a promj)ter and more

effective threat on the hostile line of retreat.

The hattle of Mukden, especially compared with

that of the Slia-ho, shows what the defensive in

modern hattles can do. On the Sha-ho the

Russian front, on which the troops had a density

of 4 men per metre, was easily pierced hy the

Japanese. It would seem that this was so hecause

it was not continuous. At Mukden the front was

continuous ; it was covered with an uninterrupted

trench; it held good for eight days, and the retire-

ment was only hrought about hy the turning

movements carried out on the two Avings. Yet the

density of the troops was no greater there than it

had been on the Sha-ho, and the assailants were

more numerous.

It would seem clear then that a position cannot
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be held unless it is fortified ; this is a principle

which Napoleon had already laid doAvn.

It is also necessary that tlic position should he

continuous and should not contain gaps. From
this, as Ave saw at Mukden, the ohlii^ation arises

of making immense lines of entrenchment, 30 to 10

kilometres in one piece, such as were made two

centuries ago to cover provinces. The long lines

of Mukden are characteristic of modern defence.

From this follows a most important deduction

;

if modern weapons admit of holding defensive

positions with fewer troops than formerly, on the

other hand it is impossible to distribute the forces

very unequally. As an average, we can do with a

fairly small number of men per running metre,

bat on no part of the front can we afford to come
down much below that average. The offensive, on

the contrary, can choose points for attack, and

on them concentrate its efforts. Ey an uneven

distril)ution of its forces it can compensate for the

saving in men realised to the defence through the

strength of its positions.



CHAPTER IV

THE MODERN BATTLE

§ 1. CAVALRY IN BATTLE

If cavalry no longer gives the coup cle grace to

the vanquished, as it formerly used to do, it is

because generals do not try to employ it to do

so. The Prussian cavalrv at Sadowa was only

Avaiting for the signal to pursue ; the King of

Prussia, it is said, refused to let it charge in

order to spare the enemy (?). What Avould have

been left of MacMahon's armv after Eroe-

schwiller if the German cavalry liad pursued

energetically on the Niederbronn road ? At

such moments beaten troops are without resisting

power.

Even if one must no longer reckon on useful

charges during the course of the battle, cavalry

remains essentially the pursuing arm, that whose

action is the most irresistible and most efficacious

on demoralised troops in process of breaking up.

Perhaps at times it will be necessary for it

to use its carbines against some units still capable

of offering resistance, but very often it will still

be able to produce great results by the mere

rapidity of its action.

'' Whenever possible," said Napoleon, *' we should
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always j^refer the thunderbolt to the gun." There
are no mounted troops, however little accus-

tomed they may he to tlie use of the sahre, Avho

have not found oj^portunity to charge rather than

to shoot. The Eoers, Avho normallv onlv used the

rifle, and merely employed their horses as means
of transport, charged several times when they

fell unexpectedly upon British troops. The great

cavalrv leaders of the American Civil War, in

spite of the great use they made of dismounted

action, made iiumerous and fine charges.

We must not, however, become a prey to catch-

Avords, and overdo the assertion that cavalrA^ maA^

find opportunity to intervene '' during the course

of the battle." On the front there is onlv room
for skirmishers lAdnsr doAvn and for concealed

batteries. Eor the matter of that, let us think

of some former battle, of Saint-Privat, Coulmiers,

Mukden ; at Avhat moment in anA^ one of these

battles can Ave conceiA^e the ajiparition, cA^en if it

were instantaneous, of a body of cavalry charg-

ing, Avere it but a single squadron ? Undoubtedly

caA'alrA" must still char2:e and so obtain s-reat

results, but it must be outside the front or in

the pursuit.

The opportunities for charging are onh^ to be

found in a A'erA^ limited number of cases; if to

this Ave add the fact that in the AA^ars Avhich liave

taken place in Europe since 1815 the oppor-

tunity of charging Avas, so to speak, never found,

we should l)e tempted to infer that the role of

cavalry is l)ecoming insignificant, and that the arm
may be reduced Avithout inconvenience.
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As a matter of fact, cavaliy has never been
more necessary, and cannot he too nnmerous, pro-

vided it is handy in fighting with shock and fire

action, according to the circumstances of the case.
'' We have expended a considerable number of

millions," says Rudyard Kipling, '' to prove once

more this fact, that horses go faster than men
on foot, since 2 and 2 make 4." And it follows

that men on horseback will do better service than

men on foot, j)rovided that they do not, on the pre-

text that they are mounted, abandon the Aveapons

which are used by men who fight on foot. In
a word, there will never be horsemen enousrh if,

while ready to charge as soon as opportunity to

do so offers, they do not confine their action to

these extremelv rare occasions.

There is one very remarkable fact in the

decisive manoeuvre at Mukden ; it is the necessity

recognised by the Japanese of forming a cavalry

corps to extend the turning movement and reach

the enemy's line of retreat. It would seem, in

fact, that in future only mounted troops will be

able to carrv out the decisive manoeuvre with

the rapidity and secrecy indispensable to it.

When Napoleon introduced great turning move-
ments in battle, he was able for some years

to give effect to them by means of army corjDS

directed in advance against the flanks. The
enemy did not foresee such oj)orations, and did

not dream of countering them. Nowadays this is

no longer so, we can only bring off a surj)rise

by keeping the troops intended for outflanking

movements out of sight, that is to say, usually

11
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in echelon behind a wing of tlie army. They are

thus concealed until the moment Avhen they pass

the front of the trooj^s already engaged. Buc if

corps Avhich come out like this are infantry, it

is difficult for them from the moment they have

revealed themselves to carry out a movement

of any great scope. Only mounted troops can

throw themselves quickly on the flank of the

enemy far enough hack to threaten or perhaps

even reach his lines of retreat.

A numerous cavalry is necessary therefore to

give the ra^^idity and power requisite to at-

tacks in flank and in reverse. It will also he

necessary to form strong reserves suited to putting

to good account the partial successes gained on

the front at points Avhich cannot he foreseen.

We have seen that the great turning movements

to Avhich Napoleon was accustomed became difficult

to bring off, because it was almost impossible to

conceal from the enemy the march of the troops

charged with their execution. Mounted troops

alone can obtain the indispensable surprise effect,

and can outpace, if not the information of their

movement, at anv rate the move made to

counter it.

The dismounted action of cavalry is as old as

firearms. It was practised in the sixteenth century.

In Turenne's battles the dragoons formed great

swarms of skirmishers. Little by little the custom

Avas forgotten, and, in spite of Napoleon's efforts,

dragoons hardly ever fought except as horsemen,

sword iji hand. After 1815 all European cavalry

forgot the use of the carbine,
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During the American Civil War a reaction came
about in this matter. The cavalry of ])oth sides,

armed with carbines, made considerable use of

them during raids and in battle. Dismounted
action Avas their customary procedure. Eor in-

stance, at the battle of Cedar Creek, on October 18,
186i, the Federals were on the point of being
beaten when Sheridan intervened with his cavalry.
He dismounted his men, made them take their
carbines, and attacked the Confederates, who were
establishing themselves in the captured positions

;

he threw them back into the valley of the Cedar
Creek and recovered the victory.

Six months later, Lee's army, beaten and almost
surrounded near Eichmond, succeeded in slipping
away; but Sheridan's cavalry overtook it, passed
it, dismounted, and barred its road. Lee, checked
in his retreat, Avas soon surrounded and capitulated
in the open field. These decisive exploits, accom-
plished carbine in hand, did not prevent the
American cavalry from charging sword in hand
when the opportunity offered, thus proving that
dismounted action is in no way incompatible with
the cavalry spirit.

The lesson was thrown away on all the cavalries
of Europe. In 1870 the Germans had not even got
carbines. The Transvaal War produced a pretty
sharp reaction. It was quite clear that it was not
possible to acclimatise in Europe the organisation,
and methods of fighting of the Boers, for lack of
the peculiar circumstances which had called them
into being

; l)ut it was none the less evident that
the British infantry encountered serious difficulties
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from the mere fact that its adversaries were

mounted and were extremely mohile. The British

found themselves driven to make calls on die

cavalry or, for want of cavalry, on what was

termed mounted infantry. They have got so used

to it since then that they have noAv made its employ-

ment customary. In his rej^orts on the Manchurian

battles, General Ian Hamilton notes numerous

cases where the intervention of a body of cavalry

would have had most far-reaching results.

Up to now French cavalry has hardly gone in for

dismounted action except in its defensive aspect,

but it is above all the offensive fight which it

must undertake, supported by its guns and machine-

guns. Its task is to move rapidly to decisive

points, and there to attack, not merely to defend

itself. German cavalry for some years now has

set it the example in its manoeuvres.

§ 2. BATTLE IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

The battles of Liao Yang, the Slia-ho, and

Mukden differ much, in their vast proportions,

from those which had been fought till then. Do
they give us a correct idea of what the battles in

a future European Avar will be like ? It must

not be forgotten that it is not 200,000 or 300,000

men, but 1,500,000 or 2,000,000 wlio, for in-

stance, will l)e engaged on either side in a Franco-

German war ; and we may anticipate a battle

which will l)ring to grips 3,000,000 of men on

a front of 300 to 400 kilometres.

It is true that in an important study of the
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Avarfare of the future a German military writer^

governs the operations in such wise that the

decision is brought about l)y a series of partial

battles foudit at different dates and in different

places. The greatest of these battles is thus

found to be no greater than the proportions of

Mukden.

One may therefore still admit cases in which

the battles of the future will be comparable to

those fought in Manchuria.

However, each of the two adversaries having

united his armies in a zone barely wide enough

to hold them, and intending to act Avith as much

unity as possible, there will be a tendency to bring

about one single battle. The various armies no

doubt will not fire their first guns on the same day,

but the frontal engagements will be sufficiently

leno-thv to 2:1ve time for the wing armies to come

into line before a decision has been reached and

tlius to participate in one and the same battle.

The great difficulty inherent in l)ringing all the

troops into action simultaneously leads almost of

necessitv to those successive comings-up into line

of which Mukden has given us the example.

As we have seen by the battles fought for the

last hundred years, success can be obtained in

very diff'erent ways ; breaking a front can be done,

but' one cannot reckon on it, will it, prepare it

;

moreover, a local success at a point in the front

creates deadly difficulties for the victor. With

equal forces the enveloping situation gives very

' General von Falkenliausen, " Der Grosse Krieg der >etztzeit,"

Berlin, 1909.
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marked advantages. The more armies gain in

power, the more pronounced do these advantages

become, in such wise th-it, of two equal armies,

that one which woukl succeed in piercing its

adversary's centre Avill perhaps, hy its very suc-

cess, place itself in a most dangerous situation.

The attack of a flank is to-dav more than ever

the most sensible form of the offensive.

We have seen l)y the examples of the First

Empire, and perhaps even more l)y that of Muk-
den, the advantages of great turning movements.

On the other hand, Moltke always preferred to

them outflanking or overlapj)ing movements,

which seemed to him less ambitious and more
prudent. Is'apoleon himself was satisfied with

these when he had to attack an enemv very stronsr

materially or morally. It would be absurd to

predict that the operations of the future will

delil)erately assume the one form or the other.

What, on the other liand, does seem certain is

that the general will no longer plan and carry

out a manoeuvre or an attack with the astonishing

precision which Napoleon brought to it.

It will be remembered that in such battles as

Castiglione, Wagram, Lutzen, Bautzen, Wachau,
the attack directed against the hostile flank had
not for its aim to produce a decision immediately

and directlv. Its function was to absorb the

enemy's last reserves, and Napoleon was wont to

seize the precise^ moment when this result had been

achieved to order tlie general attack. However,
at Eckmiihl, at Eylau, at Dresden, and in all the

battles fought since then, at Sadowa as at Ma-
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g^eiita, at Gravolotte as at Mukden, tlie corps

which turns or outflanks a Aving of the enemy
does not give the signal for the decisive attack

;

victory results simply from the convergence of

the two attacks on an adversarv Avho cannot form
a front to hoth. It Avould seem that it will be

so in the future. The synchronisation necessary to

the skilful iS'a|3oleonic manoeuvre is henceforth a

little difficult to ensure, and moreover it is useless.

Telegraphs and telephones, with or without wires,

Avill at a pinch supplement direct orders over the

battlefield. We can picture to ourselves clearly

Marshal Oyama, at Mukden, informed within the

hour that the Ilird Army had come up into line,

and telegraphing no less quickly to the other

four armies an order for the o^eneral attack.

What does not a2)pear so clearly is the utility of

svnchronisation. The flank attack will react rvAit

up to the far end of the battlefield, though after

a space of time Avhicli we cannot estimate.

If we cannot copy the actual manoeuvre of

Napoleon, at any rate we must not renounce

seeking inspiration in it. We will ask of the

flank attack that it should determine victorv.

It is alwavs of the o^eneral attack, ordered at

the critical moment, and of changing attack into

pursuit, that we must demand decisive victory—
A\ hen Ave are strong enough.

The battles of the future seem at first sisrlit

to comprise less manoeuvring than those of the

last century. Whilst the plan of a Napoleonic

battle shoAvs harmonious proportions, about as

much width as depth, a division of the force into
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two almost equal 2:)ortions, destined respectively

to the frontal fight and to manoeuvre, Ave might
anticij^ate that the considerahle front on Avhich

modern armies deploy Avould ahsorb the greater

portion of their strength and so leave them small

available means for the decisive operation. It is

enough to turn to the Ijattle of Mukden to see that

nothing of the sort Avill occur ; out of five Japanese
armies, three manoeuvred ; onlv tAvo fousrht

frontally during the entire period of the straggle.

Two centuries ago, Avas it not also believed

that battles could only shoAv the linear form, and
did not Frederick, before Napoleon, almost im-

mediately break the uniformity of the so-called

classic mould ?

It is Frederick also Avho pressed to the utmost
inequality in the distrijjution of troops ; his

oblique order, the promptness of his movements
and attacks, alloAved him to cap one end of the

hostile line, and to crush it under fire, Avithout

engaging anything on the opposite wing.

After him the depth of the first line is pretty

well the same along the whole front ; the troops

charged Avitli the outflanking or turning move-
ment are deployed like the others. It is by the

play of the reserves that victory is determined.

Placed near the point Avhere Nai)oleon sought for

a decision, he engages them and deploys them in

such a manner as to obtain superiority of fire at

the decisive point. They are still used sometimes
to re-establish the .fight along the remainder of

the front. A century ago all the availal)le troops

could 1)0 kept in reserve at some single spot, to
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he directed thence either against the fkink, or the

centre of the enemy. In our time the extent of

hattlefiekis hardly admits any longer of this

simple solution ; it is impossible to keep a body
of troops in such a position that it can interyene

at the different extremities of the battlefield.

This eyer more necessary use of reseryes

giyes rise to the greatest danger which threatens

the higher command. An irresolute commander
does not engage his reseryes early enough or

in such a way as to impose his own initiatiye
;

he wastes them in timid counter-moyes, or, on
the other hand, he fears to use them, and that

is the most grieyous fault which can be committed
in ])attle.

On the front the fight will be more prolonged

than it used to l)e ; but we must not exasrorerate

to ourselyes its duration. The same troops will not

fight for more than two days without becoming
exhausted. It is therefore indispensable to keep
reseryes ready to interyene on yarious portions of

the front, if the attack on which we reckon to

decide the yictory requires more than two days.

There lies one of the great difficulties Avith

which the genius of the commander will haye to

contend in a modern battle ; he may find it neces-

sary to deploy all his forces to obtain yictory at the

point Avliere he seeks it (and this Avas so in the case

of Marshal Oyama) ; while, for want of reseryes,

he may see his front broken before he has succeeded

in his attack.

To this aspect of the case the Napoleonic

method does not seem suscepti])le of adaptation.
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Perhaps the generals of the future will rather

approximate to the oljlique order as Frederick

applied it at Leuthen and Rosshach. While the

hulk of the force operates ofPensively on one of

the wings, the other may, not indeed fight en

retraite, a most dangerous if not impracticahle

proceeding, hut he reduced to a screen of light

troops, capahle of deceiving the enemy for two

or three days.

Cavalry in large numhers with its cyclist

supports, etc., will render the most valuahle

services in forming such screens, as also in

promptly extending the turning movement to-

wards the enemv's communications. For sudden

concentrations railways may he used.

Resources will not he lacking to him Avho will

and can make use of them. It will undouhtedly

require skill to conduct the hattles of the future,

as it has in the past. The prohlem of the

twentieth century Avill he neither easier nor

more insoluhle than that of the eighteenth ; to

solve it well demands a powerful and ingenious

mind which has at its disposal all the new means

for grappling with the ncAv difficulties. Masses

and distances have increased, hut similarly means

of communication have improved. That same pro-

gress which has admitted of concentrating and feed-

ing, and consequently of employing, the enormous

armies of to-day, ought to help in hringing into

action the masses of men on the immense areas

over which they Avill he spread.

We have heen ahle to trace throughout the

course of historv the struggle hetween the defensive
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and the offensive. It is a platitnde to state that

the offensive alone brinsfs victorv, that the

defensive only allows time to be gained or men
to he economised. It is a truth for all time;

it will dominate the battle of the future as it

has that of the past. But we must ponder this

other truth, no less eternal, that the defensive

cannot always j)i'ovide even the advantages

which we think of demandins: from it. To be

able to economise troops in defending a position

two things are necessary—that the j)osition be

strong and be strongly prepared, and above all

that the enemy comes there to attack us.

It is necessary to have a position Avhicli is

strong by nature, and it must be entrenched and

its defence organised ; but it must also be continu-

ous and homogeneous, and it must not present

salients like that of the Russians at the Sha-ho

;

it must be occupied at every point and not in a

disconnected fashion.

It is necessary that this position be attacked

by the enemy, and that with forces superior in

number to those dejiloyed on it ; failing this, its

function is not fulfilled. If Ave find that the

enemy does not attack in strength, there remains

the alternative of assuming the offensive ; l)ut

here again it is necessary that our position shall

lend itself to the offensive, particularly that it

should not be covered by some big waterway whose

defensive value thus turns against us.

A century ago an army often found good

defensive positions admitting of an easy assump-

tion of the ofFensive. Thev l)ecome rarer and
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rarer as fronts extend. To-day it is no longer

mere accidents of ground but great geographical

features Avhicli admit of the formation of defensive

positions of sufficient extent. These will almost

always be provided by streams or rivers, and thus

they will be very defective, precluding resumption

of the offensive.

And so the defensive Avould seem to l)e doomed
to further loss of its advantas^es. Evervthim? leads

us to anticipate that the battles of the future will

be collisions of armies acting offensively, that is to

sav thev will be encounter battles.

Formerly, by this expression were understood

unexpected engagements in which l)oth sides found

themselves at grips without having had time to

make a plan of action. But this mutual surj^rise

is no longer the characteristic of the encounter

battle. Tbat which distinguishes it from those we
have studied is that l)oth adversaries operate

offensively. Neither has established himself on a

defensive position, but both of them are quite well

aware that thev are marchins^ the one towards the

other, and the encounter Avill not surprise them.

The reconnaissances will be quicker and more
sketchy, the part played l)y the unforeseen will be

greater. Since the attacks do not knock up against

prepared positions they will succeed more easily.

Breaking the enemy's line will be more possible of

attainment. To sum up, the relative wortli of the

two commanders will make itself felt more strongly

;

victory will soon be to him Avho displays most

resolution, grip of the situation, and imagination

—

it ivill be to him loho knows hoio to act quickly.
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It will also be his Avho can act quickly. He
must have his forces well up, his main bodies at

but little distance from the advanced guards, his

columns relatively short; briefly, march dispositions

Avhich are pretty well the opposite of those we
jDractise with a view to attacking a prepared

position.

§ 3. THE RESULTS OF BATTLE

The object of the battle is the ruin of the enemy's

army. This result is hardly ever obtained in

the battle itself ; usually it requires pursuit to

complete it. It is rare for an army to be as dis-

organised by battle as was that of MacMahon after

Eroeschwiller ; and yet it Avould have needed a

couple of days' pursuit to destroy it entirely.

In 1806 the Prussian army which was beaten

on October 14 at Jena was only completely

destroyed on November 7, after an uninterrupted

pursuit of twenty-four days.

In the battle itself it is not the material losses

suffered by the beaten army during the fight that

reduce it to a state of inferiority; the victor

has often lost more. An armv declares itself to

be beaten, not by reason of the losses it has already

suffered, but hecause of those it luill suffer if it

continues the struggle in the desperate or very un-

favourable situation in which its adversary has

placed it. It is about to be hemmed in and

crushed by projectiles, or else the disorganisation

of its units no longer allows of dispositions being

made, etc. It is in the last phase of a battle, in

the charge that finishes the fio^ht and beorins the
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pursuit, that the losses of the vanquished often

become greater than those of the victor, and that

the disintegration of the units is accomj)lished and

disaster is prepared.

In the battle of antiquity the warriors, being

ranged in a dense line, could not fight while

retreating, the}' could only fly. And also, as soon

as a Aving was taken in reverse, the whole line Avas

lost. Each man onlv thousrht of savin sr himself

individually. The victor pursued and massacred.

The combat {prcelium) is followed by the slaughter

(ccedes). The losses of the victor are infinitesimal,

those of the vanquished are enormous, sometimes

as much as 80 per cent., and nearly all of them
dead men ; there are but few wounded men or

prisoners.

It was the same thing up to the Thirty Years'

War. Montluc still speaks of the Ijutcheries in

Avhich ''they killed hard all," when the enemy
had given up resisting. Such butcheries seem
quite natural to him.

If they have ceased since then, it is not because

man has become better, but because he no longer

often gets the chance of massacring. As soon as it

offers itself he makes the most of it. Everv time

that there has been a hand-to-hand fisrht the victor

has massacred the vanquished. He gives free rein

to the desire to strike with Avliich he went to the

fight and he avenges himself for the fear which he

has been made to feel.

The more the fight Avith the a^^me blanche dis-

appears from the battle, the more these slaughters

diminish. With them also the losses in battle
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decrease ; and in our own day the losses inflicted by
the pursuit consist more in prisoners than in killed

or wounded. These are the 2:)alpable signs of

defeat ; they may he more or less important, but

that which actually makes the disaster cannot be

Aveighed. It is the disintegration of units organised

for fighting and forming front in difi:*erent direc-

tions, which are unable to reassemble their scattered

fragments and, pressed by the enemy, escape from
all superior control. It is also the exhaustion

and demoralisation of the soldiers, the loss of all

confidence. These are the most important results of

defeat, by the greatness of Avhich we may measure

the disaster.

An army may, as at Malplaquet, have sustained

enormous material losses but, the enemy not

having acted in a manner to disorganise it, to

break it up, to put it into disorder, it is able

to leave its positions quietly, to execute its retreat

proudly, and to retain the hope of achieving a

speedy success.

At Eylau the Russians lost 32 per cent, of their

eft'ectives, but their units w^ere not dislocated, their

army w^as not disorganised. They retreated with

the hope of soon resuming the offensive. The
victory of the Erench w^as but little accentuated.

At Austerlitz, where the Russians lost only 14

per cent., their army was completely broken uj:)

and scattered : it was a decisive battle.

The disorganisation of the enemy's army is

the essential aim to pursue in battle and it

is often achieved by the victor at the price of

material losses greater than those of the van-
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quisliecl. At Prague, in 1757, 64,000 Prussians

heat 61,000 Austrians and won a complete victory;

they lost 14,000 in killed and wounded, i.e. 22 per

cent, of their effectives, and the Austrians lost

5,000 killed and wounded, or 8 -per cent.

At Liao Yang and at Mukden the losses in

killed and wounded are very much the same on

hoth sides, Avhich, since they were less numerous,

gives 1 per cent, greater loss for the Japanese

;

but at Mukden the Japanese made 50,000 prisoners

as a result of their turning movement.

So the victory is not ahvays to him who has

the fewest killed and wounded, and the defender

too loses as much as the assailant. The difference

in the losses of the two sides is made up above

all of 2:)risoners : the more the disorganisation of

the vanquished is completed, the more he clings

to his positions, the more widely the victor has

manoeuvred, the more energetically he has pursued,

the greater will be the number of prisoners.

The number of prisoners taken in battle has

been increasing : firstly, because in old days they

killed instead of capturing ; secondly, because in

modern days manoeuvres are conducted over a

wider and wider area and pursuit is more vigorous.

In return the proportion of killed and wounded

to the effectives, and of these the j^i'opf^i'tion of

killed, is continually diminishing.

In antiquity the beaten army often lost 80 per

cent, killed. The victor lost few men. Taking

the armies together, the usual j^i'opoi'^ioi^ ^^'^s

30 per cent, killed.

In the eighteenth century the losses fell to
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25 or 30 j)er cent, in both killed and wounded.

Examples :

Prague . . Prussians, 22 per cent. Austrians, 8 per cent.

Kolin . . „ 41 ,, „ 1.5 ,,

Zorndorf . . ,,30 ,, Russians, 37 „

Torgau . . ,, 27 ,, Austrians, 31 ,,

This average drops considerably in the Avars of

the Eirst Empire. Though there are still bloody

days like Eylau, where the loss was 35 per cent.,

we find but 11 per cent, at Austerlitz, 14 j)er

cent, at Wagram, 11 per cent, at Ligny, 21 per

cent, at Waterloo. The average falls to 20 per

cent.

xlt Sadowa the losses fell to 6 per cent.

They Avere from 17 per cent, to 18 per cent, in

the big battles round Metz, and only 10 per cent,

at Sedan. The aA^erage for all the battles betAveen

August 1 and September 1 AA^as 10 per cent. ; that

of the l)attles of the second part of the Avar Avas

only Sh per cent. This diminution is due to the

difference in the value of the troops. The impro-

vised armies of National Defence Avere not in a

state to continue fighting AAdien their losses had

averaged 3^ per cent.

The fights in the Transvaal shoAV analogous

returns—3 per cent., 5 per cent., 8 per cent.

The battles in Manchuria, in spite of their great

length, only shoAV 13 per cent, at Liao Yang,

10 per cent, on the Sha-ho, 12 per cent, at

Mukden.
In modern Avars the proportion of killed to

Avounded is ahvays al)out 25 per cent. Thus,

13
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instead of the 40 per cent, killed of the battles

of antiquity, those of the eighteentli century only

showed 6 per cent., those of to-day 2 per cent, to

3 per cent.

The duration of battles has greatly increased,

while the losses have diminished. Also the losses

suffered in an hour's fighting are diminishing very

rapidly. They were from i per cent, to 8 per

cent, in the eighteenth century ; 2 per cent, in

Napoleon's battles ; they varied from 1 per cent,

to 2 per cent, in the wars of 1866 and 1870. In

the battles in Manchuria this average falls to

O'l per cent, or 0*2 per cent.^

§ 4. THE DURATION OF ENGAGEMENTS AND BREAKING
OFF THE FIGHT

The duration of an engagement, combat, or

battle is a factor of the highest importance in

calculations relating to operations. Of course

a general can never foresee how long a combat

Avill last, but he can try to form some approxi-

mate idea of it, based on the experience of the

most recent wars.

The duration of combats and battles depends

principally on the number of the combatants and

the nature of the weapons. The more numerous

the combatants are, and the Avidcr the front over

which the fight is spread, tlie more time is required

to bring the operations to a conclusion. The

greater the range and power of weapons, the more

the reconnaissances and general preliminaries of

^ Nearly all these figures are borrowed froui Bakk, "T;\ktik,"

vol. V. p. 82,
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the battle are prolonged, the more time will be

required for the approach marches.

Thus the duration of battles is ahvays increasina:.

It averages about five hours in the middle of the

eighteenth century ; Napoleon estimated it at six

hours, but it greatly surpassed this figure in his

last campaigns. There Avere battles lasting tAvo

days, like Wagram, the MoskoAva, Bautzen,

Leipzig, because the movements preparatory to

the decisive manoeuvre could not be accomplished
in a single day. The battle of Essling lasted

twenty-one hours, and the average appears to

be tAvelve hours, instead of the six indicated by
Napoleon.

In 1870 great battles like that of Saint-Privat

onh^ lasted eis^ht hours.

The battles in Manchuria Avere much lon2:er

;

the most important of them lasted several days.

Their length Avas, however, exaggerated by in-

cluding the days occupied l)y preliminary recon-

naissances, but they lasted at least three or four

days. At Mukden six days Avere required to

execute the turning movements undertaken by
Avhole armies.

In this respect ground plays an important part :

the more difficult it is to traverse, the slower the

manoeuA'res become.

The character of the leaders and the value of

the troops also exert a most serious influence :

the better victory is prepared beforehand during
the course of operations ; the more skilful the

general is in making his forces converge, in

striking the enemy hj surprise in flank ; tlie
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better the troops are officered, the more handy

they are, and the more apt to execute the con-

ceptions of the general with vigour and precision,

the more rapid becomes the solution. With im-

provised, poorly officered troops the manoeuvring

is heavy and slow. The duration of a partial

eno-ao'ement, or combat, is a factor of capital

importance in the plans of generals. We must

know how long given troops can resist on given

ground in order to know what manoeuvre we

can allow ourselves to undertake. The advance

that should bring the manoeuvring body of men

into play should l)e accomplished before the frontal

ensraorement has come to an end, etc.

Each particular case must be studied separately.

In some circumstances the occupied position is of

such a nature that an indefinite resistance may

be offered. This is what occurred in 1796 at the

redoubt of Montelegino, established on a narrow

neck which the enemy could not outflank ; this

was also the case at the Bridge of Areola.

On ordinary ground a body of men acting de-

fensively and deployed in greater density than

one man per metre, is able to resist a frontal

attack by superior forces for a day. A turn-

intr or outflankino; movement, on the other hand,

would oblii?e it to retreat as soon as its flank

Avas attacked.

To estimate the duration of a coml)at we must

appreciate first the time necessary for recon-

naissance and approach marches ; secondly, the

time necessary for outflanking movements.

For example, a very small unit with a front of
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2 to 3 kilometres may be obliged to retreat in

an hour or two. If it is able to protect its flanks,

or cover itself by a watercourse, this period may
be increased by reason of the time needed by the

adversary for finding and forcing an unguarded

passage.

A big unit, such as an isolated army corps, may
offer resistance along a big front. If it holds 10

to 20 kilometres, an assailant, presenting himself

at first on a similar front, would need from half

a day to a day to outflank it. But if the

assailant advanced at the outset on a sufficiently

extended front to direct columns on to the flank

of the defender at the same time as on to his

front, the position would be evacuated in a much
shorter time. If it is a question of a whole army
or even of two army corps, the engagement can-

not be so sudden, the assailant takes greater

precautions, reconnoitres more carefully ; the

defender, in his turn, is able to make more com-

binations and bring his reserves into play. Thus

Napoleon usually coupled his army corps together

in pairs so as to be certain that when one

part of his army obtained contact with the enemy
it would always give him a day for his general

concentration, and he would not be crushed.

Thus we arrive at examining the conditions in

which a body of men find themselves who, in

order to gain time, are sustaining a defensive

combat against superior forces. To what state

will it be reduced by the end of the fight ? Will

it be able to escape, should the occasion arise,

Avithout experiencing a disaster ?
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If this body of men has been completely en-

gaged, that is to say, if both artilleries have got

to the point of firing at each other at efPeetive

range, the breaking off of the fight is almost

impossible. To attempt to bring the teams up

to the battery position and withdraw the guns

would be one of the most dangerous possible

operations. There is no solution but to hold on

as energetically as possible till nightfall. If the

decision is reached before the end of the day,

it will be extremely difficult not to leave a great

part of the artillery in the enemy's hands. When
a body of men has been ordered to gain time by

fighting, it ought not to allow an engagement to

be pushed beyond a reconnaissance, or commit

itself to an actual fight unless it believes it can

hold out till nightfall. It should continue to

slip away until the hour is late enough to enable

it to sustain the contest till dark. This is the way

they behaved a hundred years ago, as is shown

by the examples of Cervoni at Voltri in 1796

and of the Bavarians on the Isar in 1809.

§5. MORALE IN BATTLE

It is in the battle, the essential act of war,

that moral forces act most powerfully and have

their preponderant effect. We cannot repeat this

too insistently. But whatever we may write about

moral forces will not endow with them the man who

has none. It is possible to write reams on the part

played by decision, ardour, coolness, and all the

qualities proper to a leader, but it is not of great
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profit to do so. We will confine ourselves to quot-

ing' a few important remarks of the masters on
the action of the commander in battle.

Napoleon, following Prederick II., declared

that there was but one way of fighting—to

attack. In discussion this truth has seemed in-

disputable, and yet we have been able to prove
that certain of Napoleon's adversaries sustained

graver reverses wiien they had tried to attack

than if they had remained on the defensive. On
the other hand, Bliicher derived great advan-

tage from his bold offensive at Liitzen.

It seems quite clear that such a method of

action, Avhich is to be preferred if one is more
skilful and, above all, more resolute than the

enemy, is disastrous for a general who is less

skilful and less resolute than his adversary.

During battle, character is put to rude tests.

Movements undertaken are checked by the enemy,
demands for reinforcements come from all sides,

the menacing advance of the enemy is reported.

We must hold on, we must persevere with the

manoeuvres we have undertaken, we must operate

in such a way as to assure success by the employ-
ment of reserves. It is difficult to take suitable

resolutions with all the speed desired; it is more
difficult still not to lose one's head and not to

despair prematurely.
" In war one sees one's own ills, and one does

not see those of the enemy." ^

There is in battle a critical moment in which
the character of generals is more particularly

* Napoleon to Eugene, April 30, 1809.
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revealed. Defeat seems comj^lete
;

yet there are

still reserves to be committed, it is still possible

to grasp victory again. Prudent natures do not

dare to use their reserves ; they keep them for

better times
; yet Conde at Nordlingen and

Bonaparte at Marengo would not accept defeat.

'' Conde deserved the victory at Nordlingen

because of the stubbornness and the rare couraore

that distinguished him. . . . Because, though it

served him nothing in the attack of Allerheim, it

prompted him, Avhen he had lost his centre and his

right, to begin the battle again with his left, the

only body of men remaining to him. It is he Avho

directed all the movements of this wing, it is to

him that the glory of it is due. Observers of an
ordinarv kind will sav that he ous^ht not to have

hazarded Avhat was left, but to have used the wing
Avhich still remained intact to operate a retreat

;

but with such principles a general is certain to

miss all the chances of success and to be constantly

beaten. This is the Avav that Clermont reasoned

at Crefeld, and Contades at Minden, and Soubise

at Wilhelmsthal. The glory and the honour of

arms should be the first consideration of a

general who gives battle ; the safety and pre-

servation of the men is only a secondary affair.

But also it is in this audacity, this stubl^ornness,

that the safety of the men is to be found, for even
if the Prince de Conde had retreated with Turenne's

corps before reaching the Rhine, he would have
lost all. It is thus that Marechal de Contades
lost in his retreat from Minden, not only the

honour of his arms, but more men than he would
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have lost in two battles. The conduct of Cond6
then is to be imitated." ^

It is by following this principle that Napoleon
turned defeat into victory at Marengo, but into

disaster at Leipzig and Waterloo. However
admirable determination may be in a general, it

should not be blind. It should not be unlimited,

unless he has been forced to fight with no hope of

victory, and is fighting for honour only.

" Keep these three things in mind—assembly of

forces, activity, and the firm resolve to perish

gloriously. Death is nothing ; but to live, beaten
and without honour, is to die every day.,^ " 2

1 XTNapoleon, " Precis des Guerres de Turenne."
Napoleon to Lauriston, December 12, 1804.
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CHAPTER I

WAR IN EOEMEU DAYS

§ 1. OPERATIONS AND BATTLE

We have studied the battle in itself in order to

learn its form and its development, to discover

the causes of success, to appreciate the time and

sacrifices necessary to obtain success according to

circumstances, to imagine the situation of the two

parties at the end of the struggle. But the battle

is the decisive and characteristic factor of war,

it is the essential agent of final success, and from

henceforth we shall examine it from this point of

view.

Present-day military philosophers think that

the importance of battle is a recent discovery.

To listen to them we might believe that war

was made for a long time without men realising

that weapons Avere taken up in order to fight,

that battle decided the fate of armies. It was

only too Avell known !

Eeuquieres, in the seventeenth century, said

" that battles are the general actions of one army

against another, that often they decide the success

of the whole war, or at least—almost always—of

the campaign."
189
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It is l)y means of battles that the ffoal of war

is reached, or at anv rate that we advance towards

the goal. Operations in their entirety have for

object the preparation of the battle for him

who hopes for victory ; the exploitation of the

battle for him Avho is victor ; the avoidance or

the attenuation of tlie battle for hini who fears

the encounter ; the concealing and reconstituting

of his forces for a fresh strusrsrle for him avIio is

beaten. 77ie thought of battle dominates all the

operations of tear.

In the combat and the battle one can clearly

distinguish two attitudes, offensive and defensive.

The ofiPensive is not less clearly accentuated in

the operations taken as a whole, but it is not at

all the same thing with the defensive. The term

"defence" or "defensive"—if one takes, as one

should alwavs do, the ordinarv meanins^ of the

word— is only applicable to him who accepts the

fight, and in it resists the aggressor, but the

conduct opposed to the offensive also consists, and

particularly consists, in avoiding or jiostponing

battle. And this is Avhat many military Avriters,

for the sake of simplification, call the *' strategic

defence," but this abuse of words has its effect on

ideas, and leads to inexact conclusions.

When one of the belligerents is convinced that

for the time being he is the stronger, he longs

for Ijattle, he desires it, and he wants it to be

as decisive and as prompt as possible. Most

frequently he marches out to meet and beat the

enemy as quickly as possible. As far as opera-

tions go, this is what constitutes the offensive.
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At the beginning, or even during the course

of the campaign, one of the tAvo adversaries may
be conscious of temporary inferiority. Then he

seeks to escape, to postpone or at any rate to

minimise the decision, until the situation improves

and enables him to take the offensive. It is very

rare that an army makes Avar without any hope

of ever regaining the advantage ; non-offensive

conduct should normally be considered as pro-

visional.

During the course of the offensive it may be

to our interest to postpone the decision in

order to make it more complete, and again in

order to postj)one tlie decision it may be an

advantage to give a hard push, to make a short-

lived attack. Neither the offensive nor its

opposite is always absolutely free from admixture.

Two adversaries may think at the same time

that they both have superiority, and both rush

to battle ; thev mav also both believe that it is

to their interest to postpone the decision. The

most striking example of this that we can give

is the famous armistice of 1813.

The choice between the offensive attitude or

the non-offensiA^e attitude is, in principle, a

question of strength, of superiority. It is obvious

that we must not take material strength alone

into consideration, but also the value of the

troops and of the commander. Superiority

may also be associated Avith local conditions,

such as the geographical or military situation of

the army. Thus in 1805 Napoleon judged him-

self to be in a condition to at in if he stayed at
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Briinn and Austerlitz ; he could not risk going

farther ahead.

Once a general is certain that he has superi-

ority, he acts offensively, seeks as prompt and as

radical a solution as possihle, and demands of the

art of Avar the means to accomplish his ends.

For him who, on the other hand, feels himself for

the time heing the weaker, " the art of war consists

in gaining time." ^

Man, in j)erfecting his weapons, seeks to Avard

ofp danger ; he tends to prolong the preliminaries

of action, and in the elementary comhat procures

ever-increasing resources for the defence. Now,

by a sinsrular contradiction, he thus finds himself

favourinsr the attack.

The more the perfecting of weapons prolongs the

frontal fight and allows of an economy of troops

necessary to resistance, the more time and resources

are available for turning movements and the

principal attack. Progress in firearms invariably

favours the offensive. As Ave follow out the AA^ork-

ing of this laAv through the centuries, Ave see the

offensive disposing of ever-groAA^ng resources for

imposing the decisive encounter on the adversary.

Two or three centuries ago the smallest obstacle

enabled us to check the oft'ensive ; to-day the

offensive finds no l)arriers to retard its movements.

The sudden change in this respect occurred during

the second half of the eighteenth century as a con-

sequence of tactical progress due to the musket.

* Napoleon to Joubeit, February 17, 1707.
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§ 2. WAR IN ANCIENT TIMES

When Caesar attacks the lieutenants of Pompey in

Spain, a march of 360 kilometres in ten days shows
in what a hurry he was to come uji with his adver-

saries ; but, once in their presence, he is not master

and cannot force battle on them. The tw^o armies

are in contact for a month : Caesar ofPers battle in

vain ; and a surprise attack on Lerida does not de-

cide Afranius to issue forth from his camp. Caesar

tries to get at him by famine, and goes so far as to

divert the course of the Segre. A second month
runs by and the only result obtained is to make
the enemy decamp. Caesar harries him for a day

;

and at last succeeds in blocking him between the

Ebro and the Segre. This time it is possible to

finish with him, but it is July 2, and contact had
been obtained on April 20.

We know^ how manv counter-marches Caesar and
Pompey made, how much time they spent facing

one another and observing one another before

meeting at Pharsalia. Such tergiversations were
normal in the Avars of former days.

It is the same in the Middle Ages and in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. We often do

not know this, because we have only studied the

Avars of those far-off days in general histories ; but

as soon as Ave go ever so slightly into detail aa^c find

every Avhere the same delays from the moment in

which contact is obtained, if the tAVo adversaries do

not both believe themselves certain to Avin.

We knoAv the marches and counter-marches of

Turenne and Montecuculi on the Rhine, and

13
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Turenne is iisuallv supposed to have been in

his own way methodical. As an example, let us

examine one of Conde's campaigns. We cannot

tax him any more than we could tax Caesar with

either slowness or timidity. His contemporaries

like contrasting his boldness with the formalism

of Turenne. He was the keenest cavalry leader

known ; no one knew as he did how to give a lead

to the squadrons. In 1643 he received command
of the newly recruited army which Avas not even

assembled. Does he think of attempting some siege,

some secondary operation ? Will he temporise ?

No ; he desires battle and flies to it. It was his luck

to meet an adversary no less confident of victory

than himself, one who had never known defeat ; the

encounter immediately takes place at Rocroi. And
in 1645, when rushing to the assistance of Turenne

in Germany, he has the same good fortune. His

reputation is made and it inspires some circum-

spection. '' He had resolved to open the Munich

and Vienna road to his army by defeating General

Mercy, and so force the Emperor and the Elector

of Bavaria to conclude peace. Acting on this fine

plan he advances on General Mercy." But it was

a long distance betwixt cup and lip. When he

reaches the banks of the Necker Conde finds the

enemy posted there, and is unable to cross the

river by force. He has to make a long detour.

A month goes by ; the Ercncli have been unable to

get out of Eranconia, or to lay hands on their

adversaries. As for Conde, " although he had

conquered a province, this success did not come up

to his ideal

—

he aspired to a decjsii^e victor?/ ; he
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advances on Comte cle Mercy, who a\ as more than
20 leagues away." Mercy steals away again, and
in despair Conde is about to besiege Dinkelsbuhl,

when he hears that the enemy has taken up a

position. " Immediately for his resolve to besiege

(this town) he substitutes a march on the enemv,
which is carried out that very night." These are

the experiences he has to go through to arrive at

the battle of Nordlingen. In the same space of

time we shall find Napoleon going from Boulogne
to Ulm and Austerlitz.

Frederick II. breathes nothing but the oifensive

—the offensive always, in every situation, in the

operations as a whole as on the field of battle,

even if he is in j)resence of a superior army. He
is activity itself—goes constantly from Bohemia
into Silesia, from Silesia into Thuringia, facing all

his enemies in turn ; and these great movements
from one province to another are carried out at

the average rate of 20 kilometres a day, and this

rate is kept up for two, three, or four weeks.

With so much keenness and ardour, how does he

operate when he has gained contact with his

adversary ? In 1757, for the first time, he moves
by long marches from Silesia to Thuringia, but,

having arrived at Erfurt, he sees the enemy dis-

appearing towards Eisenach, and he does not take

the risk of pursuing him, which might be an
interminable task. He prefers to send half his

army into Brandenburg, 200 kilometres away, to

face another adversary, and after several days'

delay he decides to folloAV it. Always maintaining

the same rate of 20 kilometres a day, he returns
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rapidly and finds himself once more opposite

Hildburo-hausen and Soubise, who seem more

disposed to accept battle. The six following days,

from October 31 to November 5, are passed in

marches and counter-marches between Weissenfels

and Meusebourg in a space of 3 leagues in length.

Each of the adversaries watches for a favourable

opportunity as he wishes to impose and not to

receive battle. It all ends in the affair of Ross-

bach ; the more cunning and the quicker of the two

antagonists surprises the other en flagrant delit of

manoeuvre.

§3. CAUSES OF THE TRANSFORMATIONS IN WAR

And so, from the highest antiquity till the time

of Frederick II., operations present the same

character ; not only Fabius or Turenne, but also

Cgesar, Conde, and Frederick, lead their armies

in the same way. Far from the enemy they force

the pace, but as soon as they draw near they move

hither and thither in every direction, take days,

weeks, months in deciding to accept or to force

battle. Whether the armies are made up of

hoplites or legionaries, of pikemen or musketeers,

thev move as one whole and deploy very slowly.

They cannot hurl themselves upon the enemy as

soon as they perceive him, because while they are

making ready for battle he disappears in another

direction.

In order to change this state of affairs we must

somehow or another be able to put into the fight

hvi- divisions, each deploying on its OAvn account,

leaving gaps and irregularities along the front.
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This, as we have seen, is what happened in the

eisrhteenth century.

Up to the time of Frederick II. armies remained

indivisible during operations : they are like

mathematical points on the huge theatres of

operations in Central Europe. It is not possible

to grasp, to squeeze, or even to push back on some

obstacle an adversary who refuses battle, and

retires laterally as well as backwards. There is

no end to the pursuit. It is the war of Caesar,

as it was that of Conde, Turenne, Montecuculi,

Villars, Eugene, Maurice de Saxe, and Frederick.

It is the sort of war that all more or less rei^ular

armies have made from the remotest antiquity

doAvn to the middle of the eighteenth century.

Battle only takes place by mutual consent,

when both adversaries, as at Rocroi, are equally

sure of victory, and throw themselves at one

another in open country as if for a duel ; or

when one of them, as at Laufeld, cannot retreat

without abandoning the struggle ; or when one

is surj^rised, as at Rossbach.

And certainly to-day, as heretofore, a general

may refuse battle ; but he cannot prolong his retreat

for long—it is the only means he has of escaping

the grip of the enemy—if the dej)th of the theatre

of operations is limited. On the other hand, an

army formerly could retire laterally, and disappear

for months by perpetually running to and fro,

always taking cover behind every obstacle in

order to avoid attack.

For the last half-century certain military

writers have tried to see in the slowness of this
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sort of war the effect of a political system. They
say that the sovereigns of those days paid their

soldiers, and v^ere afraid of getting them killed.

They made limited war in order to conquer a

fortress or a i^rovince, and ignored great war

—

national war, in which victory is a question of

life or death to a state. Prom this profound

difference in the object of operations there resulted,

according to them, a no less great difference in the

manner of conducting the operations, and they

conclude that if the wars of the eis^hteenth centurv

were slow, and those of Napoleon startlingly rapid,

it was so because in the former they had second-

rate ends, " geographical objectives," and in the

latter ardent passions born of revolutionary en-

thusiasm.

An absurd thesis if ever there Avere one ! It

would have been sufficient for these authors " to

inquire," to learn that this sort of war was not

peculiar to the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies ; that it had been practised as long as there

had been armies ; that the generals of antiquity

acted in no other Avav than those of Louis XI A^.,

and that, moreover, they commanded laipald citizen

soldiers in the name of the Greek Hepublics, of

Home, and of Carthage ; that Caesar operated

against Pompey or Afranius, as Turenne did

against Montecuculi, and that, moreover, lie was

staking both his own life and the Empire pf the

world. They would liave knoAvn also that the

armies of Turenne, Frederick, and Maurice de Saxe

were half composed of militiamen recruited by lot.

But Avithout going l)ack beyond the eighteenth
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century, have not they fallen into the absurdity

of mixing up the Empress Maria Theresa with

the Grand Duchess of Gerolstein ? How can

they believe that that energetic princess, or

Erederick II., William of Orange, and Louis XIV.
Avould by choice practise a sort of watered-down

war ; that they would go to the enormous expense

of raising and arming troops to get nothing out of

it, and that if they had known a way of crushing

their enemy more promptly they would have

hesitated to have recourse to it ? Remember
that it would have been enousrh for one of the

sovereigns of those days to betray the tacit pact

attributed to them to achieve more power and glory

in six months than Napoleon did in ten years.

There Avas a simple way of avoiding so many
mistakes, and that was to go and spend a few
liours among the public archives, or even to read

a few pages of the political correspondence of

Richelieu or of Erederick IL, when the sentiments

that animated the rulers of those days would have

been seen, as well as the motives that inspired the

conduct of their generals. And it would also

have been seen that governments, far from incul-

cating generals with dilatoriness, were perpetually

reproaching them for it.

What we are concerned to establish is that the

methods of war have not been determined bv its
t-'

general character, but that it is the methods which
have at all times given its character to war.

Neither the handling of weapons nor the science

of marches derives from the general character of the

operations ; on the contrary, weapons determine
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the manner of fighting and the evolutions ; from

this result the general structure of the battle,

the form of the manccuvres that prepare it, and

finally the general character of the operations—the

physiognomy of the entire war.

With primitive Aveapons war is relatively slow

;

the more weapons are perfected, the more promptly

and easily does it become decisive, because the

assailant must of necessity dispose of more power-

ful means in order to impose battle on the

defender.

§ 4. THE ELEMENTS OF ANCIENT WAR

These means Avere not possessed by any general

of antiquity or of the seventeenth century. On
an ordinary theatre of operations it was already

almost impossible (we have seen it in the example
of Conde in Eranconia) to come up Avith one's

adversary if he were slijiping aAvay. But it was
quite another thing in a prepared theatre of

operations like the Elanders of Yauban, furrowed

by a netAvork of rivers and canals, AAith fortresses

at all the junctions. What could be done then ?

There Avas nothing to be gained by pursuing the

enemy Avithout pause ; after ten years of it one

Avould have got no farther. A skilful general, Avliile

keeping the enemy under observation, would j^ro-

ceed to A\^hat may be called '' Avorks of approach "
;

the country is quartered b}^ canals—he Avill seize

each square successively, besieging and taking the

fortresses that enclose it ; he Avill possess himself

of the essential points of the country, of the bridges

and the defiles, and Avherc this is impossible he
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will carry off the corn and forage. He will thus

restrict his adversaries little bv little into a closed

area, where at last they Avill be obliged to accept

battle.

Can we any longer be surprised at the impor-

tance acquired during operations by secondary

objectives, the war of sieges, convoys, supplies ?

Can we be surprised if habits of slowness and
slackness become the rule ? Can we imas^ine what
in the hands of a Villeroi or a Soubise becomes

of an instrument w^hich was already so heavy

in the hands of Prederick ?

The tvrannv of the administrative services has

been spoken of. The magazines and convoys are

supposed to have retarded the operations. It is

certain that formerly the subsistence of troops

demanded much more care than it does to-day,

precisely because of the long halts made by armies

in the same region, Avliich prevented them from
living on the country. But never did a general

of any value at all allow himself to be guided by
the consideration of his magazines ; never was any
system of war based uj)on them. In order to com-
pare ancient and modern war we must not represent

the one by Soubise, the other by Napoleon.

In the wars of former davs revictuallino: was
carried out in the most diverse ways : Ciesar's

legionary carried corn for seventeen days, and the

legions were followed by a conv'Oy Avhich carried

thirty days' supplies, and was renewed by j)iirchase

or requisition. Sometimes the corn came by land

or by water from the base ; sometimes it Avas seized

on the spot. During the Thirty Years' War the
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Swedish troops used all means of supply—local

purchase, movable magazines, stationary magazines,

and CA en requisitioning from the inhabitants.

During the campaign of Louis XIV. in Plan-

ders, where the war of sieges becomes of pre-

ponderating importance, it is necessary to subsist

on stationary maorazines. It is the same during

the War of the Austrian Succession ; it is the

theatre of operations that imposes the method.

Moreover, the magazines are filled by purchases

or requisitions made in the country.

If subsistence plays such an important role

in armies daring the Seven Years' War, it is

because the service of supplies is directed by a

man of srreat abilitv, Paris-Dnvernev, while the

generals are nothing but puppets. It is a question

of men, not a question of systems.

Frederick II. at the same time used stationary

magazines prepared in great nunil)ers in fortified

places, and mobile supply columns. This double

organisation gave him complete liberty of action.

To sum up, the ways of revictnalling an army

have continually varied, and the method of war

has remained the same; a war is always slow in

which w^e knoAV that the battle Avill be decisive and

is so important as to be only accepted voluntarily ;

a war in Avhich the Aveaker can avoid battle

indefinitelv, and where the stronsrer is oblicred to

content himself with only partial successes and

small advantages while waiting the opportunity of

pushing the enemy back on to some insurmount-

able obstacle.

The role played l)y natural obstacles is
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considerable in ancient war ; in antiquity, as we
see by the examples of Cyesar, a marshy depression

was enough to put a l)ody of troops out of reach.

When firearms acquired a greater range, and above

all a more rapid rate of fire, obstacles have to be of

a more serious nature. In the eighteenth century

the musket and the gun rob all obstacles of their

value from this point of view, except escarpments,

and above all rivers. In our own days great

watercourses alone offer shelter from attack. The
progress in Aveapons in this, as in other things, is

alwavs favourable to the offensive.

Fortresses also are of capital importance in wars

of former days. Weaj)ons are not powerful enough

to admit of local levies clinging to localities, and

holding a defile or a bridge for long. There is no

other way than that of establishing a fortified post.

Hence, right up to the wars of the seventeenth

century, the great number of forts, of isolated

towers (the castella of antiquity), of little j)laces

and of castles. The most superficial examination

of the campaigns of Turenne show the role played

by these little fortresses. Windmills and fortified

houses are beginning to replace them. It Avas by

holding these essential points with weak detach-

ments that the armies of former davs extended

their action over the Avhole breadth of the zone

of oj^erations, as armies do in modern war by

dividing themselves up and separating their

divisions. What we to day call the principle of

the economy offorces was not invoked in former

days, and Frederick II., like his predecessors,

confined himself to the advice " to make as few
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detachments as possible." This was the primitive

form of this primordial principle, no less true in

former times than to-day, but which would then

have had no meaning in the form in which it has

since been clothed.

Strong fortresses, we repeat, were of great

importance in ancient war. In mountainous or

undulating country, such as the Alps, Jura, Vosges,

and Ardennes, they hold all the defiles and all the

cross-roads in the valleys ; in the plains, as those of

Flanders, they hold the junctions of rivers and the

crossing points of canals. Thus in a mountainous

or wooded country it is not possible to follow any

natural path without knocking up against a

fortress ; in flat country it is not possible to cross

any obstacles without holding the fortresses. In

order that the assailant may oblige the defender

to receive battle he must advance methodically,

and conquer territory in sections one after another

by possessing himself of the fortresses that com-

mand their boundaries. And so each campaign

has for its oljject the conquest of a fortress or a

shred of territory. Sufficient unto the day is each

day's labour. At the same time that fortresses

serve to bar the principal roads of communication

they are also employed to enclose magazines.

Armies Avhich move as one whole and often,

under active generals like Turenne and Frederick,

move from one province to another, need to keep

sheltered in these fortresses supplies of all sorts,

and even the materiel which they use for operations

in the neighbourhood.

Then, as to-day, revictualling by convoys is
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impossible at more than five marches from the

magazines ; it is necessary then, if an army
wishes to manoeuvre, that it shoukl find a fully

suj)2)lied fortified de2:)6t less than 100 kilometres

away. This essential detail of ancient Avar will

appear again transformed in Napoleonic war. In

all ages vigorous pursuits have been rare, and

above all it has never happened that the pursuit

has been undertaken the same day as the fight.

However, we find in the seventeenth centurv that

astonishing pursuit which turned the doubtful

victory of Wittstock (1636) into a marvellous

triumph. In spite of this isolated example,

pursuits are extremely rare.

It is feared in fact that troops will become

disordered by pursuit, and that the enemy, rally-

ing in part, may transform victory into disaster.

It is also expected that a pursuit stopped by

nightfall cannot be resumed the following day if

the enemv has re-formed himself behind the

smallest obstacle. When the pursuit takes j)lace,

it is in a single direction, by a disciplined and but

little mobile army, and the vanquished quickly

escapes from destruction. He is not outflanked or

enveloped as he would be by the pursuits e?i battue

of the Napoleonic age. Also, armies do not trouble

themselves much about having their princij)al line

of retreat behind them, and often fight with their

backs to the enemy's country. If we pass in

review the twenty-three battles of Frederick we
shall find that one in four was fought in this

abnormal situation, without the combatants con-

cerning themselves about the dangers they may
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run or that they may make their enemy incur.

The battle of Zorndorf is quite astonishing because

of the sans-gene with Avhich the two enemies pivot

around each other. The result was that the

generals, Erederick as Avell as the others, chose

the wing on which the principal attack Avas to be

made for purely local reasons, with no thought for

the operations as a Avhole. In order to understand

A^almv, when two srenerals of the old school met

—the Erench with their backs to Berlin, the

Prussians with their backs to Paris—we ought to

know all those battles of Erederick II., so strange

to our eyes. Valmy marks a new political era,

but from the military point of view it is the end

of a world.



CHAPTER II

MODERN WAR

§ 1. THE ORIGINS OF MODERN WAR

While Erederick II. carried the methods of

ancient war to the highest pitch of perfection,

Prench generals Avere seeking for progress in

tactical innovations. Being hut mediocre in

practice, they did not make their methods tell

successfully in the Seven Years' War, but they

prepared the materials which Napoleon was soon

to put into use.

The first result achieved in 1760 by Marechal

de Broglie was that a column was able almost in-

stantaneously to deploy on its head and that an army
might march in several columns and promptly

rano^e itself in battle order as soon as its advanced

guards had obtained contact with the enemy.

This was immense progress emphasised by the

fact that easily deployed columns may follow

the roads and not tramp heavily across fields

;

and that armies preceded by sharpshooters and

provided with artillery are neither stopped by

woods nor by valleys. In this Avay all the

formalism of ancient war began to melt away :

it was no longer possible to refuse battle by defy-
207
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ing the enemy from behind a brook. There was

no other way of avoiding battle than by retiring

straisrht backwards bv the shortest road.

Beside this first step in progress others, depend-

ing also on the j^o^^'^i' of the new weapons,

contribnted in their turn to give a wider scope

and greater rapidity to war.

In the seventeenth century armies could hardly

occupy the theatre of operations except by means

of little fortified posts ; meanwhile Frederick had

begun to detach strong advanced guards on those

river barriers beyond which he wanted to antici-

pate the enemy. The resistance of these big

detachments was intended to give him time to

come up.

Berwick and Villars had made this procedure

usual, the former placing three army corj^s in

the three big valleys of the Alps, the latter also

dividing his forces in three corps on a front of

9 leagues between the Scheldt and the Deule.

Maurice de Saxe had organised permanent divisions

to march on Liege and Maestricht. The divisioual

principle which was aj)plied intermittently by

him was finally adopted in 1759 by Marechal

de Broglie, and the divisions of the army were

partitioned out over a wide extent. Each of them
was capable of receiving the enemy's first blow

without being crushed by it and gain time for the

others to come uj) and to manoeuvre.

Thus the army itself covers its flanks and its

communications without devoting to this 2:)urpose

any permanent detachments. Above all it

threatens the fianks and rear of the enemv and
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it limits the movements he is able to attempt.

He eithei' has to retreat by the shortest road or to

accept that Imttle whose outflanking attack has

already been prepared.

Guibert says :

'' If we are on the defensive, we
must hold the issues or the points by which an
enemy might encircle our flanks or advance on
objects we cover. If we are on the offensive, Ave

must hold the issues by which we can march on
the enemy ; we must threaten the points that

interest him; finally, we must stretch out to

enfold him."

The expansion of armies, thanks to the separation

of the divisions, enables us continually to dislodge

the enemy by a sort of drive, leaving him no
alternative but that of battle or direct retreat.

- ''It is necessary,''' said Chevalier de Chastellux,
*' that the enemy should not he able to get past the

flanks of the army and march upon its rear without

an encounter and conseqttently tvithout being obliged

to fightr It is impossible henceforward to tack

about or to disappear to one side.

And if it has been possible to organise this

drive in such a way as to j)ress the adversary,

not towards his own country, but in the inverse

direction, he must be hopelessly lost. We can see

the Avhole range of this theory.

It Avill cause those battles with reversed fronts

which Avere so common in ancient AA^ar to dis-

appear. Valmy Avill be the last of them. It

Avill allow of forcing back and pursuing the enemy
AAdthout intermission.

Soubise got safe and sound out of his ridiculous

14
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defeat of Rossbacli, one of the most complete he

ever received. Brunswick, abandoning his attack

on Yalmy, found no obstacles when he wished to

march round the Trench army and resume the

road to Prussia, but after Jena the hunt goes on

irresistiblv and relentlessly, and leaves no way of

escape. The Art of War is completely upset.

And from the beginning of operations armies

extended in this way press the enemy and push

him back into the snare. ''A skilful general,''

said Bosroger, ''from afar brings about a battle

by other operations which force an enemy to do

what he tcills a7id make him, so to speak, come

right up to the battlefield which has been prepared

for him.''

These great results are obtained by dividing

the army into several corps, partitioned out on a

much larger front than that of the actual order of

battle. It is an immense advantage in the hands

of a skilful and active general. But the dangers

increase Avith the advantages ; the instrument be-

comes by so much the more difficult to wield, and,

the more perfected it is, the more hazardous to use.

The divisional prhiciple leads slow and clumsy

generals to the system of cordons ; that is to say,

to armies glued down into a disposition too ex-

tended and too much divided up for a combined

action.

Do not let us make any mistake ; the cordon is

not so much a matter of the distribution of the

troops as of the intentions of the general. Was
there ever anvthimir more scattered than Bona-

parte's army on the Adige in 179G-7 ? And can
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we say that they were en cordon, those troops

Avhich always found themselves concentrated on

battlefields, at Castiglione, at Areola, and at

Rivoli ?

Given that an army is en cordon, that is to say,

divided ujo with no idea of concentration, it may
haj^pen that a more active enemy Avill crush

separately the various portions of the cordon

;

or, if he also remains en cordon, one will get

a series of partial fights instead of one decisive

battle, and this new system, which was to make
war quicker and more energetic, makes it, on the

contrary, slow and dragging.

This is what happened in 1758-62, in the cam-
23aigiis in Hesse and Westphalia, Avliere on both

sides the generals were equally indiffer^mt. It is

just the same in the earlier campaigns of the

Revolution ; for instance, in 1793, on the Saar,

Avhere four French divisions are face to face with

four Prussian divisions. Or again, be it in Flan-

ders or in the Vosges, one of the adversaries at last

decides to concentrate his forces on one j)oint to

break the enemv's cordon : only he takes so Ions:

concentrating that the enemy, put on his guard,

follows his example. Thus a general action is

arrived at, but Avithout surprise or marked
superiority on either side.

And so Guibert criticises '' this fashion of never

making Avar concentrated, of never operating Avitli

the Avhole army at a time, of never daring to fight

great battles." He is tempted to adhere to the

older methods, but reflection brings him back to

the divisional system; only " the art," he tells us,
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" Avill be to spread Avithout getting to grips, to

enclose without becoming disunited. ... It is in

this that the man of superior ability ventures

more than the indifferent man, because, while he

knoAvs better the drawbacks of Avhat he risks,

he foresees, he plans, and he prepares both better

safesruards and resources."

Mauvillon goes into the detail of these '' safe-

guards "
:

" All these corps must be in jDOsitions where

they can maintain themselves against superior force

for long enough to give one time to come to their

help. One must therefore estimate the distance,

the nature of the roads, and the means which

the enemy can collect together to fall upon such

a corps ; and those means which we have at our

disposal to warn us of such a design before the

moment of its execution, etc."

Bourcet says pretty much the same about it

;

he concludes that usually it is sound to limit

oneself to a frontage of two marches, so as to be

able to concentrate in one day. What neither

Guibert, nor Bourcet, nor Mauvillon tells us,

because there had been nothing to give them any

idea of it, is the rapidity which must be infused

into resolutions and marches to take advantage

of these new methods. The troops will be con-

tinually in movement, Avhether they are concen-

trating for battle or separating after victory

;

and for the concentrations to take the enemy

at a disadvantage we must make them suddenly,

promptly, and secretly, and debouch unexpectedly

Avith a whole army against one division.
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On the subject of the subdivision of armies

Guibert formuhxtcs an essential proposition : no

detachment should he iiernianent.

Limitation of front is not enough to ensure

concentration, and an army may be glued fast

en cordon on a front of 4 leagues, if the intel-

lectual inertia of its chief so condemns it, Avhile

another, by its mobility and its energy, will appear

to be assembled, although extending over 12 or

15 lea2:ues. In the former armv everv detachment

is a permanency ; in the latter even the most

distant divisions will not cease to be inteo:ral

parts of the main army, ever on the look-out for

the order which Avill brinor them to the battlefield.

They have no permanent role which will keep

them from marching to the sound of the guns.
'' He who would retain the largest possible

number of troops in hand will keep his army
concentrated, and will send weak detachments to

guard some post or magazine ; allocated to definite

tasks, these detachments will remain tied to them
on the day of battle. On the other hand, the

sreneral who distributes his armv on a fairlv wide

front can by this very fact cover his magazines

and communications without allotting to them
sj)ecial detachments. Less concentrated on the

eve of the decisive day, he is more so at the

critical moment. To sum up, war has its un-

avoidal)le difficulties to which one must bend;

the only way to guard against everything is to

spread out reasonably, with full knowledge of

the situation, and the definite idea that the

various portions of the army are not entrusted
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with special tasks, that they are bat extended

limbs which we shall suddenly close upon the

enemy. We must spread ourselves out so as not

to make detachments.^^
^

§ 2. THE DETAILS OF MODERN WAR

The important change introduced into the

operations of war brings with it of necessity a

crowd of transformations in the elements of war

on the one hand, and, on the other, in its general

physiognomy.

Formerly armies moved as one block halting

to take up their order of battle. Their move-

ments were in no sense the object of any science

or any very complex art. A bundle of tracks

for the columns was picked out across country,

their marches were started for them, and their

camps Avere traced out. It was altogether a

routine task.

The great movements of armies were the pro-

vince of strategy)- fighting and the dispositions

for the fight formed the objects of tactics. Thus

there were two clearly marked parts in the art

of war. Neither of them, moreover, called for

much science or technical skill; what a general

needed before the engagement was plenty of

cunning and promptness in forcing battle on

his enemy and in avoiding having it forced on

him; in the fight he required cajiacity to take

in a situation quickly, determination, and the gift

of getting men to charge.

^ Colin, " L'Education militairc de Napoleon," p. G3.

* In those days it was called '^ strategique."
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In the new Avar the same qualities will cer-

tainly find scope for their employment, but in a

more technical manner. The dispositions to be

taken, whether at the halt, or to move army

divisions scattered over 12 to 15 leagues, demand

much planning and calculation ; all that estima-

tion of distances and appreciation of the length

of time bodies of troops can offer resistance, of

Avhich Mauvillon and Bourcet have sketched the

details, become the everyday task of a commander.

For the march of an armv it is necessary to

reo-ulate the movements of divisions and army

corps in such a manner as to be ready in every

possible circumstance. These evolutions are the

subject of absolutely new studies, which, for

Guibert and Napoleon and their contemporaries,

constitute grcmd tactics. This new part of the

art of war takes its place between strategy and

tactics. It melts into the one and the other.

Strategy, which deals with the general control

of operations, also touches the distribution of

forces and the combining of movements regulated

so as to obtain a predetermined result. On the

other hand, grand tactics concerns itself with

the combined movements which prepare battle,

and also organises the march of divisions up to

the ground where they become engaged ; the

movement of the columns, when they take up

the attack, is only a continuation of the approach

marches.

Grand tactics is barely sketched out by the

writers of the eighteenth century. It needs a

man of genius to codify its principles, or at any
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rate to give a sufficient number of perfect examples

of it to build up the science.

Alonsrside of this essential factor many interest-

ing details are transformed or come into being.

When an entire army changed position at one

and the same time, it Avas by no means difficult

for the enemy to know its place. From one end

of Germany to the other a general could keep

himself quite adequately informed; he had only

to collect the common rumours. Having got

near his enemy, he kept him under observation

by a few patrols of hussars, supported or not,

as the case might be, by dragoons able to fight

on foot, or by companies of irregular light troops

suited to carrying out a coup de mam and to

holding strong and well-placed buildings, such

as mills, country houses, etc.

Once armies are divided m^ into divisions, and

are continually either broadening their front or

narrowing it down, it is much more difficult to

keep their movements under observation. The
cavalry is continually in the field now in small

groups, troops, or squadrons, and again in force

with horse artillery and even infantry support to

pierce the screen of the hostile posts.

When operating on the offensive during the

wars of the Revolution, whole cavalry divisions

were placed Avitli the advanced guard in order

to discover the enemy's divisions ; but it is above

all by spying that intelligence is obtained.

Little by little traditions and rules are estab-

lished for the use of cavalry in the Avork of ex-

ploration ; but it is merely as regards the minor
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operations, the leading of a contact troop : it will

he for Napoleon to organise the use of cavalry

on a large scale.

Outposts also developed in a rapid and remark-

ahle manner. Formerly they consisted of a few

companies posted some 200 paces from the camps.

Afterwards cordons were formed covering all

the army's positions. In 1793 Erunswick estab-

lished his outposts on a frontage of 42 kilometres

from DeuxPonts to the eastern slopes of the

Vosges, where they joined up with the Austrian

posts. Pacing them, the Prench Army of the

Moselle formed a similar screen. It was hoped

thus to offer an impenetral)le veil to the enemy's

reconnoitring ; hut in a few years' time it is

recognised that the solution of the problem is

much less simple than had been believed, and

demands as much art as does the new method

of exploration. Napoleon will be the first to show

hoAV, in extremely diverse circumstances, one

should cover armies and ensure the secrecy of

movements.

Between the operations of the armies of former

days, marching in one single mass, following one

single route, and those of modern armies, parcelled

out in divisions, in which it is necessary to com-

bine the movements of the columns, the difference

is the same as that between a song following one

sino^le line of melodv and an orchestrated work

wherein the various parts are combined to j^roduce

a collective impression. No doubt it requires

exceptional genius to produce work worthy of

admiration on the one system as on the other,;
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but the more complex modern work requires

inspiration of a more scientific character.

To be performed it also required a conductor.

The operations of modern war demand a Chief

of the Staff. Of course, in the seventeenth century

a general had at his side a marechal general des

log'is, a major-general cle Vinfanterie^ a marechal

general des log is de la cavalerie, but their duties

were extremely simple ; it was merely a question

of regulating the tracks of columns across country,

and of ranging the troops in order of battle or

getting the camps marked out. These duties

have now become exceedingly complex, since it

is necessary to ensure co-ordination in the move-

ments of several divisions, maintain connection

between them, obtain reports from them in time

to be of use, etc. Thiebault's big book shows

hoAV in a few years the Staff formed itself.

Naj)oleon will find it already organised and

working admirably, and not seeking to go beyond

its proper functions.

The administrative services will be deeply

modified by the new system of war. When the

army remained concentrated, and oscillated for a

long time around the same position in an

exceedingly restricted zone, it was necessary to

pour into one single distributing centre, or

magazine, supplies bought or requisitioned in an

extended region. Of course, it was necessary to

live on the country, for there is no other means

of getting food.

Now that armies are distributed in divisions the

commissariat has to multiply su2:)ply centres—this
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causes a slight complication ; but on the other

hand the G07nmissaire des guerres attached to

each division has only got a restricted zone to

exploit, Avhich makes his task easier.

The provisions requisitioned are handed over

directly to the troops, which makes it more apparent

to the historians that they are living on the country.

As a matter of fact this new organisation of the

service, attempted during the later campaigns of

the Seven Years' War, does not reappear at once

in the Wars of the Revolution. In 1792-3 the

armies are immobilised on the frontiers ; when the

service works in a regular manner, the troops live

on magazines in the interior of the country ; when

it does not work, they pillage. It is again this

latter method which is more usually applied from

1791 onward, when pushing forward. The com-

missaires des guerres take a great deal of trouble

to provide the soldier wath his daily bread by

regular channels, and very often they succeed in

doing so ; but whatever we may do, living on the

country must usually be translated by marauding

and also by dying of hunger.

We are wont to sav that srenerals are continually

under the influence of the administrative services,

and that their method of war is imposed by the

conditions of supply of their armies.

It is thus admitted that, in modern wars, the

dividing up of armies, what Ave call the divisional

principle, has no other raison d'etre than to

facilitate subsistence. One must, it is said, divide

to live, and collect together to fight. This is a mis-

take which we should avoid by studying in history
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the period during Avliicli armies began to subdivide

in order to manceuvre ; the attempt was then made
to adapt the method of supply from magazines

to the new system of war. It is by degrees that

in the end it Avas abandoned in favour of livinor

on the countrv, that is to sav, distril)utinor food

requisitioned direct to the troops instead of collect-

ing it into magazines in the first instance.

In default of historical researches we misrht

satisfy ourselves by pondering over known events :

was it to facilitate supply that Napoleon in 1806

directed Davout and Bernadotte on Naumberg,
Lannes and Augereau on Jena ; that in 1809 he

moved Massena on Landshut wliile Davout was

fighting in front of Abensberg ?

It is essential to state the fact : militarv con-

siderations connected with fighting determine the

broad outlines of every system of war ; the method
of supply adapts itself to those considerations and

does not govern them.

§3. THE CHARACTER OF ^fODERN WAR

The operations of former days, with the impossi-

bility which generals found of imj)osing battle on

the enemy, the long periods of waiting, the sieges,

the winter cantonments, imbued all generals and

soldiers alike with lial)its of slowness and circum-

spection which perforce exerted an influence on the

character of war. And besides, the impossibility

of obtaining a definite solution to a campaign

accustomed men to the pursuit of secondary

objects, to set themselves objectives which were far
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removed, both by their nature and their imi^ortance,

from the aim which one shoukl always have in

view, i.e. the ruin of the enemies' armies.

The new Avar will upset all this, for it will be

war composed entirely of movements ; the troops

will be incessantly on the march ; comi)ats will be

frequent. The commanders and also the soldiers

will become active and enterprising both in-

tellectually and physically.

It Avill be possible to impose battle rapidly by

means of a skilful and vigorous offensive, to conduct

operations in a lively way, to disdain secondary

oi3Jectives, or what modern criticism calls ''geo-

graphical objectives."

Guibert foresaw in great measure the con-

sequence of the new tactics: ''A Avell-constituted

and well-commanded army ought never to find

itself before a position that stops it. . . . Any

general Avho shakes off old-established prejudices on

this count will embarrass his enemy, astound him,

allow him no place in Avhich to breathe, and force

him to fight, or else to fall back continuously before

him. I dare to imagine that there is a w^ay of

leading au army which is more advantageous, more

decisive, more calculated to procure great success,

than that which we have up till now employed."

And the artilleryman Du Teil adds ''that

the fate of fortified places Avill almost always

depend on that of battles ; thei/ are hut acces-

sories.^^

In former times sieges were undertaken in

default of being able to deliver battle. Soon

Napoleon will say, on the contrary : " No sort
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of siesre must be tliouorlit of before a battle has

taken place."

Nobody indeed ever mistook the final aim of

war, but Ave are only now beginning to l)e able

to grasp it and to attain it in a direct manner.

Unliaj)pily for France this new war demands

a science of strategy, a greater professionalism

in the higher parts of war than was needed for

ancient war, and the French monarchy concerned

itself but little Avith the training of officers or

with preparing them for the higher commands.

Also, Avhen it Avas necessary to oppose the

coalition in 1792, only one gifted but ill-educated

man Avas to be found—Dnmouriez—to sustain for

a AA^hile the honour of our arms, and after his

disappearance there AA'as no one Avho Avas fit to

command an army. And moreoA'er there Avas

no more talent to be found among the emigre

generals than among the patriots. Soon, and in

spite of the AA^ant of skilled generals at the head

of the armies, a meml)or of the Committee of Public

Safety showed himself capable of imparting a

new energy to the operations. He Avas an engineer

officer, Carnot, endowed Avith vast intelligence, an

ardent Avill, and like ]3onaparte he had received a

certain military training. He has in him an

instinct for the new Avar. He desires battle, and

prompt and decisive solutions, by the same means

that had l)een extolled by Guibert, Cliastellux, and

Boisroger. On the 21st Ventose, year II., he orders

Pichegru to jn-epare a decisive battle :
*' Tlic

Committee recomuK^nd you to prepare in silence

this event which should decide the fate of the
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campaign. The sooner it can be delivered, the

better, in order to forestall the asseml)ly of the

enemy's forces and such assistance as he may
exi^ect. The place you must choose for the battle

is between the Lys and the Scheldt, so as to push
the enemy back into the funnel formed by these

two rivers, so that if he is routed he will have no
means of escaping.

" The intention of the Committee is that you
sliould leave to the enemy no time to breathe.

We want to finish it this vear : Ave must have
the most offensive and the most vigorous of wars

;

not to advance rapidly, not to have crushed the

last of our enemies between noAv and three months
hence is to lose all. I repeat to you, in the name
of the Committee and of the countrv, we must
make an end of it."

On the 5th Messidor, year lY., he Avrites to

Jourdan :

'' The enemy must be pursued Avithout

giving him any breathing time and Avithout

amusing oneself looking for j)Ositions. BcAAare,

my dear general, of assuming a defensive attitude.

The courage of your OAvn troops Avill Aveaken, and
the boldness of the enemv Avill become extreme.

It is necessary, I repeat to you, to fight a great

battle, to fight it on the right bank of the Rhine,

to fight it as near as possible to Dusseldorf, to

fight it, finally, Avith all your strength, Avith

your usual impetuosity, and to pursue the enemy
Avithout respite until he is entirely dispersed."

The 1st Rrumaire, year II., the instructions to

the Commander-in-chief of the Armv of tbe North
Avere conceived thus ;

'' The Commander-in-chief
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of the Army of the North and the Ardennes will

assemble all the troops at his disposal in order

to strike a decisive blow, and drive the enemy
in this campaign completely from the territory of

the Republic. . . . He will surround the enemy,

enveloj) him, and enclose him in that portion of

the countrv Avhich he has invaded, will cut his

communications with his own countrv, and will

separate him from his magazines, which are to be

burnt if they cannot be seized."

We feel the spirit of the new war in all these

orders—the spirit that should animate generals

now that the divisional principle allows of Avidely

extended operations, which force the enemy to

battle and precipitate the decision.

Carnot, as a disciple of Guibert, incessantly

recommends the assemblv of forces and mass

action as indispensable to decisive success. One
constantly finds in his orders, such expressions

as '' with all vour forces," '* assemble all one's

forces," '' carefully avoid the dissemination of

your forces," etc.^

But this is the intention, the desire ; in

application Carnot is the first to order divi-

sion, subdivision, dissemination. In the order of

the 21st Ventose to Pichegru, he prescribes that

a part of the army shall attack between the Lys

and the Scheldt, while the other is to penetrate

between the Sambre and Meuse, and a third j^art

march upon Liege, without mentioning posts to

be held between Rouchain and Maubeuge.

^ All that precedes this is based on Captain Dervieu, " La
Conception de la Victoire chez les grands Generaux,"
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On the lltli Pluviose, year II., lie orders the

armies of the Hhiiie and the Moselle to act in

unison, hut he does not place them under one

command.
On the 1st Brumaire, year II., Avhile he orders

Pichegru to assume a most energetic offensive, he

advises him to hug the frontier and not to go far

from fortified places.

In 179G a general appears who is capable of rea-

lising this vigorous offensive, this much extolled

mass action, and hardlv has he Avon the victories of

Montenotte, Millesimo, and Mondovi, than the

Directorate wants to divide his command and leave

him but half his forces !

Be it in 1795 and 1796, or in 1793 and 1791,

the armies are divided uj) and act without

cohesion, and generals fail to understand Carnot's

best plans. In 1793 our divisions are scattered

from Strasburg to Dunkirk. Carnot orders

2:)artial concentrations in order to save Landau
and Maubeuge ; he is misunderstood by Hoche
and Jourdan, and is obliged to come and direct

operations on the spot in order to assemble

superior forces at Wattignies and Pleurus. In

1796 the armies of the Sambre and Meuse, on

the one hand, and of the Bhine and Moselle

on the other, not onlv had difficult lines of

operations, but scattered their divisions and never

had more than tAvo in (jcneral engagements. This

is the summary of the conduct of operations during

the long Avars of the Revolution ; they are poor, as we
see, in rational combinations and in vigorous move-

jiients. Although the troops soon became service-

15
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able, the generals who sprang from the earth were

more of the style of Soubise and Contades than of

Yillars and Berwick. As Rustow says/ '' the result

was that the new system of war shoAyed at first

nothing but its disadyantages." The cliief innoya-

tion, the diyisional principle, stimulated the energy

and spontaneity of the French Army; but as a result

of this yery spontaneity, we see eyerywhere, carried

to an extreme, that dangerous dispersal Ayhicli the

independence of diyisions brings about. Generals

are not yet infused by the thought of Carnot

:

" Direct those independent fractions on a single

point."

" We shall see things gradually modifying,

thanks to the genius of a single man. General

Napoleon Bonaparte. He shows that it is possible

to employ all the ayailable energy of diyisions and

to make this multiple action contribute to a single

end."

Napoleon lays doAyn the principles and shows us

the models of modern war ; in the Ayar to come

we shall assuredly haye ncAy Aycapons, larger masses,

more efficient means of transport ; it Ayill not be

possible to apply the procedure of Napoleonic

war Ayithout modifications ; some principles even

may haye fallen into disuse. Neyertheless, for him

Ayho knoAys better than to copy forms slavishly, it

Avill still be in Napoleonic Ayar that he Ayill find

the models that should inspire, the subjects that

should be meditated, and the ideas that should be

applied in the tAyentieth century. There are

operations more recent than Napoleon's, but they

' " L'Art inilitaire an XIX Siecle," vol. i. p. 110.
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were executed under conditions very remote from
those in which we shall find ourselves in a future
European war. The more modern points they
comprise do not permit us to imitate them more
directly than we do those of Napoleon, and can-
not he put in the halance against the perfection
of his operations. Therefore we shall dwell at
length upon the principles and the procedure of

Napoleonic war.



CHAPTER III

NAPOLEONIC WAE

§ 1. THE PRINCIPLES OF NAPOLEONIC WAR: FORCE:
UNITY OF ACTION

When Napoleon entered the Eoval Corps of

Artillery, and later when he assisted in 1792

and 1793 in the events of the first Eevolutionary

campaigns, he finds the ideas and the j)ractice

of soldiers singularly disorganised. Up to the

middle of the centurA^ there had heen a well-

defined doctrine and method of j)rocedure conse-

crated hy long experience. It had since been

recognised that these no longer corresponded to

the resources of the day ; men began to do Avith-

out them, though they had nothing solid or estab-

lished with which to replace them. In the last

camj)aigns of the Seven Years' War, as in 1792

and 1793, there was notliing l)ut an illogical

medley of antique errors and new theories.

Napoleon brings to a point the methods sketched

out in Prance before 1789; he regulates their use

according to those higher j^i'iiiciples Avhich he

determines by pondering on the wars of the past

and the then most recent literature on the

subject.
228
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In Napoleonic war Ave find various factors

which amalgamate to form a complete system:

(1) The methods in use in French armies towards

the close of the eighteenth century, the subdivision

into divisions distributed over a great extent of

country.

(2) The fundamental idea of all manoeuvre,

that we must take the enemy in flank or in rear,

and attack or menace his line of retreat as much

as possible.

(3) The principles which, though true in all

times, have become more particularly necessary

since the tendency to dispersal has developed :

on a theatre of operations it is necessary to have

but one commander-in-chief, one single army

actins: with all its forces assembled—tlmt is to

say, in a fit state to be concentrated for the battle.

(4) The qualities of execution, without which

neither principle nor procedure is worth any-

thing : rapidity, energy, resolution, and—directing

the whole—that colossal intelligence which has

perhaps never been surpassed.

To summarise : Eonaparte found the ancient

system of war, with its permanent concentrations,

its unity of action, but also its slowness, its

innocuousness, face to face with the new system

of war, which allowed of the operations being

vigorously pushed forward, which risked leading,

and indeed already had led, to dissemination. He

takes from each what is good in it, combining

the practice of divisional distribution Avith the

principle of unity, and out of it he forms a

complete system.
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In the offensive, operations have for their object

to hasten on batth% to win it, and to make it

as decisive as possible. The principles and

methods which Napoleon applies to operations

are partly derived from those which he adopted

for battle.

The first of all these principles is so simple

that it makes us smile, and quite Avrongly so, for

we continually lose sight of it in application

and in teaching ; it is this, that victoi^y is above

all a matter of strength ; that to tvin, ive can

never he too strong, that as many men must be

enrolled as possible ; that for the battle itself

as many troops must be concentrated as possible,

none must be neglected ;
'' victory is to the big

battalions.
^^

'' This general principle once laid down and

clearlv admitted,^ we shall at first notice the

character of extreme simplicity which it brings

into all the calculations of war, because one has

made everything certain so soon as one has put

oneself in the position of assembling forces equal

to those of the enemy. . . .

*' This simple and clear notion of numbers alone

enables one to resolve, with the requisite neat-

ness and precision, the principal problems that

present themselves in Avar. It should serve

as a point of departure for their examination,

and it is only because agreement on it has not

been arrived at sooner that so many false systems,

so many refinements, and subtleties have been

^ L. " Principes generaux des Plans de Cainpagiie," Paris 1895,

pp. 93-8.
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engendered, in \\'lnch the nnmher of troops facing

ench other was the only tiling of which men did

not think. All those things melt away as soon

as one reflects that there is nothing in war but

forces brought into play, and that consequently

"everything which is not an active force cannot

be accorded anv sort of consideration ... or

perhaps one may forge for oneself chimerical fears

out of vague words, such as ' the enemy is to

be feared,' 'the enemy threatens us in such a

direction,' words which ha^e no meaning when

they are used in an absolute manner, because

the* enemv is only to be feared if he is stronger

than us
' On the other hand, without taking any

account of the relative strength of the armies

facing each other, one may perhaps place vain

conBdence in purely metaphysical ideas, in useless

and even dangerous complications, and m all

those accumulations of subtlety which are worthy

of scholasticism, and lumber up so many treatises

on the military art. If we could believe them,

these theories would substitute diplomacy for

energy and resolution in war, and would replace

common sense bv quibbling, and end by transform-

ino- the terrible game of forces into a paltry play

of"wit Instead of all this, once one has accepted

the simple proposition, that with equal numbers

the chances are equal, one will at once deduce that

there can be no fear in war save that of seeing

numerical superiority with the enemy, and no

more certain advantage than to give oneself tins

superiority. In the case of inferiority Napoleon

knew how to exhibit the greatest prudence, and in
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the other cases it was the superiority of his own
forces he relied on, and it Avas this that gave him
ahsolute confidence as to the issue of the fight.

*' In contrast to the far-fetched and com-

plicated solutions and the suhtlety of so many
theoretical treatises, the Emperor's plans are only

distinguished by the greatest simplicity, because

in order to resolve all problems and ward off all

dangers he gives no other advice than that to

make oneself strong enough to be superior in

numbers in the given situation and at the given

point."

This first principle dominates all the others,

and, when it finds itself in conflict with them,

annihilates them. It is in vain that Napoleon,

perhaps for his own satisfaction as much as to

edify posterity, tries to demonstrate that he always

conforms to the rules of prudence ; for him the

first of all rules is to be the strongest, taking into

account the value and number of the trooj)s, and

the qualities of the general. Superiority once

acquired, he allows himself to be guided by the

consciousness of his own strength to reap the

greatest advantage from it.

When, for exam2:>le, he awaits the Allies at

Austerlitz, exposing his communications with

Vienna and Krems, and having no possible retreat

across Bohemia, he docs not douljt of victorv.

When he marches on Jena and slij)s between

the Prussian army and the Austrian frontier, any
defeat Avould throw him across the frontier of this

hostile Power. In the case of a reverse his army
would be lost. This will not be so, because it
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is fated to Avin, and there is no other good

reason.

The essential thing is to be the stronger, and

one can never he too strong. Wliile relying on

his genius, Napoleon neglected nothing that

ensured to him material strength ; in other words,

the largest possible num])er of men.

He leaves behind no body of troops capable

of servins: in the field ; that is to sav, armed,

equipped, officered, and composed of men who are

physically fit, even though they have no military

training.

He hardly ever has a detachment in the open

field ; the country, like the materiel and the

hospitals, is held by a small number of fortresses,

and the garrisons of these are supplied by the

depots and the hospitals. As soon as the depots

assembled in a garrison are strong enougli to form

a detachment of 100 men he sends them on to the

army. No one remains in the fortresses save

workmen, invalids, convalescents, and national

guards.

AmoDgst the fortresses occupied there is one

which deserves special mention ; it is that which

contains for the time being the supplies and

hospitals of the army ; Napoleon called it depot,

pivot, or centre of operations.

Not only must Ave employ as many troops as

possible in active operations, but also make of

them a single army. If Ave have 100,000 men
available and make two armies of them, on i)re-

tence of covering the frontier better, an army

of the enemy of 60,000 men Avould undoubtedly
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suffice to heat our 100,000 men in two battles.

Let us form but one army of 100,000 men, and

not only shall we beat the enemy's army of

60,000 men, but we shall even be able to beat

190,000 enemies if they have made the mistake

of dividing themselves into two armies. We must

look to the end : two armies of 50,000 men each

will cover the whole territory from incursions by

parties of the enemy, but they would be beaten by

the main body of the enemy's troops, and with

them the national cause would in the last resort be

lost. A sino^le armv of 100,000 would leave the

frontier provisionally exposed over part of its

lenijth, but once the decisive victorv has been
^j 7 ft

won, it Avill be master of the situation.

We must continually repeat to ourselves and

always come back to it : Nothing in icar is of any

importance save battle. All the incidents, the in-

cursions, the partial successes, are devoid of interest

except in so far as they contrilnite to success in

battle, for he Avho is victor in battle Avill l)e master

of the situation, and Avill at one stroke wipe out

all the little advantages acquired by his adversary.

'' Unity of command is the most important

thing in war. Two armies should never be placed

on the same theatre of oj)erations " (Na2:)oleon).

Here we meet with a truth which, in its general

and tlieorotical form, seems but too evident. As

soon, hoAvever, as we pass to application, it is

not understood bv anv one wlio has not meditated

on it for a long time. In particular, sovereigns,

legislative assemblies, and authorities capable of

influencing the conduct of the war are apt to
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misunderstand this fundamental truth, and it is

from this that the gravest military faults arise,

reverses even, and the most complete disasters. It

needs a great deal of reflection on the part of

a sovereign, or by the members of a government,

to realise that the securitv of the national territory

does not exact from them the occupation of every

point on the frontier ; that it is far better assured

by the assembly of all the forces available in one

single army under one single command on the same

theatre of operations.

The first thought of an ignorant or weak govern-

ment, whether it be monarchical or republican, is

to spread out its forces indefinitely so as to cover

all parts of the frontier.

Austria and Trance acted thus in 1792. If one

rises from this first conception {territorial defence)

to the stronger and wider conception of active

defence, there is still a step to l)e surmounted,

and it is one which neither the Government of

Louis XV. nor the Committee of Public Safety,

nor the Second Empire (to speak of Erance only)

could attain ; it is to renounce the employment

of independent armies on a single theatre of

operations.

Napoleon I., on the contrary, is extremely precise

on this point : there should only be one army on

one theatre of operations, one single commander-in-

chief using all the troops for a single end, making

them co-operate in the defeat of the enemy's forces,

and their ruin bv battle.

The unity of action of all the troops of which

an army is composed manifests itself in Napoleon's
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eves by the iiniUj of the line of operations. AVe

have already said what the depot, the centre of

operations, of an army was. It is a defended town,

containing all the supplies and the hospitals. The

line of operations is the road Avhieli leads from the

army to the centre of operations. It is obvious

that the attention of the s^eneral was alwavs turned

to this side since all the suj)2:>lies Avere collected

there. There are disasters after Avhich all is lost

;

on the morrow of a Waterloo, hoAV little does the

centre of operations matter? ''Were you in the

midst of vour fortresses all is lost." But after

some rcA^erse that alloAved of his continuing the

struggle, Napoleon thinks only of lighting a new
battle: repulsed at Caldiero, two days afterwards

he takes his reA'cnsre at Areola. Then it is that

the general makes use of his centre of operations

AA'herein he finds the resources necessarv for a new
battle. If it is necessarA^ to beat a retreat, it

would be uj)on the centre of ojierations.

In Napoleon's system of AA^ar an army Avould

always haAC behind it a j^l^^oe de campagne, that is

to sav, a toAAii fortified more or less summarilv in

a manner that ensures it against surprise, and this

toAAii serves as a centre of oj^erations. Its park,

its magazines, its hospitals AA^ill be secure and

assemhled therein ; there is no need to cover the

country a\ ith detachments to protect the sick and

the supplies. After one battle Ave find there

sufficient resources to fii^rht another.

NoAV Ave can grasp the meaning of the

Napoleonic maxim, '^ A7i army should not have more

than a single line of operations.'' If in fact it had
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two different centres of operations for its right and

its left, the army wouhl not remain assembled

when it had to beat a retreat. The attention of the

general, as well as the army itself , would be divided

between the two directions. No unity is possible

without unity of the line of operations.

An armv should have two or three fortified

places available Avhich may serve as centres of

operations, but only on condition of using one at

a time, and of having at any given moment

one single line of operations.

The poAver of abandoning this line in order to

take up another Avhich al3uts on to a different centre

enables us to change the orientation of the campaign

in a single day. An army in fact is deployed on a

front appreciably perpendicular to its line of opera-

tions in order to cover this line well. If it changes

its line of operations it will at the same time effect

a chansre of front and take a new direction without

exposing its supply columns or its magazines.

§ 2. THE ECONOMY OF FORCES

It is bv battle that success is determined. Con-

sequently we must engage as many troops as

possible in the decisive battle. To leave nothing

bebind, to reduce evacuations and revictualling to

a minimum, to hold the essential points in tbe

theatre of operations as cheaply as may be—these

are the means that Napoleon used in order to

have as many troops as possible for the active army.

But he always does it with judgment. He makes

his dispositions in order to diminish the secondary
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tasks, but he does not neglect such tasks as are

essential. There is a minimum of strength which

must be allotted to secondary theatres of operations

and accessory needs. The just appreciation of this

minimum and the just distribution of forces between

the principal objective and the rest demand judg-

ment, tact—in a single Avord, art, rather than a

crude parsimony. To devote too much force to

accessory needs is to enfeeble the army that is to

deliver the decisive battles ; to devote too little

is to risk that this army should one day be taken

in rear and dej^rived of its essential resources.

The economy of forces does not consist in an

exaggerated sparing of the forces destined to

secondary objectives, but in devoting to each that

which is indispensable to it. Skill consists above

all in operating in such a Avay that the number of

tasks to be fulfilled shall be as few as possible.

From this point of view the divisional system

gives great advantages. The armies of former

days, which were always concentrated, were obliged

to make detachments in order to hold im-

portant j)oints of the ground, to cover their

flanks, and to prevent tlie enemy from attack-

ing their communications. A Napoleonic army^

having distributed its divisions on a front of two

or three marches, and having its supplies and its

hospitals behind it at a place not more than five

marches away, covers them sufiiciently itself. All

the divisions are an integral part of the army, and

are to concentrate on the day of battle. They

have no special mission. They may be in the first

or second line, to the right, to the left, or to the
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centre, but tliev have received no mission as

advanced guard or flank guard, and are not ordered

to hold 01* to cover any special point. The posi-

tion which they occupy in the army as a Avhole

acquaints them witli the provisional roles incum-

bent on them, until the moment comes when they

are called into the general battle.

And another thing—an army deployed tlius

leaves very little ground outside its zone of

action. The general having all his troops in

hand is in a position to strike with superior

force at whatever the enemy may detach against

his flanks.

There have been, and there still are, theorists

Avho want to hold troops in reserve until after

the first battle. Without mentioning the only too

celebrated General Rogniat, who would not employ

more than half his troops in active operations and

kept a second-line army available, one sees that

the Prussians in 1806 left a big army corps on

the Ell^e; and the Prench in 1870 had the idea

for some time of leaving Canrobert's corps at the

camp of Chalons.

When Bonaparte in 1796 had established liim-

self in Lombardy, Austria did not in one swoop

send against him the 80,000 men she was able to

raise in tliree months. Pirst it Avas Wurmser with

40,000 men; beaten at Castiglione, this general

was preparing a new offensive with a few rein-

forcements when he was attacked at Trente and

hustled by Avay of Bassano right into Mantua.

Then it was Alvinzi who appeared with a new

army ; beaten at Areola, having received reinforce-
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ments lie was again beaten at Rivoli. However
great the genius of Bonaparte, it is quite certain

that he would not have beaten the Austrians if he

had been attacked at the same time by all the

troops which composed the successive armies of

Wurmser and Alvinzi. Xaj)oleon cannot suffi-

ciently despise this manner of going on. '' It is,"

he says, '' the art of causing 180,000 men to be

beaten bv 140,000."

And vet it is what we did in 1870 ; our res^ular

troojis were beaten in Alsace and Lorraine ; an

armv of reservists was destroved at Sedan, and the

second line troops, which were considered unworthy

of co-ojierating Avith the active army in the first

fights, sustained the honour of our arms for more
than six months. AVhat would these three armies

have done if united ?

This peremptory and terrible instance ought to

have convinced all Erenchmen ; and vet there

are still adherents of this fatal system, Avho make
a distinction betAveen armies destined to the first

collision and those of the second line, people AAdio

AA'ould cause the actiA^e army on the Meuse and the

reservists on the Loire to be beaten in succession.

It is necessary, said ClauscAvitz, to practise

the economy of forces in space and in time—that

is to say, Ave must employ as many troops as

possible at the same j^oint and at the same moment.

Sometimes Ave achicA^e the first result, bufc forget

the second.
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§ 3. THE EXTENSION OF FRONTS. ASSEMBLY AND
CONCENTPiATION

It is not enough for Napoleon to assemble the

greatest possible quantity of forces in the main

army : it is further necessary that these forces

should take part in the battle. They must be

used, disposed, and moved in such a way as to

make battle as proximate and victory as certain

and as complete as possible.

The divisional system, as we have abundantly

proved, had for its object to assist in attaining

this result. The army, distributed on a Avide

front, does not leave to the enemy tlie means of

slipping away. Let the general but think of

gaining the enemy's communications and succeed

in doing so by his raj^idity, and the latter is lost

if defeated. It is a great haul like Marengo,

Ulm, and Jena. Thanks to the wide fronts

which he does not hesitate to adopt, Bonaparte

gains much advantage from the divisional system

in cornering his adversaries when they are at

the last gasp.

In the month of April 1796 the 60,000 men
of the Army of Italy are distributed over 120

kilometres ; at the time of the passage of the

Po the 30,000 men Bonaparte has at his disposal

asrain hold 70 kilometres. Some weeks later he

occupies the line of the Adige from Lake Idro to

the sea, 160 kilometres, with 15,000 men.

Certain j)rofessors of tactics sometimes speak of

the frontage admissible for an isolated army corps;

here are some fiurures furnished l)v the ablest of

16
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the masters at a time when there were neither

quick-firing nor powerful guns, nor smokeless

powder, nor railways, nor telegraphs.

For General Bonaparte the frontage of an

isolated army corps may be 80, 120, 160 kilo-

metres. Add to this the fact that for certain

authors, French as well as German, Napoleon

incarnates the principle of extreme concentration.

From 1805 on Napoleon commands 200,000 men,

distributed in six army corps, a corps of cavalry,

and the guard. No one as yet has handled such

masses thus subdivided.

In 1805 he assembles the Grande Armee between

Strasburg and Wiirzburg on a breadth of 200 kilo-

metres ; at the passage of the Danube it only

covers 90 kilometres ; it barely has to close in

to fill all the space between Ulm and Munich,

surround Mack, and make head against Koutouzoff

.

In 1806 the army assembles in the valley of

the Main on a line 200 kilometres in length.

Then, suddenly contracting, it closes in on a

front of 45 kilometres to cross the Frankenwald
;

on emerging it opens out to 60 kilometres and

finally concentrates in front of Weimar.

In 1812 the frontage of the armies exceeds

400 kilometres. In 1813 it is about 100 kilo-

metres a few days before Llitzen ; it is more than

150 kilometres wlien Napoleon is operating around

Dresden, making head against Bliicher on the

one hand and the Armv of Bohemia on the otlier.

It reaches 300 kilometres if we take into account

the corps detached at Hamburg.
Such arc the frontages on which Napoleon
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spreads his armies, be they armies of 30,000,

60,000, 200,000, or 400,000*^ men. That which

at first sight may attract attention is that these

frontages are pretty well independent of the

numbers engaged ; the entire theatre of operations

must he held, whatever may be the forces at one's

disposal. It is the necessary postulate for stopping

or driving back anything that may wish to advance

or to slip away, and for readily reaching the

enemy's flanks and protecting one's own.

Thus Napoleon, on the one hand, advises keeping

the forces assembled and concentrating them all

for battle ; while, on the other hand, he spreads

out his armies on fronts of 60, 100, even 400 kilo-

metres. Here, at first sight, is a glaring con-

tradiction which it is necessary to reconcile.

Those writers who have not made a close study

of the operations and Avritings of Napoleon, and

whose whole intellectual equipment is limited to

knowing some of his maxims, have fallen into

a trap : they believe that Napoleonic tactics

consist in alwavs marchinor with a closelv concen-

trated army. Eut, if they are read with care,

the very maxims of Napoleon warn us of the

distinction to be made

:

'' The army must he kept assemhled and the

greatest force possible concentrated on the hattle-

fieldr

One sees by this phrase that with a certain

amount of subtlety Napoleon establishes an

important difference between the words " assem-

bled " (renni) and ''concentrated" (concentre).

For him the army is concentrated when it is
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closely (IraAvn tosrethcr, '' like a battalion in the

hands of a good major." The word '^ assembled "

is not to be used in such a case. The army is

" assembled " so long as its component parts are

so little separated from each other that the enemy
cannot prevent their " concentration " or beat

them in detail. From this it follows that in

the neio^hbourhood of the enemv it is necessary

that the different parts of the army sliould have

but small intervals between them if it is to be

''assembled"; but when far from the enemy

these different jiarts are still " assembled,"

although they are widely separated.

When, for example, in 1805 Napoleon thought

he should encounter the Austrians in the heart

of Bavaria, towards Munich, it Avas enough for

him to direct the army from the camp of Boulogne

upon Ulm by way of Strasburg ; and the armies

of Hanover and Holland bv wav of Wiirzhurs^

on Nuremburg ; the two portions of the Grande

Armee will draw near to one another between

Donauworth and Batisbon in order to remain

assembled ; but as soon as it is asserted that the

Austrians are on the march for Swabia, and that

one may expect to find them behind the Black

Forest, the Grande Armee Avill not be assembled

unless all its columns are sufficiently near

together to support one another as soon as the

Rhine is crossed. The bundle of columns is then

tightened up between Spire and Wi'irzburg.

From this example Ave see how the army finds

itself really assembled, in Napoleon's sense of the

word, in spite of this frontage of 100 or 200 kilo-
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metres, Avliieli at first sight seems to be incom-
patible with the idea of ''assembly." The same
fact will be established by the study of each one
of Napoleon's campaigns. In those operations,

bold as they were, and covering such vast areas,

there is nothing to conflict with principles.

The zone, very broad to start with, in Avhich the

army is distributed is gradually contracted. On
the eve of the battle it is only 30 to 40 kilometres

Avide ; the army then convero^es on the enemv, and
finds itself quite simply disposed so as to enclose

him between a frontal attack and a flank attack.

It is thus that on August 4, 1796, Serurier's

division finds itself in position to fall on the left

flank of the Austrians next morning ; that on
October 12, 1805, when the army has spread

itself out beyond the positions held by Mack,
Soult is directed quite simply to the outside of the

right flank of the enemy ; that on October 13, 1806,

Davout has only to continue his march on Weimar
to fall on to the left flank of the Prussians; it is

the same with Ney at Eylau, at Bautzen, etc.

To sum up, in the majority of the battles fought

or hoped for by Napoleon, the converging attack

is prepared simply by the previous distribution

of the army and, above all, by the breadth of the

zone it occupies at the moment of advancing on
the enemy.

This fusion of the battle Avith the operations

as a whole is one of the most interestins: results

of the method of war inaugurated by Napoleon.
In the days of Conde, or of Frederick, two

armies came face to face, deployed, and then, in
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order to fight, assumed dispositions quite inde-

j)endent of their former marclies. Each made

his effort at the point which seemed to liim

most vulnerahle, without bothering about lines of

retreat.

This is no longer the case in Napoleonic war.

The battle is the focus where the broad outlines

of the campaign converge. If, all things con-

sidered, it is advantageous to turn the enemy

on the north and to drive him towards the south,

the fight which will impose our will on him must

be conducted in such a manner as to push him

towards the south. All Napoleon's attacks are

made in the direction indicated by the operations

as a whole. Even when the ground seems to

favour another solution Napoleon does not depart

from this line of conduct ; at San Michele, for

instance (April 19, 1796), although the Tanaro

covers the left of the Piedmontese, it is there

that he wants to attack tliem, so as to separate

them from the Austrians, and, if possible, cut them

off from Turin.

The movements being conducted on one and

the same line of thought before and during the

fight, the great operations quite simply prepare

the manoeuvre which will ])e carried out in the

battle.

In 1806 Davout comes north of Jena by way

of Naumburijr in order to cut the Prussians off

from Eerlin; in 1809 Napoleon debouches from

Laudshut on Eckmiihl to cut the Austrians off

from the road to Vienna.

It may be argued Avhether Napoleon detached
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any corps laterally to a long clay's march from

the main body in order to produce this converging

attack which is so common in his battles, or

whether he contented himself with using in this

way corps already detached.

Assuredly Neylbefore Bautzen or Eylau, Serurier

before Castiglione, Davout on the eve of Jena,

etc., did not find themselves separated from the

main body solely in order to be brought back into

the hostile flank by a converging march ; but it

is no less certain that in spite of the initial ex-

tension of his front it would have been very easy

for Napoleon to proceed to a close concentration

of his forces before attacking, a thing which he

never did. He has always regarded the con-

verging attack, with the point of convergence

beyond the enemy's front, as an extremely fortu-

nate consequence of the initial deployment of

the army. Einally, there is in fact an instance

in which Napoleon shoAvs clearly that he has

broadened the zone of march of the army Avith

a vicAV to a converging attack {e.g. in November

1805, the detaching of Davout to 50 kilometres

to the south of the army marching on Vienna).

Nor can it be disputed that Massena in the case

of Montenotte, and Davout in that of Eylau,

were detached to a flank of the army without

other reason than flank attack in the battle.

The procedure, then, which we see usually

adopted is to deploy the army at the outset of

the campaign on a front wide enough to comprise

the whole width of the theatre of operations;

then, during the operations and up to the eve of
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the battle, to maintain fairly ^vide dispositions for

the march, or Avliile remaining expectant, which

should culminate at last in a converging attack.

Napoleon has conceived ten or a dozen manoeuvres

on this same type.

He takes advantage of the division of the army
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into big formations A^hich can hold their own for

several hours, and he spreads them over the Avhole

theatre of operations to surround the enemy. He
controls this tendency to dispersal, keejys the anny

assembled, and lias only one line of oi^eratlons.

This solution, wliich reconciles all the extremes,

is without doubt the Avork of genius, Avliich alone

could evolve so perfect a system.
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*' One of the essential points of the science of

marches," writes Jomini, " consists to-day in

knowing: how to com])ine the movements of the

columns well, so as, without exposing them, to

comprise the largest strategical front possible so

long as they are out of reach of the enemy. By
this means one succeeds in deceiving the enemy as

to the real objective one has chosen, and the army

can move more easily and rapidly. But then it is

also necessarv to take measures beforehand for con-

centration to unite one's masses when it becomes

a question of a decisive conflict. This alternative

use of wide movements and concentric movements

is the true stamp of a great captain."

The advantages which Napoleon obtained from

extending his army over a vast space without

ceasing to keep it assembled and ready to con-

centrate have never been sufficiently brought out.

His opponents more often feared to disperse

their troops, and only formed them into one com-

pact mass. If they gave way to the temptation of

taking their enemy between two fires, they frankly

divided their army into tAVO masses separated l)y a

big interval.

Does the enemy form but one mass, the Erench

divisions envelop him; does he divide into two

corps, the French divisions, Avhile making head

ai^ainst the one and the other, worm themselves

into the interval, maintaining the separation;

then, in this central position. Napoleon operates

by overwhelming the two hostile masses in turn.

Thus is produced the at first sight surprising

result, that if the enemy's army is in the middle
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of the French divisions, it is enveloped, whereas if

the French army finds itself between the hostile

masses, it separates them.

§ 4. SPEED AND SECRECY

The distribution of the divisions and army corps

over a wide zone allows of bringing off out-

flanking manoeuvres. It also has the advantage

of concealing the plans up to the last moment.
When drawing near the enemy, Napoleon deploys

his armv on a width of about two marches. He
steals a march by effecting his concentration

during the night, and falls unexpectedly on the

selected point of attack. This is the case at

Montenotte, at Castiglione, and at the crossing of

the Po in 1796. Again, it is by night marches

that Bonaparte concentrates on Areola or Rivoli.

*' This is Avhat contributed most to make Napoleon's

attacks so overwhelming, those dawns of his

victories. The evening before, the enemy has

knocked up against strong detachments every-

where ; he has pushed them back, but slowly, and

does not know where to march. At all costs he

bunches uj). Where is Bonaparte ? Where is the

French army ? Above all, where will it be to-

morrow ? And it is on this query that night

draws her veil. At sunrise, here is Bonaparte !

And AAhile the divisions seen the previous

evening renew the fight, suddenly guns thunder

l)ehind the Imperials and they are those of troops

believed to 1)e 10 leagues awav ! It is Fiorella

who has dashed in from Mercaria to Solferino,
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Massena from Eivoli to Mantua. It is, in one

word, systematic surprise obtained by extension of

the front and bv nis^ht marches, and made terrible

by those guns heard suddenly in rear in the

morning mist."^

The rapidity of the marches makes it difficult for

spies, as for cavalry, to observe them. The com-

plexity of the combinations routs the observers.

When in 1800 the xirmee de Reserve comes down

into Italy, generals used to the soporific methods

of the Armies of the Rhine feel a sort of bewilder-

ment.
'' We Avho fought in the xlrmies of the Rhine,

whose divisions went at the accustomed pace,

moving methodically from one position to

another, we could not conceive how the Army of

Italv could make these enormous numbers of

prisoners. ...
'' Its columns Avere formed of unequal divisions.

At one moment, directed on all the issues, they

there showed their menacing heads ; at another

moment, concentrated rapidly on a single point,

like torrents they bear dov\ n, everything which is

in their way. Ever on the move or in action, they

alarm, harass, and destroy their enemy before he

has had time to learn the numbers, the intentions,

and the dispositions of the troops with whom he

has to fight. . . .

''This fashion of making the marches of the

divisions irregular has the advantage of rapidity

in movements and of deceiving the enemy's spies

;

for, let us say that an intelligence agent of M. de

' Colin, " L'Education militaire de Napoleon."
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Melas has left Milan to make his report two clays

after our entrv there. Wiiat could he have seen ?

What could he report ? The French army was
almost entirely hetween Milan and Lodi ; the

advanced guard had already crossed the Adda and

was movinor on Crema. But in a day the scene

had changed." ^

The new war, which derives all its value from

the incessant motions of expansion and con-

traction of the divisions, is aljove all a Avar of

movements, and requires that these movements
should be conducted Avitli the s^reatest briskness

to reap all the advantages Avhicli they can give.

W^hen, for instance, Eroglie in 1760 and Carnot in

1794 concentrated several divisions on one point,

they did so with the intention of attacking the

enemy Avith superior forces ; but, operating slowly,

disclosed their plans and allowed the enemy to

make a similar movement.

Bonaparte, on the other hand, had prepared his

plans well in advance ; the right moment having

come, he carried them out in an apparent disorder

Avhich ensured secrecy, and with a rapidity which

was withering. lie attached capital importance

to this rapidity ; without it, in fact, all plans fail,

and one always finds oneself evenly matched.

Later on he will say :
'' One must always 2:)refer

the thunderbolt to the ^\xi\ whenever one can.

" One must be slow in planning and brisk in

execution. The art of war consists in a well-

thought-out, extremely circumspect defensive, and

in a bold and rapid offensive."

• General Duhesmc, " Essai sur I'lnfaiiterie legere."
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When Eeauiicu and Argenteau attack the

French, they anticipate on Ajnil 11, 1790, meet-

ing the divisions separatcMl ; they Avere so in fact

on the 11th, hnt on the 12th almost the ^vhole of

the Army of Italy is to he found opposed to

Ar^renteau.

In 1S35 Mask discusses what the Prench can

do, and learns with astonisliment that there are

200,000 men hehind him . In 1806 the commanders

of the Prussian army deliherate how to attack,

how to defend, how to counter-attack; they are

just ahout to take a decision when they are

informed that Lannes heforc Jena and Davout

at Naumhnrg are within sight of their outposts.

Need one speak of 1811, the thunderholts of

Champauhert, of Montereau, of Craonne ?

llapidity is an essential and primordial factor

in Napoleonic war. Without it there is neither

method nor principle which holds good ;
the best-

conceived plans will only result in a disaster. If

we take any of the most brilliant of Napoleon's

projects, and compare with them the corre-

sponding plans of his adversaries, Ave shall hardly

perceive any difference. AYhat decided victory

was the manner of execution, promptitude in

resolutions and in movements.

"It is, above all, in mano^nvres about a central

position that rapidity in movement is useful.

This it is Avhich admits of facing two adversaries

in turn. At certain moments this rapidity is

such that the marches of some units escape the

historians.

What is there more Avonderful than Massena's
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division, in the month of January 1797, brought

from Castelnovo to Rivoli, fighting all day, and

marching again all the night to crush Provera

under the walls of Mantua ? '* Enersrv, enero^v,

speed !
" is the Avar-cry of Napoleon. It doubles

the value of his army, where mass is multiplied

by speed, as in the quantity of motion in

mechanics.^

" Movement is the soul of Napoleonic war, just

as the decisive battle forms its means. Bonaparte

makes his troops move with a calculated rapidity.

. . . Multiply themselves by speed . . . make
up for numbers by the quickness of marches,

are maxims continually on his lips. ' Marches,'

said he, ' are Avar . . . aptitude for Avar is aptitude

for moA^ement . . . victory is to the armies Avhich

manoeuvre.' " ^

And this is Avhat his soldiers mean in saying

that he Avins his battles Avith their legs. It is

after the operations of Ulm that they make this

remark, and it does not bear upon the direct

march of a fcAV davs from the Rhine to the

Danube ; it is called forth by the movements
around Ulm, the immense circle Avhicli Soult

descriljes by Avay of Augsburg, Landsberg, Mem-
mingen ; the continual going to and fro of Ney
from one bank of the Danube to the other, from
Albeck to Gunzburg, from Gunzburg to Elchingen.

Those are the marches Avhich are characteristic

' It will be noted that Napoleon, as a niatheniatieian who knows
the value of expressions, says qiKintity of motion^ and not live

force. Many writers have misunderstood him.
^ Cte. Dervieu, " La Concejttion de la Victoire chez les grands

Generaux."
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of the system, and outnumber the sum total of

marches involved in the old form of Avar.

On the subject of this promptness in movement

there is one essential observation to be made. No
doubt marches can be forced, and i\.ugereau

between July 29 and August 2, 1795, and Massena

between January 13 and 17, 1797, pretty well

doubled the average. It is the same Avitli Davout

hastening from Vienna to Austerlitz in 1805,

and Massena and Oudinot summoned with all

speed from Augsburg towards Landshut and

Eckmlihl in 1809. But if Napoleon sometimes

used exceptionally long marches to hasten an

especially important manoeuvre, it is not to them

that he OAves the remarkable rapidity of his

oj)erations, that incessant activity Avhich led him

so quickly to decisive solutions. There is a

certain length of march Avhich troops hardly cA^er

exceed, and the movements of armies are made

at a rate of 15 to 20 kilometres per day. A
given general Avith such marches Avill not succeed

in drawing nearer to his goal at more than 3

kilometres per day ; it is the case Avith Moreau

in 1796 and 1800, aaIio disj)laces his army Avithout

makins: it adA'ance. Another commander Avill

foresee long beforehand both the goal he must

attain and the incidents Avhich may arise. The

indifferent general proceeds by jumps, each day

solving a problem and passing heavily from one

problem to another. By amazing calculations

Bonaparte combines the movements of liis troojjs

in such a Avay as to bring them by the shortest

road to the final situation he desires, and at the
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same time lie regulates the daily marches so as

to be ahle to deal with all the incidents which

may arise. The movement of the Armee de Reserve

from the Saint Bernard to the Stradella, and

that of the Grande Armee from the Frankenwald

to Jena, are marvels of their kind.

In 1800, at the exit from the Saint Bernard,

Murat is directed on Lodi ; Lannes, it would

seem, is to follow the course of the Po. With
a Avord Bonaparte upsets everything ; a simple

change of front to the right, and here is Murat
occupying Piacenza, Lannes possessing himself

of the Stradella, and drawing on Victor after him.
*' Thus," exclaims Duhesme, " the army found

itself in column reversed, on the road to Ales-

sandria ; Loison's division, which at first had

seemed to l)e the advanced sruard Avhile marchinfir

on Mantua, covered the rear of the army and

acted as a rear-guard.
^* These movements may appear simple and

easy, and indeed they do partake of this character,

wiiich is that of all things fine in quality ; hut

the march of an ordinary, although Avell trained,

general would have been very different. To begin

with, he would have waited at Ii^rea until all his

divisions had debouched to ^wt them in line,

Avhicli would have demanded a great deal of

time. And as his object was to go to Milan,

there to efi'ect a junction with the divisions which

General Moncey was brin2:ins>' from Switzerland

by way of the Saint Gothard, lie would have

marched methodically, his riglit on the Po, his

left in the foothills of the Alps, at first behind
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the Sesia, then on the Ticino, and thence to Milan,

and finally joartly on the Adda and i^artly on

the Po, behind which, dejiloyed in order of battle,

his arinv wonld have awaited the arrival of

Moncey's divisions to enable it to move forward

to the assistance of Genoa. Did he wish to

make the march of his colnmns irregular ?

He might perliaps do worse. Let us make no

mistake about it ; to combine the march and

interplay of these columns, which seem to operate

in every direction, and vet, however, must tend

to one and the same goal, requires a depth and

breadth of calculation of which all minds are

not capable, and in trying to avoid routine one

might often fall into confusion."

In the same way, in the Jena campaign, we
see the Grande Armee marchins^ strais^ht l^efore

it in three columns, as if its one object were to

get to Berlin by the shortest road ; and all of a

sudden it turns in a right angle and finds itself

concentrated at the point determined for the

battle. It then appears that all the marches

ordered from the outset tended directly to this

result.

Thus one must conclude that rapidity in o])era-

tions does not consist in making the troops perform

lon«r marches Avhich they cannot hold out asrainst

;

the commander oljtains this ra2)idity wlien he has

the hxed determination to act, when ho knows
Avliat lie wants, wlien he Jias wcughed the means
of attaining liis end, and moves on it steadily,

A\ ithout losin^r by hesitation or mistakes any of the

20 kilometres per day which his columns can do.
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§5. GRAND TACTICS

The more j^rofovindly we study one of Napoleon's

operations, tlie more we are filled Avith admiration
;

but Avhat astonishes us most is the character-

istic whicli his dispositions possess of being

adaptable to all circumstances. They are never
taken with a view to meeting one single case,

nor even several specific cases, but are con-

ceived in such a wav as to answer everv new
situation as if it had been the onlv one fore-

seen.

A disposition made by Napoleon never com-
promises the future, never restricts his liberty of

action. This remarkable suppleness is due above all

to the intervals and distances left between units,

and to the form of the grouping of units, which
offer straight fronts to all the directions which
are of imjiortance.

If we could have the assurance that the enemy
will not stir during the whole of the time we
are marching towards him, it would bo enough
to direct the various portions of the army on
to the most faA'ourable positions for giving battle

;

but til is is a situation in Avhicli we shall never

find ourselves. We have against us a living enemy,
Avho AA'ill perhaps make mistakes, but avIio almost

certainly Avill move and for his part try to

manoMivre. Por the operation as a Avhole, as

for the daily positions of the troops, it is there-

fore necessary to have, not a rigid plan, but, as

they used to say in the eighteentli century, a

''plan AAith several branches,*' that is to say,
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with several variations answering to Avliat the

enemy may do ; the disposition of the army for

each dav must admit of choice from amonsr all

the variations for the morrow.

Certain generals, before and after Napoleon,

have striven to anticipate the operations their

adversary would undertake. They have worried

themselves a good deal over this effort at divina-

tion, trying to find out from among the enemy's

possible operations those which would he most

dangerous or most probable, endeavouring to

picture them to themselves in all their details.

Napoleon, on the other hand, like Descartes,

makes such a complete enumeration (of the

moves open to the enemy) that he can omit

nothing, and it is much simpler. Por instance,

let us follow his calculations for the campaign

of 1805 in Moravia, according to the notes he

has published. The Allies are at Olmiltz ; they

will not remain there for ever, and when they

move, it Avill be either to go farther away or to

take the offensive. In eitlier of these " general

ideas " they may effect their movement on the

straight line which is nearer to or farther from

the French, or they may move to their left or

to their right. Thus there are six cases to be

considered which cover all the possible hypotheses;

and in his calculations Napoleon 23rovides for

what he should do in eacli one of these six cases.

Is he undertaking active operations ? He
reasons just the same and never discards any

hypothesis however unlikely it may seem. There

is a striking example : In J806, as soon as
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he has crossed the Prankenwakl, and while

marching so as to attack the Prussians while

cutting them off from Berlin, he thinks of all

the movements they may make, whether to

come towards him or to retire. If they do not

seek for battle, they may try to retire towards the

Avest or south-west—this would be of little interest,

and demands no special provision ; or they may
move towards Magdeburg, or file past the Prencli

army towards Naumburg and the Lower Saal.

This Avould seem to cover everything; but Napoleon

neglects nothing. He also provides for the

case, hardly imaginable, of the enemy trying to

slip by behind the Prencli army to reach Dresden

by way of Saalfeld and Hof

.

Thus he Avas Avont to neglect no hypothesis,

and to pass in review, so to speak, the complete

series of cardinal points.

The hypotheses having all been considered.

Napoleon takes his dispositions in such a way
as to be able to manoeuvre in every situation.

The above makes known to us the results

Napoleon set himself to attain in his opera-

tions :

(1) To liaA^e his troops sufficiently assembled to

be able to concentrate them on the battlefield.

(2) On the eve of the battle, to be spread on

a front sufficiently Avide for a portion of the army
to come in on the enemy's flank.

(8) To be ahvays in a condition to change his

dispositions to meet the unforeseen.

(4) To conceal his plans.

Napoleon achieved these results by combined
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movements of his colum.ns. These combined

movements are the suljject of grand tactics.

The Emperor is doing grand tactics Avhen he

calculates the marches of his divisions or army
corps in such a way as to concentrate, to outflank,

to manceuvre, to effect a surprise, or to (juanl

against the unforeseen.

One must not hope to get from him formulae

for this the most difficult part of the military

art^that Avhicli most requires personal gifts, and

in which neither science nor a comprehensive

mind is sufficient—that part of the art of war

which most needs imagination and the creative

faculty. Lannes had most brilliant qualities—^he

was admirable in a fight ; with a Avonderful per-

spicacity he could pierce through the movements

and plans of the enemy, j)erhaps even better

than the Emperor ; but he was not yet skilled in

grand tactics, Naj)oleon used to say ;
perhaps

he might have become so. Aptitude for manoeuvre

is for a general the supreme skill ; it is the most

useful and the rarest of gifts, by Avliich genius is

estimated.

We give way to a curious illusion Avhen wu

try to enclose this art—tlu^ most delicate of all

arts—in a more or less childish formula ; when,

confusinu^ hiu'her creometrv Avitli mathematical

drawing, we offer a straight line, a square, or a

diamond as the normal formation of armies ope-

rating. Any theory which results in such solutions

by that very fact alone shows its inadequacy.

" If such questions liad been set to Turenne, Villars,

or Prince Eugene they Avould have botliered them
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considemLly," says Napoleon on the subject of some
S2)ecial situation. " Eut ig'uorance has no doubts

;

it wants to solve a j^roblem of transcendental

geometry l)y a two-dimensional formula. All
these questions of grand tactics are unlimited'

prol)lems of physico-mathematics, and cannot be
solved by formuhe or elementarv i?eometrv."

We cannot dream of codifvins^ s^vdml tactics,

of reconstituting the system of principles and
methods Avhich Napoleon applied ; 1)ut a l)rief

study of his operations may provide us with im-

portant conclusions and permit us to throw some
light on a subject hitherto too much neglected.

(1) The army must remain assembled, able to

concentrate for battle. On the eve of a battle

Napoleon wants to have the bulk of his forces

strictly concentrated. The remainder, comprising

one or two large formations (these were divisions

in 1796 and 1800, army corps under the Empire),
may find itself more or less wide on one side in

order to move against the enemy's tiank, either

by a night march or during the battle itself.

Thus, on the eve of battle, the zone over which
the army is spread may be from 10 to 30 kilo-

metres Avide and of but slight depth (12 kilometres

at most).

During the preceding days this zone may be

Avider, and indeed it must Ije so. A certaiu exten-

sion of front is necessary to ensure a nqnd conceu'

tration\ for, to put an extreme case, if the Avhole

army marched on one and the same road it Avould

require more than four days to concentrate. At
the ])eginning of the nineteenth century roads
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were fairly scarce, and it was necessary as a

rule to reckon on 15 to 20 kilometres' interval

betAveen two parallel itineraries. The Gi ancle

Armee of 1805 and 1806 had to form in at least

three columns and spread over a front of more than

30 kilometres in order to concentrate in one day.

In every special case it is necessary to take

into account a host of circumstances. The general

regulates the distances and intervals between his

larger formations, taking into account the net-

work of roads, the distance of the enemy, and
the obstacles which the ground ofPers to the

movement of both sides longitudinally and later-

ally. He also takes into account the tactical

methods of his adversary and his aptitude for

manoeuvre. Two days before Austerlitz the

Allies were only 50 kilometres from Napoleon,

and Davout had 110 kilometres to do to come
up to him.

Usually the zone in which the army is spread

some few days before the battle may be from
30 to GO kilometres in width and depth.

(2) If one had only to anticij^ate an engagement
in a given direction against a solitary and motion-

less enemy, it would be enough to march on a

front of 30 or 40 kilometres, and with as little

depth as possible.

When there is but one direction, not dangerous,

hut important, and the army marches in the same
direction in whicli it may have to fio-ht, it is dis-

posed in line. This is equally so for the assembly
of the army at the outset of all the campaigns : in

1805, between Strasburg and Wiirzhurg ; in 180G,
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between AscliaffeabLirg and Bayreutli ; in 1812,

between Koenigsberg and Warsaw.

The army, when on tlie march, is not always

directed towards the enemy ; Napoleon frequently

slips between the enemy and one of the limits of

the theatre of operations. In this case the front

of the army is not perpendicular to the direction

of march ; it is trimmed between this latter and

the direction in Avhich the enemy may be found.

This is the case in 1806, Avhen Napoleon moves

ao^ainst the communications of the Prussians. It

seems that he can deploy the army pretty well

on this front, but various considerations force him

to complicate his dispositions. Let us try to

analyse them.

The Grande Armee has been set in motion in

the direction of Berlin. Napoleon knows that

the enemy is in front and on the left as regards

the direction of march of the Erench. There-

fore the front of the army must not be kept

perpendicular to the direction followed, thus

offerino; a flank to the enemy, but must be in a

direction intermediate betAveen that Avhich the

army is moving on and that in Avhich the enemy

is to be found. On October 11 the army executes

a half-Avheel to the left.

The details of this operation are exceedingly

interesting. Various circumstances led to the

centre column being in advance of the others,

and the right-hand column being the least

forward.

Napoleon turns the centre and left columns

a little to the right, thus bringing their four corps
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on to the neAV line, rii^lit Aving forward. The two

corj^s of the right column come into line by the

shortest roads.

This wheel, the right wing leading, begins the

movement which is to end in turning the Prussian

left in the battle. It seems as tliough there is

nothing to be done except to march like this,
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necessary for the trcinsmission of information and

orders, it is necessary to be able to attack either to

the north-east or the south, as well as to the north-

west. Ney remains Avithin range to head off the

enemy at Sclileiz and Plauen ; Soult halting at

Gera can do the same in the direction of Leipzig.

AVhen the Emperor, at twelve in the morning,

be<?ins to receive news from Jena, he brings

Soult to the cross-roads at Kostritz in order to-

place him nearer both to Jena and to Naumburg.

Ney will be in no condition to rejoin in time

to he of anv use if the battle is to take place
t/

at Nanmburg, but as the Prussian army is to be

seen in front of Jena, there is always the fear that

it may be trying to escape by Saalfeld.

On the loth. Napoleon has at last obtained

contact with the enemv in front of Jena, and

orders concentration for battle. According to

his custom, he concentrates closely the bulk of

his forces, fonr army corps, under his immediate

command. He counts on the detached corps

on the ris^ht to take the enemv in reverse, and

assigns to it as its jwint of direction TFeimar,

beyond the prohahle battlefield.

We have iust analvsed shortly the most inter-

esting operation, from the point of view of grand

tactics, of all those carried out \)\ Napoleon.

Others, notablv the marches that led to Ulm, to

Evlau, to Eriedland, are also wonderful subjects

for studv, but we cannot examine them all. Let

us, liowever, note the interesting oil'ensive of

January to Eebruary 1807, in which Napoleon,

remaining uncertain till Eebruary 2 of the enemy's
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true situation, adopts a disposition Avliicli enables

him to form front to the right as well as to the

left.

(3) While reserving to himself the power of

acting according to the different situations that

may j)resent themselves, Napoleon arranges his

marches in such a Avay as to conceal their true

oljjective. He conceals it so well that to-day

all militarv writers who have nes^lected to read

the correspondence of 1800 still remain convinced

that the Grande Armee sought the enemy at

Leipzig. Wliat contributed to keep the enemy
in error and uncertainty was, as Duhesme so

Avell observes, this way of irregularising move-
ments. No simple geometrical forms—circles,

squares, lozenges, hexagons—but an apparent
disorder, which only resolves itself on the eve

of battle.

(4) To obtain these different results the armv
must be in condition to manoeuvre. On battle-

fields Napoleon ensures to himself the greatest

liberty of action by holding his troops closely

concentrated. In the course of the operations

he proceeds in quite the opposite way. In battle

the divisions march massed across the fields, and
they must be kept well in hand ready to start

at the first signal.

In the course of operations, on the other liand,

movements are only made on the roads. The
various hypotheses considered demand that the

army should be able to march or to fight in

several directions ; the columns must be kept

separated : usually they are placed at cross-roads
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(see the orders to Soult in 180G), in order to move
readily in every direction.

The positions for each day are arranged in such

a way as to admit of movement or concentration

according to the various liypotheses and without

revealing by the actual shape of the grouping the

ju'incijjal aim of the operations.

§ 6. EXPLORATION

Napoleonic Avar, since it was profoundly different

from Avar that had been made previously, demands
ncAv organs, and these principally for exjiloration

and protection. Napoleon creates them and uses

them in such a Avay that no one since has knoAvn

CA^en hoAv to imitate him.

If Ave leave the outposts on one side, by means of

Avhich a body of troops covered itself at short dis-

tance, and if Ave confine ourselves to that Avhich

concerns armies as a AAdiole, the object ofprotection

is to conceal the plans of the general and the opera-

tions of the army ; the object of exploration is to

discover the plans and the ojjerations of the enemy.

We do not engage the enemy's army unexpectedly,

and Ave do not inform oursehes of his strength

bA^ fiorhtino^. Primarv information is sous^ht and

tabulated in peace time ; tlie data furnished by

official documents and ncAvspapers, those again

Avhicli are procured by espionage, are the founda-

tion of exact calculations bA' means of Avhich Ave

endeaA'our to anticipate the distril)ution of the

enemy's forces at the opening of the campaign

that is to l)e.
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This part of the service was admirably organised

by the okl regime, under which all military,

administrative, and dijilomatic authorities col-

laborated in the search for information. Napoleon
reorganised it on the same basis ; all his ambas-
sadors and di2)lomatic agents contributed in giving

him information. Through them he knows before

the opening of hostilities what the distribution

of the enemv's forces is.
t

Once operations are begun, it is only by espionage

and by good fortune, if one may say so, that we
get to know the princi2:)al movements and some-

times the intentions of the enemy. NcAvspaj^ers

are one of the most valuable sources of intelli-

gence, and Napoleon attaches importance to

getting them all ; the secretaries of the Cabinet

analyse them. Agents are established perma-
nently in the large towns of neutral countries,

close to the frontiers, and even in the enemv's

country. Emissaries quarter the whole of the

regions in which the enemy's troops are moving.

Such are the sources that vield the most
important and the most numerous items of

information. But tliey are intermittent. For
some time ihi^y furnish verv valuable news, and
then in a critical moment suddenlv Tail : tliev

are not to be depended upon. We must have

recourse to troops to make sure of intelligence

of an interest less A^ital tlian tliat procured l)y

espionage, but which never fails.

So long as Napoleon is at a great distance from

the enemy he marches in the provisional direction

he has chosen, and is content with va^uelv
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knowing the zone in Avhich the enemy's troops

are. As he approaches, he needs more precise

intelligence ; spies continue to furnish it so far as

possible, hut the cavalry begin their Avork of

exploration.

It is currently believecl that the sole object of

exploration is to obtain contact with the various

parts of the enemy's army and to report on them,

hut the study of the Napoleonic wars makes one

think that this conception is singularly narroAv.

Napoleon enters upon the operations Avith an

ahsolutely premeditated plan of campaign, Avhicli

admits of variations Avhicli in their turn have been

carefully studied. Each A^ariation corresponds to

one of the hypotheses w^hicli the Emperor has made
about the enemy. The object of exploration is to

eliminate the incorrect hypotheses. It is directed

at a given moment in a determined direction,

in order to elucidate certain well-defined points,

knoAvledge of Avhich is essential in order to confirm

or eliminate such or such an hypothesis.

The manner in Avhich he provides himself Avitli

information stamj)s the A^alue of a general rather

Avell. Napoleon, Avith carefully Avorked-out plans,

is ahvays calculating the measures to be adopted

according to coming situations ; he does not Avait

for information to come to him as the chances of

reconnaissance maA^ ordain, but it is he aa^Iio directs

exploration, calling for light on some essential

points of Avliich he alone has seized the real

importance.

A mediocre general, if he constructs his plan of

campaign as Mack did, Avith no thought of the
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enemy, or if he remains inert like Bazaine, gets

on Avithout intelligence. Another general, on the

other hand, never can get enongh ; he waits to

know the j)osition of every one of the enemy's

hattalions hefore making his decision ; he snbmits

to the initiative of his adversarv.

We have seen how Napoleon, by the initial

direction given to the movements of his army,
reduces to a minimum the uncertaintv and the

number of hypotheses. Choice among these only

becomes necessary in the nei2rhl)ourliood of the

enemy—at most, two or three marches aAvay. The
Emperor does not try to get detailed intelligence

as to the positions of the enemy ; even if the

information were exact and complete to-day, it

would be less so this evening, and would not be so

at all to-morrow.

In view of the operation orders for the following

day, it is not so much the present position as the

intentions of the enemy that one must know, and
one can only arrive at them by interpreting all clues.

Napoleon considers the material signs by which
the plans of his adversaries may, according to

circumstances, be disclosed, and determines a

critical point, Avhich is such that, according to

what is discovered there, certaintv is achieved as

to what line of action the enemy is adopting.

Exploration is directed on this jioint.

In October 1806 early intelligence rej)orted the

mass of the Prussian forces between Weimar,
Gotha, and Gottingen ; Napoleon, Avho is six or

eight days' march from Weimar, does not ask for

more. At such a distance the details are of no
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interest. The Grande Armee takes the direction of

Berlin, bnt exploration is not over. The Emperor
is kept informed by letters seized in the post office,

hj travellers, by agents, etc. The cavalry throw
out some patrols to reconnoitre for the heads of

the columns.

Little by little the reports of the secret agents

become definite; the Prussian army is closing in

about Erfurt and Weimar, between Jena and Gotha.

Napoleon still marches on Berlin, leaving the

enemy on the left. On the 12th, Lannes is in sight

of the Prussian armv ; the slii^htest movements of

the Prussian columns become of importance ; their

size appears quite other than heretofore. The
light cavalry of the army corps provides infor-

mation Avhich takes longer to reach the Emj)eror

than the enemy requires to move 20 kilometres.

Whatever points of interest tliese reports may
ofPer, they do not suffice to determine a decision

one day in advance. Napoleon seeks something

else. "J am enveloping tJie enemy completely,'' he

said, *' but I must have information as to lohat he

icants to do.'' And while for ten davs he knows the

enemy to be on his left at Weimar, he sends his

exploration cavalry out ahead and to the right

on Leipzig. "It is not the sort of exploration you
usually practise," he explained to Murat ; "do as

voLi saw me do at Gera."

The whole of the cavalry corps then is sent into

a region in Avhich it is known that the enemy is

not, but which is traversed by liis principal lines

of communication. Leipzig besides is a very

important toAvn^ to which letters and news must
18
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flow. Murat goes to intercept convoys and couriers

on the roads; at Leipzig he empties the letter-

boxes and questions travellers. On receiving his

intelligence Napoleon exclaimed :

'' At last the veil

is torn; the enemy is retiring on Magdeburg I

"

He did not say, "The enemy is at Weimar,"

because he had known that for some time, and

the veil wJiich had been torn concealed, not the

position, l)ut the intentions of the enemy.

This is an example of Napoleonic exploration.

That day it was negative, that is to say, carried

out in a zone where there was no enemy ; in other

cases it will seek the enemy himself, it Avill be

positive. It Avas done by an entire corps of

cavalry, divisions of hussars, dragoons, cuirassiers,

and artillery, because the Aveakest hostile battalion

encountered by chance at Leipzig Avould have

checked the exploration of a regiment or of a

brio^ade.

Let us notice above all that the task of explora-

tion Avas not permanent. It was ordered at a

definite moment and lasted two days.

In other circumstances exploration may be

positive, prolonged, permanent ; it can be carried

out by a small l)ody of troops. Napoleon's

campaigns olfer us examples of every kind of

special case ; but never Avill he have " cavalry

dust." Eor great objects he employs great means.

§ 7. PROTECTION

Protection has not for its sole object to cover

troops against all surprises ; it shields the projects

of the general liimself. This n^sult cannot be
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obtained save l)v siirrounclinoj Avitli a screen or

curtain the whole zone in which the enemy may
surprise couriers and columns in movement.

Accordins^ to circumstances, it is either infantry

or cavalry or hoth to2:etlier that serve to mask the

movements of the army. There was very rarely

any question of such a service in ancient war,

^vhen armies moved- all in one piece. We
may, for instance, consider Prederick's advanced

sruard at Leuthen as assuring; the secrecy of his

manoeuvre, hut protection was organised hy

Napoleon in quite other proportions, in order to

mask the interior movements of his army.

Just as with exploration, protection is not

organised in a permanent manner. There are

movements Avhich we do not try to conceal.

Thus the marches which jireceded the battle of

Jena or that of Eckmiihl are covered by no

curtain. It is their rapidity alone which makes

them secret. Usually Napoleon's decisive man-

oeuvres could be accomplished under cover. In

order to mask them he makes use of natural

obstacles, mountains, watercourses, forests, swamps,

of which he has the defiles held. In Napoleonic

war, which is all movement and all offensive, that

is the proper role of obstacles ; they are not used

as lines of defence, but as masks, auxiliaries to

movement and to the offensive.

In 1805 the assembly of the army is in part

concealed by the Rhine and the Elack Forest

;

in 1806 by the Thurin^ian Forest. In 1812

the mana3uvre on Smolensk is masked hy the

Dnieper ; in 1800 the concentration on Schaff-
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haiisen susrsrestcd to Moreau was to have l)een

made under shelter of the Rhine. In every one

of these cases the line that covered the movements

of the army Avas held hy more or less strong

posts.

There is a particularly interesting example ; it

is provided by the dispositions adopted before

Austerlitz. Napoleon wants to encourage the

Allies to take the offensive in the direction of

Briinn bv makinsr them believe that he has

barely 45,000 men at his disposal. His cavalry

covers his front, but stretches well beyond it,

to the risrht as far as the Danube, to the left

up to the mountains of Bohemia, on a length

of 200 kilometres. This curtain of cavalry,

supported by infantry posts, masks the roads by

which Napoleon is concentrating Davout's and

Bernadotte's corps at the last moment to fight the

battle of Austerlitz.

The protective cavalry extends its action beyond

the front of the armies ; it is the commander-in-

chief alone who can fix the extent and situation of

the curtain Avhich is to be drawn. He uses for it

at the same time both the independent cavalry

and that of the army corps.

All this service of exploration and of security

is
'* irregularised," like the marches of the columns.

We might seek vainly not only for sealed pat-

terns and uniform methods, but for dispositions

of a regular structure ; often the same troops are

employed at one and the same time for explora-

tion and for protection. They report the presence

of the enemy, in order both to keep the liigher
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command informed and to put the troojJS on their
Lard.

All the system of protection of Avhich we have

guard.
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just been speaking has for its aim only to stop
reconnaissance. There is no question of repulsing
any serious attack of the enemy's troops. In this
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respect the army protects itself. There is neither

advanced gnard nor flank guard ; the different

first-line army corps Avatch the directions hy Avhich

the enemy can come on them. Napoleon Avill have

no partial engagement and ahove all he will have

no partial check. He never made a manoeuvre

depend on the resisting capacity of a hody of

troops ; that is too uncertain a factor.

§ 8. THE OFFENSIVE AGAINST A SINGLE ENEMY

We have studied all the factors of Napoleonic

war. I^et us try to grasp an operation as a

Avhole.

If the enemy forms hut one single mass, Napoleon

combines his movements with a view to closing

with him under the most favourable conditions

for battle.

As the study of his battles has shown us, he

wants to attack his adversary in front and in

flank at the same time. In the first place lie

Avill succeed in doing this by distributing the large

units of his army over an extent of several

miles, so as to make them converge on the enemy.

But this is not all. In the operations as a

whole, as in the battle, he attaches great im-

portance to the advantages Avhich a flank attack or,

l)etter still, an attack on tlie rear of the enemy's

army ensures. Every time he sees the possibility

of doing so he will try to get at the enemy's com-

munications, so long as he can do so Avitliout

compromising his own, or so long as, confident in

his strength, he does not fear to expose his own.
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There Avas only one occasion on Avliich he conkl

foresee Avith some certainty that he coukl reach

the enemy's communications : it Avas in 1800 Avhen

he moved the army of Dijon to Milan hy

the Great Saint Bernard Avhile Melas operated on

Genoa and Xice. In his other campaig^ns he acted

in a Avay to ohtain this decisive result if the enemy

committed some mistake. He ardently longs that

they should, but he dares not hope for it, much

less count on it.

In 1805, for example, the movement of the

Grande Armee is directed in such a Avay as to

hrino' it on the rear of the Austrian army, if

only the latter delays in escaping ; and yet,

haA'ing arrived at DonauAVorth and Augsburg,

Napoleon cannot convince himself that Mack is

not retreating by the Tyrol.

There is here an essential shade Ave must

define. Save for the campaign of Marengo,

Napoleon never assumed Avith certainty that he

could reach the line of his adversary's retreat,

but he alAvays operated in such a Avay as to seize

it if the enemy lent himself to it. Never of

deliberate purpose did he renounce this enormous

advantage by making a frontal attack Avhen he

could do^ otherAvise. If he had had no actual hope

of succeeding, still he Avould have operated in the

same AA^ay. His object Avas not only to turn to

good account all favourable chances for cutting

off the enemy's retreat, by merely menacing it he

obtained an appreciable result. As in the battle.

Napoleon counted on this menace to shake the

morale of the enemy, to make him undertake
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movements in the course of Avliicli lie wo aid

become more vulnerable, and then to pounce on

him in the very act. When Napoleon succeeds in

getting at the enemy's communications, he rushes

on in a great hurry. Noting behind his adversary

some natural barrier, he seizes at once its principal

passages, after Avhicli, his army being disposed ac-

cording to his views, he moves against the enemy. ^

On November 14, 179G, the Austrians had

committed themselves in the trap between the

Adige and the mountains. Bonaparte holds the

bottom of it at Yerona. He knows that behind

the enemy is a little stream, the Alpone, which

is difficult to get over and is only traversed by

one road at Villanova. Leaving Yerona during

the night he hurries to Yillanova; by bad luck

a Croatian battalion which checks him at the

bridge of Areola causes the manoeuvre to fail.

He is more fortunate in the following campaigns:

in 1800 he establishes himself on the communica-

tions of Melas at the Stradella and on the Ticino

;

in 1805, before attacking Mack, he first seizes

the whole course of the Lech ; in 1806, before

assailing the Prussians at Jena, he holds the Saal

at Jena and at Naumburg. In 1800 the Austrian

corps oscillate in the confined space comprised

between the Danube, the Isar, and the Abens,

which was some 70 kilometres every way.

Napoleon does not hurl himself on them on the

strength of his first information, but first goes

and seizes the principal exit at Landshut ; then

' See the theory of these oi)eratioii.s in " Guerre napoleonienne :

Theorie et Technique," by Colonel Canion.
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lie is master of the sLtuation, and strikes securely

round about Eckmilhl.

One thing is remarkable. Wiiile great turning

movements succeed but rarely in battle, great

manoeuvres directed against the rear of an army

often succeed. Eassano, Marengo, Ulm, Jena,

Landshut, were completely successful. If at

Yillanova (1796) and Guttstad (1807) the enemy

escapes from the manoeuvre, he at least beats a

sufiicientlv hastv retreat to facilitate the victories

of Areola and Evlau.

To get at his adversary's line of retreat Napoleon

naturally avoids getting entangled with him ; he

makes his army file along one side of the theatre

of operations, avoiding anything like an encounter.

In order to prepare this operation the army is

assembled on a very big front, facing the enemy,

and as far as possible behind a natural screen of

river, mountain, or forest. Then suddenly it

closes on one wing, and by a sudden and rapid

march it makes a bound forward. The enemy

finds himself confronted with an accomplished

fact and an irremediable situation before the

movement has been reported to him. While he

is still considering what remains to be done, a

march or two brings the Erench on to his com-

munications.

Thus, in 1805, the army which commences to

assemble between Strasburg and Wurzburg closes

on its left while moving rapidly on Donauworth.

AVhile Mack is learning of the passage of the

Danube, Napoleon from Landsberg possesses

himself of Augsburg.
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In 180G the army has assemhled on the Main

from Wiu'zburg to Amberg ; as soon as it is

ready it closes on its right, avoiding contact with

the Prussians. In three long marches it has

crossed the forest that concealed it, and has

N9 7.
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attacked Gera. While Brunswiclv '\yonders what
is happening to him, Najooleon occii2)ies Jena

and Naumburg.
In 1800, in the magnificent plan of cam23aign

suggested to Moreau and Avliich Ik* Avas unal)le

to understand, Naj^oleon Avanted him to assemble
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his army belniicl the Ehine bc^twecn Constance and

Colmar, close suddenly on his right, and in the

same move cross the river at Schall'hausen, and

so in two days find himself behind the Austrians

Avho were holding the Black Forest.

In the same vear, Avhen the French and Austrians

Avere fighting along the whole chain of Alps be-

tween Geneva and Mont Blanc, he brings the

Army of Reserve to the extreme left, from the

Saint Grothard to the Saint Bernard, and descends

into the Milanese Avhile the enemy are gathering

themselves together.

Napoleon operates in the same way in April

1809, Avlien he hurls Massena on Landshut by

forced marches, to turn the Archduke Charles

and intercept his road to Vienna.

In 1812, in the operations at Smolensk, his

army being deployed behind the forest of Bieski,

he closes up suddenly on his right, and moves by

way of Smolensk to seize the Russian line of

retreat. It is very simple, very natural, to act

in this manner on the extreme right or the extreme

left Avhen one Avants to turn the enemy. But

there must be some difficulties in doing it, since

Napoleon Avas the only general capable of con-

ceiving and of executing such operations.

To assemble the army in a Avide zone, to cover

it bv makino^ use of natural obstacles, under cover

of these to close the army suddenly and throAV

it forward, to hold it constantly ready for all

movements, all evolutions, this is Avliat Napoleon

alone kncAv how to do. AVhatever the difficulties

may be they are Avell compensated by the advan-
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tages. Not only does this ofPensive on the ex-

tremity of the theatre of operations prepare the

seizure of the enemy's communications, but it

also lessens the uncertainty in which a general

has to live and take his decisions in war. Ev
keeping at one end of the theatre of operations

he reduces the number of directions in which he

has to look for the enemv, and the number of

combinations he has to foresee. By seizing a

river barrier on one of the communications of

the enemy, he reduces the number of operations

the enemy can attempt.

In 1806, for instance, Napoleon, marching to

the extreme right along the frontier of Bohemia,

knoAvs that the enemy is on his left. If he had

marched in the direction of Weimar, on pretence

of going straight to his goal, he would have

been in the greatest uncertainty, obliged to obtain

information to guard himself and prepare for

battle in all directions.

The seizure of a barrier or an important

communication of the enemy gives a greater

measure of certainty. When, in 1809, Napoleon

makes Massena and Oudinot debouch into the

confined space between the Danube and the Isar, in

which the Austrians are moving, in what direction

will he himself march ? Straight on them ? But
he is still 10 kilometres from the j)oiiit where

they have been reported, and l)efore he comes

up with them they may be running off in any
direction—Landshut, Straubing, Ratisbon. Napo-
leon, therefore, without heeding hourly information

about the enemy, goes straight to close the bolt-
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hole at Landslmt, leaving the encnny no exit hut

that of Ratisbon. Thenceforward the problem is

singularly simplified ; by marching from Landshut

on llatisbon, Napoleon is sure of finding the

Archduke Charles.

Clausewitz is right in saying that in Avar a

general moves in a cloud of uncertainty ; he

would have done still better to show us how
Avitli two strokes of his wand genius cuts and

disperses the cloud. The ofi^ensive manoeuvre on

one extremity of the theatre of operations presents

one other immense advantage ; it is that which

is most favourable to liberty of action, since it

keeps us from contact Avith the enemy and his

influence.

Liberty of action can never be complete in AA^ar

;

it is limited by the presence of the enemy, and

the only movements that avc can pretend to

carry out freely are those Ave can make Avithout

encounterinsr him. Assurinsr liberty of action

above all consists in only planning operations

Avliich cannot be countered by the enemy ; Avhich

can be carried tb rough to the end Avithout

risk of interruption by an encounter. By taking

the necessary precautions one can always surmount

material obstacles. The Great Saint Bernard

and the Niemen can be crossed Avithout mis-

calculation, but a handful of men can stoji an

army at the Bridge of Areola, and its artillery

at the fort of Bard.

Napoleon's first care, then, is to avoid engage-

ment until the decisive day. He frequently

repeats the recommendation tbat concentration
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must be effected beyond the enemy's reach. As
far as possible he ayoids partial encounters with

the enemy. He desires that contact shall only
t e

take place when the whole army is readv to

giye battle.

Thus, in 1806 Lannes receiyes the formal order,

seyeral times repeated, not to engage unless he

comes across an isolated division of the enemy ;

if he surmises the presence of a whole Prussian

Army Corps, he is to ayoid contact and report.

He is to halt if he can do so without exposing

himself to fight ; he is to fall back if in no other

Avay he can avoid en2:a£^ement. He is only to

advance again in order to attack with the whole

army concentrated. On the approach of the

Russians on Decem1)er 1, 1805, jNTapoleon holds

himself ready to beat a retreat if he has not the

time to concentrate the corps of Davout and of

Bernadotte before contact is taken.

Thus, concentration is not effected round a

corps already engaged Avith the enemy, but round

a corps which is the more solid because it is intact,

free in its movement, and in condition to obey all

orders.

It once happened that Napoleon, in consequence

of some mistake, Grot entans^led Ayitli tlie enemv.

It was on Pebruary 3, 1807, at Jonkowo. It

was just that day that his adversary escaj^ed

from his clutches.

To Napoleon tlie best way of safeguarding

his liberty of action was not to allow one of his

big units to get entangled witli and damaged by

the enemy. He also puts himself in a position to
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profit by this freedom, by not fettering himself

with bad march dispositions.

We lay stress on this part of the Napoleonic

method because recently a way of ensuring lil)erty

of action has been devised which consists of

allowing divisions to be caught and beaten by
the enemy on the pretence of entangling him
and fixing him. It is the strategy of the fislier-

man who, with one finger, catches a lobster by
the claw.

This false manoeuvre has been evolved by
applying to offensive operations methods suitable

to defensive operations, without even leaving

them all their value. Let us never fors^et that

in the offensive it is force and rapidity, togetlier

with the decision of the commander, which
guarantee the protection of the army better than

any mere measure of precaution can do. To
multiply supporting points, flank-guards, and
detachments of all sorts far from the armv is

to misunderstand tlie offensive. Thev weaken it

at the moment when it has need of all its strength

to obtain success at the decisive point. They
betray the timidity of a leader who ought to be

bold, one who takes the offensive in deference

to the opinion of others, and does not feel himself

impelled to it.

In 1806 Napoleon assembled his army in full

security behind the Frankenwald. On the day

that he decided to cross it there was no cover-

ing force, no flank-guards, only speed. In

one bound the army jumps to the Saal. It

has initiative, it has strength, it is beforehand
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Avitli the enemy's attacks and disdains to bother

about them. By the mere fact that it attacks

energetically and resolutely, it disconcerts smaller

combinations, rends the spiders'-Avel)s, and makes
nothing of dragging the debris along on its

flanks.

§ 9. DEFENSIVE. CENTRAL POSITION

It goes without saying that we do not find a

single example of the pure defensive in Napoleon's

campaigns. In those operations in which the

offensive follows the defensive, or a period of

exj)ectancy, it is produced immediately and the

defensive action is l)ut of short duration. It is

especially in 1796-7 that we find examples of

it. There we see the defensive-offensive method
of Bonaparte in the full light of day.

The divisions of his army are distributed on

a Avide front, and each occupies a very solid

position, which it could hold for at least a day
against superior forces. They are mountain posi-

tions like Voltri, Montelegino, the Corona, Rivoli;

or even fortresses like Verona and Lesrnairo on

the Adige.

Rampon could hold on indefinitely at Monte-
legino ; Cervoni holds on till nightfall at Voltri,

and retires without havinsr suffered severely ; the

same with Joubert on the Corona at Rivoli.

It is by placing divisions in such strong positions

that Ave can count on their capacity for resistance

to procure the time necessary for concentration.

But even so Ave are often taken in. It is not

Avithout serious material and moral Avastage that
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Masseiia is liuiitecl out of llivoli on Jul}^ 30, and

Yaubois from Lavis on November 16, 1796.

In 1807 the Grande Armee, in cantonments on

the ris^ht bank of the Vistula, is unable to establish

its army corps in such strong j)Ositions as in 1796.

So, in the event of attack, a corps threatened by

the bulk of the enemy's forces is to slip away

while the others are concentrating. In this case,

as in a purely offensive operation, concentration is

effected in such a way as to cut the enemy's line

of retreat.

While Bernadotte is retiring before Bennigsen

with the order to fall back, if necessary, as far as the

Vistula, the rest of the army hurries on to the Alle

to seize its passages.

There is in fact very little difference between

purely offensive operations, if they are considered

from the day the enemy appears in sight, and the

operations of the offensive-defensive.

When Napoleon has forces very inferior to those

of the enemv, we know how, in 1811, for instance,

he understands the defensive. It consists of a

series of attacks, of furious blows in all directions.

When others have to conduct a defensive war, he

advises them to use the ground so as to combine

defence with attack. Sometimes it will be by

taking up a central position in the plain in order

to attack the enemy in turn as he debouches from

the mountains. Most often it will be upon a

Avatercourse. A grave error will be committed in

simply trying to prevent the enemy's passage.

" Nothing is more dangerous than to try

seriously to defend a river by holding the opposite

19
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bank ; for once the enemy has surprised the

passage—and he always does surprise it—he Avill

find the army in very extended defensive order,

and he will prevent it rallying.

"A river, or any sort of a line, can only be

defended by holding the offensive points, for when

one has 'done nothing but defend oneself, one has

run risks to obtain nothing ; but when one can

combine one's defence with an offensive move-

ment, one causes the enemy to run more risks

than the corps which is attacked. . .
.

''There is nothing else to be done than to so

dispose of one's troops as to be able to assemble

them in mass and fall on the enemy before he has

completed his passage."

Napoleon's defensive, like his offensive—even

more, perhaps—is made up of nothing but

movement.

All Napoleon's contemporaries understood, as he

did, the advantage there Avas in turning or out-

flanking an enemy ; but the generals Avho opposed

him did not knoAV, as he did, how to combine

envelopment with the assembly of forces. Usually

they divided their troops into two or three com-

pletely separate armies and tried to bring about

a converging and simultaneous attack on Napo-

leon's army. It is then that Napoleon took

up a central iJOsUion between his adversaries,

around Avhich he faced turn and turn about one or

other of the enemy's armies.

Military writers, following the example of

Jomini, after strangely naming this method the

manceunre on interior lines, have wished to see in
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it Napoleon's favourite operation. During long

years they have disputed whether this preference

had any motive, and if there was reason for

jjractising this so-called manceuDre on interior

lines rather than the turning or enveloping

niana3uvre.

It is easy to prove that the question does not

arise. There are cases in Avhicli manoeuvre on a

central position is necessary, and the rest of the

time, Avitli the hest will in the world, it is

impossihle to have recourse to it.

When Napoleon finds himself Avith inferior

forces in presence of two separate armies of the

enemy, like the English and Prussians in 1815, it

is natural that he should throw himself hetween

them in order to prevent their joining, and that

he should try to beat them in succession. He
could not try to envelop them both at once in a

vast outflanking movement.

Let us suppose him, on the other hand, in

presence of a single army ; how could he take

up a central position P

Napoleon, then, had recourse to this latter solution

every time that his enemies invited him to it by

forming two separate armies. He could never

have had the notion of making it into a panacea.

What is true is that his enemies, convinced of

the advantages offered by turning movements but

neglecting the assembly of forces, afforded him
with astonishing frequency the opportunity of

manoeuvring in a central position.

As it is usually pictured, the manoeuvre on a

central position consists in this—that Napoleon,
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being placed between two armies, contains one

with very inferior forces, Avhile he directs superior

force on the other and beats it; then, leaving a

mere rear-guard in front of the second, he leads

the mass of his forces against the first.

In practice this manoeuvre shoAVs itself in

various forms, according to circumstances, and

Napoleon was probably wrong in his last cam-

paign to adhere to methods which had succeeded

nineteen years earlier.

In the spring of 179() he had the game, rela-

tively speaking, in his OAvn hands. One after another

his adversaries at first opposed to him only de-

tached divisions, sort of advanced guards. He
Avas able to beat some xAustrians at Dego, and some

Piedmontese at Millesimo on the same day ; then,

as the l)ulk of the Austrians were still very far

away, he was able to neglect them provisionally

in order to devote himself to the Piedmontese.

In his beautiful manoeuvre of Castiglione he

had to play with his general reserve between two

'Hostile armies debouching, one to the west, the

other to tlie south of the lake of Garda. But

one of them, after a first check, had renounced

the contest at once, and Bonaparte was able to

have it pursued by a weak division, and to throw

the rest of the armv on Wurmser at Castiglione.

During: the davs of Areola a single and ill-

commanded division sufficed to hold the hostile

corps which Avas coming doAvn the Adige from

Trente to Rivoli.

In none of these three operations did Bona-

parte thoroughly pursue the adversary he had
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first beaten. Thus a conception of manoeuvre

between tAVo enemies may have established itself

in his mind, involving a series of butting blows

to right and left, Avliile never pushing home any

but the last attack. In 1815, victor of Bllicher at

Ligny, he did not j^^^i'sue him and destroy him,

as he might have done without risk, still having

a line of operations open by Mezieres on Thion-

ville ; from Ligny he marches to Waterloo, leaving

only Grouchy in front of the Prussians.

The case of 1813 is more complex. Napoleon

has not, as in 1796, two of the enemy's armies

in front of him, but three ; and one may ask

oneself if in war, as in mechanics, the problem

of three bodies is not insoluble. Then again it

is a case of great masses in the field ; 150,000 men
against 510,000, and, above all, an almost un-

limited space in which they can move about,

for the Allies can fall back to the heart of

E/Ussia and Hungary.

The problem is far more difiicult to solve than

that of 1796. But it is not beyond the strength

of Napoleon the soldier ; it is Napoleon the states-

man Avho hinders the solution.

This solution is clearly perceived and indicated

by the Emperor : to reduce the enemy's masses

to two bv advancinc^ boldlv on the one that can

be turned with least difficultv, and of which the

line of retreat is most limited. By throwing

Bernadotte into the Baltic, the blockade of the

fortresses of the Oder and Vistula Avould be

raised, and lie could return Avith sufficient forces

to fight Bllicher and SchAvarzenberg combined.
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But on this theatre of operations there stands

Dresden, the capital of an allied sovereign ; and

Napoleon Avill not abandon Dresden. He makes

it his depot, his centre of operations, his central

position is about Dresden, and when he removes

it to Leipzig, Xapoleon still leaves a corps behind

at Dresden, which is lost as far as the battle

o^oes. Policv intervened before the decisive battle,

and lost all. The movements to and fro about

Gorlitz, the successes Avithout results, like that of

Dresden, exhaust the army without providing vic-

torv. Asrainst the adversaries of 1813, who knew
lioAV to avoid or hoAv to engage in battle according

to circumstances, so delicate a manoeuvre as that

of 1796 is unsuitable : it is necessarv definitelv

to crush one of the enemy's armies before passing

on to the others. The manoeuvre on a central posi-

tion is still possible, but with other methods. Will

it always be successful ? It very nearly failed

in 1796, and it needed all Bonaparte's genius to

finish off Wurmser. In 1818 the Allies hit off

in their Beichenbach j^lan a line of conduct that

made the manoeuvre about a central position more

than difficult ; such one of their armies as Napo-

leon selects for attack is to slip away, Avhile

everywhere else the forward march is to be

carried on concentrically. It is in this way that

Bllicher and Schwarzenberg end by surrounding

Napoleon at Leipzig Avithout his having been

able to fight the partial battles he Avas con-

tinually seeking. We have seen that in battle

the advantages of envelopment continually in-

creased at the expense of the central position.
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It is the same with operations as a whole, and

for the same reasons.

Let ns imagine the campaign of 1813 hegun

ao-ain, bnt under modern conditions. Napoleon's

movements to and fro woukl not have been helped

by them, while telegraphs and motor cars Avould

have enabled the Allies to regulate and harmonise

their operations.

. i



CHAPTER IV

WAE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

§ 1. NAPOLEON AND GERMAN DOCTRINE

What we know to-day about the princij^les and

procedure of Napoleonic Avar Ave OAve to the

publication of innumerable documents Avliich

haA^e been brought to light during the last fifty

years; firstly the '' Correspondance de Napoleon,"

then the numerous works embodAino^ orio^inal

documents, of Avhich Colonel Eoucart gaA'e an

example in his " 1806." Eighty years ago no

one Avas in a position to penetrate so deeply into

the knowledge of the Emperor's projects ; men
had but a general notion of his campaigns. In

a fcAV excellent pages Jomini shoAved Avell Avhat

a manoeuvre in the Napoleonic sense might be,

but he buried this precious jmssage under a heap

of queer definitions and trifling dissertations.

What Avere then principally seen in Napoleonic

war Avere its essential cliaracteristics, that is to

say, its offensive spirit, its vigour, and its

promptitude.

That Avliich Conde had been unable to do in

1650 and Erederick in 1750, Napoleon Avas able

to do in 1806—that is, to prepare, to obtain, and
2J)G
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to exploit to the utmost decisive battle. Thanks
to the resources of modern tactics he was able to

give free rein to his genius, and it was the

rapidity and fury of his offensive Avhich men
noticed.

If some sort of statistics were to be drawn up of

his campaigns and his battles, it would be proved

that the greatest results had been attained

by energetic attacks and pursuits. Extremely
skilful mana3uvres like those of Liitzen and
Bautzen did not gain the greatest trophies.

Officers who had been tlirou2:li the wars of 1809

and 1812 in the army of the Allies maintained

that the success of Eckmiihl would have been

greater if the detour by Landshut had been

omitted ; that the ingenious manoeuvre of Smo-
lensk had thrown away the opportunity of meeting

and beatins: the Russians.^

Einally the events of 1813 and the loss of the

communications at Leipzig had levelled a deci-

sive blow at the audacious and rather artificial

doctrine formulated so clearh' by the Emperor,

according to which the line of operations Avas

alone to be considered, the line of retreat being of

no importance. In 1812-18 and in 1818-11 men
had seen long-drawn-out retreats, proving the

necessity for an army of liaving its communi-
cations with the mother country secure throue^h-

out their length. And also in 1812, as in 1813,

the great number of the troops and the extent of

ground on Avhich they had to deploy had obliged

Napoleon himself to abandon the 2)rinciple of

' Clausewitz, " Ciimpagnc de 1812."
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unity of the line of operations which he made the

foundation of his doctrine.

And so there emerges a conception of war which

sees almost solely its moral aspect, and makes of

it an act of visronr and of eners-v ; this is the

concej^tion of Clausewitz.^ Compared with the

masterpieces of Xapoleon it seems very incomj)lete,

but from them it has taken the better part, and

there is no conception more capable of inspiring

a nation of warriors. This has been proved.

Clausewitz had the incomparable merit of

drivinsr formalism out of military education. In

spite of the errors of detail which his books

contain, whosoever is l)rought up in his school

becomes incapable of seeking the secret of victory

in formalism or in empty j)hrases—he thinks only

of forces, material and moral.

In war, more than in anything else, great

thoughts come from the heart, and there is no

better inspiration than hate. It is hate that made
Bllicher triumph over Napoleon. Analyse the

best manoeuvres, the most decisive operations, and

if they are not the work of an exceptional man, of

Prederick or of Naj)oleon, you Avill find them
inspired by passions rather than l)y calculation.

What would the w^ar of 1870 lia^ve been without

the hate the Germans Iwre us ?

Looking at war from this point of view, Clause-

witz attaclies but little importance to the form

of the operations. It is true that he wrote one of

his best chapters on the secrecy necessary for

' Clausewitz derived his doctrine from Schaniliorst, and shares it

with his contenii)oraries, Gneisenan, Miitiiing, etc.
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maiKiHivres, l)ut he despises the geometrical

element in war—that is to say, the form of the

operations. He Avants men to march straight

on the enemy's principal army, so as to have the

decisive hattle as soon as possible. According to

him, the object of turning movements is to

increase the results of victory, not to procure it.

To win, it is better to march straight on the

enemv Avith all forces assembled than to divide

the army up beforehand, with a view to man-

oeuvring. The essential thing is to pursue

vigorously as soon as one has gained the victory.

Principles which appear most lirmly established

find no favour with him : he cares little for guard-

ing his line of retreat if he is the stronger ; in this

he folloAVs, if not the Avritten doctrine, at any

rate the practice, of the victor of Marengo, of

Austerlitz, of Jena. He makes fun of bases, and

interior lines of operation, and other things that

Billow and Tomini introduced into the strategical

vocabulary.

He continuallv calls to mind the dangers, the

uncertainty, the incidents, or the friction amidst

Avhich decisions have to be taken in Avar. " War

is the domain of danger," '' war is the domain

of uncertainty," he repeats, and at first it does

not seem as if Ave should become more skilful

in leading troops through reading such aphorisms,

l)ut if we allow ourselves to be imbued Avith

them Ave become impervious to the fads of

system-mongers ; Ave avoid formal rules and

depend on initiative; we only accept simple

principles and simple dispositions, such as may
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survive amidst tJie friction, the uncertaintv, and

the danger ; such as seek for success in the

employment of force rather than in a comljina-

tion of angles and lines.

The army which heat us in 1870 was the work

of William, Prince, King and Emperor. For

half a centurv he had devoted himself to formins:

it, to imposing on it the cult of the initiative

and of energetic action. This primarily is why it

won. Add to this t« pleiad of generals provided

with a simple and solid doctrine, and you will

have the measure of Avhat Clausewitz did for his

country. In Moltke's operations of 1866 and 1870

we find the strategy which Avould naturally he

produced l^y the preaching of Clausewitz.

In the work of this great military writer there

is a Avliole section of which men do not ahvavs

seem to grasj^ either the truth or the imjoortant

bearing. It is that Avliich treats of the defensive.

We should he mistaken, of course, if Ave saw in

Clausewitz any sort of j^i'eference for the defensive

;

he knows better than any one that the offensive

alone procures positive results ; no one saw better

or understood better Avhat the offensive at its

highest point of energy can give; but he also saw

that the defensive (to employ his own expression)

is often necessary to arrive at victory.

It is rare that an army, even if it is Acry

superior to its adversary, can act continually on

the offensive, to do so it would have to be engaged

with completely inert or incapable enemies ; and

again there is no mancBuvre in which at any rate

a part of the army does not avoid battle, either by
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remaining motionless or even by retiring. We
have seen that in a general way Napoleon forbade

his marshals to compromise themselves with the

enemy before the time of the general engagement.
And the result alwavs Avas that some were obliired

provisionally' to abandon offensive action. The
orders to Lannes in 180G definitely laid down that

he should retire if the enemv advanced a^rainst him.

Napoleon had occasion to regret the few occasions

when he did not act in the same way. In 1800

he did not prolong his halt at the Stradella,

and engaged under unfavourable conditions at

Marengo. In 1813 he made Oudinot and Ney
assume the offensive at the same time that he

himself attacked in Saxony ; tlius the failures of

Gross Beeren and Dennewitz were the 2:)relude to

Leipzig. The conduct of the Allies, Avhich was

regulated on the Reichenbach plan, is perhaps

the most instructive and the most profitable

example, both for its theory and for its practice.

It did not demand superhuman genius, and for

the rest it was directly inspired by the principles

that are of the very essence of Avar. Everything

in war is resolved by force, l)y battle. On the

day of battle no battalion, no battery must be

missing, and all the troops must be as intact

as possible. The different parts of the army
should always make it their object to concen-

trate on one single battlefield, and up to then

to avoid any partial encounter in Avhich victory

Avould not he certain. The three great armies

of Bernadotte, Bliicher, and Schwarzenberg are

therefore about to coiiverge in the region of
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Dresden and Leipzig to fight a general battle

there. Each of them is to attack vigorously if

it encounters one of the French marshals or a

secondary army, but is. to refuse battle every time

that it sees Napoleon and the bulk of the French
forces approaching.

Thus we have a combination of the offensive Avith

its oj)posite in order to attain a general victory.

And if we think it over, if we eliminate the

prodigies of skill that Napoleon accomplished in

his manoeuvres, Ave fiud at the bottom of it all

this pre-occupation of concentrating all his forces

for a general battle, and of not compromising
any division in partial fights of which the issue

was uncertain. In this connection, the in-

structions given to Murat in 1805, to Lannes
between October 8 and 12, 1806, should be

compared with the Reichenbach plan.

Even in the most offensive manoeuvre, there

are nearly ahvays operations which have the

opposite complexion, because one is obliged to

2^reser}:e the forces intact for battle. The defensive

in the fight, the attitude of exj^ectancy or retreat

in the operations, are means of preservation, and
it is easier to preserve than it is to acquire. If

we doubted this, it would be enough to remember
that a weaker body face to face with a stronger

generally has recourse to non-ofi*ensive proceedings.

Clausewitz affirms most reasonably that if it is the

ofi'ensive alone that can give positive results, the

opposite allows one to make sure of negative

results at a less cost, and that it is often neces-

sary to have recourse to it.
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It is bv meditatini]^ on all the events of 1813,

those very events by which Clausewitz himself must

above all have heen inspired, that we thoroughly

understand the qualities attributed l)y him to

the defensive :
'' The defensive which preserves

is easier than the offensive which desires to ac-

quire." "The defensive is the stronger form

with a negative aim; the offensive is the less

strong form Avith a positive aim."

Simplicity in conception, energy, ardour, passion,

opportune employment of tlie offensive, this, and

no more, is the doctrine of Clausewitz.

§2. MOLTKE'S MARCH STRATEGY

In 1813 the Allies had raised 700,000 men, of

whom 510,000 composed the field army. Napoleoa

opposed them with 550,000 men, of whom 450,000

were in the field army. In the month of August

1870 the Germans invaded Erance with 512,000

men against 240,000.

The effectives in use were no greater in 1870

than in 1813, and the operations might have been

directed according to the same principles and

methods as in the Napoleonic wars. However,

this was not the case.

We will not speak of the operations undertaken

by the Erench. Directed by generals Avho, in

accordance with national prejudices, had had no

other teacher than their own experience, and did

not dream that to move 250,000 men dispositions

have to be combined, such operations do not pre-

suppose any directive ideas Avorthy of examina-
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tion. Therefore Ave will stick to the German
operations.

Under the influence of ClauscAvitz they diversre

palpably from Napoleonic methods ; and, more-

over, the densitA' of the network of roads favours

the adoption of a new system of marches. In

1805, when Naj)oleon Avent from the Rhine to

the Danube he found four roads on a front of

90 kilometres ; in 1870 there AA'as aA'ailable, on

the aA'crage, one independent route to every 8

kilometres of front. These circumstances, added

to the ideas taught by Clausewitz, determined the

methods of the Prussian grand tactics.

Clausewitz, avIio reminds men continually of

the dansrers, the uncertaintA% the friction amidst

Avhich decisions are taken and operations are

carried on, advises men to avoid everA^thins: that

is complicated, fragile, or ambitious. His dis-

ciples Avill deliberately avoid the Avide Napoleonic

manoeuvres ; they Avill seek neither to prepare

turning movements from afar, nor to combine

their marches skilfully so as to conceal their object

or to be able to change their dispositions according

to circumstances. In studying the operations

and projects of Moltke Ave haA'e not to admire re-

finements such as are presented by the ojoerations

of 1800 or of 180G ; evervthinsr is of the most

extreme simplicity. The Prussian armies of 1866

and 1870 march strai^'ht on the enenw in the

direction in Avhich he is reported. Their march

is merely organised Avith a view to a straight-

forward battle. " In every march," said ^Foltke,

'* tAvo considerations must be taken into accoujit

;
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the reduction of the columns to a minimum of

depth, and facility of deployment for the fight."

This facility demands tliat the columns should

he multiplied as much as possil)le. " It is a mis-

take to tilink that one is concentrated Avhen the

Avhole army corps is marching on the same road.

One loses more in placing the troops in depth

than in disposing them on the line of the front,

hecause two divisions marching parallel at an
interval of 8 to 10 kilometres one from the other,

support each other hetter and more easily than

if they followed . each other."

This is the only point of view in which ^loltke

places himself in order to organise the march of

his armies ; hut in practice he often forgets the

principle ^ye have just quoted, and excessively

diminishes the number of columns. It is thus

that in a memoir of NoA^emher 16, 1867, em-

bodying one of his numerous plans of campaign

against Erance, he declares that t/w most rigid

concentration is necesscny during the marches, and

he gives but one road to every 100,000 men.

So that deployment may be possil)le in the event

of an encounter, the depth of each army corps has

to be reduced to 15 kilometres, which demands

special formations very punishing to the troops.

Also, according to Moltke, one must only make
very short marches and bivouac constantly. This

method involves manv drawbacks.

In a memoir drawn up in the spring of 1870

Moltke wrote again a propos of the first marches

that are to follow concentration :

'' The operation will simpljj consist in this—that

20
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ice shall make a few marches on French territory

in as massed an order as imssible until ice meet

the adversary's army to fight it''

In these few lines Moltke's grand tactics are

summed ujx The various projects he drew up

from 1859 on, always show bundles of columns in

which the intervals vary from 5 to 7 kilometres.

In 1870, during the march from the Sarre to

the MoselJe, on August 10 or 11, for example,

the front of the assembled 1st and 2nd Armies

is 35 kilometres to eight army corps, of which

six are in first line. It is a density of six

men per running metre of front, a fighting

density ; the duration of the concentration is

reduced to nothing, but deployment will take at

least six hours. One may be surprised that

Moltke, having advocated columns of divisions,

here forms columns of army corps in order to

over reduce the front. The density of these

formations and the alignment of the heads of

columns make evolutions difficult. On August 11,

for example, Moltke has no information about

the enemy, and his seven first-line corps are

deployed on an arc of which the very shallow

convexity is turned to the front. If the enemy

is reported Ijetween Metz and Thionville, the

three corps of the left aligned on Metz cannot

come up in time ; if the enemy is reported

towards Dieuze, the three corps of the right

will find themselves piled up on one and the

same road.

On August 25 the Army of the Meuse and

the 3rd Army are marching on Rheims and
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Chalons. Like th(3 above, they have six corps

ill first line and two in second line. The front

is turned towards the west. On the information

of MacMalion's movement towards Montmedy, a

sudden change of direction has to be made in

order to march to Sedan ; and nothing can be more
j)ainful than this change of direction. Three

ENCLfSH MILES

N9 8.

corps find themselves crowded up one behind the

other ; each corps hampered itself and the one

following, which is quite close up. The four

other corjis remain far to the rear and will only

rejoin at S tonne. All this is only disentangled

by making excessive demands on the troops.

Let us carry ourselves back to the change of

direction carried out on October 13, 1806, by

the Grande Armee in order to concentrate towards
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Jena, a movement so simple and so natural that,

except for a Avord in an order to Soult, tliere is no

need for the Emperor to mention the itineraries.

Truly the grand tactics of Napoleon are superior

to those of Moltke. The latter only consider the

case of a battle in which the enemy has placed

himself precisely on the line of march ; they con-

tain no provision for the unforeseen.

It will 1)0 contended that Moltke did not

manoeuvre with army corps in one army, but did

so with armies. In 1866, as in 1870, he divided his

forces into three armies, l)ut does he use them to

manoeuvre with ? In the examples we have just

quoted there is no question of an isolated army ;

it is a case of armies glued together Avhich form

these bundles of parallel columns.

It is the 1st and 2nd Armies together that

march on August 10, 11, and 12, from the Sarre

to the Seille; it is a group of three or four

armies that we see in the projects of 1859 to 1870

directed in a narrow bundle of parallel columns

on Metz or NancA^

There is certainly one possible corrective to the

rigidity of the dispositions taken by Moltke : it

is exploration. Deployment under the best con-

ditions Ijeinsr assured so long as the army marches

in the direction of the enemy, it is, and it should be,

sufficient that it be kept constantly informed by

the cavalrv.

In his instructions to the commanders of the

larger formations Moltke defines the principles

of exploration ; as often as possible they are to

employ patrols of officers, composed of a small
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numher of horsemen, and only quite exceptionally

large units, such as hrigades or divisions. Its

mission is to make known exactly the position ot

the enemy, and usually will only succeed in this

hy turning it.

This method of exploration dilfers essentially

from that which Napoleon organised in 1805, in

1806, in 1812 ; its role is more strictly limited,

its means less yaried.

The principles laid down hy Moltke are little

ohseryed in practice. He is not kept constantly

informed, as he counted on heing, and on

August 11, 15, and 17 his ignorance ahout the

enemy is almost complete.

The fault lies in himself, hecause he leaves the

cavalry in the hands of army commanders, or eyen

of army-corps commanders, Avithout laying down

for it any well-defined task. He expects infor-

mation to come to him instead of haying it sought

at some given point. The exploration cavalry

is, as Ave have seen, the instrument of the

commander-in-chief ; it is he who causes it to act
;

it only furnishes him Avhat he asks of it. There

is perhaps no part of the army that feels and

expresses so clearly Avhether the general has ideas

and a fii*m and definite will.

§ 3. MANCEUVRE IN THE PLANS AND OPERATIONS
OF MOLTKE

It is difficult to form an opinion on Moltke's

doctrine, so many are the contradictions hetween

liis acts and his Avritings, and even hetween one

of his projects ami anotlier. Sometimes one sees
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him executing or projecting movements in dense

and rigid order, as we have just indicated ; some-

times he speaks ot* operations which presuppose

bokl and wide movements; Init in this case he

always confines himself to very general indica-

tions. Moltke, like the Allies in 1813, often

organises three armies, to which he seems to wish

to o-ive convero;ent directions ; but in reality lie

departs widely from the examples of 1813.

The characteristic trait of the operations of

October 1813, as far as the Allies are concerned,

is the convergence of the three armies starting

from Bohemia, Silesia, and Brandenburg on the

central point of Leipzig, and their engagement in

battle before they had been united. Moltke does

not act in that way ; his armies only move separ-

ately when they are far from the enemy, and

always join closely together before attacking.

It is rather curious that the inverse reputation

has l)een made for him ; for many historians the

difference between Napoleon and Moltke consists

in this—that Napoleon completed his concentration

before battle, and that Moltke fixed his point

of concentration behind the enemy's front. This

opinion seems to be the exact opposite of the

truth.'

Let us recall to mind Serurier's manoeuvre at

Castigliopc; the movements projected for Soult on

the Iller; for Davout at St. Polten and Jena;

those which Ney carried out at Eylau and at

Bautzen ; the converging movements of Napoleon

» Unless Moltke always saw all Lis projects countered, as has been

suggested with some probability.
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and Davout at Eckmiilil. Let us compare them
Avitli the operations of Moltke in Bohemia. From
the opening of the campaii^n the Prussian forces

Avere separated into two masses, of whicli one was

in Silesia and the other in Saxony—a solution

the formalists criticise and Avhich we should

admire unreservedly. Like all fine operations,

Moltke's offensive in 1866 is audacious in appear-

ance and in reality Avithout dan2:er. If the Aus-

trians had wished to bring superior forces against

the CroAvn Prince, they ought to have been crushed

in Bohemia bv Frederick Charles. In the con-

trary case the Prussian armies would have concen-

trated at Gitschin. On June 30 they are still

a long march away from each other, bnt as we
have seen in speaking of the battle, Moltke

completes the concentration l)efore passing on to the

battle, and only attacks on July 3, with all his

forces, not assembled (in the Napoleonic sense),

but closely concentrated for the last three days.

There is no question here of declaring Moltke

inferior or superior to Napoleon or to Bllicher,

but of characterising his jn'oceedings with refer-

ence to those of the Napoleonic period. War has

a practical object—victory ; and the triumi^hs of

Moltke amply demonstrate the value of his

methods. It is all the more important to define

them correctly and not to see in Moltke's tactics

the triumph of great turning movements.

The distribution of the German forces into

three armies for the campaign of 1870 presents

a singular analogy with the dispositions of the

Prussians before Sadowa. In one case, as in the
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other, the principal anny is iii the centre (Ere-

derick Charles) ; a small army of t\¥0 corps to the

right accompanies it like a satellite, and does not

seem destined for any important mancx3uvre; to

the left, the army of the Crown Prince dehouches

almost at right angles to that of Erederick Charles,

hut is to join on to it closely before the battle.

In the commander's mind, we have said, Aving

armies have not got to make great turning move-

ments ; but they are none the less destined to carry

out a manoeuvre, for they are to outflank the

enemv. What Moltke seeks, in conformity with

the doctrine of Clausewitz, is tactical success;

and he calculates that he will obtain it Avith less

risks by outflanking a wing of the enemy's army

than by turning it. At Sadowa, Prince Erederick

Charles' initiative, it seems, directs the effort to the

opposite side to that on Avhich Moltke Avanted it

;

on the Sarre it is the disobedience of Steinmetz that

causes the projected manoeuvre to fall through.

Without doubt Moltke is persuaded that since

the last campaigns of Napoleon a movement of

very Avide scope is exposed too soon, that even

for an outflanking movement one cannot hope

for secrecy if the corps charged Avith its execution

advances prematurely beyond the centre; the

frontal battle must be joined before the attack

on the Avings is unmasked. Thus the principal

army (that of Erederick Charles), although it is

to attack first, must Avait, and avoid engagement

so long as the Crown Prince is not yet Avithin

distance to come into action ; and the subordinate

armies may not advance beyond it till that
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moment. This is the manoeuvre that Moltke

neglected to expLain to Steinmetz, and SteinnK^tz,

having less profound and less correct views than

his master, wants to march on and attack first.

Add to this that he encroaches beforehand over

the zone reserved for the Army of the Centre, a

thing' which cannot be explained by any erroneous

conception of the operation.

We must not fail to observe that this manoeuvre

of Moltke's projected for Sadowa and for the

Sarre excludes, like Napoleon's project, all en-

counters hazarded before the decisive battle. Of

necessity there are partial actions like those of

Proeschwiller ; the secondary theatre of operations

in xllsace must be thoroughly cleared, but the

CroAvn Prince disposes of greatly superior forces

for this mission. He is safe from risks.

^Moltke's manoeuvre does not involve the idea of

fixing the enemy 1)y a partial fight any more than

does Napoleon's ; non-off*ensive methods, a state

of expectancy, and even retreat are as necessary

to one as to the other. This is what Steinmetz

did not understand on his own account in 1870.

In Moltke's plans of campaign one finds

a number of operations i)rojected folloAving a

single type very different from the preceding.

They consist of engaging the fight on two fronts

forming a jironounced angle, and of Avhich one

front is marked by an important Avatercourse.

Whereas Napoleon waging a Avar that Avas all

movement only employed Avatercourses to mask

his movements to and fro, ^Moltke makes of them

defensive positions.
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Does ho imagine that the Erench have viohited

]^.-lgian neutrality ? Then an army will await

them on tlie Lower Ilhine, and anotlier will

attack their right flank, delx)uc]ung hetAveen

Treves and Cohlentz.

If thev advance from Metz on Cologne, tliev

will 1)0 checked on the Moselle and taken in flank

hv an army which Avill dehouch from Mainz and

Rastadt.

Einallv, if thev march from Metz and Strashurg

towards Mainz and Erankfort, Moltke will on this

side oppose them hut feehly. He gathers the

hulk of his forces on the left hank of the E^hine

close to the Moselle, and it is from there that he

will take the offensive.

Is it a question of war against xlustria when the

King of Prussia is not Avilling to attack ? Moltke

will accept the contest on the Ell)e. If the

xlustrians advance by the left l)ank of this river, a

weak detachment of the Prussian army will stop

them between Wittenburg and Torgau, the main

body will attack their left flank in the region

of the ]\Eulde. .

If, on the other hand, the Austrians march on

Berlin bv the right bank of the Elbe, the Prussian

army will debouch between Dresden and Torgau

to take them in flank and rear. What is to

l)e noted here is not only the form of this

manceuvrc, which is new, but the extraordinary

audacity that inspires it. Moltke makes frequent

use of flank and rear positions. He places him-

self in situations Avhere, once Ijattle is accepted, the

beaten side Avill lose all. But he has confidence in
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his strength ; it is not possible for him not to Avin,

and he Avants to put the enemy into situations

from which there is no way out.

Moltke is often misjudged; men see in him the

cohl and accurate calcuhxtor ; they fail to recos^nise

his unlimited confidence and l)oldness, the true

hall-mark of great warriors. He did not l)ecome

victor at Sadowa, Metz.. and Sedan with the apti-

tudes of a mere head of a department. Moltke has

the supreme gift of the great captains—confident

boldness. He takes naturally, and with un-

affected calm, decisions of remarkable audacity.

No one has surj^assed him on these lines. He
does not believe in defeat. He does not hesitate

to lose his own communications in order to cut

those of the enemy ; for him there are no doubts

—

the question is never asked ; for it is the enemy
that will be beaten. It does not enter his head

to preserve his line of retreat on Berlin, since

he must win ; the essential is to block the enemy,

to push him back against the Rhine or the Elbe,

for his destruction is certain.

The man capable of such conceptions remains

unshakeable amidst dangers, and immediately

and calmly takes the greatest decisions in the

most critical moments. If he places imperfect

methods at the service of his strategic ideas, he at

least impresses on the operations a correct and

strong direction ; he leads his armies to tbe goal

without allowing himsidr to be distracted by

secondary questions. At every moment he dis-

cerns immediately the most important objective

against which the o|)erations must be directed.
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It is thus that on tlio niglit of Graveh)tto, when
the hattie appears lost, or at any rate undecided,

and Avhen the great Bismarck openly gives voice

to the opinion that the offensive sliould l)e

renounced, Moltke gently declares that he is

ixhout to give the order for an attack on the

following morning. And as soon as victorv is

assured and Bazaine has retired into the fortress

of ]\Ietz, Moltke does not lose a moment in order-

ing the march on Paris. These are the master

qualities, audacity and decision, that one finds in

his acts as in his Avritings ; thev are those to

which the great victories are due.

§4. ^rOBILISATIOX AND COXCEXTRATIOX

Nineteenth-century Prussia introduced into war
two operations whicli Avere almost unknown in

preceding ages : mohilisation and concentration.

In all ages it Avas necessarv to increase the

effectives so as to undertake a campaign, and to

supply them Avitli A^arious ohjects Avith Avliich

regiments Avere not furnished during peace time

:

provisions, ammunition, A^ehicles, etc. This is

Avhat the Germans call "making mohile," mobil

machen, Avhence the name Ifohilmachung, Avhicli

AA^as translated into French as mohUisation.

Prussia, Avhicli for a long time had passed

regularly from a peace footing to a Avar footing

hy incorporating complementary trained men,

did not fail to rv^gnlate this mohilisation ; the

order and the duration of the different operations

Avere fixed in every detail. The Prussian Great
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General Stait', which never ceased to prepare for

possible wars against Austria, France, and Russia,

constantly studied plans of campaign and en-

deavoured to settle at least the initial disposition

of the army, the Aufmarsch} This is what
Napoleon called the assemMy of the army, and

what Ave have most improperly since called

concentration.

As soon as railwavs were able to be of some

use in concentration, the Great General Staff under

Moltke's direction studied their use. From 1852

on, transport and concentration schemes were con-

stantly worked out and kept up to date ; every

improvement in railroads was made use of to

accelerate movement. The War Office, for its part,

srraduallv shortened the time of mobilisation. The

progress made was prodigious ; the Prussian army,

which, according to the schemes of 1859, could

only be concentrated on the 35tli to the 12nd day,

was in 1870 ready on the 19th day. Ai\{[ this

result seems all the more astonishing when one

knows the small outj^ut of the German railways

at that time.

During the earlier studies of mobilisation and

railwav concentration some officers thou2rlit of

combining the two operations. They considered

that to wait for the completion of mobilisation

before beginning the transport work of concentra-

tion was needlessly to delay the arrival of

the heads of the columns in the frontier reijrion.o

' Aufmarsch docs not mean eitlier deployment or concentration.

It is the operation accomplished Avhen the elements of a coluniu

separate and group tliems jlves at wide intervals in waiting formations-
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They proposed, therefore, first of all to trans-

port the troops at peace strength, and to make

the reservists join them later. This solution

was discarded, and Prussia had no reason to

repent of it. The great simplicity of its trans-

port system contributed greatly to success in

1870. The French, on the contrary, first asseml)led

their troops on a peace footing in Alsace and

Lorraine, and only then began to send them the

reservists, provisions, ammunition, articles of

equipment, and vehicles necessary for passing to

a war footing. This transport work, undertaken

Avithout preparation, resulted in incredil)le disorder.

Whole trains of supplies and ammunition were

forwarded to Metz witliout personnel to unload

them. The stations and the lines Avere soon en-

cumbered Avith packages and trains to such an

extent that movement became impossible. It Avas

necessary to stop the transport of person7iel, and

200,000 ^-eservists had to be kept at the depots.

This AA^as one of the chief reasons for defeat. At

the same time the troops, aa^Iio had been sent to

the frontier Avithout the necessary materiel Avhich

it Avas intended should folloAV them, complained

of lacking everything. The moral eft^ect Avas

disastrous.

Since 1871 mol)ilisation and concentration have

been carefullv studied in all armies ; so carefully,

that many officers engaged in this Avork see in

it the Avhole of preparation for Avar and lose sight

of operations properly so called.

The concentration-transport is regulated accord-

ing to the plan settled for the first dispositions ;
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it may be modified and underf^o variations. These
latter are carried out by mixed commissions es-

tablished at Avbat are called regulating stations.

The zone in which the detrainments take

place during concentration is more or less distant

from the frontier, according to the plans of the

higher command. It Avill be yery near the frontier

it* we can count both on numerical superiority at

the beginning and on having a great start in

relation to the enemy. Then we can assume
the offensive and attack him before he has finished

his concentration.

In every case detrainment and concentration

should be made safe from all interference by
the enemy. If Ave cannot count l^oth on initial

superiority and on a great start in transport,

it is necessary to carry out detrainment so

far from the frontier that the enemy cannot

disturb it. Let us supjiose, for example, that

the enemy has a start of four days ; we must
then leave a distance of at least four marches

between the most advanced zone of detrainment

which we can attribute to the enemy and that

which Ave adopt ourselves.

Other considerations assist in determinins: the

zone of concentration. The general may choose to

pull it back to await promised reinforcements. On
the other hand, he may press his offensive if he is

the stronger at the beginning and wishes to pre-

vent the enemy ^ettino: reinforcements. If he has

superior numbers and superior ^kill, lie Avill try

to carry the contest into a Avide and easy zone

in Avhich he can mancxnivre. If he is the Aveaker
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aucl has no liojDe of reinforcements, he will seek

a more restricted and difficnlt zone. If he wishes

to fight defensively, he will fix his choice on a

favourahle position, etc.

All these conditions are taken into consideration

A\hen the choice of the zone of concentration is

heinor made, and it is essential that it shonld

suit the general's plans. It mnst not happen that

he finds himself fettered hy measures taken in

spite of him, or obliged to wait when he Avishes to

assume a prompt offensive. Neither must he open

the campaign by retreating before the enemy. A
concentration efi:'ected at a great distance from the

frontier offers drawbacks ; it means abandoning

part of the national territory to the enemy

and leavino; him entire libertv of action. But it

may present advantages by obliging the enemy to

entano:le himself with the fortresses of the frontier

zone, while we are able to give battle in a less

confined region, in which it is possible for us to

manoeuvre, and do so more easily than the invader.

The decision to be taken in such a case is the

most momentous that can fall to the lot of a

general. The faults he then makes are irrevocable.

21



CHAPTER V.

WAE IN THE T\yENTIETH CENTUKY

§ 1. THE NEW CONDITIONS OF WAR

Much more important progress Avas made in

things concerning war in the nineteenth century

than in any other. Everything was developed,

transformed, augmented, and not in weapons only,

but also in means of subsistence, and above all, in

means of communication.

The progress in armament has modified both the

combat and the battle ; l)ut great as this progress

has been, it has not been of a kind to transform

Avar as a Avhole. Let us imagine an army endowed

Avith the most modern Aveapons, but numbering

only 200,000 men, and only having at its disposal

the means of communication in use in 1806. The

principles and procedure Avhicli it Avould then

be suitable to a2:)ply to the operations of Avar

AA^ould be practically the same as those of a century

ago.

But it is quite different if Ave take into con-

sideration the two o^reat chansres Avhicli most

concern the moA^ements of armies, i.e. progress

in the means of communication and increase in

effectives.
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The invention and development of railways

have led to manifold and considerable con-

sequences : traffic and commercial and agricultural

activity have reached an unheard of intensitv.

The production of food commodities and the close-

ness of the network of railways have increased

this activity in huge proportions. In addition to

rapid transport by rail, they allow of the

mobilisation and revictuallino^ of much larger

armies than was possible at the opening of the

nineteenth century.

The fact that armies can be supplied by rail

has originated new conditions in Avar. These
conditions, which are inherent in the use of

railways, will no doubt disappear when further

progress has brought the employment of road

convovs into use once more.

We have seen that Napoleon put all his maga-
zines and hospitals into a field fortress, that is to

say, made them safe from the sudden attacks of

local levies. For the rest, his armies Avere not

so numerous as to be unable to live exclusively on
the country. Eor all these reasons they never ran

the risk (except in the case of having met with

a complete disaster) of being deprived of the

necessarv resources.

A modern army is not similarly situated, so

long as it is revictualled by rail. The troops are

so numerous tliat the country in Avhich they are

operating can furnish but a small part of their

supplies. AVhereas in the nineteenth century it

was usual to live on the country and keep tlie

Qonvoys in reserve, now it seems more natural to
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depend entirely on a base of suj^plies, leaving the

local resources intact to fall back upon, should the

raihvay transport ])e interrupted.

Be that as it may, generals ought not to allow

themselves to be ruled by this system of supply

from tlie rear any more than they were in former

days by their magazines. In this way the freedom

of action of the troops is preserved, as at all times,

by horsed or motor convoys, of which they should

never be deprived.

"Lines of communication" have now a vital

importance such as did not attach to them a

century ago. The levies in 1813 operated on the

rear of the French army with all possible success,

and vet did not succeed in starving it. In a

modern war, raids like those of MensdorfP, Thiel-

mann, or Colomb would prevent the enemy's army

from keeping the field. To interrupt the line of

supplies it Avould be sufficient to seize engineering

works or a few important railway stations, and to

stay long enough to effect considerable destruction.

We say such expeditions would prove fatal to

the enemy's army, but it would only be true if the

usual blunders have been made and the important

points are not protected. It is too often said

that Napoleon's campaigns are ancient history,

and we are so convinced of this that we do not

even draw from them the most obvious lessons.

If Napoleon's '' lines of communication " were

absolutely secure, it was so because his '' depot

"

was safe from sudden raids. Let us imitate his

example; let us protect our regulating stations

and maii-azine stations on the different lines of
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communication efficiently, then Ave shall have a

security comparable to that of Napoleon. The

enemy's cavalry may surprise one or two convoys,

or make a few unim2:)ortant demolitions, but it will

not dry u]) the sources of supply—and Avill not

occasion us more than temporary inconvenience.

It is not a question of turning the towns in

which the 2:reat stations are into fortresses of the

first order, nor of engirdling them with a huge

circle of detached forts Avithout a continuous

enceinte : on the contrarA^ Ave must haye a con-

tinuous enceinte proof against field artillery, but

no detached forts.

The more important engineering AA^orks should

also be protected as the Germans protected the

bridges over the Rhine.

The ncAV means of mechanical transport by

Avhich conyoys on the road are replenished Avill

deliver us from the tyranny of the railAA^ay. But,

notwithstanding, railAA^ays for some time to come

must be the normal instruments of cA^acuation

and sup2:)ly. Eor some time to come they Avill

remain more A^ilnerable than ever, and Avould

be the natural objective for all guerrilla troops,

as Avell as for bio^ bodies of cavalry. More than

ever before, offensive operations will have as their

objective the seizure or the menacing of lines of

communication

.

On the other hand, the immense armies mobilised

nowadays will hardly be contained by the theatre

of operations. In a Franco-German War, for

example, if the troops are deployed betAveen

Longwy and Iluninguen, their dejith Avould ])e
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six men to the yard ; it would be three to the yard

between Dunkirk and Montbeliard, or 1)et\veen

Wesel and Bale.

If Napoleon, in his sweeping manoeuvres in

1800 and 1805, appears to have cast but a coarsely

meshed net over his enemy, the armies of the

future, it seems, Avill be more like massive and

heavy rollers, crushing all that they pass over.

At first sight one is tempted to think that

such armies are unsuitable for anv manoeuvre
;

one imagines them to be capable only of march-

ing straight ahead into battle to the shock of

brute force. This is what Yon der Goltz

writes :

''If an armv actins^ on the defensive is not

attacked directlv in front, and if it is oblic^ed to

form front in an unexpected direction, it will

find itself in the presence of considerable diffi-

culties. ... To turn this gigantic mechanism in

an unforeseen direction is an operation the diffi-

culty of which is increased by the depth of the

concentration, and the wider the front, the longer

this takes to do."

But we should not imagine that armies Avill

be disposed in linear formations. Even though

they occupy the whole breadth of the theatre of

operations in sufiicient depth to give battle, there

can never Ije any question of uniform distribution.

The general will hold larger numbers of troops at

his disposal in certain zones wliere he means to

obtain success at any price by developing and

repeating liis attacks. lie Avill denude other

regions Avliere no decision is l)eing sought for,
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and he will sec no capital ol)jection to giving Avay

here and there to the enemy.

And even this is but redistribution, the econo-

mising: of forces for the l)attle Avhich must not be

settled or determined till the decisive moment.

While the operations that precede battle are being

carried out, quite another distribution may be

needed—one which Avill not Avarn the enemy of

the projected scheme, and which would permit

us to check his ; one which lends itself to varia-

tions, as the plan itself should do.

Eirstly, the great units are grouped in such a

manner as to allow of their being moved accord-

dins: to the turn of circumstance, in any direction

and with the greatest rapidity. Such movements

will habitually be carried out by road. The

best methods of grouping and moving the large

luiits called upon to manoeuvre in this Avay are to

be found in the Grand Tactics of Napoleon. These

units Avill not be more unwieldy than the army

of 1800 and 1807, while the network of roads Avill

offer them ^rreater facilities for movement. This

network gives for the most part one carriage-road

to every three kilometres of front. Thus an army

corps of 30,000 men, which on a single road would

form a column of 25 to 30 kilometres in length,

may be distributed without inconvenience on

several roads. It will be enclosed in a 10-kilometre

square ; it becomes a true pawn on the chessboard.

Nothino; is easier than to move it without loss

of time, to concentrate it rapidly on its head or

on either flank, and to make it change direction.

An army composed of a group of corps massed
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in this way can turn about, concentrate, or deploy

without difficulty.

Bodies of cavalry and cyclists make it pos-

sible to occupy essential points more rapidly,

and open the road to the armies. They can be

used either as mobile reserves or as organs of

offence caj^able of suddenly extending the range

of an outflanking attack.

Eut these are not the onlv means that modern

armies have at their disposal for promptly modi-

fying the distribution of troops in the theatre

of operations. In 1859 and 1870 army movements
were carried out by rail but slowly, as they were

badly organised. The railways of to-day offer far

more valuable assistance now that we are accus-

tomed to use them with method and science. They
lend themselves to rapid movements, and allow

of the transport of an army from one end of the

theatre of operations to the other in a few days.

The long parallel railways that folloAV the course

of the Rhine would enable the Germans, for ex-

ample, to make rapid transportations between

Strasburg and Cologne or Aix-la-Chapelle. They
might, after having to all appearances ipiled up
their troops and their efforts at one extremity of

the theatre of oj)erations, after haA^ng repeated

their attacks and thus determined the concentra-

tion of our forces on one of their Avinors—tliev

might, I say, suddenly bring their j)i'i^^cipal

strength to bear on the op2)Osite side.

One is tempted to exaggerate the ease and
rapidity Avitli Avhicli transport is carried out by
rail during operations, but one often falls into tlie
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opposite extreme. It takes two days to transport

an army corps l)y a double line, and it is possible

to convey as many army corps in two days as

there are lines giving on to the zone in which it

is intended to operate. But troops conveyed by a

single line are detrained on many platforms and

sidings, often very far apart. A day, or even

more, must be allowed to reassemble the men
after detrainment.

Finally, at least two days are needed to prepare

for such transportations, but usually the move-

ment would have been worked out and the orders

given for it long beforehand. When one knows

for certain what use can be made of railway trans-

portation and the resources of the network of

rails, it only remains to develop these in the sense

desired, and so to facilitate all possible manoeuvres

in accordance with studies made in peace.

Armies appear more cumbersome to move, but

the means which they have at their disposal for

movement are more effective.

Also, though the number of troops seems to make

it more difficult to exercise command, generals

dispose now of infinitely greater facilities for

transmitting orders than in the past.

Telegraphy, in admitting of command from a

long distance, has completely changed the con-

ditions of war. What a diff'erence existed between

the higher command of the Prussian armies in

1870 from the General Headquarters at Versailles,

and that of the French armies, or of the Allies, in

1812 and 1813 !

Telephones, wireless telegraphy, and visual sig-
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nailing have come to reinforce the telegraph

;

cyclists are valuahle for the transmission of orders

and reports at short distances. Automobiles have

almost dethroned the telegraph ; they carry with

a rapidity only comparaljle to that of telegraphic

transmission, not only written orders, in Avhicli no
error due to transmission is to he feared, but also

officers, and even the general himself.

Thus, in communications, as in transport, the

new difficulties are largely surmounted by the new
means of action.

It is the same Avith exploration. If the extent of

ground occupied by the armies, as well as the

efficacy of infantry fire, makes cavalry exploration

almost impossible, dirigible balloons and aero-

2:)lanes will soon replace it, and Avill perhaps

furnish intelligence that cavalry Avould never

have been able to procure.

To sum up, it is with war as it is with battle,

operations will be as varied and as supple as

2:)ossible ; they Avill admit of, and Avill demand, as

much skill as in the past, so long as we make use

of all the ncAV means Avhicli alloAV us to crain

intelligence, issue instantaneous orders, execute

rapid manoeuvres.

The last transformations of AAar onh^ accentuate

the evolution accomplished since the middle of the

eighteenth century.

1. The battle Avas formerly independent of the

operations : since Napoleon's day it has been

intimately linked up Avith the operations ; it now
absorbs nearly all the operations.

2. Tlie line of communication, Avhicli Avas so
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little thought of until Yalmy, became very im-

portant in Napoleon's day ; it now has assumed

vital imj)ortanee.

3. Eollowing a natural law, recent industrial

and military progress has favoured the defensive

in frontal fights ; but the offensive is more potent

in imposing battle and in forcing decisions to

one's advantage, for the assailing army occupies

the whole theatre of operations and sweeps all

away on its passage.

§ 2. THE APPLICATIOX OF PRINCIPLES TO MODERN-
WAR

It is said that the great principles of Avar are

unchano:eable ; that thev are simple common-

sense truths, and stand for all time. We should

not exaggerate the import of this assertion : the

great principles which were true yesterday will

also be true in the future, though many among

them Avill be out of date and will not be susceptible

of current application. Others no less eternal,

but of which no one had thought, will perhaps

make their appearance.

Rules of conduct deduced immediately from

principles will even more certainly fall into

desuetude. Let us review those which Napoleon

laid down, and let us see how many of them are

still applicable to-day. The unity of the line of

operations was no longer respected in 1813.

Directly revictual ling was done by rail it never

could matter again, because one line served four

or five army corps.

The unity of the line of operations had a double
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importance in Napoleon's eyes : it facilitated the

protection of magazines and convoys, and it as-

sured unity of action. As far as the protection

of convoys goes, it can be assured in other ways
in the future. As for unitv of action and the

assembly of forces, they are afforded as mucli

security hy the general canditions of modern war
as the unity of the line of oj)erations afforded them
in the past.

In the days when an army in active operation

covered only 50 or 60 kilometres in Avidth, one

might have been temj)ted to form two armies on

such a theatre of operations as is AVestern Ger-

many, and to assign to these armies separate

objectives and independent generals. In future

the troops mobilised will hardly be contained in

the Avhole width of the theatre of operations.

HoAv, then, can thev not be under one sins^le

commander, and how can he fail to keejD them
united ?

The armies of the two belligerent powers Avill

face each other, barring from side to side the

enclosed space in Avliich they are about to fight.

Thev will march towards each other to eno-ao^e

in battle, and it is difficult to think that in the

future there can be any objective save this en-

counter. Even if thev Avished it, thev could not

neglect the army of the enemy in order to occupy

a toAvn or a province.

Formerly it was necessary to remind men and
to plead endlessly for unity of command, unity

of action, the asseml)lv of forces, the seekins: to

bring about a ])attle witliout thought of secondary
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objectives. In future it seems that all these

dictates of the great masters will have become

useless.

And vet thev have not ceased to be correct

;

but their applicability is presented in such new

guise that one scarcely recognises it.

If the fact that armies are deployed across the

entire Avidth of the theatre of operations with

the depth requisite for action excludes the ten-

dencv to division, it will, on the other hand,

give rise to many other temptations, which one

will still resist if one is imbued with the old

principles.

When it comes to moving the masses of troops

Avhich a European Avar Avould bring into play,

one thinks first of deploying them in a continuous

homogeneous line of almost continually equal

depth, Avith Avhich one thinks one Avould, Avithout

further combination, be in a situation to give

battle Else, giving to an assembly of tAVO millions

of men not the depth, but the dimensions of the

grouping of six army corps in the Napoleonic

Avars, Ave pile up these masses in a narroAV space

Avhere they Avould oifer an easy prey to the

adA^ersary.

We should not act thus if Ave remembered the

profound meaning of the Napoleonic principles.

If Ave Avant a united army, it is not in order to get

men shoulder to shoulder, but to enable the general

to employ them all in the same action in the

manner which suits both his plans and the circum-

stances. This is Avhat the old principle, '' Keep

an army together," means to us to-day, and its
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application exacts as much forethought and talent

as it ever did.

If Napoleon wanted a single commander, a

single line of operations, it was in order that all

his forces might he moved hy a single will, directed

hy a single mind, towards an identical ohjective.

It is not enough to have a commander-in-chief

and an army deployed without intervals ; a master

idea, according to which the army is to act, is

also necessary. Everything must he co-ordinated,

all movements should be linked up and combined

with the view of common action.

Erom another point of view there is also reason

for ensuring the union of forces. Peo2:)le often

neo^lect Avhat Clausewitz calls the economv of

forces "in time"—that is to say, they decide to

bring all the forces at their disposal to bear

in the same theatre of war, but successively

.

Clausewitz quoted the example of Austria in

1796 ; we have a still more remarkable one in

1870. A professional army, comprising but a

small number of reservists, was crushed at

Eroeschwilier and Gravelotte. Another army,

mainly composed of reservists, was offered up as

a holocaust at Sedan. These tAvo armies numbered

300,000 men. There were still at the depots

296,000 men of the active and reserve armies.

Erom August 15 there were 100,000 gardes nwhiles

under arms who by September were ready to

march. Thus, l)y refusing to fight in the middle

of the month of August, it Avould have been

possible to assemble 600,000 or 700,000 men hj

the first day of September. On the pretext that
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they were of unequal value the troops Avere made

to fight in detail.

''We must," said Colonel Eoch in 1900, ''make

use of all our troops, whateoer their kind''' What
folly to reserve the less good men for the despair-

ins: strusr^rle of the last hour ! Would not the

mobiles of Coulniiers, Bapaume, and Villersexel

have fought more usefully side hy side with the

army of Chalons ?

In future, as in the past, we must employ all

the living forces of the nation, employ them in

common action together and in the same hattle.

We must not put forward excuses ahout the

mediocre quality of certain troops, for there is no

battalion which we shall not be obliged (and

glad) to fall back upon in the hours of despair.

§3. THE OFFENSIVE AND THE DEFENSIVE

It would be absurd to think that one could fight

without hittino^ out. The attack is the normal

mode of action in war.

No one should be allowed to command armies

who is not disposed by nature to take the offensive.

Ear from fearing the struggle, a general should

desire it, be eager to fight ; he should not allow

himself to go to the battle, he should march there

resolutelv, fullv conscious of his actions, with a

free and active spirit directing his will.

There is nothing in this, it seems, but what is

simple and natural, and yet nothing is more rare.

'' It is difiicult," said Napoleon, '' to form any

exact idea of the strength of soul needed to deliver

with a full appreciation of the consequences one of
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those srreat battles on ^vliich the fate of an armv
or of country clej^ends. Therefore it is very rare

to find generals eager to give battle."

A general who was not of this temper, and who
feared the dangers and responsibilities of battle,

Avould be condemned to irresolution, to immobility,

or to counter-marches. For such a man, the at-

titude called defensive would be the outcome of

his timidity and his hesitations. This is not a halt

or a retirement decided on in full knowledge of

the situation, by a general Avorthy to command
and impatient to resume the offensive at the first

opportunity. Such a man would find it easier to

attack than to act on the defensive. In post-

poning a battle he does it in spite of himself.

Perhaps it is dangerous to recall the fact that

great leaders have not ahvays acted offensively ; it

may serve timid men as a pretext for clinging to

the defensive themselves. But it must neverthe-

less be stated : if it is necessary to assume the

offensive in the operations taken as a whole and

in the final phase, it is often only possible to

operate by postjDoning the fight for a certain time,

and at certain points.

Xapoleon gave an examj^le of this in 1796, on

the Adige, and again in 1813, Avhen he halted on

the Elbe. He gave an example of this even Avhen

taking the off'ensive in 1806, and in 1807, wlien

he ordered the army corps nearest to the enemy to

refuse to engage while awaiting concentration.

Bllicher, i]i 1813, r(^treated Avhen he thouglit it

necessary as a means of assuring the success of the

concentric advance on Leipzig;
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But in repeating this statement we must still

insist on the fundamental difference hetween the

deliherate retreat of a Bliicher and the inertia of

a BrunsAvick or a Bazaine.

The most serious faults in war are j)assivity and

stagnation. If they translate themselves into the

defensive—that is to say, into the expectation of

the blows of the enemy—they also manifest them-

selves, in a slighter degree, in AA^hat may be called

the passive offensive, that is to say, the advance

Avithout a reasoned plan of action. Generals

incapable of carrying out any operation, of imagin-

ing any combination, sometimes push forAvard

Avithout any predetermined intention. They do

not AA^ait for the enemv's bloAA^s, but go to meet

them, driven forward by public opinion, or by

some vaorue feelinsr of the dutv Avliich numerical

superiority imposes. This conduct has some

advantage over the defensive, in so far as it does

not leave the enemv in undisturbed leisure to

combine his manoeuvres ; but it offers him an easy

target since it opposes no Avill to his Avill.

This is the kind of offensive that many people

think Avill be inevitable in the next Avar. We
have seen that in this supposition there is a

fundamental error : that the forces will be able

to group themselves, if not as in 1806, 1807, or

1813, at least in accordance Avith analogous prin-

ciples—in short, that one can and one ought to

mancjeuvre.

To sum up, the most keen and resolute offensive

spirit is necessary, though Avithout any compulsion

to a blind offensive. He Avho is not cai)able of

22
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clominatinG: events should remind himself of the

Napoleonic precept

:

" The worst decision in war is the pusillanimous,

or, if you like, the prudent, decision. For a

general, true Avisdom lies in energetic determi-

nation."

It is impossible to calculate all the consequences

of a movement. '' One sees one's own ills, but not

those of the enemv," and an offensive movement

at least has this assured advantage—that it

hampers the projected operations of the enemy,

obliges him to face a new set of circumstances, to

take hurried measures, often to commit mistakes.

"All initiative," says a German Avriter, " however

defective, is capable of checking the projects of

the enemy and of tiring out his troops."

There is no more burning question than that of

the offensive : we are unwilling to demonstrate

that it should not be adopted invariably and in all

places ; and yet, while pointing out the advantages

of the offensive, Ave must not fall into the opposite

extreme. How many times has not the offensive

been undertaken rashly, in insufficient strength,

and the issue been a defeat, a retreat, an untimely

check quickly followed by disaster ? Examples

are familiar to all ; they are not pondered over

enough. Mack coming from Vienna to Ulm,

fearing to advance farther, yet unAvilling to re-

treat, and thus alloAving himself to be taken.

Brunswick advancing into Thuringia, then feeling

his inferiority, marking time there, retreating

too late, ending in Jena. Napoleon III. leading

Jiis army corps to the Prussian frontier to light the
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ridiculous eugagemeut of Saarbruck ; then, feeling

all the superiority of the enemy, unable to

advance, ashamed to retreat, abandoning himself

to inevitable defeat.

As these examples show us, it is not offensive

action after contact is obtained that destroys

armies ; it is the initial movement, or rather,

the too advanced assemblv of the armv. Mack,

Brunswick, Napoleon III., did not act offensively
;

they advanced too far forward to begin Avith, and

assembled their armies too close to the enemv
without takinsr into consideration that tliev were

unable to attack.

It is very rare, in fact quite exceptional, that

a general has ever rej^ented of taking the offen-

sive Avith resolution and of attacking Avith A'igour.

It is A^ery common, on the other hand, that

generals should first advance their army, and

then, at the moment Avhen they expect to meet

the enemy, perceive that they are much less

strono; and that thev Avill be crushed.

In the Euroj^ean Avar of the future the troops

Avill be detrained in Avhat is called the zone of

concentration. The preceding observation is ap-

j)licable to the choice of this zone. It goes

Avithout savins^ that one should not make Avar

if one cannot sooner or later count on having

superiority. One AAOuld assemble the army nearer

to or farther from tlie frontier, according as one

expects to be more or less quickly in j)Ossession

of this suj)eriority.

Thus one arranges for detrainment close to

the frontier if one believes oneself to have
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superiority from the beginning, and all the more

so if one believes one will only have it at the

begimiing. It is then to one's interest to assume

the offensive as quickly as possible. On the other

hand, a general who T)elieves himself to be in-

ferior at the outset and expects to be stronger

at the end of a few days, assembles his army far

from the frontier if ouly he can find an area at

some distance from the frontier which Avould be

suitable for his plans. He shows his judgment in

the choice he makes of a zone of assembly for the

armies. He manifests his greatest qualities in the

decision and vigour with which, once the moment

has come, he passes to the offensive.

" At the outset of a campaign," said Napoleon.

" one must thoroughly consider whether one ought

or ought not to advance ; but once one has as-

sumed the offensive, it must be maintained to \\\q

last extremitv. . . . The whole art of war con-

sists in a well-reasoned and extremely circumspect

defensive, and in an audacious and rapid off'en-

sive. . . . War can only be made Avith vigour,

decision, and a constant Avill. One should not

fumble or hesitate. When one determines to

conquer, one can communicate one's energy to

all. A. rapid march heightens the moral of the

army, it increases the chances of victory."

And, above all, the general must have a Avill,

Avork on a plan. " One only accomplishes great

thinsrs Avhen one knoAvs hoAV to concentrate one-

self entirely on one object and to march across

all obstacles to one goal."

One AAdll attain it by battle, l)ecause " no result
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can be arrived at uithout l)attle." Once the battle

is joined, no matter what be the issue, the activity

of the g-eneral shouhl not relax :
" the prime

quality of a warrior is that he should let neither

victors nor vanquished rest."

§ 4. WAR AND POLICY

We have studied hoAV combat, battle, and major

operations were evolved and conducted ; we know

approximately the instrument placed at the dis-

posal of political powers to ena])le them to

obtain bv force the result which thev Avere un-

able to attain by negotiation. It remains for us

to state in a few words what, from the point

of view of war, are the reciprocal duties of poli-

tical and militarv authorities.

Strictly speaking, the political authority has

no duties as such to the military authority; it

can dispose of it according to its fancy, but it is

answerable to the nation, and has the very clear

duty of acting in conjunction with the military

authority in the manner that most conforms to

national interest.

The Government of Napoleon III., and par-

ticularly tliat of the Eegency which preceded

September 4, incurred no more terrible responsi-

bility than that of interfering Avith the leadership

of the armies. The rights of a government over

its generals, and the limitation of these rights,

are determined by national interest.

It is the risrht and the duty of a government

to indicate to a general the object of the military

operations and to cashier the leaders who show
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themselves unAvorthy or incajmble of command.

This hist measure is often the only one by means

of which it is expedient that a government should

influence operations. It is the strictest duty of

the political authority not to engage in a foolish

Avar Avithout hope of victory—that is to say,

without hope of sooner or later gaining the

superiority. There is no exception save in cases

of desperation, Avhen it is knoAvn that a nation

is doomed, and nothing remains but to sell life

dearlv to save honour. The general is aAvare of

this and acts accordingly. In all other cases it

is a crime to make Avar without being certain of

superiority.

Can a Avar undertaken Avith serious chances of

success have a more or less limited object? Is

it possible to fix a restricted objective for a

general ? Can any general propose to himself

anvthins: short of the ruin of the enemy's armies ?

Up to the end of the eighteentli century the

strono-er of tAvo adversaries could only attain a

decision by seizing first one province, then another,

and by besieging fortresses. The Avar dragged

on, and the victor AA^as able to abase the van-

quished Avithout destroying him by taking terri-

torv AA^hich could never be reconquered by its

former OAvner, except through a series of distant

events impossible to foresee. It Avas possible to

assign the conquest of a province as an object of

a war, knoAving that the advantage obtained Avould

never be lost, and that it Avould need ten years of

effort and enormous expenditure to gain more.

Clauscwitz still considered that Avar of limited
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success Avas possible in his clay, but nothing"

proves this opinion to be justified. At all events

it no longer seems to be possible in the twentieth

century for European Avars. Japan was able to

make Avar on Russia, in order to lay hands on

Manchuria and nothing else, and obtained the

desired result AAdthout putting the Russian army

out of action ; the efforts necessary to either party

to prolong the struggle and modify the results

Avere out of all proportion to the interests at stake.

It can never be the same in Europe : Avithout

speaking of the passions that Avould animate most

of the belligerents, the material conditions of

modern Avar no longer admit of avoidance of

the radical decision by battle. The tAvo armies

occupying the Avhole area of the theatre of

operations march toAvards each other, and there is

no issue but victory. It is impossible to avoid

the encounter, impossible also to seek in it

but a half-success. It seems as though the dis-

tinction made by ClauseAvitz in the last century

betAveen an absolute offensive and an offensive

AAitli a limited objective is longer to be made, at

any rate as far as European Avar is concerned.

Therefore, tlie indications Avhich a government

should give to a general on the political object of

war are reduced to a very small affair.

Once the Avar is decided on, it is absolutely

necessarv that a s^eneral should be left free to

conduct it at his own discretion, subject to seeing

himself relieved of his command if he uses his

discretion Avith but little energy or competence.

The plan of campaign should be the personal Avork
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of the general ; it has hardly ever happened that

the interference of a government in the conduct

of operations has produced happy results. The
action of the Committee of Puhlic Safetv Avas

successful because Carnot was a professional soldier

directing improvised generals. The unseasonable

orders of the famous Aulic Council in Vienna
during the Avars of the Revolution are Avell knoAvn.

We know too hoAv MacMahon Avas sent from

Chalons to Sedan Avith his arniA^ ; hoAv the mistaken

manoeuvres of Loimv and Beaune-la-Rolande Avere

ordered. And quite lately Ave have seen the trouble

brought on the operations of General Kuropatkin

by superior orders.

Napoleon is very clear on this subject,

EA'ery general Avho undertakes to carry out a j^lan

Avhicli he thinks bad and disastrous is a criminal

;

he must make representations, and insist that it

be changed, and in the end hand in his resignation

sooner than l)e instrumental in the ruin of his oAvn

men.

Faithful to this principle. Napoleon offered to

resign in May 1796, sooner than execute an
absurd plan of the Directorate, and in 1800, being

unable to make Moreau understand the advantasres

of an admiral)le plan he Avas recommending to

him, he did not insist that he should execute it.

Jomini, brought up in Napoleon's school, opines

that the political authority has no right to inter-

vene until the success of a campaign has been

decided. The ex2)ression is not correct : the

political authority has every right, but it Avould

commit a l)lunder in imposing its manner of view-
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ini^' the situation on a general who Avas in charge

of the operations.

The campaign of 1813 i:)resents to us the most

singuhir and unexpected of examples—the political

authority and the military autlioritv united in a

single man ; the first exercising a fatal influence

over the second. Napoleon several times expresses

the opinion that it is necessary to march to Berlin

and crush Bernadotte hefore attacking Bliicher

;

hut he hangs on to Dresden, hy the political

imj)ortance of Avhicli he is obsessed.

The differences that arose between Bismarck

and Moltke under the walls of Paris are often

spoken of : the politician demanded, insisted, on the

bombardment ; the general Avished to carry on

regular operations. It hardly seems possible to

justify Bismarck's pretensions ; he might have said

of what importance the capture of Paris was to

him, or given orders that they should make tliat

their business, rather than the gaining of victories

over the armies of the provinces ; but there his role

ended. Professional soldiers, here represented by

Moltlve, alone knew by what means that object

could be attained, what chance of success a Ijom-

bardment offered, Avhat inconveniences it Avould

entail in case of failure.

It is not only the intervention of governments

that is to be feared ; it is above all the intervention

of peoples. Tliis is due to thoughtless j^assions,

and in consequence is usually unreasonable. It

imposes unseasonable battles and shameful

capitulations.

The numerous and passionate proletariats of
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great capitals send armies to their ruin, and above

all, it is in their name that armies are sent to their

ruin ; in their name that a Napoleon III. is

obliged to remain on the frontier with 210,000

men against 500,000 ; that a MacMahon is forced

to hurl himself into the abyss.

Though the poj)ulace does not always impose

such disastrous operations, it always assigns an

exaggerated importance to the capital. Some-

times, as in 1870-1, it becomes the object of active

operations, distracting the attention of generals

from what ought to be their only care—victory in

the field ; sometimes it obliges them to give battle

before a capital, instead of postponing the decision.

Far from provoking or exj)loiting the populace,

the duty of political authorities is to pacify, and, if

necessary, to suppress 2:)opular movements. Once

war has begun, the general entrusted with

command and possessing the confidence of the

nation should act in all freedom. The govern-

ment should not only respect, but it should assure,

this freedom of militarv action.

It is not by intervening in the operations of a

war, but in prosecuting on parallel lines the

operations of policy that success is made attain-

able. The more restricted armies are in their

theatre of oj)erations, the more difiicult do decisive

manoeuvres become, and thus great results become

due to interventions and the overthrow of alliances.

Diplomatic action is more important than ever.



CONCLUSION

We should not study the science of war save to

discover, if not the secret of victory, at any rate

the causes that contribute to success or defeat.

All our studies and researches Avould be vain if

they did not lead to some conclusions on this

subject. We must not, however, expect them

to be very precise or formal. An infinite variety

of elements comes into play in war; some are

altogether material, Avliile others are of a moral

or intellectual order. Sometimes one element,

sometimes another, gains the advantage, as the

case mav be. When armies of the same value,
t/

commanded by good generals, are facing each

othei', it is numbers—the material element—

Avhich is the deciding factor. It is again the de-

ciding factor when numerical superiority is such

that the genius of a Napoleon would not suffice

to re-establish the balance.

On the other hand, there are circumstances in

which the superiority of strength, discipline, in-

struction, and command is so great that numbers

lose all their weight. This is the case in most

colonial wars; it was also the case when the

troops of the Directorate fought those of Naples.

347
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The army of a civilised nation has the advantasre

over the army of a savage people ; but, if the

latter makes a little progress, procures improved
arms, begins to discipline and organise its troops,

it thenceforward adds to the advantaijres of civil i-

sation a vigour, a fanaticism, a contempt for

death Avhich gives it superiority and enables

it to obtain an easy victory over an army which
has but the military form and not the warlike

spirit. It is thus that the Teutons, the Arabs,

the Mongolians, who, though still l^arbarians,

Avere organised and disciplined and keen in the

tight, were easily able to bring about the ruin

of decrepit empires. To give a modern example,

a Erench company Avould loeat 2,000 negroes ; but

a battalion of Turcos is Avorth several battalions

of European reservists.

There is no liierarchA^ amonsr the elements of

Avar ; one cannot jn^etend that one is more im-

portant than another. One day Xapoleon s:\id,

" Victory is to the big battalions "
; the next day he

declared that " in an army the men don't count,"

that " one man is everything." Genius triumphed
over numl)ers at Dresden, and succumbed at

Leipzig.

But in spite of these contradictory statements

a study of the causes of victory Avill not be ab-

solutely sterile. The first object of such a study

should ])e the material element, because it is the

easiest to deal Avitli.

Superiority in armament is unquestionably of

importance, especially Avhen it is very great. It

assures the success of European troops against
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Africans armed aa itli spears and old nmskets. When
the superiority is slight, it gives hut small advan-

tasre. It was not the needle-2;un that carried the

day at Sadowa, it was the infantry that handled

it—the same infantry that fought victoriously

at Mars la Tour against the chassepot, a hetter

weapon than the needle-gun. We should not he

negligent ahout adopting the most perfect arms,

hut we must not rely too exclusively on them

for victory. Numerical superiority in artillery

is more important than superiority of armament.
'' One must have as much artillery as one's

enemy," said Napoleon ; " one should reckon

four sruns to everv 1,000 men. It is Avith ar-

tillerv that one makes Avar."

A plentiful supply of munitions of Avar and

provisions of all sorts, and especially of the

materiel necessary to transport and communica-

tions, exercises a great, and too often ignored,

influence on the issue of hattles and of a AAdiole

Avar.

Superiority in cavalry is of vital importance.

It alone makes a decisive victory possible and

enables us to check the successes of the enemy.

It saved the Allies in the first campaign of 1813,

and also gave them their terrible revenge at

Leipzig. It Avill not play a lesser part in the

Avar of the future.

A cavalrv division numbers about as many
'J

men as a regiment of infantry. It is the equiva-

lent of the personnel of tAventy batteries. Hoav-

ever preponderant the role of infantry, taken as

a Avhole, Ave must not forget that in an army of
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500,000 or 1,500,000 men a regiment of infantry

is of quite inferior importance to a division of

cavalry, or to twentv batteries.

Therefore, so long as the artillery does not come
up to the proportion of four guns to every 1,000

men, so long as it is possible to create squadrons

(a matter of horses and money), and so long as it

seems desirable to endow the army with more
plentiful means of communication, there is a

great advantage in doing so. By diminishing

to a slight extent the numbers of infantry, Ave

may increase our chances of success.

*' Superiority of numbers," said Clausewitz, "is

the most usual means of victory. It is the most
important Avhen it is great enough to neutralise

all tlie rest."

However bad troops may be, they are never use-

less, and numbers, if only they are great enough,

will give them the advantage. The fights and
battles of the second part of the Avar of 1870-1

seem to demonstrate that troops Avithout any
military training, and of Avhich even the cadres

are improvised, can gain the advantage over

seasoned and Avell-commanded troops if they fight

at odds three or four to one. Sixty-five thousand

Frenchmen l)eat twenty thousand Germans at

Coulmiers. At Loigny, Eeaune-la-Rolande, and
at le Mans the French had superior numbers, l)ut

not a sufficiently marked superiority to Avin.

"We also see tliat the quality of troops exercises

a great influence, since it balances a numerical
superiority of two to one, and sometimes more.

It need not be stated that the most seasoned troops
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are the best. In the absence of experience of

fighting, it is cohesion, mutual confidence, the

habit of common life, military training, and edu-

cation, and, above all, the officers and non-com-

missioned officers that impart value to troops.

Then come the sentiments and passions which

animate the army. The best troops are national

recruits, when they are animated by keen patriot-

ism, and are Avell officered and trained. Next to

them come j^rofessional troops, soldiers by taste

and trade. The worst troops are militia, who serve

against their will, and are destitute of all training.

But there are no troops so bad that good

generals cannot fire them. Perhaps the value of

the leader outclasses all other elements. There

are no j)hysical, intellectual, or moral qualities

which are not useful to a general. He cannot

have too manv : some of them are essential,

and among these, in the first rank, are spirit,

resolution, intelligence, imagination. We know
what that spirit is which ins2)ires vigorous attacks

and pitiless jmrsuits ; according to Bonaparte, it

is the first quality of a great general. Let us

remember the last wars ; defeat was ahvavs caused

by a lack of spirit and activity, by the torpor and
inertia of the general : Benedek waiting at

Koniggratz to be enveloped by the Prussians

;

Xapoleon III. and Bazaine motionless on the

frontier, inert before Metz ; the Boers incapable of

taking the offensive and of giving the English

blow for blow ; Kuropatkin leaving the initiative

to the Japanese. In short, there is no quality

more precious in a general than activity, keenness,
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the offensive spirit ; no fault more fatal than

inertia.

Resolution is a very sjiecial quality ; it seems to

be compounded of courage and intelligence—in

realitv it cannot exist without one and the other :

but one often sees men avIio are very coura2reous in

a fight and of high order of intelligence, in whom
resolution, the faculty of command, is absolutely

wanting. Such was Marslial Canrobert ; admirable

under fire, excellent in council, yet incapable of

commanding an army corps on the battlefield.

Resolution is the special faculty which enables a

man born to command to take his decision on a

full knowledge of the situation and yet Avithout

perplexity—that is to say, making a raj^id

calculation on the known factors and inferring

the remainder, he is able then to act .without

arriere pensee, without vague fears of mysterious

dangers.

Resolution not only predicates lucid intelligence

and energy ; it also requires imagination and

originalit3^ " A general never knows anything for

certain," said Napoleon: ''never sees his enemy
plainly, never knows positively where he is. It is

with the eyes of the spirit, by the sum total of his

reasoning, by a sort of inspiration, that tiie general

sees, knows, and judges."

On the one side he imao^ines what the enemv
can do ; on tlie other, he imagines unexpected

operations by means of which he can prosecute his

offensive. Repulsed before Caldiero, he marches

by Verona and Ronco to Areola. Seeing Massena

blockad(nl in Genoa, the idea occurs to him of
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making an army cross the St. Bernard. A plan

like that of 1815 presupposes the most fertile

imagination and the most powerful mind.

These are the most precious natural gifts a

general can have, hut they alone will not suffice,

and science must fecundate them in order to

produce an art. It is not always necessary to

acquire this science hy intense and prolonged

individual application ; if Naj^oleon was obliged

hy his genius and his studies to build up his own
doctrine and method, the greater number of

generals have found theirs already formulated and

ajijolied by the preceding generation.

Patriotic passion seems to hold a very secondary

place among the elements Ave have just enumer-

ated ; we have seen it intervening among the

moral forces, taking rank after cohesion and

discipline, and balancing a feeble numerical

superiority. And yet it is one of the principal

factors in procuring success. On it in reality the

other elements of victory depend. Without sincere

patriotism of a good stamp, more deep than noisy,

young men would never voluntarily submit to the

servitude of a military training. The army would

have neither cohesion nor discipline, there loould

he no way of recruiting the corps of officers. If

a keen spirit of patriotism does not animate the

nation, the officers themselves would not be

enthusiastic about their profession ; they would

accomplish their daily tasks like hirelings, they

would not have in their hearts that passion of

which all offensive spirit and all initiative is born.

It is also necessary that a nation should be

23
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animated by a profound and sober patriotism so

that it may treat seriously all that concerns war.

As we have said, the quality and the abundance of

the material are certainly not the most important

means of victory, but they are very definite symp-

toms of the sentiment which inspires a nation.

Superficial patriotism is satisfied with appearances,

and, when the moment comes, finds but an insuffi-

cient and irrational organisation.

When a nation thinks of and prepares itself

seriously for war with the intention of winning, it

gives a free course to tlie study of war. It places

formalism and academic writings among the last

of its preoccupations. Knowledge of the great

principles of war and of the methods practised by

the great leaders are then familiar to all generals

and, above all, the feelings which inspire them

predispose them to practise sound strategy. The

nation whose spirit animates them possesses a

group of leaders in which it can confide. When
the hour of battle comes, the nation can do Avith-

out a special genius, for its cadres Avill always

be filled by energetic, intelligent, and soundly

educated men.

Finally, another most essential thing is that a

patriotic people does not choose its generals in the

ante-chamber or the club. They do not raise to

high command a Soubiseor a A^illeroi, but a Hoche,

a Bonaparte.

Thus patriotism, which at first sight seemed to

exert so insignificant an influence on success, is

found in the last analysis to dominate everything.

It is patriotism that builds up and animates
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armies, trains the officer corps, causes leaders

to arise. Where patriotism is beginning to die in a

nation, that nation has but the sembhmce of a

military force ; it maintains a more or less brilliant

facade which will crumble at the first shock.

" There are," said Montesquieu, *' general causes

Avhicli operate in each monarchy, raising it, main-

taining it, overthroAving it ; all accidents are

subjected to causes, and if the hazard of a battle,

that is to say, of a j)articular cause, has ruined a

State, there was a general cause which ordained

that that State should perish through a single

battle."

Montesquieu does not name the cause, but we
know it : it is the decline of national feeling.

^
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SADOWA: A STUDY.
By General H. Bonnal Translated from the French by
C. F. Atkinson, Lieutenant ist V.B. Royal Fusiliers

(City of London Regiment). Demy Svo. 255 pages.

With 21 Maps and Plans. Price ^s. 6d. net.

MILITARY HISTORY APPLIED
TO MODERN WARFARE.

By the late Captain J. W. E. Donaldson, R.F.A. Second
Edition, revised and enlarged by Captain A. F. Bkcke,
late R.F.A. Demy Svo. 395 pages. With J5 Maps and
Plans. Price ^s. 6d. net.

" As a guide to the study of military history the book has a definite sphere
of usefulness. It deals specially with the campaigns of Austerlitz. Jena,
Vimiero, Corunna, Salamanca, Waterloo, and the Shenandoah Valley.

Ample illustration of the points discussed is provided by an excellent series

of maps."

—

Scolsman.

GRANT'S CAMPAIGN, 1864-5.

(The Wilderness and Cold Harbor.)
By C. F. Atkinson, Lieut, ist. V.B. Royal Fusiliers

(City of London Regt.). Demy Svo. With 24 Maps and
Plans, xii + 466 pp. Price ']s. 6d. net.

" Long before reaching the end of the introductory chapter of this admir-
able contribution to the literature of the American Civil War the reader will

certainly have realised that the book in his hands is one of quite uncommon
merit. The author writes with the power that belongs only to those who. in

addition to wide knowledge of facts, have also a thorough understanding of
the exact bearing of each and all in reference to the various issues that have
been influenced or decided by them."— IVeslmmsler Gazelle.



CAVALRY IN WAR
AND PEACE.

By General Freiherr von Bernhardt. Translated from

the German by Major G. T. M. Bridges, D.S.O., 4th

(Royal Irish) Dragoon Guards. With a preface by General

Sir J. I). P. French, G.C.B., G.C.V.O , K.C.M.G. Demy
8vo. xxxii + 368 pp. Price 'js. 6d. net.

*' He writes with a breadth of view and a freshness which deservedly earn

for him the praise of our own great cavalry leader, Sir John French."

—

THE JAPANESE IN

MANCHURIA, 1904
By Colonel E. L. V. Cordonnier (French Army). Trans-

lated by Captain C. F, Atkinson. Vol. I.—The Yalu

and Telissu. 281 pages. With 12 Maps. Price 'js. bd.

net.

" The book is noticeably lucid in its account of highly complex move-

ments, and has an admirable series of maps "

—

Scotsman.

PROTECTION IN WAR.
By Major-General F. J. Aylmer, V.C. 478 pages. With

17 Plans. Price is. 6d. net

" General Aylmer writes with the vigour and concentration of one who has

thought out his subject thoroughly and knows how to bring essentials into

their proper setting."

—

Spectator.

STONEWALL JACKSON'S
VALLEY CAMPAIGN
From November 4th, 1861, to June 17th, 1862.

By William Allan, formerly Lieut. -Colonel Army o^

Northern Virginia. With 8 Maps. New Edition. Price

6j-. net.

"As remarkable for research and accuracy as for military acumen."

—

Colonel G. F. R. Henderson.
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